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THE SLAVERY OF OUR TIME
1900

THE SLAVERY OF OUR TIME
INTEODUCTION
Almost

fifteen years

ago the census taken in

Moscow

me

a series of thoughts and sentiments which
I, as well as I could, expressed in a book, entitled Wbat
Toward the end of last year,
Shall We Do Then ?
the year 1899, 1 had occasion once more to reflect upon the

evoked

in

same questions, and the answers at which I arrived were
the same as in the book, Wliat Shall We Do Then ? but
as it seems to me that in these fifteen years I have been
able more calmly and at greater length, in connection
with the now existing and popular doctrines, once more
to reflect upon the subject which was discussed in the
book, WJiat Shall We Do Then ? I now offer my readers

new

which bring us

proofs,

to the

I think that these arguments

who

same answers

may

as before.

be useful to people

are sincerely striving after an elucidation

of

their

and to a clear determination of the
moral obligations which arise from this position, and so I

position in society
print them.

The fundamental idea, both of that book and of the
present article, is the rejection of violence.
This rejection I learned and came to understand from the Gospel,
where it is most clearly expressed in the words, " An eye
for

an eye

.

.

.

that

is,

you have been taught to use
3

vio-

4
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leuce against violence, but I teach you to offer the other
cheek, when you are smitten, that is, to endure violence,
I know that these great words,
but not to oft'er it."
thanks to the frivolously perverse and mutually concordant interpretations of the hberals and of the church, will
for the majority of so-called cultured people be the cause

they will not read the article, or why they will read
with a bias none the less I place these words at the
head of the present article.
I cannot keep people who call themselves enlightened
from regarding the Gospel teaching as an obsolete guidance of life which was long ago outlived by humanity.
It is my business to point out the source from which I
drew the knowledge of the truth which is still far from
being cognized by all men, and which alone can free peoAnd this I am doing.
ple from their calamities.
Jwm 28, 1900.

why

it

;

A WEIGHER serving on the Moscow-Kazan Eailway, with
whom

I am acquainted, told me, in a conversation which
had with him, that peasants who load freight on his
scales work for thirty-six hours in succession.
I

In spite

of

my

confidence in the truthfulness of my
beheve him. I thought that he

full

interlocutor, I could not

was either mistaken, or was exaggerating, or that I had
not understood him correctly.
But the weigher went on to give me such details about
the conditions under which this work takes place, that no
room for doubt was left. According to his story there
are 250 such freight-hands on the Moscow-Kazan Eoad.

They

and work by confrom one rouble to one rouble and fifteen
kopeks per thousand puds of freight loaded or unloaded.
They come in the morning, work a day and a night
unloading, and immediately after the end of the night, in
the morning, start to load up, and thus work for another
day.
Thus they sleep but one night in forty-eight hours.
Their work consists in throwing out and taking away
bales weighing seven, eight, and even ten puds.
Two
men hoist the bales on the shoulders of the other three,
and these carry the load. By such labour they earn one
rouble per day, out of which they have to feed themare divided into parties of five,

tract, receiving

They work continuously, without holidays.
The weigher's story was so circumstantial that it was

selves.

impossible to doubt
verify

it,

Upon

it,

and so went
finding

my

but I none the

less

decided to

to the freight station.

acquaintance at the freight station,
5

""" " "

"

"
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I told

him

that I had

come

what he had

to look at

told

me.
"

Nobody

to

whom

I tell

it

is

willing to believe

it,"

I said.
" Nikita,"

to

the weigher, without answering me, turned

some one in the shed, " come here
Out of the door stepped a tall, slim
!

coat.
"
"

When
When

"

And when

did you begin working

labourer, in a torn

?

Yesterday morning."
" Where were you during the night ?
" Where else, but at the unloading ?
" Did you work at night ? " I asked this time.
" Of course, I worked."
"

?

did you

come here to-day

In the morning, — what

a question

?

!

And when will you get through with your work ?
" When they discharge me,
then shall I get through."

"

Four more labourers, out

—

of a party of five,

came up

to

us.

They were all without fur coats, in torn undercoats,
although it was twenty degrees Keaumur below zero.
I asked them about the details of their work, evidently
puzzling them with my interest in what to them was so
simple and natural a thing as thirty-six hours' work.
They were all villagers, for the most part my countrymen, from the Government of Tula there were also
some from Orel and others from Voronezh. They live in
Moscow in hired rooms, some with their families, but for
Those who live alone send their
the most part alone.
earnings home.
They board singly with their landlords. Their board
comes to ten roubles per month, and they eat meat at all
times without keeping the fasts.
They are at work, not thirty-six hours in succession,
but always more, because they lose more than half an
;

:

"

" "
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hour in going from their quarters and coming back, and,
besides, are frequently kept at work for more than the set

With such thirty-seven hours' work in succession
they earn twenty-five roubles per month, out of which
they have to pay for their board.
In reply to my question as to why they do such convict labour, they answered
" What else shall we do ?
" But why work thirty-six hours in succession ?
Can't
you arrange it in such a way as to work by relays ?
time.

"

what we are told to
But why do you consent ?

"

We

" That's

consent, because

you do not want

do."

we have

— go
— and

to

make

a living.

If

you are an hour late, you
march
There are ten other
get your discharge,
men who are ready to take your place."
The labourers were all young people only one of them
was older, somewhere above forty. They all had emaciated, careworn faces and weary eyes, as though they had
been drinking. The shm labourer with whom I had first
begun to speak struck me more especially by this strange
weariness of his look.
I asked him whether he had not
had something to drink that day.
"I do not drink," he answered, as without thinking
always answer people who really do not drink.
" And I do not smoke, either," he added.
" And do the others drink ? " I asked.
to,

!

If

!

;

" Yes, they do.

They bring

it

here."

" It is

no light work. It will give you strength, all the
same," said a middle-aged labourer.
This labourer had had some hquor on that day, but he
did not show it at all.
After some further talk with the labourers, I went to
take a look at the unloading.
After passing between long rows of all kinds of merchandise, I came to some labourers who were slowly

—

"
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The

shifting of the cars and the
from snow, as I later learned,
the labourers are obliged to do without any remuneration.
These labourers were as
It even says so in the contract.
rasged and as emaciated as those with whom I talked.
When they had roHed the car up to the place wanted, and
stopped, I went up to them and asked them when they
had begun working, and when they had had their dinner,
I was told that they had begun to work at seven o'clock
and had just had their dinner,
,"We had to have dinner after work was through,

moving a loaded

car.

clearing of the platforms

they did not

us go."

let

And when
" Any time.

you go ?
be as late as ten o'clock," replied
the labourers, as though priding themselves on their
endurance in work.
Seeing my interest in their condition, the labourers
surrounded me, and, speaking several at a time, apparently
taking me for a chief, informed me, what evidently formed
their chief grievance, that the quarters where at times
they could warm themselves or fall asleep for an hour,
between the day and the night work, were narrow. They
all expressed great dissatisfaction with the crowded quarters.
" Some hundred men gather there, and there is no place
it is crowded even under the benches,"
to lie down in
"

will they let
It

may

;

several
yourself,

voices

—

it

said,
is

with

dissatisfaction.

"

Look

at

it

not far from here."

The quarters were crowded indeed.
was about twenty feet square, about

In the room, which
forty

men

could find

places on the benches.
Several labourers followed

me into the room, and all of
them, interrupting one another, angrily complained of the
crowded condition of the quarters. "There is even no
place to lie down under the benches," they said.
At first it seemed strange to me that all these men,
who in a cold of twenty below zero, without fur coats, for
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the period of thirty-seven hours carried ten-pud weights
on their backs, who were not allowed to go to dinner and
supper when it was time to, but when it so pleased the

and who, in general, were in an infinitely
worse state than the dray-horses, should complain of
nothing but the crowded condition of their warmingplace.
At first this seemed strange to me, but, when I
reflected on their condition, I understood what an agonizing experience it must be for these men, who do not get
enough sleep and are frozen, when, instead of resting and
warming themselves, they crawl over a dirty floor under
the benches, and there feel only weaker and more tired
in the close, infected atmosphere.
No doubt, they only in this agonizing hour of a vain
attempt at sleeping feel painfully the whole terror of their
thirty-seven hours' work, which ruins their lives, and so
are more especially provoked by this seemingly unimportant circumstance,
the crowded condition of the quarters.
After watching several of their parties at work and speaking with some of the labourers, and hearing one and the
same thing from all of them, I went home, fully convinced
that what my acquaintance told me was the truth.
It was true that for money, which gives nothing but
their sustenance to men who consider themselves free,
these men find it necessary to hire themselves out for
work to which in the times of serf law not one serfowner, even the most cruel, would have sent out his
slaves.
Why, not even a hack-owner would send out
his horse, because his horse cost money, and it is not
profitable to shorten the life of a costly animal by
means of thirty-seven hours of the hardest kind of work.
authorities,

—

It is not

men work

merely

cruel,

but even unprofitable, to make

for thirty-seven hours in succession, without

!
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any

sleep.

human

And

yet

such unprofitable exploitation of
about us without inter-

lives is taking place all

ruption.

Opposite the house in which I live there is a factory of
which has all the latest technical improvements.
In it live and work about three thousand women
and seven hundred men. Just as I am sitting here, in
my house, I hear the continuous rumble of machinery,
and I know, for I have been there, what this rumble
means. Three thousand women stand for twelve hours
at the looms, amidst a deafening noise, winding, unwinding, spinning silk threads for the production of silk stuffs.
All the women, with the exception of those who have
just come from the villages, have an unhealthy appearThe majority of them lead a very incontinent and
ance.
immoral life
nearly all the married and unmarried
women immediately after childbirth send their children
either into the country or into a foundling house, where
eighty per cent, of these children perish and the mothers,
not to lose their places, go back to work one or two days
silk articles,

;

;

after childbirth.

Thus, in the period of twenty years that I have known
tens of thousands of young, healthy women have
been ruining their lives and those of their children, in
order to produce velvet and silk stuffs.
Yesterday I met a young beggar of a powerful build,
whose spine \vas curved and who was walking with
crutches.
He had been working with a wheelbarrow,
when he lost his balance and injured himself internally.
He spent what he had with doctors and curing-women,
and has been these eight years without a home, has been
begging, and murmurs against God for not sending death
to him.
How many such ruined hves there are, which we
either know nothing of, or, if we know, do not notice,
thinking that it is right as it is
this,

THE SLAVERY OF OUR TIME
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know

in a Tula iron foundry labourers at the furwho, to have every second Sunday free, work
twenty-four hours in succession.
I have seen these

I

naces,

They all drink liquor, to brace themselves,
and, just like those freight-handlers at the railroad, obviously are rapidly losing not only the interest, but even

labourers.

the capital of their
of the lives of those
injurious labour,

—

lives.
And what about the wasting
men who are employed in admittedly
the compositors, who poison them-

workmen in mirror factories, in
match, sugar, tobacco, glass factories, the miners,

selves with lead dust, the
card,

the privy-cleaners

The

?

data of England say that the average
length of the lives of the men of the higher classes is
fifty-five years, but that the duration of the lives of workmen in unhealthy professions is twenty-nine years.
It would seem that, knowing this (it is impossible not
to know this), we, the men who use the labour that costs
so many human lives, if we are no beasts, could not for
And yet, we, well-to-do,
a moment remain at peace.
liberal, humane people, who are very sensitive, not only
to the sufferings of men, but of animals as well, continue
to employ this labour, try to become richer and richer,
that is, to use more and more of such labour, and remain
completely at peace.
Having, for example, learned of the thirty-seven-hour
work of the freight-handlers and of their bad quarters, we
will immediately send there a well-paid inspector, will
not allow any work above twelve hours, leaving the third
of the labourers who are deprived of their income to live
as they please, will even compel the railroad to build
commodious and ample quarters for the labourers, and
then we shall with absolutely calm consciences receive
and transport goods by this road and receive a salary,
dividends, rentals from houses, from land, and so forth.
And, upon learning that women and girls, who live in
statistical

!
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the silk factory, far away from their famihes and amidst
temptations, are ruining themselves and their children,
that the greater part of the laundresses who iron our
starched shirts, and of the compositors who set up entertaining books for us, grow consumptive, we shall only

shrug our shoulders and say that we are very sorry that
is so, but that we are unable to do anything to prevent this, and we shall continue with an easy conscience
to purchase silk stuffs, to wear starched shirts, and to
We are very much
read the newspapers in the morning.
concerned about the resting spells of commercial clerks,
still more about the overexertion of our children in the
gymnasia, strictly forbid the draymen to overload their
horses, and even so arrange the slaughtering of the
animals in the slaughter-houses that the animals shall
What remarkable eclipse
suffer as little as possible.
shrouds us the moment we touch on those millions of
labourers who on all sides slowly and often painfully kill
themselves with that w^rk which we use for our convethis

niences and pleasures

This remarkable eclipse that the people of our circle
from may be explained only by this, that when
people act badly, they always invent such a world-conception for themselves that their evil deeds may not
appear as evil, but as the consequences of invariable laws
which are beyond their power. In antiquity such a
world-conception consisted in this, that there exists God's
suffer

inexplicable and invariable will, which for some determined a low position and work, and for others a high

and the enjoyment of the goods of life.
the theme of this world-conception a vast number
of books were written and an endless number of sermons
This theme was worked out from the most
delivered.
It was proved that God created different
various sides.

position

Upon

—
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kinds of men, slaves and masters, and that both ought to
be satisfied with their situation then it was proved that
the slaves would be better off in the world to come then
it was made clear that, although the slaves were slaves
and must remain such, their situation would not be bad,
if their masters were merciful to them
then, after the
liberation of the slaves, the last explanation was, that
wealth was entrusted to some people that they might use
part of it for good acts, and that in this case the wealth
of some and the poverty of the others did not represent
anything bad.
These explanations for a long time satisfied both the
poor and the rich, especially the latter.
But the time
came when these explanations became insufficient, especially for those who began to understand their condition
of poverty.
Then new explanations were needed, and
just at that time these new explanations made their
appearance.
These appeared in the form of science,
political economy, which asserts that it has found the
laws according to which labour and the use of its productions are distributed among men.
These laws, according
to the doctrine of this science, consist in this, that the
distribution of labour and the use of it depends on supply
and demand, on capital, interest, wages, prices, profit, etc.,
in general on invariable laws which condition men's
economical activity.
On this theme there were in a short time written not
fewer books and pamphlets and delivered not fewer lectures than there had been written treatises and delivered
theological sermons on the previous theme, and even now
they incessantly write mountains of books and pamphlets
and deliver lectures on the same subject and all these
books and lectures are just as misty and incomprehensible as the theological treatises and sermons, and, like
the theological treatises, they attain their end, which is,
to give an explanation of the existing order of things,
;

;

;

;
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such as would make it possible for one set of men to be
at rest, and not to work, and to enjoy the labours of
other men.

The fact that for the investigations of this putative
science they did not take the condition of the men of the
whole world during all its historical existence as a model
but only the condition of men in
small England, which has existed under exceptional conditions, at the end of the last and the beginning of the
present century, did not in the least interfere with the
recognition of the truth of the propositions arrived at by
the investigators, even as the endless disputes and differences of the leaders of this science, who cannot come to
any agreement as to how to understand rentals, increased
valuation, profit, etc., do not interfere with it at the presThere is but one fundamental proposition of
ent time.
of the general order,

this science

human

which

is

recognized by

relations are not conditioned

who

What

by what

is advantageous to the
an advantageous position.
has been accepted as an indubitable truth is

sider good or bad, but

people

and that is, that
by what men con-

all,

are already in

that, if in society there are bred a large number
robbers and thieves, who take from the labouring
people the productions of their labour, this is not due
to the fact that the robbers and thieves act badly, but
because such are the unchangeable economic laws, which
may be changed only by a slow evolution, is determined
by science, and so, according to the doctrine of this
science, the men who belong to the class of the robbers,
this,

of

or abettors, who enjoy the fruits of their robbery and stealing, may calmly continue to enjoy what
they have stolen and taken by violence.
Though the majority of the men of our world do not
know these soothing explanations of science, just as many
former men did not know the details of the theological
explanations which justified their position,
they none
thieves,

—
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the less know that this explanation exists, that the learned
and wise men have incontrovertibly proved that the existing order of things is just what it ought to be, and
that,

therefore,

we may calmly

things, without trying to change

live

in

order

this

of

it.

It is only in this way that I am able to explain that
remarkable blindness in which find themselves the good
people of our society who sincerely wish the animals
well, but with an easy conscience feast on the Hves of

their brothers.

The theory that God's
set of

men's

will consists in this, that one
should rule another, for a long time eased
consciences.
But this theory, in justifying the

men

of men, carried these cruelties to the utmost
and thus provoked opposition and doubts as to

cruelties
limits,
its

truthfulness.

so now the theory that the economic evolution
takes place according to inevitable laws, in consequence

Even

which one set of men must hoard capital, while others
must work all their lives, to increase this capital, while
of

preparing themselves for the promised sociahzation of the
tools of production,
by provoking an even greater
cruelty of one set of men against all others,
is beginning now, especially amidst simple men who are not

—

stultified

You

by

see,

—

provoke certain doubts.
example, the freight-handlers, who are

science, to
for

ruining their lives by their work of thirty-seven hours'
duration, or the women in the factory, or the laundresses,
or the compositors, or all those millions of people who
live under grievous, unnatural conditions of monotonous,
" What
stultifying slave labour, and you naturally ask
has brought these people to such a state, and how can
they be liberated from it ? " And science answers you
that these men are in such a state, because the railroad
:
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belongs to such and such a company, the silk factory to
such and such a master, and all the plants, factories,
printing offices, laundries, to capitalists, in general, and
that this situation will improve if the working people,
by uniting into unions and cooperative societies and by

means of strikes and of participation in the government
exerting an ever greater influence upon their masters and
the government, will attain, at first a shortening of the
work-day and an increase of the wages, and finally this,
the implements of production will pass into
their hands, and then all will be well
but now everything is going the way it ought to, and there is no need of
changing anything.
This answer cannot help but appear very strange to
unlearned men, particularly to unlearned Eussians. In
that all

;

the

first

place, neither in relation to the freight-handlers,

nor to the women, nor to the many millions of other
workers, who suffer from the hard, unhealthy, stultifying
labour, does the belonging of the implements of production to the capitahst offer any explanation.
The implements of production in agriculture which belong to the
labourers who are hving now at the railroad have not
been seized by the capitalists at all these labourers have
land, and horses, and ploughs, and harrows, and everything needed for the cultivation of the soil even so the
women who work in the factory are not driven to this
work because the implements of production have been
taken from them on the contrary, they generally go
away from home against the will of the elder members
of the family, though their work is very much needed
there, and though there are there all the implements
of production.
In the same condition are millions of
labourers, both in Russia and in other countries.
Thus
the cause of the wretched condition of the working
people can by no means be found in the seizure by the
capitalists of the implements of production.
The cause
;

;

;
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much

in

what

drives

them out
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of the village.

In the second place, neither
the shortening of the work-day, nor the increase in wages,
nor the promised sociahzation of the implements of production, can in any way free the working people from this
state, even in that distant future, when science promises

them

in the first place.

that liberation.

All that cannot improve their condition, because the
wretchedness of the position of the working people, upon
the railroad, or in the silk factory, or in any other factory
or plant, does not consist in a greater or lesser number of
working hours (the agriculturists work, while quite satisfied with their lot, as much as eighteen hours a day and
thirty-six hours in succession), and not in the small pay,
and not in this, that the railroad or factory does not
belong to them, but in this, that the working people are
obliged to work under injurious, unnatural, and frequently
dangerous and pernicious conditions of life, in city barracks, full of temptations and immorahty, and to do slave

work

for other people.

Of late the hours of work have been reduced and the
pay has been increased, but this reduction of the hours of
labour and the increase of pay have not improved the
condition of the working people, if we do not consider
their more luxurious habits,
a watch and chain, silk
kerchiefs, tobacco, wine, meat, beer, and so forth,
but
their real welfare, that is, their health and morality, and,
above all, their freedom.
In the factory of silk articles with which I am acquainted, twenty years ago there worked mainly men who
worked fourteen hours a day and earned fifteen roubles
clear a month, which they generaUy sent home to their
families in the country.
Now it is mostly women who
work there they work eleven hours a day and earn
sometimes as much as twenty-five roubles per month,
or more than fifteen roubles clear they generally do not

—

—

:

;
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send the earnings home, but spend them here, chiefly on
and the reduction
dresses, drunkenness, and debauchery
of hours of labour only increases the time passed by
;

them at the
The same,

inns.

in a greater or lesser measure, takes place in
Everywhere, in spite of the
the factories and plants.
reduction of the hours of labour and the increase of pay,
the health, as compared with that in agricultural work,
is injured, the average length of life is diminished, and
morahty is lost, as, indeed, it cannot be otherwise, when
we consider how they are removed from the conditions,
most conducive to morality, of family life and free,
all

healthy, varied, sensible agricultural labour.
It may be, as some economists assert, that with the

reduction of hours of labour, the increase of wages, and
the improvement of sanitary conditions in the factories,
the health of the working people and their moraHty is
improved as compared with the condition in which the
It may be even that
factory hands used to be formerly.
of late and in certain localities the condition of the working people in the factories has in external conditions been
But
better than the condition of the rural population.
this is true for only

some

localities

and

is

due

to this,

that the government and society are doing, under the
influence of the propositions of science, everything that
can be done for the deterioration of the rural population
and for the improvement of the condition of the factory

hands.
If the condition of the factory hands is in certain localbetter
ities
and that, too, only in external conditions
than the condition of rural labourers, this only proves
that with all kinds of oppressions it is possible to reduce
to wretchedness a Hfe which from external conditions is
best, and that there does not exist so unnatural and bad
a condition but that a man can adapt himself to it and

—

—

remain in

it

for several generations.
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The wretchedness of the condition of the factory hand
and of the city workman in general does not consist in
his working long and getting little for it, but in this, that
he is deprived of the natural conditions of life in the
midst of nature, is deprived of liberty, and is obliged to
do monotonous slave work for another.
And so the answer to the questions as to why factory
and city labourers are in a wretched state, and how to
help them, can nowise consist in this, that it is due to the
fact that the capitalists have seized the implements of
production, and that the reduction of the hours of labour,
the increase of wages, and the socialization of the implements of production will improve the position of the
working people.
The answer to these questions must consist in the
indication of the causes which have deprived the labourers of the natural conditions of life amidst nature
and have driven them into the slavery of the factories, and
in the indication of the means for liberating the working
people from the necessity of passing from the free life
in the country to the slave life in the factories.
Thus the question as to why the working people in the
cities are in a

tion as to

wretched state includes

what

are the causes

first of all

the ques-

which drove these people

away from the

country, where they or their ancestors
live and with us in Eussia still live, and
that against their will has been driving them

lived

and could

what

it is

into the factories

and

plants.

such working people, as in England, Belgium, Germany, who for several generations have been
living in factories, even these do not do so of their own
free will, but because their parents, grandparents, or greatgrandparents were for some reason obliged to change their
agricultural life, which they hked, for a life in the city
and in the factories, which presented itself to them as
If there are

hard.

The

rural population

was

at first forcibly dispos-
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sessed of its land, says K. Marx, and driven out and
reduced to the state of vagrancy, and then, by force of
cruel laws, they were tortured with tongs, hot iron,
scourges, for the purpose of making them submit to the
demands of private labour. And so the question as to
how to liberate the working people from their wretched
condition would seem naturally to reduce itself to the
question as to how to remove those causes which have
driven several and now drive away the rest from that
condition which these people have regarded as good and
have driven them into a condition which they have
regarded as bad.
But the economic science, though it in passing points
out the causes which have driven the labourers away
from the land, does not busy itself with the removal of
these causes, but turns all its attention only to the amelioration of the condition of the working people in the
existing factories and plants, as though assuming that
the condition of the working people in these plants and
factories is something unchangeable, something which
must by all means remain for those who are already in

the factories, and must become the condition of those
who have not yet left the villages and agricultural
labour.

Not only has the economic science become convinced
that all the rural labourers must inevitably pass through
the condition of the city workers in the factories, but also,
and poets of the world
have always looked only in the conditions of agricultural
despite the fact that all the sages

labour for the realization of the ideal of human happiness; despite the fact that all working people with uncorrupted habits have always preferred agricultural labour to
any other; despite the fact that work in the factories

always unhealthy and monotonous, wliile agricultural
is most healthy and varied
despite the fact that
agricultural labour is always free, that is, that the labourer

is

work

;
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work and rest, while work
though it all should belong to the
always slavish, in dependence on the ma-

at his will alternates between
in the factory, even

working people,

is

despite the fact that factory work is secondary,
chine
while agricultural is basic, so that without it no factories
despite all that, the economic science ascould exist,
serts that the country people not only do not suffer from
changing the country for the city, but even wish for it
themselves and strive for it.
;

—

No

matter

how

unjust

science that the good of

is

the assertion of the

humanity must

men

of

consist in that

which is profoundly repulsive to human sentiment, in
monotonous, slavish labour in the factories, the men of
science have inevitably been led to the necessity of this
obviously unjust assertion, just as the theologians were
inevitably led to just as obviously unjust an assertion
that the slaves and the masters are different beings, and
that the inequahty of their conditions in this world will
be requited in the world to come.
The cause of this obviously unjust assertion is this,
that the men who have been establishing the propositions
of science have belonged to the well-to-do classes, and
have been so accustomed to those advantageous conditions
amidst which they hve that they do not even admit the
idea that society could exist outside these conditions.
But the conditions of life to which the men of the wellto-do classes have

become accustomed are that abundant

production of various objects necessary for their comforts
and pleasures which are obtained only, thanks to the now
existing factories and plants, as they are arranged at the
present time.
And so, in discussing the amelioration of
the working people's condition, the men of science, who
belong to the well-to-do classes, always assume only an
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amelioration such that the production of the factories will
remain the same, and so the comforts of hfe which they
will enjoy will also remain the same.
Even the most advanced men of science, the socialists,
in demanding a complete transference of the implements
of production to the working people, assume that the
production of the same or nearly the same articles as at

present will be continued in the same or similar factories
with the present division of labour.
According to their conception, there will be only this
difference, that then it will not be they alone, but also
everybody else, who will enjoy those comforts which
they are now enjoying all by themselves. They have a
dim idea that with the socialization of the implements of
labour they themselves, the men of science and, in general, the men of the ruling classes, will have a share in
work, but for the most part in the shape of managers,
as draughtsmen, scholars, artists. But they preserve silence
as to who will make white lead with muzzles on their
the stokers, the miners, and the privyfaces, who will
cleaners, or they assume that all these things will be so
perfected that even the work in the sewers and underground will form a pleasant occupation. Thus they present to themselves the economic life both in the Utopias,
hke the utopia of Bellamy, and in learned treatises.
According to their theory, the working people, having
all united into unions and societies, and having educated
solidarity in themselves, will finally, by means of unions,
strikes, and participation in parliaments, arrive at this,
that they will get possession of all the implements of
production, including the land and then they will feed
so well, will dress so well, will enjoy such amusements
on Sundays, that they will prefer life in the city, amidst
stones and chimneys, to the life in the country, in the
broad expanse, amidst plants and domestic animals, and
will prefer the monotonous machine work, according to

—

;
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the whistle, to the varied, healthful, and free agricultural
labour.

Though this assumption is as little probable as the
assumption of the theologians concerning that heaven
which the working people wHl enjoy in the world to
come for having worked so painfully in this world, intelligent and cultured men of our circle none the less beheve in this strange doctrine, just as former learned and
intelligent people used to believe in a heaven for the
working people in the world to come.
The learned and
to-do classes

—

their disciples

— people

of the well-

believe in this, because they cannot help

They are confronted with a dilemma:
it.
must see that everything which they enjoy
in their life, from the railroad to matches and cigarettes, is
their brothers' labour, which has cost many human hves,
and that they, by not participating in this labour, but
believing in
either they

enjoying

it,

are very dishonest people, or that everything

which takes place is done according to invariable laws of
economic science for the general welfare. In this is contained that inner psychological cause, which compels the
men of science, wise and cultured, but not enlightened
men, with assurance and insistence to assert such an obvious untruth as that it is better for the good of the
labourers to abandon their happy and healthy life amidst
nature and to go to ruin their bodies and souls in factories and plants.

But even if we admit the obviously unjust assertion,
which is contrary to all the properties of human nature,
that it is better for people to live and work in factories
and cities, doing mechanical slave work, than to live in
even if we
the country and do free manual labour,

—

admit

all

toward which, according
science, the economic evo-

that, the very ideal,

to the teaching of the

men

of
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lution leads, contains such an internal contradiction as
can in no way be disentangled. This ideal consists in
this, that the working people, having become the masters

implements of production, will enjoy all those
comforts and pleasures which are now enjoyed only by
well-to-do people.
All will be well dressed and housed
and fed, will walk over an asphalt pavement under
electric lights, will attend concerts and theatres, read
ncAvspapers and books, will go out driving in motors, and
so forth.
But for all men to use certain articles, it is
necessary to redistribute the manufacture of desirable
articles, to determine how much time each working man
is to work
how is this to be determined ?
Statistical data may determine (very imperfectly at
that) men's needs in a society which is fettered by capitalism, competition, and want; but no statistical data
will show how many and what articles are necessary for
the gratification of the needs of a society, in which the
implements of production will belong to society itself,
that is, where men will be free.
It will be absolutely impossible to determine the needs
in such a society, because the needs will in such a society
always be infinitely greater than the possibility of gratifying them.
Everybody will desire to have everything
wliich the rich now have, and so there is no possibility
of determining the quantity of articles needed by such a
of all the

:

society.

Besides,
articles

how

can people be made to agree to produce

which some

of

them

will

consider

necessary,

while others will consider them unnecessary or even quite

harmful

?

be found that for the gratification of the
needs of society it will be necessary for every person to
work, say, six hours a day, who will compel a man in a
free society to work these six hours when he knows that
some of the hours are used for the production of
If it shall

•

articles
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which he considers unnecessary and even harm-

ful?
is no doubt that with the present structure of
they produce with a great economy of forces,
thanks to machines and, above all, to the division of
labour, extremely complicated, most varied articles, which
are carried to the highest degree of perfection, the production of which is advantageous to their masters, and the
use of which we find very convenient and agreeable but
the fact that these articles are in themselves well done
and with a small waste of energy, and that we find them
indispensable for ourselves, does not prove that free people
would without constraint produce the same articles. There
is no doubt but that Krupp with the present division of
labour makes beautiful cannon in a short time and in
an artistic manner, and that
similarly produces
coloured silk stuffs, and S
perfumes, smooth cards,
face-powder, which saves the complexion, and Popov
delicious whiskey, and so forth,
that this is very advantageous, both for the proprietors of the establishments
where they are produced and for the consumers of them.
But cannon, perfume, and whiskey are desirable for those
who want to conquer the Chinese markets, or like drunkenness, or are interested in the preservation of the complexion, and there will always be some people who will
find the production of these articles injurious.
And, to
say nothing of such articles, there will always be some
people who will find that exhibitions, academies, beer,
meat, are unnecessary and even harmful.
How are these
men to be compelled to take part in the production of
such articles ?
But even if people shall find a means for having all
men agree to manufacture certain articles,
though there
can be no such means except compulsion,
who will in
a free society, without capitalistic production, without
competition or supply and demand, determine upon what

There

society

;

N

—

—
—
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be directed ? what is to
be produced first, what later ? Are they first to build a
Siberian road and fortify Port Arthur, and then lay out
a highway through the counties, or vice versa ?
Which
electric lights or the irrigais to be provided for first,
And then again the insoluble question
tion of the fields ?
in connection with the freedom of the working people as
Obviously, it will be
to who shall do this or that work.
most pleasant for all people to busy themselves with the
sciences or with drawing, rather than to be a stoker or a
How can people be made happy in this
privy-cleaner.
articles the forces are chiefly to

—

distribution

No

?

data will answer these questions.
There
can be but a theoretical solution to these questions, that
is, such a solution as that there will be men to whom the
power will be given to manage all that. One set of men
will decide these questions, and other men will obey
them.
statistical

But, in addition to the question of the division and
of production and the choice of work in the
socialization of the implements of production, there appears
as to the degree of the division
also the chief question,
of labour which may be established in a society which is
direction

—

The present division
organized on socialistic principles.
of Labour is conditioned by the wants of the working
workman agrees to live all his life under
people.

A

ground, or all his life to produce one-hundredth part of
a certain article, or all his hfe monotonously to swing his
arms amidst a rumble of machines, only because without
But a workthat he will not have any means of support.
man who shall be in possession of the implements of
production, and who, therefore, will not be suffering want,
will only through compulsion agree to enter into conditions of the division of labour which dull and kill all the
mental capacities and under which people work now.
The division of labour is unquestionably very advan-

.
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tageous and proper for people, but, if men are free, the
division of labour is possible only to a certain narrow
limit, which has long ago been crossed in our society.
If one peasant from preference plies the shoemaker's
trade, while his wife attends to the loom, and another
peasant ploughs, and a third peasant works in the smithy,
and all of them, having acquired exceptional agility in
their work, later exchange their products, such a division
is advantageous for all of them, and free people will
naturally thus divide their labour among themselves.
But a division of labour under which a mechanic all his
life produces one-hundredth part of an article, or a stoker
in a foundry works in a temperature of fifty degrees
Eeaumur or in noxious gases which choke him, is disadvantageous for men, because, whHe producing the most
trifling articles, it ruins the most precious article, man's
life.
Consequently the division of labour which now
exists can exist only under compulsion.
Eodbertus says
that the division of labour unites humanity communistiThat is true, but it is only the free division of
caUy.
labour, that

is,

such that people

of their

divide the labour, that unites humanity.

own

free vdll

people decide
to build a road, and one man digs, another hauls rock, a
third breaks rock, and so forth, such a division of labour
unites men. But if a strategic railway, or an Eiffel tower,
or all those foolish things with which the Paris Exposition is full, are built independently of the desire and frequently even contrary to the desire of the working people,
and one labourer is compelled to mine the ore, another
to haul coal, a third to smelt this ore, a fourth to cut
down trees and square them, none of them having the
slightest idea of the purpose of the articles prepared by
them, such a division of labour not only does not unite
them, but, on the contrary, disunites them.
And so, if people will be free in the socialization of
the implements of labour, they wiU accept only such a

—

If
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division of labour that the good of this division will be
which it will cause the labourer.

greater than the evil

And since every man naturally sees his good in the
expansion and diversity of his activity, the now existing
division of labour will naturally be impossible in a free
society.

And as soon as the present division of labour shall be
changed, there will also be diminished (to a very great
extent) the very production of those articles which we
now use, and which, it is assumed, all society will use in
the socialistic state.
The assumption that with the socialization of the
implements of production there will be the same abundance of articles as is produced under the compulsory
division of labour, is like the assumption that with the
hberation of the serfs there would remain the same
domestic orchestras, gardens, rugs, lace, theatres, which
Thus the assumption
used to be produced by the serfs.
that with the realization of the socialistic ideal all men
will be free and, at the same time, will enjoy everything,
or almost everything, which the well-to-do classes now
enjoy, contains an obvious inner contradiction.

The same is here repeated that existed in the times of
As then the majority of the serf-owners
the serf law.
and of the well-to-do classes in general, though recognizing the condition of the serfs as not entirely good, proposed for its improvement only such changes as would
not impair the chief advantage of the landed proprietor,

men of the well-to-do classes, though recognizing the condition of the working people as not quite

even so the

good, now propose for its improvement only such measures as do not impair the advantageous position of the
men of the well-to-do classes. As then a well-disposed
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like Gogol, advised

the proprietors to be good and to care for their serfs, but
did not even admit the idea of the emancipation which
presented itself to him as harmful and dangerous, so also
now the majority of the well-to-do people of our time
advise the masters to care more for the good of their
workmen, but equally do not even admit the idea of such
a change of the economic structure of life as would make
the working people entirely free.
And just as then the advanced liberals, recognizing the
condition of the serfs to be unchangeable, demanded of
the state the limitation of the masters' power and sympathized with the agitation of the serfs, so now the
liberals of our time, recognizing the existing order as
invariable, demand of the government the limitation of
the capitalists and manufacturers, and sympathize with
the unions, the strikes, and in general the agitation of the

working people. And just as then the most advanced
people demanded the emancipation of the serfs, but in the
project left them in dependence on the landowners, or on
corvees and taxes, so now the most advanced men demand
the liberation of the working people from the capitalists, the socialization of the implements of production,
,

but with all that leave the working people in dependence
on the present distribution and division of labour, which,
The teaching of
in their opinion, must remain invariable.
economic science, which is followed without a comprehension of its details by all the well-to-do people who consider themselves enlightened and advanced, at a superficial
glance appears liberal, even radical, in that it contains
attacks upon the rich classes of society, but in its essence
this teaching is in the highest degree conservative, coarse,
and cruel. In one way or another the men of science,
and with them all the well-to-do classes, want by all

means

to retain the

of labour,

now

which make

existing distribution
it

and division

possible to produce the large

:
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quantity of articles used by them.
The existing economic structure the men of science, and with them all
the men of the well-to-do classes, call civilization, and
they see in this civilization
the railways, telegraphs,
telephones, photographs, Eontgen rays, clinics, exhibitions, and, above everything else, all the appliances of
something so sacred that they do not even
comfort
admit the idea of changes which may destroy all that or
even a small part of these acquisitions. Everything may,
according to the teaching of that science, be changed,
except what they call civilization.
Meanwhile it becomes
more and more evident that this civihzation can exist
only by compelling the working men to work. But the
men of science are so convinced that this civilization is
the highest good that they boldly say the very opposite
of what the jurists used once to say instead of " Fiat justitia, pereat mundus" they now say, " Fiat cultura, pereat
justitia."
They not only say so, but even act so. Everything may be changed in practice and in theory, except
civilization,
except all that which takes place in foun-

—

—

:

—

and factories and, above all things, is sold in shops.
But I think that enlightened men, who profess the
Christian law of brotherhood and love of their neighbours,

dries

ought to say the very opposite
" It is all very nice to have electric illumination, telephones, expositions, and all the Arcadian Gardens with
their concerts and shows, and all the cigars, and matchboxes, and suspenders, and motors but may they go to
perdition, and not only they, but also the railways and all
the calico and cloth factories in the world, if for their
production it is necessary that ninety-nine hundredths of
men should be in slavery and should perish by the thousand in factories which are necessary for the production of
these articles.
If, to light London or St. Petersburg with
electricity, or to erect the structures of an exhibition, or
to produce beautiful dyes, or to get beautiful stuffs woven
;
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quickly and in great quantity, it is necessary that the
smallest number of hves should perish or be contracted or
ruined (and statistics show us how many of them perish),
then let London and St. Petersburg be lighted by gas or
oil, let there be no exhibitions, let there be no dyes, no
stuffs, so long as there shall be no slavery and the ruin
of

human

lives resultiDg

from

it."

Truly enlightened people will always prefer to return to
travelling on horseback and on bales and even to digging
the ground with sticks and hands, rather than travel on
railways, which regularly kill so many people each
year, only because the owners of the roads find it more

pay damages to the families of the killed
than to build the roads in such a way that they will not
profitable to

kill

so

motto

many
of

people, as is the case in Chicago.
The
truly enlightened men is not " Fiat cultura,

but " Fiat justitia, pereat cultura."
the useful civilization, will not be
destroyed.
People will never have any occasion to return
to digging the ground with sticks and hghting up their
houses with chips.
Not in vain has humanity with its
servile structure made such great progress in the technical
jpereat justitia"

But

civilization,

arts.

If

men

shall

come

to understand that

it is

not right for

their pleasure to exploit the lives of their brothers, they

how to apply all the discoveries of mechanics
way as not to ruin the lives oi. their brothers,
know how to arrange life in such a way as to use all

will find out
in such a
will

the perfected instruments for the subjugation of nature
they can use, without retaining their brothers in slavery.

8

Let us imagine a man from an entirely foreign country
has no idea about our history and our laws, and let
us show him our Hfe in all its manifestations and ask

who
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him what
the

chief difference he observes in the

men

manner

of

our world.
The chief difference in the manner of life of the men
to which he will point will be this, that some
a small
number of men
with clean white hands are well fed,
clothed, and housed, work very little and at something
easy, or not at all, and only amuse themselves, wasting
on these amusements millions of hard vorking days of
whHe others, always dirty and poorly clad,
other men
poorly housed, and poorly fed, with dirty, callus-covered
hands, work without cessation from morning until evening, at times through the nights, for those who do not
work, but amuse themselves all the time.
If it is hard between the slaves and the slave-owners
of the present time to draw as sharp a line as the one
which separated the former slaves from the slave-o^vners,
and if among the slaves of our time there are such as are
only temporarily slaves and later become slave-owners, or
such as at the same time are slaves and slave-owners,
this minghng of the two at their points of contact does
not weaken the truth of the proposition that all the men
of our time are divided into slaves and masters, just as
definitely as, in spite of the twilight, the twenty-four
life of

of

—

—

;

hours are divided into day and night.
If a slave-owner of our time has not an Ivdn whom he
can send into a privy to clean out his excrements, he has
three roubles which are so much wanted by hundreds of
Iv^ns, that he can choose any one out of a hundred Ivans
and appear as a benefactor to him, because he has chosen
him out of the whole number and has permitted him to
climb into the cesspool.
The slaves of our time are not merely all those factory
and foundry hands who, to exist, are obliged to sell themselves into the full possession of the masters of factories
and foundries
such slaves are also nearly all those
agriculturists who, without rest, work in other people's
;
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taking other people's corn to other people's granwho work their own fields, only to be able to pay
and
interest on unextinguishable debts to the bankers
just such slaves are all those numerous lackeys, cooks,
chambermaids, janitors, coachmen, bath servants, waiters,
and so forth, who all their lives perform duties which are
most improper to a human being and contrary to their

fields,

aries, or

;

own

natures.

Slavery exists in full force, but we do not recognize it,
just as at the end of the eighteenth century people did
not recognize the slavery of serfdom.
The men of that time believed that the state of the
people who were obliged to work the land of their masters
and to obey them, was a natural, inevitable condition of
life, and did not call that state slavery.
The same is true among us the men of our time
regard the state of the working men as a natural, inevitable economic condition, and do not call this state
:

slavery.

And, as at the end of the eighteenth century the men
Europe began slowly to see that the condition of the
peasants who were in the full power of their masters,
though formerly it had seemed to be a natural and inevitable form of economic life, was bad, unjust, and immoral,
and demanded a change, so now the people of our time
begin to understand that the state of hired men and of
working people in general, which formerly used to be
regarded as absolutely legal and normal, is not such as it
ought to be, and demands a change.
The slavery of our time is now precisely in the same
phase in which the serf law was in Europe at the end
of the eighteenth century, and serfdom in Eussia and
slavery in America were in the second quarter of the
of

nineteenth century.
The slavery of the working people of our time is just
beginning to be recognized by the advanced men of our
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but the majority of people are still fully convinced
is no slaveiy among us.
The men of our time are supported in this wrong idea
of their condition by the circumstance that we have just
abolished slavery in Eussia and America.
In reahty the
abolition of serfdom and slavery was only the abolition
of an obsolete, useless form of slavery, and the substitution for it of a more substantial form of slavery which
embraced a greater number of slaves than formerly. The
abolition of serfage and slavery was very much like what
the Crimean Tartars did with their captives, when they
decided to cut open the soles of theii- feet and fill the
rents with chopped bristles. After performing this operation upon them, they took off their fetters and chains.
Though the abolition of serfage in Eussia and slavery in
America did away with the older form of servitude, it
was, indeed, accomplished only when the bristles in the
soles had created ulcers, and there was an absolute certainty that the captives would not run away even without fetters and chains, and would go on working.
(The
Northerners in America boldly demanded the abolition of
the old slavery, because a new, the financial slavery, had
already obviously taken possession of the people, while
the Southerners did not yet see the obvious signs of the
new slavery and so did not care to abohsh the old
society,

that there

slavery.)

With

us, in Eussia, serfage was abolished only when
the land was already taken up.
If land was given to
the peasants, taxes were imposed upon them, to take the
place of the land slavery.
In Europe the taxes which
kept the people in slavery were abolished only when the
people were deprived of the land, made unaccustomed to
all

agricultural labour, and by means of an infection from
city needs placed in complete dependence on the capitalists.

It

was only then that the corn taxes were abol-

ished in England.

Now

they are beginning to abolish
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on the labourers in Germany and in other

them to the rich, only because the
majority of the people are in the power of the capitalists.
One means of enslavement is abolished only when another
has taken its place. There are several such means.
If
not one, another, a third means, or several together, keep
the people in servitude, that is, put them in such a condition that a few men have full power over the labours and
countries, transferring

lives of a greater

number

of

men.

of the greater part of the people

In

tliis

enslavement

by a smaller part does

the chief cause of the wretched condition of the people
consist.
For this reason the means for amehorating the
condition of

working people must

consist, in the

place, in recognizing the fact that slavery exists

first

among

not in any transferred, metaphorical sense, but in the
simple and direct sense of the word,
a slavery which
keeps one part of men, the majority, in the power of the
other, the minority, and, in the second place, having recognized this condition, in finding the causes of the enslavement of one set of men by others, and, in the third place,
having found these causes, in destroying them,
us,

—

9

In what, then, does the slavery of our time consist?
forces enslave one class of men to another ?
If we
ask all the working people, in Eussia, in Europe, and in
America, both in the factories and in all kinds of hired

What

occupations in the cities and the villages, what it is that
has compelled them to choose the condition in which they
they will all say that they were brought to it by
are,
either that they had no land on which they could
this
and would wish to live and work (all Eussian working
men and many European ones will say so) or that taxes,
both direct and indirect, are demanded of them, and they
are not able to pay them unless they work for others or.

—
:

;

;
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by the temptamore luxurious habits which they have acquired
and which they cannot gratify except by selling their
labour and their freedom.
The first two conditions, the lack of land and the taxes,
drive the men, as it were, into conditions of servitude, and
the third, the unsatisfied increased needs, entices them into
these conditions and retains them there.
again, that they are kept in the factories
tions of

It is possible to imagine, according to

project, the emancipation of the land

Henry George's

from the right

of

personal ownership, and thus the destruction of the first
the lack of
cause which drives people into slavery,
land.
can equahy imagine the abolition of the taxes,
their transference to the rich, as is actually done in some
countries but with the present economic structure it is
impossible to imagine such a state that amidst the rich

—

We
;

people there would not establish themselves more and
more luxurious, frequently harmful habits of life, and that
these habits would not by degrees, as inevitably and
irrepressibly as the water is taken up by the dry earth,
pass over to the working classes that are contiguous to
the rich, and would not become so necessary to the working classes that the working people would be prepared to
sell their freedom, in order to gratify them.

Thus

this third condition, in spite of its arbitrariness,

man not to
the fact that
science does not at all recognize it as a cause of the
wretched condition of the working men, forms the most
permanent and most ineffaceable cause of slavery.
Living near the rich, the working people are always
infected by new needs and gain the possibility of always
gratifying these needs, but only in proportion as they give
the tensest labour for this gratification.
Thus the working people of England and America, though occasionally
that

is,

in spite of the apparent abihty of a

submit to the temptations, and in spite

receiving ten times as

much

of

as is needed for their sup-
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continue to be

the same slaves

that
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they were

formerly.

These three causes, according to the explanation of the
working people themselves, produce the slavery in which
they are and the history of the enslavement of the working people and the reality of their condition confirm the
;

justice of this explanation.

All the working people are brought to their present
and are retained in it by these three causes. These
causes, acting upon people from various sides, are such
that not one man can get away from their enslavement.
An agriculturist, who has at his command no land whatsoever or only an insufficient amount of it, will always be
compelled, if he wants to be able to gain his sustenance
from the land, to give himself into permanent or tempostate

rary slavery to
If he in one

him who owns the

way

land.

or another acquires as

much

land as

he needs to be able to support himself upon it with his
labour, taxes will be demanded of him in a direct and an
indirect way, such that, to be able to pay them, he will
be obliged again to sell himself into slavery.
But if, to free himself from the slavery of the land, he
shall stop working the land and, living on somebody
else's land, shall begin to ply some trade, exchanging his
productions for commodities needed by him, on the one
hand the taxes, and on the other the competition of the
capitahsts who produce the same articles as he does, but
with improved implements, will compel him to sell himself into permanent or temporary slavery to the capitalists.
But if, working for a capitalist, he should be able
to estabHsh free relations with him, such as would not

up his freedom, the habits of the
inevitably acquired by him will compel him

necessitate his giving

new needs
to

do

so.

Thus the working man
always be in the slavery

will in
of those

one way
men who

or another

possess the
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taxes, the land,

and the commodities needed

for the grati-

fication of his needs.

10

The German socialists have called the aggregate of conwhich subject the labourers to the capitalists, the
"
iron law of labour wages, meaning by the word " iron
But in these conthat this law is something invariable.
ditions

ditions there is nothing invariable.

These conditions are

only the consequences of human enactments concerning
taxes, concerning land, and, above all things, concerning
commodities for the gratification of needs, that is, concernBut enactments are established and aboling property.
Thus it is not any iron, sociological laws,
ished by men.
but enactments, that establish men's slavery. In the
given case the slavery of our time is very clearly and very
definitely produced, not by any elementary iron law, but
by human enactments concerning land, taxes, and property.
There exists an enactment about this, that any
amount of land may be the subject of possession by private individuals, may pass from person to person by inheritance, bequest, or sale there exists another enactment
about this, that every man must without murmuring pay
the taxes that are demanded of him and there exists a
third enactment about this, that any quantity of articles,
no matter in what way acquired, forms the inalienable
property of those men who own them in consequence of
;

;

;

these enactments slavery exists.
These enactments are so habitual to us that they present themselves to us as just such natural conditions of
human life, of the necessity and justice of which there

can be no doubt whatever, as in antiquity appeared to
be the laws about serfage and slavery, and we do not
But, as there came the
see anything irregular in them.
time when men, seeing the pernicious consequences of
serfage, began to doubt the justice and necessity of the
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enactments which asserted it, so now, when the pernicious
consequences of the present economic structure are obvious, one comes involuntarily to doubt the justice and
necessity of the enactments concerning land, taxes, and
property, which produce these results.
As formerly they used to ask whether it is right that
men should belong to others and that these men should
not have anything of their own, but should give all the
productions of their labour to their owners, so we should
ask ourselves at present whether it is right that people
should not be able to use the land which is considered to
be the property of other men; whether it is right that
men should give to others in the shape of taxes those
portions of their labour which are demanded of them;
whether it is right that people should not be permitted
to use articles

which are considered

to be the property

of others.
Is it right that men should not use the land, when it is
considered to be the property of men who do not work it ?
It is said that this law established itself, because ownership of the land is an indispensable condition for the
success of agriculture, because, if there did not exist
private property, which passes down by inheritance,
people would be driving one another away from the
land seized, and no one would work or improve the plot
of land on which he sits.
Is this true ?
The answer to

this question

is given by history and by the present state
History says that the ownership of land has
by no means originated in the desire to secure the possession of the land, but in the appropriation of the common
land by the conquerors and its distribution among those
who served the conquerors. Thus the establishment of
the ownership of land did not have for its aim the

of affairs.

encouragement of agriculture. Now the present state of
shows us the groundlessness of the assertion that
the ownership of land secures to the agriculturists the
affairs
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conviction

that they will not be deprived of the land
In reality the very opposite takes
everywhere.
The right of the ownership of the

which they work.
place

which the large
any one else, has had

have enjoyed more than

land,

that

is,

this effect, that all, or nearly all,

now
men who work somebody else's land,
may be arbitrarily driven by those who

the vast majority of the agriculturists, are

in the condition of

from which they
do not work it. Thus the existing right of the ownership of the laud is by no means a protection of the agriculturist's right to the use of that labour which he puts
on the land, but, on the contrary, a means for taking from
the agriculturists the land which they work and for transferring it to those who do not work it, and so it is in no
way a means for the encouragement of agriculture, but
it is, on the contrary, a means for deteriorating it.
Concerning the taxes it is asserted that men must pay
them, because they are estabHshed by common, though
tacit, consent, and are used for public needs, and for the
good of all.
Is that true

?

The answer

to this question is given

the present state of

by history and by

History says that taxes have
never been established by common consent, but, on the
contrary, always in consequence of this, that certain
men, having by conquest or other means gained the
power over other men, have imposed tribute upon them,
not for public needs, but for themselves.
The same
thing is done even at the present time.
The taxes are
collected by those who have the power to do so.
If now
a part of this tribute, called taxes and imposts, is used
for public works, these public works are for the most part
harmful, rather than useful, to the majority of men.
Thus, for example, one-third of the people's income is
taken away from the people in Eussia, but for the chief
need, for the people's education, only one-fiftieth of the
affairs.
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whole income

is

and this, too, for such education
and harms the people than does them

used,

as rather stultifies

any good.
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The remaining

for things that are useless

forty-nine fiftieths are used
for the people,

or injurious

such as the arming of soldiers, strategic roads, fortresses,
prisons, the maintenance of the clergy and the courts,
salaries for mihtary and civil officials, that is, for the
support of those men who aid in the seizure of the money
from the people.
The same thing takes place, not only in Persia, Turkey,
and India, but also in all the Christian, constitutional
the money is
governments and democratic republics
taken from the masses of the people,
not as much
much as can be taken from them,
as is wanted, but
and quite independently of the consent of the taxed
(everybody knows how the parliaments are made up and
how little they represent the will of the people), and is
not used for the common good, but for what the ruling
for the war in Cuba and the PhiLipclasses deem best
pines, for the seizure and retention of the wealth of the
Thus the explanation given
Transvaal, and so forth.
that people must pay taxes, because they are established
by common consent and are used for the common good,
is as untrue as the other assertion that the ownership of
land was established for the purpose of encouraging
:

—

—

:

agriculture.
Is it right that people should not use articles which
they want for the gratification of their needs, if these
articles form the property of other men ?
It is asserted that the right of the ownership of articles
acquired was established for the purpose of securing the
working man against the seizure of the productions of
his labour by any one else.
Is that true

We

?

need only look
where such ownership

at
is

what

is going on in our world,
protected with especial care, to

;
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convince ourselves to what extent the actuality of our
does not confirm this explanation.
In consequence of the right of ownership of acquired
articles, there is in our society taking place precisely
what this right intends to avoid, namely, all the articles
which have been produced by the working people are, in
proportion as they are produced, constantly taken away
from those who produce them.
Thus the assertion that the right of ownership secures
to the working people the possibility of enjoying the productions of their labour is obviously still more unjust
than the justification of the ownership of land, and is
based on the same sophism. At first the working people are unjustly and violently deprived of the productions
of their labour, and then the laws are enacted, according
to which these productions, which were unjustly and vio-

life

lently seized from the working people, are recognized as

an inalienable possession of the usurpers.
The ownership of a factory, for example, which is acquired by a series of deceits and rascalities committed
against the working people, is considered to be a product of
but the lives
labour and is called a sacred ownership
of those working people, who perish in working in this
factory, and their labour are not considered to be their
property, but are, as it were, considered to be the prop;

erty of the manufacturer, if he, exploiting the want of
the working people, has bound them in a manner which
is regarded as legal.
Hundreds of thousands of puds of corn collected by
means of usury and a series of exactions from the peasants, are considered to be the property of the merchant
but the corn raised by the peasants on the land is con-

sidered to be the property of another man, if this man
has received the land as an inheritance from his grandfather and great-grandfather, who took it away from tlie
people.
It is said that the law protects equally the prop-

;
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owner of a factory, the capitalist, the landowner, and the factory hand and agricultural labourer.
The equality of the capitalist and the labourer is the
same as the equality of two fighters, when the hands of
one are bound, while a gun is put into the hands of the
other, and equal conditions are strictly observed for both
in the fight.
Thus all the explanations of the justice and
indispensableness of those three enactments which produce slavery are as incorrect as were the explanations of
the justice and indispensableness of the former serfage.
All three enactments are nothing but the establishment
of that new form of slavery which has taken the place of
the older slavery. As formerly the estabhshment of enactments as to this, that men might buy and sell people and
own them, and might compel them to work, was slavery
so now the establishment of the enactments as to this,
that men cannot use the land which is considered to
be the property of another, must pay the taxes demanded
of them, and cannot use the articles which are considered
to be somebody else's property, is the slavery of our
erty of the

time.
.11

—

The slavery of our time is due to three enactments,
concerning land, concerning taxes, and concerning property.
And so all the attempts of men who wish to improve the condition of the working people are of necessity,
though unconsciously, directed to these three enactments.
Some abolish the taxes which weigh upon the working
others propose
people, by transferring them to the rich
to do away with the right of the ownership of land, and
there have been made attempts at realizing this, in New
Zealand and in one of the States of America (an approach
to it is also the hmitation of the right to dispose of the
land in Ireland) others again, the sociahsts, assuming
the socialization of the implements of labour, propose the
;

;
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taxing of incomes, and inheritances, and the limitation of
the speculators.
the rights of the capitalists,
It would
seem that those very enactments which produce slavery are
being abolished, and that we may on this path expect the
But we need only look more
abolition of slavery itself.
closely at the conditions under which the abolition of
these enactments is accomplished and proposed, in order
to become convinced that all, not only practical, but even
theoretical projects for the improvement of the working
men's condition, are only the substitution for one set of
enactments, which produce slavery, of other enactments,
which establish the new forms of slavery. Thus, for example, those who do away with the taxes and imposts
levied on the poor, by first abolishing the enactments
about the direct imposts, and later transferring these imposts from the poor to the rich, must necessarily retain
and do retain the enactments about the ownership of
land, implements of production, and other commodities,
to which the whole burden of taxation is transferred.
But the retention of the enactments about land and property, by freeing the working people from the taxes, turns
them over into slavery to the landowners and capitalists.
And those who, like Henry George and his followers, do
away with the enactments about ownership, propose new
enactments about a compulsory land rent. But the compulsory land rent wiU inevitably establish a new form of
slavery, because a man, obliged to pay the rent, or single
tax, will be compelled at every failure of crops and at
every misfortune to borrow money from him who has it,
and will again fall into slavery. And those who, like
the socialists, in their project do away with the enactments about the ownership of land and the implements
of production, retain the enactments about the taxes and,
besides, are obhged to introduce enactments about compelling men to work, that is, again establish slavery in its
primitive form.

—

—
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way

or another, all the practical
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and theo-

one set of enactments which produce
slavery of one kind have so far always been followed by new
enactments which produce slavery of another, a new kind.
What is taking place is very much hke what a jailer
does, when he changes the chains from the neck to the
arms, or from the arms to the legs, or when he takes
them off, but fastens the bolts and bars.
AU the ameliorations for the working people so far
proposed have consisted in nothing else.
The enactments about the masters' right to force the
slaves to do work have given way to enactments about the
ownership of the whole land by the masters. The enactments about the ownership of the whole land by the
masters has given way to enactments about taxes, the estabhshment of which is in the power of the masters. The
enactments about taxes has given way to the strengthening of the right to own articles of use and implements of
labour.
The enactments about the right to own land,
articles of use, and implements of production are now to
be abandoned for the enactments about compulsory labour.
The primitive form of slavery was the direct compulsion to work.
Having made the whole circle of the
different latent forms,
ownership of land, taxes, ownership of articles of use and implements of production,
slavery now returns to its primitive form, though in a
changed aspect,
to the direct compulsion to work.
Therefore it is obvious that the abolition of one of the
enactments which produces the slavery of our day
either of the taxes, or of the ownership of land, or of the
ownership of articles of use and implements of production
will not destroy slavery, but will only abolish one
of its forms, which will immediately give way to another,
as was the case with the abolition of personal slavery
serfage
for taxes.
The abolition of even all three enactments together will not destroy slavery, but will only
retical abolitions of

—

—

—

—

—

—
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provoke a new,

now

11

unknown form

still

of slavery,

which even

manifesting itself in the enactment which
reduces the freedom of the working people, in the limitation of the hours of work, age, condition of health, in the
demands for an obligatory school attendance, in the reservation of a certain percentage to provide for the old and
the maimed, in all the measures of factory inspections, in
the rules of cooperative societies, and so forth. All these
are nothing but advance enactments which are preparing
a new, still unexperienced form of slavery.
Thus it becomes obvious that the essence of slavery
does not lie in those three enactments on which it is now
based, and not even in any kind of enactments, but in
the fact that there are enactments, that there are men

who

is

are able to establish enactments

which are advan-

tageous for them, and that, so long as men shall have this
power, there will be slavery.
Formerly it was advantageous for people to have direct
slaves, and so they established the enactment about the
Then it became advantageous to have
personal slavery.
land as property, to collect taxes, to retain acquired property, and corresponding enactments were made.
Now it
is advantageous for people to retain the existing distribution

and division

of

labour,

and enactments are

intro-

duced, such as would compel people to work with the
existing distribution

fundamental cause
that there are

and division

of

slavery

men who

is

of labour.

enactments,

And

so the

— the

fact

are able to introduce them.

12

What, then, are enactments, and what gives men the
power to establish them ?
There exists a whole science, which is more ancient
and more deceptive and hazy than political economy, and
the servants of which have in the course of the centuries
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most part contraone another), in order to answer these questions.
But since the aim of this science, as of political economy,
does not consist in explaining what is and what ought to
be, but in proving that that which is ought to be as it is,

'written millions of books (which for the
dict

we

are able in this science to find very many discussions
about right, about object and subject, about the idea of
the state, and so forth,
about subjects which are obscure, not only to the students, but also to the teachers
but there is no lucid answer to the quesof this science
tion as to what an enactment is.
According to the science, an enactment is an expresbut since there are
sion of the will of the whole people
always more men who violate the enactments, or who
wish to violate them but do not do so from fear of the

—

;

;

punishments imposed for the non-fulfilment of the enactments, than those who wish to fulfil them, it is evident
that the enactments can in no sense be understood as the
expression of the will of the whole people.
There exist, for example, enactments about not destroying telegraph-posts, about showing respect to certain persons, about the obligation for every man to do military
service or be a juror, or about not carrying certain objects
beyond a certain line, or about not using the land which
is considered to be the property of another, or about not
making any monetary tokens, or about not using articles
which are considered to be the property of some one else.
All these enactments and many others are extremely
varied and may have the most varied motives, but not
one of them expresses the will of the whole people. There
is but one common feature to all these enactments, namely,
this, that if a man will not fulfil them, those who established them will send armed men, and the armed men
will beat, deprive of liberty, and even kill him who does
not fulfil them.
If a man does not wish to give in the form of taxes
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the portion of his labour demanded of him, armed men
will come and take from him what is demanded, and, if
he offers resistance, will beat him, deprive him of liberty,
The same thing will be done with a
or even kill him.
man who will use the land which is regarded as somebody else's property. The same thing will happen to
a man who will make use of articles considered to be the
property of some one else, which he needs for the gratification of his needs or for work armed men will come,
will take from him what he has taken, and, if .he offers
resistance, will beat him, deprive him of hberty, or even
kill him.
The same thing will happen with a man who
will not show respect to what it is enacted that respect
shall be shown to, and with him who will not comply
with the demand to become a soldier, or who will make
monetary tokens. For every non-fulfilment of established
enactments those who do not fulfil them will be punished: they will be subjected to personal injury, to
the loss of liberty, and even to being killed at the
hands of those men who have established these enactments.
Very many constitutions have been invented, beginning
with the English and the American and ending with the
Japanese and the Turkish, by which people are to beheve
that all the enactments estabHshed in their state are
established by their own will.
But all men know that
not only in despotic, but also in assumedly free countries,
in England, America, France, and elsewhere, the enactments are established, not by the will of all men, but
only by the will of those who have the power, and so
they always are such as are advantageous for those who
have the power,
be they many, a few, or even one man.
And the enactments are always and everywhere executed
by the same means by which men have always and every:

—

where been compelled to do the wiU of others, that
by means of personal injury, loss of liberty, murder,
indeed,

it

cannot be otherwise.

is,

as,

:
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cannot be otherwise, because the enactments are the
but people
for the fulfilment of certain rules
cannot be compelled to fulfil certain rules, that is, what
is wanted of them, except by subjecting them to personal
If there
injuries, loss of liberty, and capital punishment.
are enactments, there has to be the power which can
make men fulfil them. There is but one power which
can compel men to fulfil these rules, that is, the will of
violence, not simple violence,
other men, and that is
which is used by men against one another in moments
of passion, but organized violence, which is consciously
employed by men who have power, in order to compel
other men to fulfil rules which are always established by
them, that is, what they want.
Therefore the essence of the enactments is not at all
the subject or object of right, not the idea of the state,
nor the aggregate will of the people, and similar indefinite
and confused conditions, but is this, that there are men
who, in control of organized violence, are able to compel
people to do their will.
Thus a definite, comprehensible, and indisputable definition of enactments will be like this
It

demand

;

—

Enactments are rules established by men who

are in

control of organized violence, for the non-fulfilment of

which those who do not fulfil them are subjected to personal
injuries, the loss of liberty, and even capital punishment.
In this definition is contained the answer to the question as to what gives men the power to establish enactments.
What gives them the power to estabhsh
enactments is the same which secures the execution of
the enactments,

— organized

violence.

13

The cause of the wretched condition of the working
people hes in slavery.
The cause of slavery lies in the
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enactments.

But the enactments are based on organized

violence.

Consequently the amelioration of men's condition

is

possible only with the destruction of organized violence.

But organized violence is the government, and is it
any government ? Without government there will be chaos and anarchy, all the progress
of civilization will perish, and men will return to their

possible to live vfithout

pristine

savagery.

things,"

we

whom

"

Just touch the existing order of

are generally told, not only

by those

for

this order of things is advantageous, but also

whom

by

obviously disadvantageous, but who
are so used to it that they cannot imagine life without
any governmental violence, " and the destruction of government will produce the greatest calamities, riots, pillage,
murder, and in the end all the bad will rule, and the good
But, to say nothing of the
will be enslaved by them."
fact that all that, namely, the riots, pillage, and murder,
those for

it is

end of which will come the kingdom of the evil
and the enslavement of the good, has existed so far and
exists now, the supposition that the violation of the existing order will produce troubles and disorder does not
at the

prove that this order is good.
"Just put your hand on the existing order, and the
greatest calamities will result."

Just touch one brick out
in a slender
all

column

of a

the bricks will fall

of

a thousand bricks placed

number of yards
down and break.

in height,

But the
any push

and
fact

will
one brick or
destroy such a column and all the bricks does not at all
prove that it is sensible to retain the bricks in an unOn the contrary, it
natural and unsuitable position.
proves that the bricks should not be kept in such a column, but should be placed in such a way as to remain
firm and admit of being used without destroying the
whole structure.
The same is true with the present

that the displacement of
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and very

The

political structure is

and the
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very

arti-

push
destroys it does not prove that it is indispensable, but, on
the contrary, shows that, if it ever was necessary, it is
now entirely unnecessary, and therefore harmful and
ficial

frail,

fact that the slightest

dangerous.

harmful and dangerous, because with this strucis not only not
diminished and mended, but also strengthened and confirmed.
It is strengthened and confirmed, because it is
either justified and clothed in attractive forms, or conIt is

ture all the evil which exists in society

cealed.

All the well-being of the people as presented to us
in the so-called well-managed states,

through

which are governed

—

nothing but seeming,
a fiction. Everything which can impair the external decency, all the hungry, sick, monstrously corrupt are hidden away in places
where they cannot be seen, but their not being seen does
not prove that they do not exist on the contrary, there
are the more of them, the more they are concealed and
the more cruel to them those are who produce them.
It
is true, every violation, much more every cessation of the
governmental activity, that is, of organized violence, will
impair such external decency of life, but this violation
will not produce a disorganization of life, but will only
reveal the one that has been concealed, and will make it
force, is

;

possible to

Men

mend

it.

have thought and believed until recently, until
the end of the present century, that they cannot live
without any government. But life goes on, and the conditions of life and people's views change.
And, in spite
of the efforts of the governments, which are directed
toward retaining people in this childish condition, in
which it seems easier for an injured man when he has
somebody to complain to, people, especially workmen, not
only in Europe, but also in Russia, more and more come
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out of their childhood and begin to understand the true
conditions of their hfe.
•'
You tell us that without you we shall be vanquished
nations, by the Japanese, the Chisay the people from the masses, " but we read
the newspapers and know that no one is threatening us with
war and that only you, the rulers, for some reasons which
are unknown to us, enrage one another, and then, under
the pretext of defending your nations, ruin us with taxes
for tlie support of fleets, armaments, strategic railways,
which are needed only for your ambition and vanity, and
start wars with one another, as you have just now done
with the peace-loving Chinese. You say that you protect
the landed property for our good, but your protection
has resulted in this, that all the land is passing over into
the hands of non-working companies, bankers, rich men,
while we, the vast majority of the people, are landless
and in the power of those who do not work. You with
your laws about landed property do not protect landed
You
property, but take it away from those who work.
say that you ensure to each man the productions of his
labour, whereas you do the very opposite
all people who
produce costly articles are, thanks to your supposed protection, put in such a condition that they never can get
the value of their labour, and that their whole life is
in dependence on the non-working people and in their
power,"
Thus the people of the end of our century are beginning to understand matters and to talk.
This awakening
from the lethargy in which they were held by the govern-

by the neighbouring
nese,"

now

:

ments is taking place in a rapidly increasing progression.
Within the last five or six years the pubhc opinion of the
masses, not only in the
not only in Europe, but
changed.

We

cities,

but also in the villages,
Russia, has strikingly

also in

are told that without the governments

we

shall
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not have those cultural, educational, social establishments

which all need.
But why assume this ? Why think that non-governmental people will not be able to arrange their lives for
themselves as well as they are arranged, not for themselves, but for others, by the governmental people ?
We see, on the contrary, that in the most varied circumstances of life, people in our time arrange their lives
for themselves incomparably better than they are arranged
People without
for them by the men who govern them.
any interference from the government, and frequently in
spite of the government's interference, establish all kinds

—

labour unions, cooperative socierailway companies, artels, syndicates.
If levies are
needed for public works, why need we think that free
people will not be able voluntarily and without violence
to collect the necessary means and to estabhsh everything which is established with the taxes, if only these
institutions are useful for them ?
Why must we think
The
that there cannot be any courts without violence ?
judgment of men in whom the htigants have confidence
has always existed and always will exist, and does not
have been so corrupted by a long
need violence.
slavery that we cannot imagine a government without
violence.
But that is not true. The Eussian Communes,
when settling in distant regions, where our government
does not interfere with their life, arrange their own
of public enterprises,

ties,

We

levies, their

management,

their court, their police,

and

always prosper, so long as governmental violence does not
interfere with their management.
Even so there is no
reason for the assumption that people are unable by common agreement to distribute the use of the land among
themselves.

—

—

the Ural Cossacks,
I have known of people,
who
have lived without recognizing the ownership of land,
and the prosperity and order in the whole society have
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been such as do not exist in the society in which the
ownership of land is protected by violence. I know of
Communes at the present time, which exist without recognizing the right of separate individuals to own land.
The whole Russian people within my memory did not
recognize the ownership of land.
The protection given
to the ownership of land by means of governmental violence not only fails to remove the struggle for the ownership of land, but, on the contrary, for the most part

strengthens

it

and brings

it

about.

landed property were not protected, and so made to
rise in value, people would not crowd in one place, but
would settle on free land, of which there is still so much
on the globe. But now there is taking place an incessant
struggle for the ownership of land, and this struggle is
waged with those instruments which the government
offers with its enactments about the ownership of land.
In this struggle the victory is always obtained, not by
those who work the land, but by those who take part
in the governmental violence.
The same is true in relation to articles produced by
labour.
Articles which are actually produced by man's
labour and which are necessary for hfe are always protected by custom, public opinion, and the sense of justice
and reciprocity, and are in no need of protection by means
If

of violence.

Tens of thousands of desyatinas of forest land belonging to one owner, while thousands of people near by have

must be protected by violence. The same proand factories where several
generations of workmen have been plundered.
Still more
must such protection be given to hundreds of thousands
of puds of corn belonging to one owner who has been
no

fuel,

tection is needed for plants

waiting for a famine, in order to

most

corrupt,

sell it at

a trebled price

But not a man, even the
unless he be a rich man or a government

to the starving population.
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will take from an agriculturist who supports himwith his labour the crops which he has raised, or the
cow which he has raised and which supplies the milk for
official,

self

his children, or the plough, the scythe, the spade,

which

he has made and used. Even if there should be found a
man who would none the less take from another the articles produced by him and needed by him, that man
would provoke such indignation against himself in all
men who live under the same conditions that he would
But
hardly find such an act advantageous for himself.
if that man is so immoral that he wHl none the less do
so, he will do the same under the most stringent protecWe are generally
tion of property by means of violence.
told " Try to destroy the right to own land and articles
of labour, and not one man, since he is not assured that
they will not take from him what he has produced, will
The very opposite ought to be said the
care to work."
:

:

protection offered

by means

of violence to the right to

hold illegal property, such as is offered at the present
time, has, if not completely destroyed, at least considerably weakened in men the natural consciousness of justice
in relation to the use of articles, that is, in relation to
the natural and inborn right of property, without which
humanity could not live, and which has always existed
in society.

And so there is no foundation for the supposition that
without organized violence men will not be able to
arrange their lives.
Of course, it can be said that horses and oxen cannot
live without the exercise of violence by rational beings
over them but why cannot men live without
men
violence being exerted over them, not by some higher
Why must men subbeings, but by men themselves ?
mit to the violence of those men who at a given time are
in power ?
What proves that these men are wiser than

—

—

those

men

;

against

whom

the violence

is

exerted

?

"
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Their allowing themselves to exert violence against
people proves that they are not only not wiser, but even
The Chinese
less wise than those who submit to them.
examinations for the posts of mandarins, as we know, do
Just
not secure the wisest and best men for the power.
as little is this secured by heredity, or by all the systems
of rank promotions or of elections in the European
On the contrary, those who get into power are
states.
generally less conscientious and less moral men than
others.

We

" How can men live without governwithout violence?" We ought, on the
contrary, to ask " How can men, rational beings, live,
recognizing violence, and not rational agreement, as the

are asked

ments, that

:

is,

:

inner force of their lives ?
One or the other is true
beings, or they are not.

If

:

either

men

are

rational

they are irrational beings,

they are all irrational beings, and there is no reason why
some should enjoy the right to exert violence, while
others do not enjoy this right, and then the violence
But if
exerted by the government has no justification.
men are rational beings, their relations must be based
on reason, and not on the violence of men who have
accidentally seized the power, and therefore the violence
of the government has again no justification.

14

The slavery of men is due to enactments, and enactments are established by the governments, and so the
liberation of men from slavery is possible only through
the abohtion of the governments.
But how are the governments to be destroyed ?
All the attempts at destroying the governments by
means of violence have so far everywhere and always
led to this, that in the place of the governments over-
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thrown there have been established new, frequently more
cruel governments than those which they superseded.
To say nothing of the attempts already made at destroying the governments by means of violence, the now
imminent destruction of the violence of the capitalists,
that is, the socialization of the implements of production
and the new economic structure, must, according to the
theory of the socialists, be produced through a new
organized form of violence, and this must be retained.
Thus the attempts at destroying violence with violence,
which so far have not in the past led, and obviously will
not in the future lead, men to their emancipation from
violence, and consequently from slavery.
Nor can it be otherwise.
Violence is exerted by one class of men against another (outside of outbursts of vengeance and anger) for
no other purpose than to compel people against their
wish to do the will of other men. But the necessity of
doing against one's wish the will of other men is slavery.
And so, as long as there shall be any violence, intended for
the purpose of compelling people to do the will of other

men, there will be slavery.
All the attempts at abolishing slavery by means of
violence are like the extinguishing of fire with fire, or the
damming of water with water, or the fiUing of one ditch

taken out from another ditch.
means for the emancipation from slavery, if
it exists at all, must consist, not in the establishment of a
new form of violence, but in the destruction of what proBut the
duces the possibility of governmental violence.
possibility of governmental violence, as of any violence
exerted by a small number of men against a large number, has always had this effect, that the small number is
armed, while the majority is unarmed, or that the small
number is better armed than the majority.
Thus have things been done in the case of every con-

with

dirt

And

so the
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quest thus have nations been vanquished by the Greeks,
the Komans, the knights, a Cortes, and thus are people
now vanquished in Africa and Asia, and thus do all the
governments in time of peace hold their subjects in
:

subjection.

As

in antiquity,

even so now, one set of men rules
some are armed, while the others

another, only because
are not.

In ancient times the warriors with their leaders

fell

upon defenceless inhabitants and vanquished and plundered them, and all of them, according to the part they
took, their bravery, their cruelty, divided up the booty,
and it was obvious to every warrior that the violence
practised by him was advantageous for him.
But now
the armed men, who are for the most part taken from

among the working men, go

against defenceless people,

strikers, rioters, or inhabitants

of foreign countries,

and

vanquish and plunder them (that is, compel them to give
up their labour), not for themselves, but for those who do
not even take part in the subjugation.
The only difference between conquerors and governments is this, that the conquerors with their warriors
attacked defenceless inhabitants and, in case of their
insubmission, carried out their threats of tortures and
murders, while the governments, in case of insubmission,
do not themselves practise tortures and murder on the
inhabitants, but cause this to be done by
deceived and specially bestiahzed men, who are taken
from among the very masses which they oppress. Thus
the former violence was practised through personal efforts,
through the bravery, cruelty, and agility of the conquerors themselves, while the present violence is practised
through deception.
Therefore, if, to be freed from the violence of armed
men, it was formerly necessary to arm oneself and to
offer armed violence against armed violence, now, when

defenceless

—

:
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the masses are not vanquished through direct violence,
but through deception, all that is needed for the destruction of the violence is the arraignment of the deception
which makes it possible for a small number of men to
exert violence against a larger number.
The deception through which this is accomplished consists in this, that the small number of ruling men, who
have received their power from their predecessors, as
estabhshed by the conquerors, say to the majority
" There are many of you, you are stupid and uneducated,
and you are not able to govern yourselves, nor to arrange
your own pubhc affairs, and so we take this care upon
ourselves we will defend you against foreign enemies,
will establish and maintain domestic order among yourselves, will judge among you, will establish and guard the
:

—

public institutions for you,
the schools, roads of communication, posts,
and will in general care for your
weal for all that you shall fulfil the few demands which

—

;

make upon you, among them also this, that you
turn over into our control a small portion of your incomes
and that you yourselves enter the army, which is necessary
for your safety and for your government."
And the men of the majority agree to this, not because
they have weighed the advantages or the disadvantages
of these conditions (they never have a chance to do this),
but because they find themselves under these conditions
from the time of their birth. If doubts arise in these
men as to the necessity of all that, every man, thinking
of himself alone, is afraid to suffer in case of a refusal to
fulfil these conditions, and hopes to make use of these
conditions for his own advantage, and all men agree to
this, assuming that the transference of a small portion
of their possessions to the government, and their agreement to do mihtary service, cannot injure their lives very
much. But the moment the money and the soldiers are
in the power of the governments, these, instead of fulfilhng

we

will
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the obligation taken upon themselves of defending their
subjects against foreign enemies and establishing their
prosperity, do everything they can to irritate the neighbouring nations and provoke wars, and not only fail to
contribute to the domestic prosperity of their nations, but
and corrupt them.
In The Tliousand and One Nights there is a story about

also ruin

a traveller who, having been brought to an uninhabited
an old man, with dried up legs, sitting on
the ground, on the bank of a brook. The old man asks the
traveller to take him on his shoulders and carry him
island, finds

But
This the traveller agrees to do.
man seats himself on his shoulders,
he winds his legs tightly around the traveller's neck and
Having taken possession of the
does not let go of him.
traveller, the old man orders him about as he pleases,
plucks fruits from the trees, which he eats without giving
anything to the one who carries him, and in every other
across the brook.

the

way

moment

the old

scorns the traveller.

The same is done to the nations which have given
money and soldiers to the governments. With the money
the governments buy guns and hire, or prepare through
But
education, irresponsible, bestiahzed military chiefs.
stultification,
of
methods
artful
means
of
chiefs,
the
by
worked out through the ages, which are called discipline,
prepare a disciplined army out of the men who are taken
This discipline consists in this, that the
the instruction and have followed it
for a certain time are completely deprived of everything
of the chief human property
which is precious to a man,
and become submissive, machinerational freedom,
hke implements of murder in the hands of their organized

into the army.

men who undergo

—

—

—

hieratic authorities.

There is good reason why the kings, emperors, and
presidents esteem discipline so highly, fear so much the
violation of it, and consider their most important business
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inspections, manoeuvres, parades, ceremonial marches,

and similar

foolish

things.

They know that

all

that

maintains discipline, and on discipline alone is based, not
only their power, but also their existence. The discipHned
army is the means with which they can through other
people's hands commit the greatest malefactions, and the
ability to do so subjugates the peoples to them.
In this disciplined army lies the essence of the deception, in consequence of which the governments of modern
When this unwilled imtimes dominate the nations.
of violence and murder is in the power of
the government, the whole nation is in its power, and the
government no longer lets go of it, and not only ruins it,
but also scorns it, impressing it, by means of a pseudoreligious and patriotic education, with loyalty and even
veneration for the government, that is, for those very men
who keep the nation in slavery and torment it.
Consequently the only means for the destruction of the
governments is not violence, but the arraignment of this
deception; it is necessary for the people to understand
that, in the first place, amidst the Christian world there is
no need to defend the nations against one another, that
all the hostihties between the nations are provoked only
by the governments themselves, and the armies are needed
only for a small number of ruling men, but are not needed
by the nations, to which they are even extremely harmful,
in that they serve as an implement for the enslavement
of men
in the second place, it is necessary for men to
understand that that discipline which is so highly esteemed
by the governments is the greatest crime a man can
commit,
an obvious proof of the criminality of the aims
Disciphne is the destruction of
of the governments.
reason and of liberty in man, and cannot have any other
purpose than merely the preparation for the commission

plement

;

—

of

such malefactions as not one man will commit in his
For a defensive national war it is

normal condition.

—
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unnecessary, as has lately been proved by the Boer War.
All that it is needed for, and for this chiefly, is, as determined by William II., to commit the greatest crimes,
fratricide

and

patricide.

In precisely the same manner acted the terrible old
man who was sitting on the traveller's shoulders he
laughed at him, knowing that so long as he was sitting
on his shoulders, the traveller was in his power.
It is this terrible deception, by means of which a small
number of evil men, in the form of the governments,
dominate the nations, and not only ruin them, but even
:

commit the most
laid

injurious of all deeds, corrupting

them

from their very childhood, which must be

for generations

open, in order that the destruction of the govern-

ments and

of

the slavery resulting from

made possible.
The German

writer,

them may be

Eugen Schmitt, who

edited

in

Budapest the newspaper Ohne Staat, printed in it an
article, true and bold not only in expression, but also in
thought, in which he said that the governments, in justifying their existence by saying that they provide for their
subjects a certain amount of security, do not differ in this
from a Calabrese bandit who imposes a tax upon all those
who want to travel safely over the highways. Schmitt
was tried for this, but the jury found him innocent.
We are so hypnotized by the governments that such a
comparison seems to be an exaggeration, a paradox, a jest,
whereas it is no paradox and no jest,
in fact, the com-

—

parison

is

incorrect, because the activity of all the govern-

ments is much more inhuman and, above all things, much
more harmful than the activity of the Calabrese bandit.
The bandit for the most part robs the rich, while the governments

most part rob the poor, while they prohelp them in their crimes. The bandit,
in doing what he does, risks his life, while the governments risk nothing and build all their deeds on lying and
for the

tect the rich,

who
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The bandit does not forcibly take anybody into
band, while the governments draft their soldiers
generally by force.
With the bandit all those who pay
the tribute receive equal security, while in the state a
deceit.

his

man receives the more security, and even reward, the
more he takes part in the organized deception. Most
is the emperor, king, or president (he is always
surrounded by a guard of protection), and he spends the
greatest amount of money, which is collected from the subjects who are burdened with taxes
then, in proportion
with their greater or lesser participation in the governmental crimes, come the commanders-in-chief, ministers,
chiefs of pohce, governors, and so on, down to the pohcemen, who are least protected and who receive the least
salary.
But he who does not at all take part in the
governmental crimes, refusing to serve, to pay taxes, to
have anything to do with the court, is subjected to violence, as one is subjected to it by the robbers.
The
bandit does not intentionally corrupt people, while the
governments for the attainment of their purposes corrupt whole generations of children and adults by false
religious and patriotic doctrines.
Above all things, not
one, the most cruel bandit, no Stenka Kazin, no Cartouche,
can in cruelty, heartlessness, and refinement of tortures
compare, not only with the sovereigns famous for their
cruelty, John the Terrible, Louis XI., the Elizabeths,
and so forth, but even with the present coii-stitutional and
liberal governments, with their solitary cells, disciplinary

secure

;

and slaughters in wars.
must bear ourselves toward the governments

battalions, pacifications of riots,

We

—

toward the churches,
either with awe, or with disgust.
So long as a man has not come to understand what the
government is, just as he does not understand what
the church is, he cannot help but look with awe upon
these institutions.
So long as he is guided by them, he
must, for the sake of his egoism, imagine that what he is
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and sacred but
what he is
guided by is nothing original or sacred, and that it is only
the deception of evH men who have used it, under the
guise of guidance, for their personal purposes, he cannot
help but immediately experience disgust for these men,
which is the greater, the more important the side of life
is in which he was guided.
It is this that men must feel in relation to the governments, if they have come to understand their meanthe

something

is

original, great,

moment he has come

;

to understand that

ing.

People must understand that their participation in the
criminal activity of the governments, whether by giving
up part of their labours, in the form of money, or by
a direct participation in military service, is not an indifferent act, such as people generally take it to be, but,
besides the harm done to him and to his brothers by this
a participation in the crimes which are incessantly committed by all the governments, and a prepara-

act, also

new crimes, for which the governments
when they maintain a disciplined army.

tion for

ready,

The time
spite of the

for a relation of

awe

are always

to the governments, in

whole hypnotization which the governments
the maintenance of their position, is passing

employ for
more and more. And it is time for men to understand
that the governments are not only useless, but also injurious and in the highest degree immoral institutions, in
which an honest and self-respecting man cannot and must
not take part, and the advantages of which he cannot and
must not enjoy.
As soon as men shall come to understand this, they
will naturally stop taking part in those acts, that

is,

giv-

ing the governments soldiers and money.
As soon as the
majority of men shall stop doing that, the deception which

enslaves

Only

men

will destroy

in this

itself.

way can men be

freed from slavery.
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15
" But these are all general reflections
whether they
be just or unjust, they are inapplicable to life," I hear
the objections of people who are accustomed to their position and who do not consider it possible or desirable to
change it.
" Tell me, what is actually to be done ? How is society
to be built up ? " generally say the men of the well-to-do
;

classes.

The men

the well-to-do classes are so much used to
that, when the amelioration
of the working men's condition is under discussion, they,
feeling themselves in the position of the landed proprietors, immediately begin to discuss all kinds of projects for
the management of their slaves, but it does not even occur
to them that they have no right whatever to dispose of
other men, and that, if they really mean to do good to men,
the one thing they can and must do is to stop doing the
evil which they are doing now.
The evil which they are
doing is very definite and clear.
The evil which they
are doing is not only this, that they are using the compulsory labour of slaves and do not wish to renounce this
of

their role of slave-owners

exploitation, but also this, that they are themselves taking

part in the establishment

and maintenance

of this

com-

pulsory labour.
It is this that they must stop doing.
But the working people are so corrupted by the compulsory slavery that to the majority of them it appears
that, if their condition is bad, the fault is with their
masters, who pay them too little and own the implements
of production ; it does not even occur to them that their
bad condition is due to themselves alone, and that, if
they actually desire the amehoration of their condition

and

and not each his own advanthey should do is to stop doing evil.
But the evil which they do consists in this, that, wishing
of that of their brothers,

tage, the chief thing
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improve their material condition by those very means
by which they are brought into slavery, the working men,
to be able to gratify those habits which they have acquired,
sacrifice their human dignity and liberty and accept degrading, immoral positions, or work at producing useless
and injurious articles but chiefly in this, that they support the governments, take part in them with their taxes
and direct service, and thus enslave themselves.
to

;

For men's condition to improve, both the men of the
well-do-men classes and the labourers must understand
that it is impossible to improve men's condition by pre-

own

advantage, that the ministration to men
and that therefore, if people
really want to improve the condition of their brothers,
and not their own, they must be prepared, not only for
the change of the whole structure of life to which they
are used, and to the loss of those advantages which
serving their

is

not without

sacrifices,

they have been enjoying, but also for a tense struggle,
not with the governments, but with themselves and their
families,
they must be prepared for persecutions for
not fulfilhng the demands of the government.
Consequently the answer to the question as to what
should be done is very simple, and not only definite, but
also in the highest degree and always and for every man
practicable and easy of execution, though it is not such as
is expected by those who, like the men of the well-to-do
classes, are fully convinced that they are called, not to
mend themselves (they are good as it is), but to teach
others and provide for them, or who, like the working
people, are convinced that it is not they who are to blame
for their bad condition, but only the capitalists, and that
this condition can be changed only by taking away from
the capitalists what they enjoy, and by making it possible
for all men to enjoy those pleasures of life which the
capitalists alone enjoy at present.
This answer is quite
definite, practicable, and easy of execution, because it

—
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whom

each has a

—

and cononeself,
and undoubted power,
he he slave or slaveholder
in this, that, if a man

real, legal,

sists
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—

really wishes to improve, not his condition alone, but

the condition of all men, he must himself stop doing the
evil which produces his slavery and the slavery of his
brothers.
And, in order not to do the evil which produces his wretchedness and the wretchedness of his
brothers, he must, in the first place, neither voluntarily
nor by compulsion take part in governmental activities,
and so not take upon himself the calling of a soldier, or
field-marshal, or minister, or collector of taxes, or deputy,

or elder, or juror, or governor, or

member

of parliament, or

which is connected with violence.
So much for one thing. In the second place, such a man
must not voluntarily pay any direct or indirect taxes to
the government, and must equally not make use of any
money which is collected as taxes, either in the form of
a salary or in the form of pensions, or rewards, and so
forth, nor make use of any governmental institutions
which are supported from the taxes that are forcibly
collected from the people.
So much for the second thing.
In the third place, a man who wishes to contribute, not
in general

any

office

own

welfare alone, but to the amelioration of men's
to the governmental violence,
either for the protection of the ownership of land or other

to his

condition,

must not turn

own security or the security of his
own the land, as well as all other prodpeople's or his own labour, only to the

objects, or for his
friends,

but must

ucts of other
extent to which no

demands of other people are brought
forward in regard to these articles.
" But such an activity is impossible
to refuse every
participation in governmental affairs means to renounce
" A man who will refuse to do mililife," I shall be told.
tary service will be imprisoned a man who will not pay
his taxes will be subjected to penalties, and the taxes
:

;

;
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will be levied

on his property

;

a

man who

will refuse to

enter the service of the government, without having any
other means of existence, will perish with his family

from hunger

;

wUl happen to a man who
governmental protection of his property

the same thing

will refuse the

and person and it is quite impossible not to use articles
that are burdened with taxes and not to use the governmental institutions, since often it is articles of prime necessity
;

that are taxed, and

it is

similarly impossible to get along

witliout the governmental institutions, such as the postoffice,

roads,

and so

forth.

hard for a man of our time to
renounce every participation in governmental violence
but the fact that not every man is able so to arrange his
life as not to be in some measure a participant in governmental violence does not by any means show that there
is no possibility of freeing oneself more and more from it.
Not every man will have the strength to refuse to do
military service (but there are and will be such), but it is
in the power of every man not of his own free will
It is quite true that it is

to enter military, police, judicial, or fiscal service, and it
is possible for him to prefer a less paying private activ-

more profitable governmental service.
Not every man will have the strength to renounce his
ownership of land (though there are some men who do

ity to the

so), but it is possible for every man, if he understands
the criminality of such property, to contract its limits.
Not every man will be able to renounce the possession of
capital (there are men who do) and the use of articles
protected by violence, but it is possible for every man,
diminishing his needs, to make less and less use of
Not
articles which provoke the envy of other people.

every person

is

able to give

who

up a governmental

salary

prefer starving to a dishonest
governmental position), but it is possible for every man to
prefer a small salary to a larger one, if only the duties

(there are also those
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Not

to be performed are less connected with violence.

every person can renounce the use of the governmental
schools (there are also those who do), but it is possible for
every man to prefer a private school to one by the government. And so it is possible for every man less and less
to use articles that are burdened with duties, and the
institutions of the government.
Between the existing order of things, which is based
on coarse violence, and the ideal of life, which consists in
a communion of men that is based on rational consent
as established by custom, there is an endless number of
steps over which humanity has walked -incessantly, and
the approach to this ideal is accomplished only in propor-

men

tion as

are freed from participation in violence,

from

We

do not know and
using it, and from the habit of it.
we cannot foresee, much less prescribe, as the so-called
learned men do, in what way is to come about this
gradual weakening of the governments and the emancipation of men from them we do not even know what forms
human life will assume as it is gradually emancipated
from governmental violence but we know indubitably
that the life of men, who, having come to understand the
;

;

criminality and harmfulness of the government's activity,
make use of it and not to take part in it,

will try not to

legitimate

life

and more in agreement with
and with our conscience than is the present

when

the

men

will be a very different one

one,

themselves, taking part in the violence

governments and making use of it, pretend to be
struggling against it and try to destroy the old violence
by a new form of it.
Above all else, the present structure of life is bad all
men agree to that. The cause of the bad condition and
of the slavery lies in the violence of the governments. To
destroy the governmental violence there exists but one
of the

;

means

:

Consehard for people to refrain from par-

people's refusal to take part in violence.

quently, whether

it is
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ticipation in

governmental violence, or

not,

and whether

the beneficent results of such a refusal will appear soon,
such questions are superfluous, because there is
or not,
but this one means, and no other, for freeing men from

—

slavery.

what extent and when the substitution of
and free consent, sanctioned by custom, for violence will be realized in every society and in the whole
world, that will depend on the strength of the lucidity of
people's consciences and on the number of separate individuals who have attained to such a state of conscience.
Every one of us is an individual, and every one of us may
be a participant in the common movement of humanity
by a more or less clear consciousness or beneficent purpose, and he may be an opponent to this movement.
Every man has the choice, either to go against God's will,
by building on the sand the frail house of his perishable
deceptive life, or to join the eternal, undying movement
But

to

rational

of the true life according to God's will.

But, maybe, I

am

mistaken, and

it is

necessary to

make

quite different deductions from the history of humanity,
and humanity does not march from violence to emancipation, and, maybe, it is possible to prove that violence is

a necessary factor of progress, that the state with its violence is an indispensable form of life, and that men will
be worse off, if governments, property, and the protection

done away with.
Let us admit that that is so and that all the preceding
arguments are wrong but, besides the general considerations about the life of humanity, every man has also the
of security are

;

question of his personal life, and, in spite of all reflections
concerning the general laws of life, a man cannot do what

he recognizes not only as injurious, but also as bad.
" It is very likely that the reflection that the state is a
necessary form of the development of personality and that
governmental violence is indispensable for the good of
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be deduced from history, and that these

reflections are right," every sincere and honest man of our
that I know
time will answer. " But murder is evil,

—

more

certainly than all reflections

me mihtary

service or

money

for

of soldiers, or for the purchase of

by demanding of
the hire and arming
cannon and the armabut,

;

of ironclads, you wish to make me a participant in
murder, and I not only do not want that, but am not even
able to do that.
Even so I will not and cannot use the
money which you have collected from the hungry under
threat of murder, and I will not make use of the land and
of the capital which you protect, because I know that you
protect only by means of murder.
" I was able to do all that so long as I did not understand the whole criminality of these matters; but the
moment I came to see it I was unable to stop seeing it,
and I am no longer able to take part in these things.

ment

"I

know

that

we

are all so

bound up by violence that

hard fuHy to vanquish it, but I will none the less
do what I can in order not to take part in it, I will not
be its accomplice, and I will try not to use what is acquired and protected by murder.
" I have one life, and why should I in this my brief
life act contrary to the voice of my conscience and become
a participant in your abominable deeds?
I will not
do so.
" What will come of all that ?
I do not know but I
think that nothing bad can happen from my acting as my
it is

;

conscience

commands me

to act."

sincere man of our time
arguments about the indispensableness
governments and violence, and to every demand or

Thus must every honest and
retort to all the
of

mvitation to take part in it.
Thus the highest judge, from
peal,

— the voice

what he

is

led to

of conscience,

whom

there

— confirms

by general considerations.

for

is

no ap-

every

man

EPILOGUE
" Why, that is again the old sermon
on the one hand,
about the destruction of the existing order without the
substitution of another for it, and on the other, about
non-acting," many will say, upon reading the above.
" The governmental activity is not good, and likewise
the activity of the landowner or enterprising man is not
good similarly bad is the activity of the socialists and
anarchistic revolutionaries, that is, every practical activity, and what is good is some kind of a moral, spiritual,
indefinite activity, which reduces itself to absolute chaos
and non-acting." Thus, I know, many serious and sincere men will think and say.
What to men appears most confounding, in the absence of violence, is the unprotected condition of property, and so the chance offered for every man to take with
impunity from another what he needs or wants. People
who are accustomed to the protection of property and the
person by means of violence imagine that without this
protection there will be a constant disorder, a constant
:

;

struggle of all against
I will not repeat

all.

what

I

have said in another place

the protection of property by means of
But
violence does not diminish, but increases disorder.
even if we admit that with the absence of protection there

about

may

this, that

arise disorders,

what

are people to do

who have come

from which
they suffer ?
If we understand that we are sick from intoxication, we

to understand the cause of those calamities

72
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cannot continue drinking and hope to improve our conby drinking moderately, or continue drinking and
take medicine which is prescribed to us by short-sighted
dition

physicians.

The same is true of the disease
come to understand that one set

of society.

If

we have

of people does violence

it is impossible to improve the condition
by continuing to maintain the governmental
violence which exists, or by introducing a new, the revolutionary, socialistic violence.
That was possible so long
as the fundamental cause of men's calamities was not
But as soon as it becomes indubiclearly discernible.
tably clear that men suffer from violence which is exerted by one class of men over another, it is no longer
possible to improve the condition of men by continuing
the old and introducing the new kind of violence.
Just
as for an alcoholic patient there is but one means for his
hberation,
abstinence from liquor, the cause of the
disease,
so there is but one means for the liberation of
men from'the bad structure of society, and that is, abstinence from violence,
the cause of calamities,
from
personal violence, from the propaganda of violence, from

to other people,
of society

—

—

—

—

every justification of violence.
Not only is this the only means for freeing men from
their wretchedness, but its apphcation is also necessary,
because it coincides with the moral law of every separate
individual of our time.
If a man of our time has come
to understand that every protection of property and personality by means of violence is attained only by the
threat of killing and by killing itself, he can no longer
calmly use what is acquired through murder or the threat
of killing, much less can he take part in murder or the
threat of killing.
Thus, what is demanded for the hberation of men from their calamities is also necessary for the
gratification of the moral feeling of every individual.
And so there can no longer be any doubt for every sepa-
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common good and for the
he must not take part in
it,
must not make use

rate individual that both for the

fulfilment of the law of his
violence,
of

it.

must

not

life

justify
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societies there always, at certain periods

time when religion at first deflects
fundamental meaning, then, deflecting more and
more, loses its fundamental meaning and finally congeals
in once for all established forms, and then its action upon
the hves of men grows constantly less and less.
During such periods the cultured miaority, not beheving in the existing religious teaching, only pretends to be
of their life, arrives a

from

its

believing in

it,

as

it

finds this necessary in order to retain

the popular masses in the established structure of

life

but the popular masses, though through inertia abiding
in the once estabhshed forms of religion, in their lives are
no longer guided by the demands of rehgion, but only by
the popular customs and state laws.
Thus it has been many times in various human societies, but there has never before happened what now is
going on in our Christian society.
It never happened

most cultured minority,
which has the greatest influence upon the masses, should
before that the rich, ruling, and

not believe in the existing rehgion, but should be convinced that in our time no religion is needed, and should
impress upon the people who doubt in the truth of the
professed religion, not some more rational and clearer
religious doctrine than the existing one, but the fact that
77

78
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and is now not
only a useless, but also a harmful organ of the life of
societies, something Uke the blind gut in man's organism.
Eehgion is studied by these men, not as something
known to us through our inner experience, but as an external phenomenon, like a disease, to which some people
are subject and which can be investigated only from its

religion has in general outlived its time

external symptoms.
Eeligion, according to the opinion of some of these
the phemen, originated in the spiritualization of
nomena of Nature (animism) according to others, in
;

the conception of the possibility of establishing a relation
with the deceased ancestors; according to others again,
And since, the
in the fear of the forces of Nature,
learned men of our time continue to reason, science has
proved that trees and stones cannot be vitalized, and the

deceased ancestors no longer feel what the living are doing, and the phenomena of Nature are explained according to natural causes, there has also been destroyed the
necessity of religion and of all those restrictions which,
in consequence of rehgious behefs, people have imposed
According to the opinion of the
upon themselves.
of religion.
learned there was a period of ignorance,
This period was long ago outlived by humanity, and only
Then followed the
rare, atavistic signs of it are left.
metaphysical period, and that too has been outlived. But
now we, the enlightened men, are living in the scientific
period, in the period of positive science, which takes the
place of religion and leads humanity to a high stage of
development, such as it could never have reached by
submitting to superstitious religious doctrines.
In the beginning of 1901 the famous French scholar,
Berthelot, delivered a speech (Eevue de Paris, Janvier,
1901) in which he informed his hearers that the time of
religion was past, and that religion must now give way
to science.
I quote this speech, because it is the first

—
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fell into my hands and because it was delivered in
the capital of the cultured world by a well-recognized
scholar but the same idea is constantly expressed everywhere, beginning with philosophic treatises and ending

which

;

with newspaper feuilletons. M. Berthelot says in this
speech that formerly there were two principles which
moved humanity force and religion. Now these movers
have become superfluous, because science has taken their
place.
By science M. Berthelot, like all men who beheve
in science, apparently understands such science as embraces the whole field of human knowledge, harmoniously
connected and distributed according to the degree of its
importance, and is in possession of such methods that all
the data acquired by it form an unquestionable truth.
But since such a science does not exist in reality, while
what is called science forms a conglomerate of accidental,
disconnected bits of knowledge, which frequently are useless and not only do not represent an undoubted truth,
but are filled through and through with the grossest delusions, which to-day are put forth as truths and to-morrow
are overthrown, it is evident that there does not exist the
very subject which, according to M. Berthelot's opinion,
is to take the place of religion.
Consequently the assertion of M. Berthelot and of the people who agree with
him, that science will take the place of religion, is quite
arbitrary, and is based on an ungrounded faith in the infallible science, which completely resembles the faith
in the infaUible church.
Meanwhile, the people who call
themselves and are called learned are absolutely convinced
that such a science already exists, and that it must and
can take the place of religion, and has even now over:

thrown

it.

"

Eeligion has outlived its usefulness, and it is a sign of
ignorance to believe in anything but science.
Science
will arrange everything needed, and we should be guided
in life

by nothing but

science," think

and say both the
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learned and the people of the crowd, who, though far
removed from science, beheve in the learned and with
them assert that religion is an obsolete superstition, and
that in life we should be guided by science, that is, in
reality by nothing, since science, from its very aim,
to
study everything in existence,
is unable to give any
guidance in the life of man.

—

—

The learned men

of our time have decided that rehgnot necessary, that science will take its place, or
has already taken its place, and yet, as before so also now,
no human society, no rational man, has lived, or can live,
without rehgion (I say "rational man," because an irrational man, like an animal, can hve without religion).
rational man cannot live without rehgion, because it is
only religion that gives a rational man the necessary guidance as to what he should do, and what he should do first
and what next.
rational man cannot hve without
religion, even because reason is the property of his nature.
Every animal is guided in its acts
except those toward
which it is driven by the direct necessity of gratifying
its wishes
by considerations about the nearest consequences of its acts. Having reflected upon these consequences by means of that power of cognition which it
possesses, the animal harmonizes its acts with these consequences and always without wavering acts in the selfsame manner, in correspondence with these considerations.
Thus, for example, a bee flies after the honey and brings it
into the hive, because in the winter it will need the food

ion

is

A

A

—

—

collected for itself

and

for its

young

ones,

and outside

of

does not know and cannot know
anything even so acts a bird in weaving its nest and in
flying from north to south and back again.
Even so acts
every animal in performing an act which does not result

these considerations
;

it
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from the direct, present necessity, but which is conditioned by considerations of expected consequences.
But
it is not thus with man.
The difference between a man and an animal is this, that
the animal's faculties of cognition are limited by what
we call instinct, while man's fundamental faculty of
cognition is reason.
The bee, in collecting the food, can
have no doubts as to whether it is good or bad to collect
it.
But a man, in collecting the harvest or fruit, cannot
help but think as to whether he is destroying for the
future time the production of the corn or the fruit and
whether by his harvesting he is depriving his neighbours
of food.
And he cannot help but think as to what will
become of his children whom he feeds, and many more
things.
The most important questions of the conduct of
life cannot by a rational man be determined definitely
for the very abundance of consequences, which he cannot
help but see.
Every rational man feels, if he does not
know, that in the most important questions of life he
must not be guided by his personal impulses, or by considerations as to the immediate consequences of his activity, because he sees too many various and frequently
contradictory consequences, that is, such as with equal
probability may be beneficent or injurious, both for him
and for other people. There is a legend as to how an
angel, who descended upon earth into the house of a Godfearing family, killed the child in the cradle, and, when he
was asked why he did that, replied that the child would
have grown to be a great malefactor and would have caused

the family a misfortune.

what human

Not only the question

as to

harmful, but also
all the most important questions of life cannot be solved
by a rational man from a consideration of their nearest
relations and consequences.
rational man cannot be
satisfied with those considerations which guide the acts
of an animal.
man may consider himself as an animal
life is useful, useless, or

A

A
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amidst animals who live in the present day, and he can
consider himself as a member of his family and as a

member of society, a nation, which lives by centuries, and
he can and by all means must (since his reason irrepressibly draws him to it) consider himself as a part of
the whole endless universe, which lives an infinite time.
And thus a rational man has always been obliged in
relation to the infinitely small phenomena of life which
may influence his acts to make, and always has made,
what in mathematics is called integration, that is, to
phenomena

establish, besides his relation to the nearest

whole universe, infinite in time
and space, by comprehending life as one whole. Such
an establishment of man's relation to the whole, of which
he feels himself to be a part and from which he deduces
guidance in his actions, is what has been called religion.
Therefore religion has always been and always must be
a necessity and an irremovable condition of the life of a
rational man and of rational humanity.
of life, his relation to the

Thus has

religion always been understood

by men who

are not deprived of the faculty of the higher, that

is,

the

which distinguishes man from
The oldest and most customary definition of
the animal.
religion, from which also comes the word " religion " itself
religious,

consciousness,

(religare, to bind), consists in this, that religion is

man's

Zes obligations de I'homme envers Dieit,
similar meaning
voiUt la religion" says Vauvenargue.
is ascribed to religion by Schleiermacher and Feuerbach,
who recognize as the basis of religion man's consciousness

union with God.

"

A

of his

dependence on God.
homme et Dieu

entre chaque
resultat

cles

"

besoins de

(B. Constant).

La

religion est

" (Beile).

" Keligion is

"

La

une affaire

religion est

le

"

des effets de Vintclligence
a certain method for man to

et
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to the superhuman and mysterious
on which he considers himself to be dependent"

realize his relation

forces

(Goblet d'Alviella). " Eeligion is the definition of human
by means of the connection between the human soul
and that mysterious spirit whose government of the world
and of himseM is recognized by man and with whom he
feels himself to be bound up " (A. Reville).
Thus the essence of religion has always been understood by men who are not deprived of the highest human
quahty to be theestabhshment by man of his relation to
the infinite being or beings whose power he feels over
himself.
And this relation, no matter how it may differ
for the different peoples and at different times, has always
determined for men their destiny in the universe, from
which naturally has resulted the guidance for their activity.
Jew understood his relation to the Infinite to be this,
that he was a member of a nation chosen by God from
among all the nations and so had to observe before God
the covenant entered into with this nation by God,
Greek understood his relation to be this, that he, being
related to the representatives of infinitude
the gods,
must do what was pleasing to them.
Brahmin understood his relation to the infinite Brahma to be this, that
he was a manifestation of this Brahma and must through
a renunciation of life strive for a union with this supreme
Buddhist understands his relation to the Infinite
being.
to be this, that he, passing from one form of life to
another, inevitably suffers, and that the sufferings are due
to passions and desires, and that, therefore, he must strive
life

A

A

—

A

A

for

an annihilation

of all passions

transition into Nirvana.

ment
he

of

Every

and

desires

and

for a

religion is the establish-

man's relation to the infinite existence to which
and from which he deduces his

feels himself related

rules of action.

And

so, if

a religion does not establish

man's relation to the Infinite, as, for example, is the case
in idolatry and sorcery, it is not a religion, but only a
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a religion, though

man's relation to God, establishes

it

by means

establishing
of assertions

and contemporary knowledge,
cannot believe in these assertions, this is
If a religion
again not religion, but only its semblance.
does not bind up man's life with the infinite existence,
Nor is that a religion which
this is again not a religion.

which

are contrary to reason

so that a

man

demands

faith

in propositions

from which no

definite

direction for man's activity results.

True religion is man's relation to the infinite life about
him, as established by him, a relation which is concordant
with reason and human knowledge and binds his life
up with this Infinity and governs his acts.

The learned men

of our time,

no time men have lived without

though nowhere and

at

religion, say, like that

physician against his will in Moliere's comedy, who
insisted that the liver was in the left side, " Nous avons
change tout cela," and that we can and must live without
But religion, as it has been, so it remains the
religion.
chief mover, the heart of the life of human societies, and
without it, as without the heart, there can be no rational
life.
There has always been a great variety of religions,
because the expression of man's relation to the Infinite, to
God or the gods, differs in time and according to the
degree of the development of the various nations, but
never has any society of men, from the time that men
have been rational beings, been able to live without
religion, and never has any lived without it.
It is true, there have been periods in the life of nations
when the existing religion was so corrupted and so far
removed from life that it no longer governed it. But this
interruption in the action of religion upon the lives of

men, which arrives

for every religion at a certain time,
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has been only temporary.
Religion, like everything livthe property of being born, developing, aging,
dying, again being born and always reborn in a more
perfect form than before.
After a period of the highest
development of religion there always arrives a period of
ing, has

its

weakening and stagnation,

after

which generally

fol-

lows a period of regeneration and of the estabMshment of a
more rational and lucid religious teaching than the former.
Such periods of development, stagnation, and regeneration
have existed in all rehgions in the profound Brahmin
religion, in which, as soon as it began to age and petrify
in once estabhshed gross forms that deflected it from its
fundamental meaning, there appeared, on the one hand,
the regeneration of Brahminism, and, on the other, the
advanced teaching of Buddhism, which greatly promoted
humanity's conception of its relation to the Infinite. A
similar decadence happened in the Greek and the Eoman
religions, and in a similar way, after the decadence
had reached the highest point, there appeared Christianity.
The same happened with the ecclesiastic Christianity, which in Byzantium degenerated into idolatry
and polytheism, when, to counterbalance the corrupt
Christianity, there appeared, on the one hand, PauMcianism, and, on the other, in opposition to the doctrine about
the Trinity and the Holy Virgin, strict Mohammedanism,
with its fundamental dogma of the one God. The same
thing happened with Popish Christianity in the Middle
Ages, when it called the Reformation into life. Thus
the periods when rehgions weaken, as regards their effect
upon the majority of men, are an indispensable condition
of the life and the development of all religious teachings.
This is due to the fact that every religious teaching in
its true sense, no matter how gross it may be, always
establishes man's relation to the Infinite, which is the
same for all men.
Every religion recognizes man as
:

equally insignificant in the presence of the Infinite, and
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SO every religion always includes the conception of the

men before what it considers to be God, be
the lightning, the wind, a tree, an animal, a hero, a
deceased or living king, as was the case in Eome.
Thus

equality of all
it

the recognition of the equality of men is an inevitable,
But since in
fundamental property of every religion.
reahty there has nowhere and at no time existed any
equality among men, the moment there appeared such a
new rehgious teaching, which always includes the recognition of the equality of all men, those men for whom the
inequality

was advantageous immediately

set out to con-

ceal this fundamental property of the rehgious teaching,

by distorting the religious teaching itself. This has been
done wherever a new religious teaching has made its
appearance.
And this has generally happened unconsciously, merely in consequence of the fact that the

men

whom

the inequality was advantageous, the ruling
men, the rich, in order to feel themselves right in the
face of the newly accepted teaching, without changing
their own condition, tried in every way to ascribe to the
religious teaching a meaning with which the inequality
But the distorted rehgion, which
would be possible.
made it possible for those who ruled others to consider
themselves right, was naturally transmitted to the masses
whom it impressed with the idea that their submission to

for

the ruling people was a

demand

of the religion professed

by them.

Every human activity is evoked by three impelling
by feeling, by reason, and by suggestion, by that
At times
property which the physicians call hypnosis.
a man acts only under the influence of feeling, striving
at other times he acts under
to obtain what he wishes
the influence of reason alone, which points out to him
what he ought to do at other times again, and this most
causes,

;

;
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man acts because he has suggested to himself
and has had suggested to him by others a certain action
and he unconsciously submits to this suggestion. Under
normal conditions of life all three factors take part in
Feeling draws man toward a certain
man's activity.
action, reason verifies the conformity of this action with
what surrounds it, with the past and the assumed future,
and suggestion compels man, without feeling or thinking,
to commit acts that are evoked by feehng and approved
by reason. If there were no feehng, a man would not
undertake anything; if there were no reason, a man
would at once abandon himself to many contradictory
feelings, which would be harmful both to him and to
others
if there were no property of submitting to one's
own suggestion and to the suggestion of others, a man
would be obhged without cessation to experience the feeling which has impelled him to a certain course of actions,
and constantly to strain his reason for the verification of
For this reason all three
the correctness of his feeling.
frequently,

;

factors are necessary

When

for

the simplest

human

activity.

man walks from

one place to another, this is due
to the fact that his feehng has impelled him to go from
one place to another, his reason has approved of this
intention and has prescribed the means of execution (in
the given case the walking along a certain path), and the
muscles of the body obey, and the man marches in
During the time that he is
the direction prescribed.
walking his feeling and reason are set free for another
activity, which could not be, if there did not exist the
This is what
possibility of submitting to suggestion.
a

takes place in all human activities as well as in the chief
Feehng evokes the necessity of
activity, the religious.
reason defines this
establishing man's relation to God
;

suggestion impels man to act in accordance
with this relation. This is true only so long as religion
The moment this distortion
is not subject to distortion.
relation

;
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becomes stronger and stronger, and the
and reason grows weaker. The means
of suggestion are always and everywhere the same. These
means consist in making use of that condition of man
when he is most receptive for suggestion (childhood,
death, birth, marriage), and in
important events in life,
begins, suggestion

activity of feeling

—

affecting

him through productions

of art,

—

architecture,

sculpture, painting, music, dramatic performances,

— and

in this condition of susceptibility, which resembles the
one obtained over separate persons in a state of halfsleep, in suggesting to

him what

is

desired

by the sug-

gesters.

This phenomenon may be observed in the case of all the
ancient creeds in the exalted teaching of the Brahmins,
which degenerated into a coarse worship of numberless
representations in various temples, with the accompaniment of singing and incense ; in the ancient Jewish re:

which was preached by the prophets and which
changed into the worship of God in a magnificent temin exalted Budple, with solemn songs and processions
dhism, which, with its monasteries and representations of
Buddha, and its endless solemn rites, has changed into
the mysterious Lamaism; in Taoism, with its sorcery
ligion,

;

and incantations.
In all religious teachings, when they are on the point
becoming corrupt, their guardians of the religious
teachings have always employed every effort in bringing
of

men
and

weakened activity of reason,
them what they themselves want.

into a condition of a
in suggesting to

What it has been necessary to suggest in all religions has
been the same three propositions which serve as the founall those distortions to which the aging religions
have been subjected in the first place, that there is a
special kind of men who alone can be the mediators between man and God or the gods in the second place,
that miracles have taken place and that these prove and

dation of

:

;
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confirm the authenticity of what the mediators between
man and God say and, in the third place, that there are
certain words, which are repeated by word of mouth or
are written down in books, and which express the invariable will of God or the gods, and so are sacred and infallible.
The moment these propositions are accepted under
the influence of the hypnosis, everything else which the
mediators between God and men may say is accepted as
the holy truth, and the chief aim of the distortion of religion is attained, that is, not only the concealment of the
law of the equaHty of men, but also the establishment
and confirmation of the highest inequality, the division
into castes, the separation into men and "goys," into
orthodox and infidel, into saints and sinners. This very
thing has also happened in Christianity there was recognized the absolute inequality of men among themselves,
who as regards the comprehensions of the teaching were
divided into clergy and laity, and as regards the social
position were divided into men who had the power and
those who must submit to them,
and this inequality
according to Paul's doctrine is recognized as established
;

:

—

by God himself.

The inequality
laity,

but also

of

men, not only of the clergy and the
rich and the poor, masters and

of the

slaves, was established in the ecclesiastic Christian religion in just as definite and glaring a form as in the other
religions.
And yet, to judge from the data which we

have concerning the primitive condition

of Christianity,

according to the teaching expressed in the gospels, it
seems, all the chief methods of distortion practised in the
other rehgions were foreseen, and a warning against them
is clearly expressed.
In relation to the class of the
priests it says directly that no man can be the teacher of
another (do not call yourselves fathers and teachers)
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in relation to ascribing a sacred significance to books

it

says that what is important is the spirit, and not the
letter, and that men must not believe in the traditions of
men, and that the whole law and the prophets, that is, all
the books which were regarded as sacred writings, reduce themselves only to this, that we should do to our
neighbours as we wish that our neighbours should do to
us.
If nothing is said against miracles, and miracles
are described in the Gospel as having been practised by
Jesus, it is none the less to be seen from the whole spirit
of the teaching that the truth of Jesus' teaching is not

on the miracles, but on the teaching itself.
wants to know whether my teaching be true,

based

He who

("

let

him do

the equality of all men was
proclaimed by Christianity, not as a deduction from men's
relation to the Infinite, but as a fundamental teaching of
the brotherhood of all men, since all men are recognized
For this reason, it would seem, it
to be sons of God.
was impossible so to distort Christianity as to destroy the
recognition of the equality of men among themselves.
as I do.")

Above

all things,

But the human mind is inventive, and an entirely new
means (" true" as the French say) was thought out,
maybe unconsciously or semiconsciously, for making the
Gospel warning and the obvious proclamation of the
equality of all

men

ineffective.

This " true "

consists

an infalhbility, not only to a certain letter,
but also to a certain assembly of men, called the church,
which has the right to transmit this infallibility to men
chosen by them.
A short addition was invented for the Gospels, which

in ascribing

was, that Christ, in ascending to heaven, transmitted to
certain men the exclusive right, not only to teach men
the divine truth (according to the letter of the Gospel
verse He also transmitted the right to be immune against
serpents, scorpions, and fire, though this right is generally not

made use

of),

but also to make

men

saved or
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unsaved, and, above all else, to transmit this right to other
men. As soon as the concept of the church was firmlyestablished, all the Gospel tenets which interfered with
the distortion became inactive, because the church was
superior to reason and to the Scriptures, which were considered to be sacred.
Eeason was recognized to be the
source of error, and the Gospel was not interpreted as was
demanded by common sense, but as was wanted by those
who composed the church.
Thus the previous three methods of the distortion of
the religions, priesthood, miracles, and the infallibility
of the Scriptures, were recognized and in full force in
Christianity, as elsewhere.
The legitimacy of the existence of mediators between God and men was recognized,
because the necessity and the legitimacy of the mediators
was recognized by the church the reality of miracles was
recognized, because the infallible church bore witness to
the Bible was recognized as being holy, because the
it
church so recognized it.
Christianity was corrupted like all the other religions,
but with this difference that, for the very reason that
Christianity with peculiar clearness proclaimed the fundamental proposition about the equality of all men, as sons
of God, it was necessary to make a particular effort to
distort this teaching, in order to conceal its fundamental
proposition.
This was done with the aid of the concept
of the church, and it was done to an extent to which it
was not carried in any other religious teaching. Indeed,
never has any religion preached propositions so discordant
with reason and with the contemporary knowledge of
men and so immoral, as those which are preached by the
ecclesiastic Christianity.
To say nothing of all the insipidities of the Old Testament, such as the creation of
light before the sun, the creation of the world six thousand years ago, the putting of all the animals in an ark,
and of all kinds of immoral abominations, such as the
;

;
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slaying of children and of whole settlements by the command of God to say nothing of that stupid sacrament,
about which Voltaire said that there exist all kinds of
stupid religious doctrines, but that there never existed
;

one, in

which the

the

—

chief religious act consists in eating

what can be more senseless than that
own God,
Mother of God is both a mother and a virgin, that the

one's

heaven opened and a voice was heard from it, that Christ
flew to heaven and there sits somewhere on the right of
the Father, or that God is one and three, not three gods,
like Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, but one and at the same
time three ? And what can be more immoral than that
terrible teaching according to which God, being evil and
revengeful, punishes all men for Adam's sin, and for their
salvation sends His son down upon earth, knowing in
advance that the men will kill Him and wiU be cursed for
that and this, that the salvation of men from sin consists
;

in being christened or in believing that all that actually

happened thus and that the Son of God was killed by
men for the salvation of men, and that those who do not
believe this will be punished by Him with eternal torments ? Thus, to say nothing of what is considered by
some to be an addition to the chief dogmas of this rehgion, such as aU the beliefs in all kinds of rehcs, the
images of all kinds of Holy Virgins, the supplications
directed to all kinds of saints, according to their specialties
to say nothing of the Protestants' doctrine about
;

predetermination,

— the

universally

tions of this religion, as established

recognized

founda-

by the Nicene symbol,

and immoral, and are carried to such a conhuman feeling and reason, that people
cannot believe in them. Men may with their lips repeat
certain words, but they cannot believe in what makes no
sense.
It is possible to say with our lips, " I believe
in this, that the world was created six thousand years
ago," or to say, " I believe that Christ flew to heaven and

are so stupid

tradiction to sound
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God

is

one

;

same time three " but no one is able to believe
And so
that, because these words make no sense.

at the

in all
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men

of our world, who profess the distorted Christianreahty do not believe in anything.
In this does
the peculiarity of our time consist.

the

ity, in

The men

our time do not beheve in anything, and
which they
take from the Epistle to the Hebrews, which is incorrectly ascribed to Paul, they imagine that they have a
faith.
Faith, according to this definition, is the realization
of tilings hoped for and the assurance
of things unseen.
But, to say nothing of
this, that faith cannot be the realization of things hoped
for, since faith is a spiritual condition, while the realization of things hoped for is an external event, faith is as
little the assurance of things unseen, since this assurance,
as it says in the further elucidation, is based on trust in
the testimony of truth, whereas trust and faith are two
different concepts.
Faith is not hope and not trust, but a
special spiritual condition.
Faith is man's recognition of
his position in the world, such as obliges him to commit
certain acts.
man acts in accordance with his faith,
not because, as it says in the catechism, he believes in the
things unseen, but only because, having determined his
position in the world, he naturally acts in correspondence
with this position. Thus an agriculturist works the land
and a navigator navigates the seas, not because, as it says
in the catechism, either of them believes in the unseen,
or because he hopes to get a reward for his activity (this
hope exists, but it does not guide him), but because he
considers his activity to be his calling.
Even so a religious man acts in a certain manner, not because he believes
of

yet, according to that false definition of faith

()
()
A
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in the invisible or expects a reward for his activity, but
because, having come to understand his position in the

world, he naturally acts in conformity with this position.
man has determined his position in society by being
or an artisan, or an official, or a merchant, he
labourer,
a

If a

necessary to work, and he works as a labourer,
an official, or a merchant. Even so a man in
general, having in one way or another defined his position
in the world, inevitably and naturally acts in conformity
with this definition (sometimes not even with this definiThus, for example,
tion, but with a dim consciousness).
a man, having determined his position in the world by
assuming that he is a member of God's chosen nation,
who, to enjoy God's protection, must fulfil the demands
of this God, will live in such a way as to fulfil these
demands while another man, having determined his position by assuming that he has been passing through various forms of existence and that his better or worse future
will depend on his acts, will in his life be guided by this
determination and a third man, who has determined his
position by assuming that he is a fortuitous combination
of atoms, in which the fire has been temporarily kindled,
and that this fire will be destroyed for ever, will act differently from the first two.
The conduct of these men will be quite different, because they have variously defined their positions, that
Faith is the same as
is, because they believe differently.
"
religion, with this difference, that by the word " religion
considers

an

it

artisan,

;

;

we mean the phenomenon perceived externally, while by
"faith" we mean the same phenomenon as experienced
inwardly by man. Faith is man's cognized relation to
the infinite world, from which results the direction of his
Consequently true faith is never irrational, or
activity.
discordant with the existing knowledge, and its property
cannot consist in supernaturalness and senselessness, as
some think and as was expressed by a father of the
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church, " Credo quia absurdum." On the contrary, the assertions of true faith, though they cannot be proved, not
only never contain anything contrary to reason and discordant with men's knowledge, but always elucidate what in
life without the propositions of faith presents itself as
irrational

and contradictory.

Thus, for example, an ancient Jew, who believed that
there was a supreme, eternal, almighty being who created
the world, the earth, the animals, and man, and so forth,
and would protect his nation, if the nation would fulfil
his law, did not beheve in something irrational and discordant with his knowledge, but, on the contrary, this
belief explained to him many otherwise inexplicable phe-

nomena

of life.

Similarly a Hindoo,
in animals

and

who

believes that our souls were

good or bad life,
they will pass into higher or lower animals, by means of
this faith explains to himself many phenomena which
without it are inexphcable to him. The same is true of a

man who

that, according to our

regards

life as

an

evil,

and the aim

of his life to

be peace, which is attainable by the destruction of desires.
He does not believe in something irrational, but, on the
contrary, in what makes his world-conception more rational than it was without this faith.
The same holds
good in the case of a real Christian, who believes that
the spiritual father of all men and that the highest
man is attained when he reccgui/:;es his sonhood
to God and the brotherhood of all men among themselves.
All these beliefs, though incapable of proof, are not irrational in themselves, but, on the contrary, lend a more
rational meaning to the phenomena of life, which, without
these beliefs, seem irrational and contradictory.
Besides,
all these beliefs, in determining man's position in the
world, inevitably demand certain acts to correspond to

God

is

good

of

this

position.

Therefore,

senseless propositions

if

a religious teaching asserts

which explain nothing and only add
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comprehension of life, this is not
but a distortion of it, such as has lost the chief
properties of the true faith and not only does not demand
anything of men, but even means to them a ministration.
One of the chief distinctions between a trae faith and its
distortion is this, that with the distortion of faith a man
to the confusion of the
faith,

God

and
man, but
with the true faith a man feels that God demands of
that He demands
him, man, the fulfilment of His win,

demands
prayers,

of

God

that, in

return

for

his

sacrifices

shall fulfil his wishes, shall serve

—

that

man

shall serve God.

Not only do the men of our time not have this faith,
but they do not even know what it is, and by faith they
mean either the oral repetition of what is given out to
them as the essence of faith, or the performance of rites
which may help them to receive what they wish for, as
they are taught to believe by the ecclesiastic Christianity.

One part
of our time live without any faith.
mankind, the cultured, rich minority, having freed
itself from the ecclesiastic suggestion, believes in nothing,
The men

of

it considers every faith to be either foolish or a
useful instrument for exerting power over the masses.
But the vast majority of the poor and the uncultured,
who, with the rare exceptions of men who actually believe, are under the influence of the hypnosis, think that

because

they believe in what is suggested to them under the guise
of faith, but that is not faith, because it does not explain
to man his position in the world, and only confuses it

more than

ever.

Of

this

mutual relation
and the hypnoour world, which calls itself

position and

of the unbelieving, hypocritical minority

tized majority is the life of

which holds

in its

And

life,

both of the minority,

hands the means

of the hypnotization,

Christian, composed.

this
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and of the hypnotized majority, is terrible, on account of
the cruelty and immorality of the ruling men and of the
crushed condition and stultification of the vast labouring
masses.
Never, at no time of the religious decline, has
the neglect and oblivion of the chief property of every
religion, especially the Christian, that of the equality of
men, reached such a stage as in our day. The chief cause
of the terrible present-day cruelty of man toward man is
due, not only to the complete absence of religion, but also
to the refined complexity of life, which conceals from men
the consequences of their acts.
No matter how cruel an
Attila, a Dzhingis-Khan, and their men may have been, so
long as they personally killed people, the process of killing
must have been disagreeable to them, and still more disagreeable the consequences of the killing,
the sobs of the
relatives, the presence of the corpses.
Thus the consequences of the cruelty moderated cruelty itself. But in our
time we kill people through such a complicated system of
transmission, and the consequences of our cruelty are so

—

carefully removed and concealed from us, that there are
no actions to restrain cruelty, and the cruelty of one set of
men against another has been growing and growing, and

has in our time reached limits never reached before.
I think that if in our time, not a Nero, who is by all
men recognized as a malefactor, but the simplest kind of

man wanted to make a pond of human
blood for the sick, the wealthy, to bathe in, by the prescription of learned physicians, he would be able without
molestation to arrange this matter, provided he did so
within decent, accepted forms, that is, provided he did
not forcibly compel men to draw their blood, but placed
them in such a condition that they could not hve without
doing so, and, besides, invited the clergy and the learned,
the first
to sanctify the new pond, as they sanctify
cannon, guns, prisons, gibbets, and the second
to discover the proof of the necessity and legality of such an
an enterprising

—

—
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establishment, just as they discovered the proof of the
necessity of wars and of houses of prostitution.
The fundamental principle of every rehgion
the equality of all

men among

themselves

— has

—

been so forgotten, aban-

doned, and choked up by all kinds of stupid dogmas in
the professed religion, and in science this same inequality
has, in the form of the struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest, been to such an extent recognized as
a necessary condition of life, that the destruction of millions of human lives for the advantage of the minority of
the ruling men is regarded as a most common and necessary phenomenon of life, and is constantly taking place.
The men of our time never get tired boasting of those
brilliant, unusual, colossal results achieved by technical
art in the nineteenth century.
Without any doubt there has never in history existed
such material progress, that is, such a command of the
forces of Nature, as has been achieved in the nineteenth
century.
But there is also no doubt concerning this, that
there has never in history been an example of such an
immoral life, free from all the forces which restrain the
animal tendencies of man, as the one which our Christian
humanity Hves, growing more and more beastly all the
time.
The material progress achieved by the men of
the nineteenth century is really great but this progi-ess
has been bought by a neglect of the most elementary
demands of morality, such as humanity never attained,
not even in the time of Dzhingis-Khan, or Attila, or
Nero.
;

Unquestionably

very nice to have ironclads,
phonographs, Rontgen rays,
and so forth. AU that is very nice, but not less nice,
not to be compared with anything, as Ruskin said, are
the human lives which now are mercilessly wasted by the
it

is

all

railways, printing, tunnels,

million in order to acquire ironclads, railways, tunnels,
which not only do not adorn life, but even distort it.
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In reply to this we are generally told that they are
now inventing and in time will have invented such
appliances that men's lives will not be wasted as they
are now, but that is not true.
So long as men do not
consider all men to be their brothers, and do not consider
human lives to be the most sacred thing, a thing which
cannot be violated, and the maintenance of which should
be considered the first, most urgent duty, that is, if men
will not act religiously toward one another, they will
always waste each other's lives for their own personal
advantages.
No fool will consent to waste thousands, if
he is able to attain the same end by spending one hundred
with the addition of a few human lives which are in his
power. In Chicago approximately the same number of men
are killed every year by the railroads, and the owners of
the roads systematically introduce no appliances by which
people may not be killed, having figured out that the damages paid every year to the families of the injured are less
than the interest on the sum necessary for such apphances.
It is very likely that the men who ruin human lives
for their

advantage will be put to shame by public opinion

or will be compelled to introduce these appliances.

But

so

long as men are irreligious and do their business before men
and not before God, they will, though introducing life-saving
appliances in one place, again use human lives in another
business, as being the most profitable material for gains.
It is easy to conquer Nature and to make a lot of
railways, steamships, museums, and so forth, if human
lives are not spared.
The Egyptian kings prided themselves on their pyramids, and we admire them, forgetting
the milhons of slaves' hves that were ruined in these
structures.
Even so we admire our exposition palaces,
ironclads, cables, forgetting

could be proud of

how we pay

for all that.

We

only if it were all done without
restraint by free men, and not by slaves.
Christian nations have conquered and subjugated the
it all,
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American Indians, the Hindoos, the Africans, and now
conquer and subjugate the Chinese, and are proud of this.
But these conquests and subjugations are not due to the
fact that the Christian nations are spiritually higher

than

the nations subjugated, but, on the contrary, to the fact
that they are spiritually incomparably lower than they.
To say nothing of the Hindoos and the Chinese, even the
rules, which preand forbid others; but our Christian
Eome conquered the whole
nations have no such rules.
world at the precise time when it was free from all
religion. The same thing, though in a much higher degree,
They are
is now taking place with the Christian nations.
all in the same condition, without religion, and so, in spite

Zulus have certain religious, obligatory
scribe certain acts

of the inner discord,

they are

all

united in one federative

band of robbers, in which theft, pillage, debauchery,
the murder of individual persons, and mass murder are
not only committed without the slightest pricks of conwith the greatest self-satisfaction, as
Some beheve in nothing and
are proud of it others pretend to be beheving in what
they, for the sake of their advantage, under the guise of
faith, impress upon the people
and others again, the vast
science, but

happened

also

lately in China.
;

;

majority, all the masses, accept as faith that suggestion

under which they

which

is

are,

demanded

and slavishly submit to everything
them by the commanding and

of

unbelieving suggesters.
These suggesters ask for the same thing that was asked
for by all the Neros, who tried in some way to fill the
void of their lives,
the gratification of their senseless,
all-pervading luxury.
Now luxury is obtained in no other
way than by the enslavement of men the moment there
and the increase
is enslavement, luxury is increased
of luxury invariably brings with it the intensification of
enslavement, because it is only the hungry, the cold, the
needy, who can work all their lives at something that

—

;

;
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needed for the amusement

of their masters.

In the sixth chapter of Genesis there is a profound
which the writer of the Bible says that before
the flood God, seeing that the spirit which He had given
men to serve Him with had been used by them to serve
their own flesh, became so angered at them that He was
sorry for having created them and, before destroying men,
decided to shorten their lives to 120 years. It is precisely
the thing for which, according to the words of the Bible,
God grew angry and shortened their lives, that has now
happened with the men of our Christian world.
Eeason is that force of men which determines their
and since the relation of all men
relation to the world
to the world is one and the same, the establishment of
But the union
this relation, that is, religion, unites men.
of all men gives them the highest physical and spiritual
good accessible to them.
The perfect union, in the perfect, highest reason, and
so the perfect good, is an ideal toward which humanity is
but every religion which gives the men of a
striving
certain society the same answers to their questions as to
what the world is and what they, the men in this world,
are, unites men and so brings them nearer to the reahzaBut when reason, abstracting itself from
tion of the good.
passage, in

;

;

its

proper activity,

God and

—

—

its activity

the establishment of

its

relation to

in correspondence with this relation,

is directed, not only upon the ministration of the flesh
and on an evil struggle with men and with other beings,
but also upon justifying this its bad life, which is contrary
to man's properties and destination, then there result
those terrible calamities from which the majority of men
suffer now, and that condition under which a return to a
rational and good hfe presents itself as almost impossible.
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are united

grossest rehgious teaching are

among themselves by the
much nearer to the cognition

of the truth than the so-called Christian nations of our
time who live without any religion, and in the midst of
whom the most advanced men are sure and impress upon
others that there is no need of rehgion and that it is much
better to Hve without any religion.
Among the pagans there may be found men who, having come to comprehend the lack of a correspondence between their faith and the ever increasing knowledge and
demands of their reason, will work out or adopt a religious teaching which is more in accord with the spiritual
condition of the people, and in which they will be joined

by

their compatriots and fellow believers.
But the men
our world, some of whom look upon religion as an
instrument for ruling men, while others regard religion as
of

a piece of foolishness, and others again, the vast majority
of the people, being under the influence of a gross deception, think that they are in possession of the true religion,

become impermeable

for every forward movement and
approximation to the truth.
Proud of their perfections, which are necessary for a
life, and of their refined, barren reasoning, which
has for its purpose to prove, not only their own righteousness, but also their superiority over all nations during all
periods of history, they sink in their ignorance and depravity, fully convinced that they are standing upon such
a height as has never before been reached by humanity,
and that every forward step of theirs on the road of
ignorance and depravity raises them to a greater height
of enlightenment and progress.

physical

10
It is proper

tween

his

for

bodily

man

to

establish

— physical — and

an agreement berational

—

spiritual
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—

activity.
A man cannot be satisfied, so long as this
agreement has not been established in one way or another.
This agreement is establislied in two ways one, when a
man with his reason determines the necessity or desirability of a certain act or acts, and then acts in conformity with the decision of his reason, and the other,
when a man commits acts under the influence of feeling,
and then invents a mental explanation or justification for
them.
The first way of harmonizing the acts with reason is
characteristic of men who profess some religion and who,
on the basis of its tenets, know what acts they should
The second way is characteristic
perform, and what not.
chiefly of irreligious men, who have no common basis for
the determination of the value of their acts, and who,
therefore, always establish an agreement between their
reason and their acts, not by a subordination of their acts
to reason, but by this, that, having committed an act on
the basis of a sentimental infatuation, they later employ
reason for the purpose of justifying their acts.
A religious man, knowing what in his activity and in
the activity of other men is good or bad, and why one
thing is good and another bad, if he sees the contradiction
between the demands of his reason and his acts or the
acts of other men, uses all the efforts of his reason to find
:

a means for the destruction of these contradictions, that
is, for learning how in the best way to harmonize his
But an irreligious
acts with the demands of his reason.
man, who has no guidance in the determination of the
value of acts, independently of their agreeableness, in
submitting to the whims of his feelings, which are most
varied and frequently contradictory, involuntarily falls
into contradictions
but in falling into these contradictions, he tries to solve or conceal them by more or less
complex and clever, but always false, reflections. There;

fore,

while the reflections of the religious people are always
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simple, not complicated, and true, the mental activity of
the irreligious people becomes particularly refined, complicated,

and

false.

I will take the simplest kind of an example.

A

man

given to debauchery, that is, he is not chaste, is false
to his wife, or, without marrying, abandons himself to
debauchery.
If he is a religious man, he knows that this
is bad, and the whole activity of his mind is directed to
finding means for freeing himself from the vice,
he
tries to have no communion with fornicators and harlots,
to do more work, to make his life as severe as possible, to
avoid looking upon women as an object of lust, and so
forth.
All this is very simple and comprehensible for all
men. But if a depraved man is irreligious, he immediately invents all kinds of explanations as to why he loves
women so much. And here begin all kinds of most complex, cunning, refined reflections about the union of souls,
about beauty, about freedom in love, and so forth, which,
the more they spread, the more they confuse the matter
and conceal what is needed.
The same thing takes place for irreligious men in all
spheres of activity and thought.
To conceal the inner
contradictions, complex, refined reflections are accumulated, and these, filling the mind with all kind of bosh,
abstract people's attention from what is important and
essential, and make it possible for them to persist in the
lie in which the men of our time, without noticing it, live.
"Men loved darkness rather than light, because their
" For every one
deeds were evil," it says in the Gospel.
that doeth evil hateth the hght, neither cometh to the
light, lest his deeds should be reproved because they are
is

—

evil."

And so the men of our world, in consequence of the
absence of religion, having arranged for themselves a most
cruel, animal, immoral life, have also carried the complex,
refined, trifling activity of the

mind, which conceals the
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and intricacy that the majority
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of useless

men have

complication
entirely lost

the ability to see the difference between good and evil,
between the lie and the truth.
For the men of our world there is not one question
which they can approach directly and simply all questions,
economic, internal and external governmental,
political, diplomatic, scientific,
to say nothing of philosophic and religious questions, are with such artfulness put
so incorrectly and are, therefore, swaddled in such a thick
cloth of complex, unnecessary reflections, refined distortions of ideas and words, sophisms, and discussions, that
all reflections about such questions circle in one place,
without catching into anything, and, like wheels without
the driving-belt of transmission, lead to nothing but that
one purpose for which they have arisen,
to concealing
from oneself and from men that evU in which they live
and which they do.
:

—

—

—

11

In

all the spheres of the so-called science of our

time

the same feature, which invalidates all the efforts
of men's minds that are directed upon the investigation of
various spheres of knowledge.
This feature consists in
this, that all the investigations of the science of our time
avoid the essential question to which an answer is dethere

is

manded, and investigate side issues, the investigations of
which lead to nothing and become the more entangled,
the farther they are carried on.
Nor can it be different
with a science which chooses its subjects of investigation
by chance, and not according to the demands of the religious world-conception, which determines what is to be
studied and when, what first and what last.
Thus, for
example, in the now fashionable subject of sociology, or
political economy, there would seem to be but one question
why do some people do nothing, while others work
:
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another question, which consists
people work separately, interfering with one
another, and not in common with all men, which would
be more advantageous, this question is included in the
If there shall be no inequality, there will be no
first.
There would seem to be but this one question,
struggle.)
but science does not even think of putting and answering
it, but introduces far-fetched considerations, in which it
deals in such a way that deductions from them can in no
case either solve the fundamental question or contribute
to its solution.
They begin with considerations as to
what has been and is, and this past and present are
viewed as something invariable, like the course of the
celestial luminaries, and they invent abstract ideas of
values, capital, profit, percentage, and there appears a
complex play of the minds of men quarrelling among
themselves, which has been lasting for a hundred years.
In reahty the question can be solved easily and simply.

for

in this,

?

(If there is

why

this, that, since all men are
among themselves, everybody must

Its solution consists in

brothers and equal

act toward others as he wishes that others should act
toward him, and, therefore, the whole matter is in the
destruction of the false religious law and the establishment of the new law. But the advanced men of the
Christian world not only do not accept this solution, but,
on the contrary, try to conceal from men the possibihty
of such a solution and for this purpose abandon themselves to that empty sophistry which they call science.
The same thing takes place in the juridical sphere. It
would seem that the only essential question consists in

why there are men who allow themselves to offer
violence to other people, to rob, imprison, and execute
this,

them, to send them to war, and many more things. The
solution of the question is very simple, if we consider it
from the one relevant point of view,
the religious.
From the religious point of view a man cannot and must

—
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not commit any acts of violence against his neighbour,
and so, to solve the question, only one thiag is needed,
to destroy all superstitions and sophisms which permit
violence, and clearly to impress upon people the religious
principles which exclude the possibility of violence.
The advanced people, however, not only fail to do so,
but also use all the cunning of their mind for the purpose
of concealing from men the possibihty and the urgency of
this solution.
They write mountains of books about all
kinds of laws,
civil, criminal, police, ecclesiastic, finan-

—

—

cial,

and other laws,

— and

expound and discuss these

themes, fully convinced that they are doing not only a
useful, but also a very important work.
But they do not
even answer the question as to why men, being essentially equal, can some of them judge, coerce, rob, execute
others, and do not even recognize its existence. According
to their teaching it turns out that this violence is not
exerted by men, but by something abstract called the
state.

In a similar way the learned

and pass over

men

of our time avoid

in silence the essential questions

and con-

ceal the inner contradictions in all the spheres of knowl-

In the historical sciences there is one essential
how have the working classes, that is, 999 thousandths of all humanity, lived ? To this question there is
not even a semblance of an answer the question does not
even exist, and mountains of books are written by the
historians of one school as to how Louis XI. had a bellyache, what abominations were committed by Elizabeth of
England and by John IV., who were the ministers, and
what kind of verses and comedies were written by the
edge.

question

:

;

men

amusement of these kings and their
But the historians of another
school describe the locality in which the people lived,
what they ate, what they traded in, what garments they
wore, in general, what could not have had any influence
literary

for the

paramours and ministers.
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life

of the people,

their religion,

which by the

but was the consequence

of

historians of this category

is recognized as the result of the food and the apparel
used by the people.
However, the answer to the question as to how the
working people used to hve can be given only by recog-

nizing religion as a necessary condition of the people's
and so the answer is to be found in the study of

life,

those religions which were professed by the people, and
which placed the people in the condition in which they
were.
In the natural history sciences, it would seem, there
particular necessity for dimming men's sound
reason
but even here, thanks to the mental process
applied by the science of our time, they lose themselves,
instead of giving the most natural answers to the question as to what the world of living beings, plants, and
animals is, and how it is subdivided, in an empty, obscure
and absolutely useless prattle, which is chiefly directed
against the Biblical history of the creation of the world,
about how the organisms originated, which nobody needs
to know and which nobody can know, because this origin,
no matter how we may explain it, will always be lost for
us in infinite time and space. And on these themes they
have invented theories and retorts, and additions to theories, which form millions of books, and the unexpected
deduction from which is this one, that the law of life to
which man must submit is the struggle for existence.
The applied sciences, moreover, such as the technical
sciences and medicine, on account of the absence of a

was no
;

guiding religious principle, involuntarily depart from their
Thus the
rational purpose, and receive false directions.
whole of the technical sciences are not directed upon
the alleviation of the people's labour, but upon improvements needed only by the wealthy classes, which still
more separate the rich from the poor, the masters from
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If some advantages from these inventions and
improvements, tiny bits of them, find their way among the
popular masses, this is not so because they are intended
for the masses, but only because by their property they
cannot be withheld from the people.
The same is true of medical science, which in its false
direction has reached a point where it is accessible only
but the masses, from their manner
to the wealthy classes
of life and poverty and neglect of the chief questions of
the improvement of their hfe of wretchedness, can make
use of it to such an extent and under such conditions that
this aid only shows more clearly the deviation of medical
science from its purpose.
Most striking, however, is this deviation from the fundamental questions and their distortion in what in our
time is called phHosophy. It would seem that there is
one question which is subject to the solution of philosophy, and that is What must I do ? To this question
there have been some kinds of answers in the philosophy
of the Christian nations, though these were connected
with the greatest unnecessary confusion of ideas such
answers were those by Spinoza, by Kant in his Critique
of Pure Eeason, by Schopenhauer, and especially by Eousseau.
But of late, since the time of Hegel, who recog-

the slaves.

;

:

:

nized everything in existence as sensible, the question as
to what we shall do has been put in the background, and
philosophy directs all its attention to the investigation of
what is, and to the subordination of this to a previously

the

This

human thought even lower

is

first

The second

step down.

stated theory.

step that brings

is

the recog-

nition of the struggle for existence as a fundamental law,

only because this struggle may be observed in the case of
animals and plants. According to this theory it is assumed that the destruction of the weaker is a law that
Finally, we come to the
should not be interfered with.
third step, where the sophomoric attitudinizing of the half-
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which does not even represent anything
mere sketches of immoral, unfounded
ideas,
is regarded by advanced men as the last word of
philosophic science.
In reply to the question as to what
we shall do, we are told outright we must live for our
pleasure, without paying any attention to the lives of
other men.
If any one should doubt the terrible intoxication and
bestialization which has been reached by Christian human"witted Nietzsche,

whole

or coherent,

—

—

:

unusual success of Nietzsche's writings,
Boer and China crimes, which
have been defended by the clergy and have been recog-

ity in our day, the

to say nothing of the late

nized as heroic exploits by the mighty of the world, may
serve as an incontrovertible proof of it.
have before
us the incoherent, most rankly sensational writings of a
witty, but narrow-minded and abnormal German, who is
obsessed by the mania of greatness.
These writings,
neither by talent nor by their thoroughness, can lay any
claim to the pubhc's attention.
Such writings would not
only not have attracted any attention in the days of
Kant, Leibniz, or Hume, or even fifty years ago, but
could not even have made their appearance then.
In
our time, however, all the so-called cultured humanity
goes into ecstasies over Mr. Nietzsche's delirium, and
discusses and elucidates it, and his works are printed in
all languages and in an endless number of copies.
Turgenev said wittily that there are reverse commonplaces which are frequently used by untalented men who
wish to attract attention. Everybody knows, for example,
that water is wet, and suddenly a man says with a
serious countenance that water is dry,
but
not ice,
dry water, and such a seriously expressed assertion attracts

We

—

—

attention.

Similarly the whole world
in the suppression

This

is

not only

of the

known

knows

that virtue consists

passions, in self-renunciation.
to Christianity, against

which
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fight, but is also an eternal supreme
humanity, in Brahmanism, in Bud-

dhism, in Confucianism, in the ancient Persian religion.
Suddenly there appears a man who announces that he
has become convinced that self-renunciation, humility,
meekness, love,
all these are vices that ruin humanity
(he has in mind Christianity, forgetting all the other religions).
Naturally such an assertion at first puzzles one.
But after a httle thought and after finding in the work
no proofs of this strange proposition, every sensible man
must reject such a book and marvel, seeing that there is
nothing so foolish that in our time it cannot find a pubhsher.
But with Nietzsche's books it is not so. The
majority of so-called enlightened men seriously analyze
the theory of the overhumanity, recognizing its author
as a great philosopher, an heir of Descartes, Leibniz, and
Kant.
This is all due to the fact that the majority of socalled enlightened men of our time hate the mention of

—

virtue, of its chief foundation,

—

self-renunciation, love,

—

which embarrass and condemn their animal life, and rejoice when they meet with some even poorly, senselessly,
incoherently expressed teaching of egoism, cruelty, and
the assertion of their own happiness and greatness at the
expense of other people's lives, a teaching which they
live by.

12
Christ reproached the Pharisees and scribes for having
taken the keys of the kingdom of God and for not entering
themselves and not letting anybody else enter.
The same thing is being done nowadays by the learned
scribes of our time
these men have seized the keys, not
of the kingdom of heaven, but of enlightenment, and they
do not enter themselves, and do not let others in. The
priests, the clergy, have by means of all kinds of decep:

;
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and hypnosis impressed upon people that Christianity
not a teaching which preaches the equaHty of all men
and so destroys the whole present pagan structure of life,
but that, on the contrary, it maintains this structure
prescribes that people be distinguished from one another
like the stars ; prescribes that it be accepted that every
power is from God and must be obeyed without any
discussion and in general inculcates upon the oppressed
the idea that their condition is from God and that they
must bear it in humility and meekness, and must submit
to those oppressors who not only may fail to be meek and
humble, but must, correcting others, teach, punish,
as
emperors, kings, popes, bishops, and all kinds of lay and
spiritual powers,
and live in splendour and luxury,
which their subjects are obliged to supply to them. But
the ruling classes, thanks to this false teaching which
they maintain by force, dominate the masses, whom they
compel to serve their idleness, luxury, and vices. Meanwhile, the only men, the learned, who have freed themselves
from the hypnosis, the men who alone could free the
masses from oppression, and who say that they wish this,
instead of doing what might attain this end, do the very
opposite, imagining that they are thus serving the masses.
It would seem that from a mere superficial observation
of what the men who keep the masses in subjection are
interested in, these people might understand what the
nations are moved by and what keeps them in a certain
state, and should direct all their forces to this power
but,
far from doing so, they consider this to be quite useless.
It is as though these men did not wish to see the truth
and as though, in spite of their carefully, often even
sincerely, doing for the masses the most varied things,
they did not do the one thing necessary for them, so that
their activity resembles the activity of a man who should
try with the effort of his muscles to shift a train, whereas
he needs but get on the tender and do what he constantly
tions
is

;

—

—

;
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move the lever which admits the
steam to the cylinder. This steam is the religious world
They need only see with what zeal
conception of men.
all the rulers defend this power, by means of which they
rule over the nations, to understand to what they must
direct their efforts, in order to free the masses from their
sees the engineer do,

enslavement.
What does the Turkish Sultan defend, and what does
he cling to most ? And why does the Eussian Emperor,
upon arriving in a city, make it his first business to visit
And why, in spite of all his
the relics and images?
varnish of culture, does the German Emperor in all his
speeches, in season and out of season, speak of God, of
Christ, of the holiness of religion, of the oath, and so
forth ?
Because they all know that their power is based
on the army, and the army, the possibility of the existence of the army, only upon rehgion. And if rich people
are particularly pious and pretend to be believers, attend
church, and observe the Sabbath, they do so chiefly because
their instinct

of

them that with
connected their exclusive

self-preservation tells

the religion which they profess

is

advantageous position in society.
Frequently all these men do not know in what way
their power is maintained by the rehgious deception, but
they know from a feeling of self-preservation what the
weak spot of their position is, and they first of all defend
this spot.
These men have always admitted and always
will admit a socialistic, even a revolutionary propaganda,
within certain hmits but they will never allow the
religious foundations to be touched.
And so, if the advanced men of our time
the scholars,
liberals, sociahsts, revolutionists, anarchists
cannot from
history and from psychology understand what it is the
nations are moved by, they could convince themselves by
this objective experience that what moves them is not
to be found in material conditions, but only in religion.
;

—
—
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But, strange to say, the learned, the advanced men of
our time, who very sensitively analyze and understand
the conditions of the lives of the nations, do not see what
If the men who do
blinds one by its very obviousness.
so leave the masses in their religious ignorance purposely,
in order to maintain their advantageous position amidst
Those
a minority, this is a terrible, disgusting deception.
who act like that are the very hypocrites whom more
than any other, or even alone, Christ condemned, because
no inhuman beings and scoundrels have introduced so
much evil into the life of humanity as these men.
But if these men are sincere, the only explanation of
this strange obfuscation is this, that, as the masses are
under the influence of the false religion, so also the socalled enlightened men of our time are under the influence
of the false science, which has decided that the chief
nerve by which humanity has always lived is no longer
of any use to it and may be supplanted by something
else.

13

—

the educated
In this error or cunning of the scribes
does the peculiarity of our time conof our world
sist, and in this is to be found the cause of that wretched
condition in which Christian humanity lives, and of that
bestialization in which it sinks more and more.
As a rule, the advanced, cultured men of our world

men

assert that the

—

false religious

beliefs

professed by the

masses are not of any particular importance, and that it is
not worth our while, nor even necessary, directly to
struggle against them, as formerly did Hume, Voltaire,
Science, that is, all that scattered,
Rousseau, and others.
incidental information which they disseminate among the
masses, will, in their opinion, naturally attain this end,
is, a man, having learned how many millions of miles
the earth is removed from the sun and what metals are
that
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and the sun, will stop believing

in the propositions of the church.

In this sincere or insincere assertion or assumption there
From his earhest
a great delusion or terrible cunning.
when an
years,
an age most susceptible to suggestion,
educator cannot be careful enough about what is transis

—

—

mitted to the child, they inculcate upon him the stupid and
of the so-called Christian religion, which
They
are not compatible with reason or with science.
teach the child the dogma of the Trinity, which is incomprehensible to a normal brain, the descent of one of these
gods upon earth for the redemption of the human race. His
resurrection and ascension to heaven he is taught to
expect the second coming and punishment with eternal
torments for not believing in these dogmas he is taught
to pray concerning his needs, and many more things.
And when these propositions, which are not in harmony
with reason, nor with contemporary knowledge, nor with
the human consciousness, are indelibly impressed upon
the child's susceptible mind, he is left alone, to find his
way as well as he can amidst the contradictions which
result from the dogmas accepted by him and made his
own as the undoubted truth. No one tells him how he
If the
could and should harmonize these contradictions.

immoral dogmas

;

;

theologians attempt

to

harmonize these contradictions,

these attempts only confuse the matter more than ever.
By degrees a man gets used to the idea (and in this he is
strongly supported by the theologians) that reason cannot
be relied upon, and that, therefore, everything is possible
in the world, and that in man there is nothing by means
of which he can distinguish good from evil and the lie from
the truth, and that in what is most important to him,

— he

—

must not be guided by

his reason, but
Naturally a terrible distortion
him.
in a man's spiritual world must be produced by such an
education, and this distortion is in maturer years main-

in his acts,

by what others

tell
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the means of suggestion, which is exercised
masses with the aid of the

the time against the

clergy.
if a spiritually strong man with great labour and
succeeds in freeing himself from the hypnosis in
which he has been educated since his childhood and
maintained in his maturer years, that distortion of his

But

effort

through which he has been impressed with unbehef
own reason, cannot pass unnoticed, just as in the
physical world the poisoning of the organism with some
powerful venom cannot pass without leaving any trace.
Having freed himself from the hypnosis of the deception,
such a man, hating the lie from which he has just freed
soul,

in his

himself, will naturally acquire that teaching of the ad-

vanced
as one

men

according to which every religion

is

regarded

impediments in humanity's forward
movement on the path of progress. Having acquired
this teaching, such a man will become just as unprincipled a

of the chief

man

as his teacher, a

by nothing but

his desires,

man who

and who,

is guided in life
from condemning
this very reason to

far

himself for this, considers himself for
be on the highest accessible point of spiritual development.
Thus it will be with the men who are spiritually
Those who are less strong, though they may
strongest.
awaken to doubt, will never fully free themselves from the
deception in which they are brought up, and, allying themselves with all existing kinds of finely spun, misty theories,
which are to justify the stupidity of the dogmas accepted
by them, and inventing others, will live in the sphere of
doubts, haziness, sophisms, and self-deception, and will
only contribute to the obfuscation of the masses and
will counteract their awakening.
But the majority of men, having no strength and no
chance to struggle against the suggestion exercised against
them, will live and die for generations, as they now live,
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deprived of man's highest good,
cept of

life,

— and

will always

missive tool for the

classes

— the
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true religious con-

form nothing but a sub-

that

rule over

them and

deceive them.
this terrible deception that the advanced men
not important and is not worth struggling against.
The only explanation of such an assertion, if these who
make it are sincere, is this, that they themselves are under
the hypnosis of the false science; but if they are not
sincere, the attack of the established behefs is not advanIn any case, in one
tageous and frequently is dangerous.
way or another, the assertion that the profession of a
false religion is harmless or at least not important, and
that, therefore, it is possible to disseminate enlightenment
without destroying the religious deception, is absolutely
It is

say

is

untrue.

The
in
its

salvation of humanity from its calamities is only
hberation from the hypnosis in which it is held by
priests as also from the one into which it is led by the

its

In order to pour something into a vessel it is
Just so
necessary first to free it from what it contains.
it is necessary to free men from the deception in which
they are held, in order that they may be able to accept
the true rehgion, that is, a regular relation to the beginning of everything, to God, which would correspond to
learned.

the development of humanity, and a guidance for their
activity, as

deduced from this

relation.

14
"

But

is

there a true rehgion

?

All the religions are

and we have no right to call any one of
them true, simply because it more nearly fits in with our
tastes," will say the men who consider the religions from
infinitely varied,

their

external

forms as a certain kind of a disease,
feel themselves free, but from which the

from which they
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still suffering.
But that is not
the religions differ in their external forms, but they
are all alike in their fundamental principles.
It is these
fundamental principles of all religions that form the true
religion which alone in our time is proper for all men, and
the adoption of which can alone save humanity from all

rest of the people are

true

:

its calamities.

Humanity has been living for a long time, and as it
has traditionally worked out its practical acquisitions, so
it could not help but work out those spiritual principles
which form the foundations of its life, and the rules of
conduct which result from them. The fact that the
blinded men do not see them does not prove their nonexistence.
Such a rehgion of our time, common to all
not some one religion with all its peculiarities
men,
and distortions, but a religion which consists in those
religious propositions which are identical in all the widely
disseminated and well-known rehgions, as professed by
more than nine-tenths of the human race,
does exist, and
men have not yet become completely brutalized because
the best men of all the nations, even though it be unconsciously, hold to this religion and profess it, and it is only
the suggestion of the deception which with the aid of the
priests and the learned is exercised against people that
keeps them from accepting it consciously.
The tenets of this true religion are to such an extent
proper to men that, as soon as they are communicated
to men, they are accepted as something well known and
natural.
For us this true religion is Christianity, in those
of its tenets in wliich it coincides, not with the external
forms, but with the fundamental propositions of Brahmanism, Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism, Buddhism, and
even Mohammedanism. Even so for those who profess
Brahmanism, Confucianism, and so forth, the true religion
will be the one whose fundamental propositions coincide
with the fundamental propositions of all the other great

—

—
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These propositions are very simple, compreand incomplex.

These propositions are that there is a God, the beginning of everything that in man there is a particle of this
divine principle, which he is able by his hfe to increase
or diminish in himself that for the increase of this prin;

;

ciple a

man must

suppress his passions and increase his

love in himself and that the practical means for doing
this consists in acting toward others as we would that
;

others should act toward us.

common

All these propositions are

Brahmanism, to Judaism, to Confucianism,
to Taoism, to Buddhism, to Christianity, to Mohammedan(Though Buddhism does not give a definition of
ism.
God, it none the less recognizes that with which man
blends and into which he sinks, when he reaches Nirvana.
Thus that with which man unites as he sinks into Nirvana is that principle which is recognized as God by
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism.)
" But this is not religion," will be said by the men of
our time, who are accustomed to accept what is superto

natural, that

is,

senseless, as the chief

symptom

of relig-

anything you please, philosophy, ethics, and
reflections, but not religion."
Eeligion, according to their
conception, must be absurd and incomprehensible (credo
quia absurdum).
And yet it is only out of these propositions or, rather, in consequence of their being preached
ion.

"

This

is

by a long process of distortion
have been worked out all those absurdities of miracles
and supernatural events which are regarded as the fundamental symptoms of every religion. To assert that
supernaturalness and absurdity form the fundamental
properties of religion is the same as to assert, when one
observes nothing but rotten apples, that the bitterness of
decay and an injurious effect upon the stomach are the
fundamental property of the apple.
Eeligion is the determination of man's relation to the
as a religious teaching that
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beginning of everything, and of man's destination, which

from this proposition, and, following from this

follows

And

destination, of rules for his conduct.
religion, the

fundamental propositions

tical in all professions, fully satisfies

the universal

which are identhese demands.
It
of

determines man's relation to God, as of the part to the
whole, and from this relation deduces man's destination,
which consists in the increase of the divine property in
himself now it is man's destination to deduce practical
demands from the rule of doing unto others as we would
that others would do unto us.
People frequently doubt, and at one time I myself
doubted, whether such an abstract rule as this, that we
should do unto others as we would that others should do
unto us, could be as obligatory a rule and guide of acts
as the simpler rules,
of fasting, prayer, communion, and
so forth.
But to this doubt an incontrovertible answer
is given by the spiritual condition of, say, a Eussian peasant, who would rather die than spit the Eucharist out on
the manure pile, and yet is ready at the command of men
;

—

to kill his brothers.

Why could not the demands which are deduced from
the rule of not doing unto another what we should not
wish another to do unto us
such as that we should not
kill our brothers, should not curse, commit adultery, take
vengeance, make use of our brother's want for the gratification of our lusts, and many others
be inculcated with
the same force and become as obhgatory and inviolable as
is the behef in the sacredness of the Eucharist, the images,
and so forth, to people whose faith is based more on trust
than on any clear internal consciousness ?

—

—

15

The

men

truths of the religion of our time

common

to all

are so simple, so comprehensible, and so near to the
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heart of every man, that, it would seem, it would suffice
for the parents, rulers, and instructors, in place of the
obsolete and absurd doctrines about the Trinities, mothers
of God, redemptions, Indras, Trimurtis, heaven-ascendiug
Buddhas and Mohammeds, in which they frequently do
not believe themselves, to inculcate upon the children and

the adults the simple, clear truths of the religion which is
common to all men,
the metaphysical essence of which
consists in this, that in man there dwells the divine
spirit, and the practical rule of which is this, that a man
should act toward others as he wishes that others should
act toward him, and the whole human hfe would change
If only, as now children and adults
of its own accord.
are impressed with the faith that God sent His Son in
order to redeem Adam's sins, and estabhshed His church,
which must be obeyed, and the rules resulting from this,
which are to pray at such a time and place, and to offer
sacrifices, and at such a time to abstain from a certain
kind of food and on certain days from work, it were inculcated upon men and asserted that God is spirit, whose
manifestation lives in us and whose power we can increase
If this and everything which
by means of our lives
naturally results from these foundations were inculcated
upon men, just as now they are impressed with useless
stories about impossible events and with rules about
meaningless rites resulting from these stories, there would,
in place of a senseless war and disunion, and without the
aid of diplomas, international laws, congresses of peace,
pohtical economists, and socialists of every description,
very soon result a peaceful, concordant, happy life of
humanity, guided by the one rehgion.
But nothing of the kind is taking place not only is
the deception of the false religion not destroyed and the
true rehgion not preached, but men, on the contrary, more
and more depart from the possibility of accepting the

—

!

;

truth.
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The chief reason why men do not do what is natural,
necessary, and possible, consists in this, that the men of
our time have become so accustomed, in consequence of a
long irrehgious life, to arranging and strengthening their
existence by means of violence, bayonets, bullets, prisons,
gibbets, that it seems to them that such a structure of
life is normal, and even that there can be no other.
Not
only is this the belief of those to whom the present order
is advantageous, but also those who suffer from it are
so stupefied by the suggestion exerted against them that
they consider violence the only means of order in human
society. And yet it is this very arrangement and strengthening of human life by means of violence that more than
anything else removes men from the comprehension of
the causes of their suffering and so from the possibility
of a true order.

-

What is taking" place is very much what a bad and
intentioned physician does when he drives in a vicious
eruption, not only deceiving the patient by this, but
even aggravating the disease itself and making its cure
impossible.
To the ruling men, who have enslaved the masses and
think and say, " Apres nous le deluge" it seems very
convenient by means of the army, the clergy, the soldiers,
and the police, and by means of threatening bayonets,

who

bullets, prisons,

slaved

men

workhouses, gibbets, to compel the en-

to continue to live in their stultification

and

enslavement, and not to interfere with the rulers in their
enjoyment of their position. And this the ruling people
do, calling such an order of things good, though nothing
In
so much interferes with the true social order as this.
reality such an order is not only not good, but is even an

estabhshment
If

the

men

of evil.

of our societies,

with the residue of those

which none the less live in the masses,
did not constantly see crimes committed by those men

religious principles
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upon themselves

in the lives of

men,

to
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watch over order

— wars,

executions, pris-

—

whiskey, and of opium,
they
would never think of doing one-hundredth part of those
evil deeds and deceits, and the violence and murder, which
they now commit with the full assurance that these deeds
are good and proper to men.
The law of human life is such that its improvement,
both for the individual and the society of men, is possible
only through an internal moral perfection.
But all the
attempts of men to improve their lives by external interons,

taxes, the

sale

by means

of

most efficient serand so not only fail to improve
life, but, on the contrary, increase the evil, which grows
more and more, like a snowball, and more and more
removes men from the one possibility of the true improvement of their lives.
In proportion as the habit of violence and of crimes,
which under the guise of law are committed by the guardians of the peace and of morality, becomes more and
more frequent and more and more cruel, and is more
and more justified by the suggestion of that lie which is
given out as religion, men become more and more confirmed in the idea that the law of their Hfe is not in love and
in mutual service, but in struggle and mutual devouring.
And the more they become confirmed in this idea
which debases them to the level of the animal, the more
difficult it is for them to awaken from that hypnosis in
which they are and to accept as the foundation of life
the true religion of our time, which is common to all
humanity.
actions

mon and example

A

of violence serve as a

of evU,

false circle is established:

makes

the absence of reHgion

which is based on violence
the animal life, which is based on violence, makes
the liberation from the hypnosis and the acceptance of the
true religion more and more impossible.
For this reason
;

possible the animal

life,
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and indispendo not destroy the deception
religion and do not accept and preach
is

natural, possible,

— they

of the similitude of

the true rehgion.

16
Is there a

does

it

way out from

consist

this

magic

circle,

and in what

?

At first it appears that these men ought to be brought
out of that circle by the governments which have taken
it upon themselves to guide the life of the nations for
Thus always thought the people who
their own good.
tried to substitute for the structure of life which is based
on violence another structure of life, which is rational
and based on mutual service and love. Thus also thought
the Christian reformers, and the founders of various theories of European communism, and the famous Chinese
reformer, Mi-ti, who proposed to the government, for the
good of the nation, to teach the children in the schools
non-military sciences and exercises, and not to give to
adults rewards for military acts, but to teach children and
adults rules of respect and love, and to offer rewards
and encouragement for acts of love. Thus also have
thought many Russian religious reformers from among
the masses, many of whom I have known, beginning with
Syutaev and ending with an old man who has five times
petitioned the Tsar to command the false rehgion to be
abolished and true Christianity to be preached.
It naturally seems to people that the governments,

which

justify their existence

by

their care for the public

weal, ought, for the confirmation of this good, to wish to

use that one means, which in no case can be injurious
to the masses and which can be productive of only the
most fruitful consequences. But the governments have
never and nowhere taken this obligation upon themselves ;
they have, on the contrary, always and everywhere with

;
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the greatest zeal defended the existing false, obsolete
creed, and have with all the means at their command
persecuted those who have tried to give the masses the
foundations of the true religion.
In reality it cannot be
otherwise for the governments to show up the lie of the
existing religion and to preach the true religion is the
same as though a man should cut off the branch on which
:

he

is sitting.

if the governments do not do that, it would seem
ought to be done by those learned men who, having
freed themselves from the deception of the false religion,
wish, as they say, to serve the masses which have nurtured
them. But these men, like the governments, do not do
so, in the first place, because they consider it purposeless
to subject themselves to the unpleasantness and dangers
of persecutions from the governments by revealing the
deception which is defended by the government and
which, according to their conviction, will destroy itself
in the second place, because, considering every religion an
outlived delusion, they have nothing to offer to the masses
in place of the deception if they should destroy it.
There are left those great masses of unlearned men,
who are subject to the hypnosis of the ecclesiastic and
governmental deception, and who, therefore, think that
that semblance of religion which is suggested to them is
the one true religion, and that there is and can be no
other.
These masses are subjected to a constant, intensified action of hypnosis
generation after generation is
born, lives, and dies in that stupefied condition in which
it is held by the clergy and the government, and if men
free themselves from it, they inevitably find their way
into the school of the learned who deny religion, and
their influence becomes as useless and harmful as the

But

that

it

;

influence of their teachers.

Thus

this is disadvantageous to some,

to others.

and impossible
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There seems to be no way out.
Indeed, for irreligious people there is and there can be
no way out from this condition though the men who
belong to the upper ruling classes may pretend to be
interested in the weal of the popular masses, they will
never seriously attempt to destroy that stultification and
enslavement in which the masses Uve and which make it
possible for the upper classes to rule them (nor can they
do so, since they are guided by worldly considerations).
Similarly the men who belong to the enslaved, who, too,
are guided by worldly considerations, cannot wish to
make their otherwise bad condition worse by a struggle
with the upper classes as the result of revealing the false
Neither of them have
teaching and preaching the true.
any reason for doing so and, if they are wise people, will
never try to do so.
But it is not so in the case of religious people, those
religious people who, no matter how much society may
be corrupted, with their own life preserve that holy fire
of religion without which human life could not exist.
There are times (our time is such) when these men are
not to be seen, when they, despised and humbled by all,
pass their lives ingloriously, as in our country, in exile,
in prisons, in disciplinary battalions
but they exist and
through them the rational human life is maintained. It
is these religious people, no matter how few there are of
them, who alone can and will break that magic circle
These men can do
in which all men are kept in fetters.
it, because all the inconveniences and dangers, which prevent a man of the world from going counter to the existing order of life, not only do not exist for a religious man,
but even increase his zeal in his struggle with the lie and
in his profession in words and deeds of what he considers
If he belongs to the ruling
to be the divine truth.
:

;
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classes he not only will not wish to conceal the truth for
the sake of the advantages of his position, but, on the
contrary, despising these advantages, will use all the
forces of his soul for the purpose of liberating himself
from these advantages and preaching the truth, since in
his life there will no longer be any other aim than that
of serving God.
But if he belongs to the enslaved, he,
renouncing the desire to improve the conditions of his
carnal life, which is common to men in his position, will
similarly have no other aim than that of doing God's will,
in arraigning the lie and professing the truth, and no
suffering and no threats will be able to keep him from
living in accordance with that one meaning which he recognizes in his life. Either will act as naturally as labours
a worldly man who bears privations for the acquisition of
wealth or for the purpose of pleasing the mighty of the

whom

he expects some advantage. Every
man's soul which is
enlightened by religion no longer lives this life of the
world alone, as it is lived by irreligious people, but the
eternal, infinite life, for which sufferings and death in this
life are as insignificant as are, for the labourer who ploughs
the field, the calluses on his hands and the weariness of
his Hmbs.
It is these men who will break the magic circle in
which people are now held fettered. No matter how few
such men there are, no matter how low their social position may be, no matter how feeble they may be in intellect or education, they will, as certainly as the fire consumes
the dry steppe, inflame the whole world, all the hearts of
men, which have dried up from a long irreligious life and
world

from

religious

which

man

acts thus because a

thirst for renovation.

Eeligion

is

not a faith, once for

tain supernatural events

all established, in cer-

which are supposed

to have taken

place in the past, or in the necessity of certain prayers

and

rites

;

nor

is

it,

as the learned think, a remainder of
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the superstitions of ancient ignorance, which in our time
has no meaning and no application in life religion is an
estabhshed relation, concordant with reason and modern
knowledge, of man to everlasting life, to God, which alone
moves humanity forward toward its predestined end.
"The human soul is God's lamp," says a wise Jewish
Man is a weak, unfortunate animal so long as
proverb.
But when this hght
God's light does not shine in him.
burns up (and it burns only in a soul that is enlightened
by religion), man becomes the most powerful being of the
universe. This cannot be otherwise, because then it is no
longer his own force, but God's, that acts in him.
So this is what religion is and what its essence is.
February, 1902.
;
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THE WORKING PEOPLE
" And ye shall know the truth, and
make you free" (John viii. 32).

the truth shall

HAVE but

little time left to live, and I should like
death to tell you, working people, what I have
been thinking about your oppressed condition and about
those means which will help you to free yourselves

I

before

from

my

it.

Maybe something

of

I have been thinking

what

I have been thinking (and

much about

it)

will do

you some

good.
I naturally turn to the Eussian labourers, among whom
I hve and whom I know better than the labourers of any
other country, but I hope that my remarks may not be
useless to the labourers of other countries as well.

Every one who has eyes and a heart sees that you,
working men, are obliged to pass your lives in want and
in hard labour, which is useless to you, while other men,
that
who do not work, enjoy all that you accomplish,
you are the slaves of these men, and that this ought not

—

to be.

But what should be done that this might not be ?
The first, simplest, and most natural means which from
131
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itself to men is by force to take
by your labour what they enjoy

olden times has presented

from those who
illegally.

Thus

Eome and
many and in

in

live

since remote antiquity acted the slaves
the peasants in the Middle Ages in GerFrance.
Thus they have frequently acted

in Kussia, since the time of Stenka Eazin, of Pugachev.

Thus even now Eussian labourers at times act.
This means suggests itself to the injured working men
before any other, and yet this means not only never
attains its end, but always more certainly makes worse,
rather than improves, the condition of the working men.
It was possible anciently, when the power of the govern-

ment was not yet

it is now, to hope for the
but now, when in the hands of
the government, which always protects those who do not
work, are immense sums of money, and the railways, and
the telegraphs, and the police, and the gendarmes, and the
army, all such attempts end, as lately ended the uprisings
in the Governments of Poltava and of Kharkov, in the
torture and execution of the rioters, and the power of
the non-workers over the workers is only made more firm.
In trying to oppose violence to violence, you, working
men, do what a man bound with ropes would do if, to free
himself, he should tug at the ropes he would only tighten
the knots which fetter him.
The same is true as regards
your attempts by means of violence to take away what is
withheld from you by means of violence.

so strong as

success of such uprisings

;

:

It has now become obvious that the method of riots
does not attain its purpose, and that it does not improve
the condition of the working men, but rather makes it
worse.
And so of late, men who desire, or who at least
say that they desire, the good of the working masses, have
discovered a new means for the liberation of the working

more

-

men,

Tolstoy and His Wife
March, 1903
Phoiogravu>e from a Photoi^raph

in

bi

the Crimea,
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men. This new means is based on the teaching that all
the working men, after being deprived of the land which
they formerly possessed, and after having become hired
labourers (which according to this teaching is to happen
as inevitably as the sunset at a given hour), will arrange
unions, societies, demonstrations, and will choose their
partisans for parliament, and thus will keep improving
their condition, and finally will appropriate to themselves
all the works and factories, in general all the implements
of labour, among them the land, and then will be absoIn spite of the fact that
lutely free and prosperous.
this teaching, which proposes this means, is full of obscurities,

arbitrary

simple absurdities,

propositions
it

and contradictions and

has of late been disseminated more

and more widely.
This doctrine

is

where the majority

accepted not only in those countries
of the population has for several gen-

fallen away from agricultural labour, but also
where the majority of working men have not yet thought
of abandoning the land.
It would seem that a doctrine which first of all demands the transition of the agricultural labourer from the
customary, healthy, and joyous conditions of varied agricultural labour to the unhealthy, sombre, and pernicious
conditions of monotonous, stultifying work, and from that
independence, which the village worker feels in satisfying
nearly all his needs, to the complete slavish dependence
of the factory workman on his master, ought to have no
success in countries where the labourers still live on the
land and support themselves by means of agricultural
labour.
But the preaching of this modern doctrine, called
socialism, even in such countries as Russia, where ninetyeight per cent, of the labouring population lives by means
of agricultural labour, is gladly accepted by those two
per cent, of working men who have fallen away from

erations

agricultural labour.
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This is due to the fact that, when he abandons the
labour on the land, the working man involuntarily submits
to those temptations which are connected with life in the
city and in the factory.
The justification of these temptations he finds only in the socialistic doctrine, which considers the increase of necessities a sign of man's improvement.
Such working men, who have filled themselves with fragments of the socialistic doctrine, preach it with particular
fervour to their fellow working men, considering themselves, in consequence of this propaganda and in consequence of those needs which they have developed, to be
advanced people who stand infinitely higher than a coarse
peasant, a village worker.
Fortunately, there are still
very few such working men in Eussia ; the vast majority
of Eussian labourers, which consists of agriculturists, has
never heard anything about the socialistic doctrine if
these labourers ever heard of it, they receive such a doctrine as entirely alien to them and not touching upon
;

their real needs.

those socialistic methods of unions, demonstrations,
of partisans for the parliaments, by means of
which the factory hands try to lighten their condition as
slaves, present no interest for free agricultural labourers.
election

If

the agricultural labourers need anything,

raise of wages, not a diminution of hours of

not a
work, not
it is

—

general funds, and so forth, but only one thing,
land, of
which they have everywhere too little to be able to support themselves upon it with their families.
But of this
one necessary thing for the rural labourers nothing is
said in the socialistic doctrine.

All sensible Russian labourers understand that land,
means for the improvement of their
condition and for their liberation from slavery.
free land, is the only

:

!
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This is what a Russian peasant, a Stundist, writes
regarding it to a friend of his
" If a revolution is to be started, while the land remains
private property, then, of course, it is not worth while to
start it. Thus, for example, our brothers who hve abroad,
in Eoumania, tell us that there they have a constitution
and parliaments, but that the land is nearly all of it in
the hands of proprietors so what use is this parliament
to the masses ?
In the parliament, they say, there is
taking place only a struggle of one party against another,
but the masses are terribly enslaved and in servitude to
the proprietors.
The proprietors have huts upon their
lands.
Half of the land they generally lease to the
peasants, as a rule only for one year.
When a peasant
has worked the land well, the proprietor himself sows in
this plot the next year, and allots another piece of
ground to the peasant. After these poor wretches have
lived for a few years on the land of a proprietor, they
stiU remain his debtors ; the government takes their last
possessions for taxes,
their horse, cow, wagon, plough,
;

clothes, bed, utensils,

—
— and

sells

Then the poor wretch picks up

them

all at

a low price.

his starving family

and

goes to another proprietor, who seems to him to be kinder.
This one gives him oxen, a plough, seeds, and so forth.
But, after he has lived here for some time, the same story
is

Then he goes to a third
Then the proprietors who do

repeated.

forth.

proprietor,

their

and so

own sowing

hire labourers during the harvest, but it is their custom
to pay the wages at the end of the harvest, and but few of

—

the proprietors ever pay their hands,
the majority hold
back half the pay, if not all. And there is no way of getting justice.
So there you have a constitution
There
you have a parliament
" The land is the first indispensable condition which
the masses should strive after.
The factories and works,
it seems to me, will naturally pass over into the hands
!

"
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of the

will

working men.
it and

work on

When

the peasants get land, they

live freely

upon

their labour.

Then

many

will refuse to labour in the factories and works,
consequently there ^will be less competition for the work-

Then the wages will rise, and they will be
ing men.
able to organize their circles and funds, and will be able
themselves to compete with their masters then the latter
;

advantageous to have factories, and
they will enter into agreements with the working men.
Land is the chief object of the struggle. This ought to
Even if they should
be explained to the working men.
obtain an increase in wages this would be only temporary,
Then again the conditions of life
to allay their minds.
will change, if instead of one dissatisfied man ten others
How can they then
shall be waiting to take his place.
ask for an increase of wages ?
Though the information given in the letter concerning
the state of affairs in Koumania is not quite correct, and
though in other countries these oppressions do not exist,
will

not find

it

the essence of the matter, which is, that the first condition for the improvement of the working men's condition
is to be found in free land, is in this letter expressed with

unusual clearness.

Land

so writes this
the chief object of the struggle
But the learned socialists say that
the chief object of the struggle is works, factories, and
For the working men to get land they
only lastly land.
must, according to the doctrine of the socialists, first of
all struggle against the capitahsts for the possession
is

!

unlearned peasant.

of plants and factories, and only after they shall have
taken possession of the plants and factories will they get
Men need land, and they are
possession of the land.
told that for its possession they must first of all abandon
it and then obtain it again by a complex process, as pre-
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by the socialistic prophets, together with unnecesThis demand to get possession
sary works and factories.
of works and factories, which are of no use to the agriculturists, in order to get possession of the land, reminds

dieted

one of the methods used by certain usurers. You ask
such a usurer for a thousand roubles in money, for you
need only the money, but the usurer tells you " I cannot give you just the one thousand roubles take from
me five thousand, four thousand of which will be in the
form of a few tons of soap, of a few bolts of silk stuffs,
and so forth, things which you do not need, and then I
shall be able to give you the one thousand roubles in
:

;

money which you need."
Even so the socialists, having

quite irregularly decided
that the land is just such an implement of labour as a
plant or a factory, propose to the labourers who are suffering only from lack of land, that they go away from the
land and busy themselves with taking possession of the
factories which produce cannon, guns, soap, mirrors, ribbons, and all kinds of articles of luxury, and then only,
after these labourers shall have learned quickly and
rapidly to produce mirrors and ribbons, but shall have

become
land

unfit to

work the

land, take possession

of

the

also.

However strange it is to see a working man who has
abandoned a life in the country amidst the freedom of
the fields, meadows, and woods, and who ten years later,
sometimes even after several generations, rejoices when
he receives from his master a little house in the infected
air with a twenty-foot garden in which he can plant a dozen
such a joy is comprecucumbers and two sunflowers,

—

hensible.

The

possibility of hving on the land, of gaining one's sus-

tenance from

it

by means

of one's

own

labour, has always
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been and always will be one of the chief conditions of a
happy and independent human life. This all men have
always known, and so all men have always striven and
never stop striving and always will strive, like a fish for
the water, at least for the semblance of such a life.

But the

sociahstic doctrine says that for the happiness

men they do

not need such a life amidst plants and
animals, with the possibility of satisfying nearly all their
of

daily wants

by means

of their

own

agricultural labour,

but a hfe in industrial centres with infected air, and with
increasing and ever increasing demands, the gratification
of which is possible only by means of senseless labour in
And the vorking men who are enmeshed
the factories.
in the temptations of their factory lives believe this and
use all their efforts in a miserable struggle with the
capitalists for the sake of hours of labour and additional
pennies, imagining that they are doing some very important work, whereas the only important work, for which
those working men who have been torn away from the
land ought to use all their forces, should consist in finding
a means of returning to a life amidst Nature and to
" But," say the socialists, " even
agricultural labour.
if it were true that a life amidst Nature is better than a
a factory, there are now so many factory workmen,
and these men have abandoned agricultural life so long
ago, that their return to life on the land is now impossible.

life in

It is

impossible because such a transition will without

any necessity diminish the productions of the manufacturing industries, which form the wealth of the country.
Besides, even if this were not so, there is not enough free
land for the settlement and sustenance of all factory
workmen."
It is not true that the working men's resettlement of
the land will diminish the wealth of the country, because
Hfe on the land does not exclude the possibility of the
labourers' participation, for a part of their time, in manu-
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But

if,

in

manufacture of
useless and injurious articles, which now are produced
with great rapidity in the great manufacturing plants,
shall be diminished, and the now usual overproduction of
necessary articles shall come to an end, while the amount
of corn, vegetables, fruit, domestic animals, shall be increased, this will in no way diminish the wealth of people,
but win only increase it.
But that argument that there will not be enough land
for the settlement and sustenance of all the workiuR men
of

this

resettlement,

the

is untrue, because in the majority of countries,
nothing of Eussia, where the land retained by the
large landed proprietors would suffice for all the factory
working men in Eussia and in the whole of Europe), and
even in such countries as England and Belgium, the land
which belongs to the large landed proprietors would suffice
for the sustenance of all working people, if only the
cultivation of this land were to be carried to that stage of
perfection which it can attain with the present perfection
of the mechanical arts, or even to that degree of perfection
to which it was carried thousands of years ago in China.
Let those who are interested in this question read
Kropotkin's books, La conquUe du pain and Fields, Factories, and Workshops, and the very good book published
by the Fosrednik, Popov's
Corn Garden, and they will
see how many times the productiveness of agriculture
may still be increased with intensive cultivation, how
many times the present number of men may be fed from
the same plot of ground.
The improved methods of
cultivation will certainly be introduced by the small
proprietors, if only they shall not be compelled, as they
now are, to give all their income to the large landowners,
from whom they rent the land and who have no need to
increase the productiveness of the land from which they
without any care derive a great income.

in factories
(to say

2
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They say that there will not be enough free land for all
working people, and so it is not worth while to worry
about the land which is kept from them by the landowners.
This reflection is as if an owner of a house were to say
concerning a crowd standing in a storm and in the cold
in front of an unoccupied house and asking him to be
allowed to take shelter in it " These people must not
be let in, because anyway they cannot all of them be
accommodated in it." Let in those who beg to be let in,
and then we shall see, from the way they locate themselves, whether all can be accommodated, or only a part.
And even if not all can be accommodated, why should not
those be admitted who can find room ?
The same is true of the land. Give the land which is
kept back from the working men to those who ask for it,
and then we shall see whether this land is sufficient
:

or not.

argument about the insufficiency of land
working people, who now work in factories, is

Besides, the
for the

incorrect in its essence.

If

the factory population now
is no reason why,

feed on bread which they buy, there

instead of buying the grain which

is produced by others,
they should not themselves work the land on which the
grain is produced and on which they feed, no matter
where this land may be, in India, Argentina, Australia, or

Siberia.

the arguments about why the workmen in the
and could not go back to the land
have no foundation whatever on the contrary, it is clear
that such a change not only could not be injurious to the

Thus

all

factories should not

;

common

welfare, but

would even increase

it

and would

away with those chronic famines in India,
Eussia, and other places which more obviously than anything else show the irregularity of the present distribution
certainly do

of land.
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where the manufacturing industry is particuand a few States
America, the life of the working people has to such an

It is true,

larly developed, as in England, Belgium,

in

extent been corrupted that the return to the land presents
very difficult.
But the difficulty of such a return
of the working men to an agricultural hfe by no means
excludes the possibility of realizing such a change.
For
it to take place it is necessary for the working people first
of all to understand that this change is indispensable for
their good, and that they should find means for its realization, instead of accepting (as the socialistic doctrine now
teaches them) their factory slavery as their eternal, immutable condition, which can be alleviated, but never
itself as

destroyed.

Thus even the working men who have left the land and
by factory labour do not need unions, societies, strikes,
childish processions with flags on the first of May, and
so forth, but only this,
the finding of means for freeing
themselves from their factory slavery and for setthng on
the land, the chief impediment to which is found in the
seizure of the land by the owners who do not work it.
This they should ask and demand of their rulers.
And,
in demanding this, they will not be demanding something
live

—

not their own, not belonging to them, but the restitution
of their most unquestionable and inalienable right, which
is inherent in every animal, to live on the land and get
their sustenance from it, without asking anybody else's
permission to do so.
It is for this that the deputies of the working men
ought to struggle in the parhaments this ought to be
preached by the press which stands on the side of the
working men for this the working men in the factories
must prepare themselves.
Thus it is in the case of the labourers who have left
the land.
But for labourers, Hke the majority of the
Eussian labourers, ninety-eight per cent, of whom still live
;

;
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on the land, the question consists only in this, how they
may be able to improve their condition, without abandoning their land and surrenderiug themselves to the
temptations of a factory life.
For this one thing is needed,
to turn over to the la-

—

bourers the land which

is

now held by

the large landowners.

Talk in Eussia with any peasant you meet, who is
working in town, ask why he is not faring well, and he
wiU invariably answer one and the same thing " I have
no land, nothing to put my hands to."
:

And here, in Eussia, where the whole nation raises an
unabated cry on account of the insufficiency of land, men
who think that they are serving the masses do not preach
to them about means for returning to them the land
which has been taken away from them, but about methods
for struggHng in the factories with the capitalists.
" But should all men live in the country and busy
themselves with agriculture ? " will say people who are to
such an extent accustomed to the unnatural life of the
men of the present time that this presents itself to them
as rather strange and impossible.
But why should not
all men live in the country and busy themselves with
agriculture?
However, if people shall be found with
such strange tastes as to prefer the factory slavery to the
life in the country, nothing will keep them from doing
so.
The only point is that every man should have a
chance to live in human fashion. When we say that it
is desirable that every man should have a family, we do
not say that every man should get married and have
children, but only, that we do not approve of a structure
of society in which a man cannot have the chance
to do so.

Even during the time of serfdom, the peasants used to
say to their masters, « We are yours, but the land is ours,'*
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they recognized that, no matter how illegal and
man by another was, the right
of a man to own land without working it was even more
illegal and cruel.
It is true, of late a few of the Eussian
peasants, imitating the landowners, have begun to buy
land and to deal in it, considering the ownership of it to
be legal, no longer afraid that it will be taken from them.
But thus act only a few frivolous peasants who are
bhnded by greed. The majority, all the real Eussian
agriculturists, believe firmly that the land cannot and
must not be the property of those who do not work it,
and that, although now the land is taken away from the
workers by those who do not work it, the time will come
when it shall be taken away from those who now own it
and shall become, as it ought to be, a common possession.
And the Eussian peasants are quite right in believing that
The time has come when
this is so and should be so.
the injustice, irrationahty, and cruelty of the ownership
of land by those who do not work it has become as
obvious as fifty years ago were obvious the injustice, irraEither
tionality, and cruelty of the ownership of serfs.
because the other methods of oppression have been destroyed, or because the number of people has increased,
or because men have become more enlightened, all (both
those who own land and those who are deprived of it)
see clearly what they did not see before, that if a peasant who has worked all his life has not enough grain,
because he has no ground on which to sow it, if he has
no milk for the children and for the old, because he
has no pasture, if he has not a rod of timber with which
to mend his rotten cabin and keep it warm, while the
neighbouring landowner, who does no work, lives on an
immense estate, feeding milk to his puppies, buHding
arbours and stables with plate-glass windows, raising
sheep and establishing forests and parks on tens of thousands of desyatlnas of land, spending in food in a week

that

is,

cruel the possession of one
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what would keep a famished neighbouring viHage alive
such a structure of life should not
whole year,
The injustice, irrationality, and cruelty of such a
exist.

—

for a

state of affairs

men were

now

startled

startles

everybody, just as formerly

by the

injustice, irrationality,

and

And as soon as the injustice, irracruelty of serfdom.
tionahty, and cruelty of any structure become clear to
men, this structure will in one way or another come
an end. Thus ended serfdom, and thus very soon
landed property will come to an end.
to

Landed property must inevitably be destroyed, because
the injustice, irrationality, and cruelty of this institution
have become too obvious. The only question is how it
Serfdom and slavery, not only in
will be abolished.
Eussia, but also in all other countries, have been abolished
by order of the governments. And it would seem that the
ownership of land could be abolished by a similar order.
But it is not likely that such an order can or will ever be
promulgated by a government.
All governments are composed of men who live by
other people's labour, and it is the ownership of land
that more than anything else makes it possible to lead
such a life. It is not the rulers and the large landed
proprietors alone who will not permit the abolition of
landed property men who have nothing in common with
the government or with the ownership of land, officials,
artists, scholars, merchants, who serve the rich, feeling
instinctively that their advantageous position is connected
with the ownership of land, either always defend the
ownership of land, or, attacking everything which is less
important, never touch the question of the ownership of
:

land.

A striking illustration of

such a relation to the question
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of the men of the wealthy classes may be
found in the change that has taken place in the views
of the famous Herbert Spencer concerning the ownership
of land.
So long as Herbert Spencer was a young beginner, who had no ties with the rich and the rulers, he
looked upon the question of the ownership of land as every
man who is not tied by any preconceived notions must
look upon it he rejected it in the most radical manner
and proved its injustice. But decades passed, Herbert
Spencer from an unknown young man became a famous
writer, who established relations with rulers and large
landed proprietors, and he to such an extent modified his
views upon the ownership of land that he tried to destroy
all those editions in which he had so forcibly expressed
the correct ideas about the illegality of landed prop-

on the part

:

erty.

Thus the majority

of well-to-do people feel instinctively,

not consciously, that their advantageous position depends on the ownership of the land. To this is due the
fact that the parliaments in their pretended cares for the
good of the masses propose, discuss, and adopt the most
varied measures which are to improve the condition of
the masses, but not the one which alone really improves
the condition of the masses and is indispensable to them,
the abolition of the ownership of land.
Thus, to solve the question about the ownership of the
if

—

land,

it is

necessary

first of all

to destroy the consciously

concordant silence which has established
to this question.

Thus

it

is

in those

itself in

regard

countries where

part of the power is in the parliaments.
But in Eussia,
where the whole power is in the hands of the Tsar, the

provision for the abolition of the ownership of land is still
less possible.
In Eussia the power is only nominally in

the hands of the Tsar

it is in the hands of a
men, relatives and near friends
of the Tsar, who compel him to do what pleases them.

few hundreds

;

in reality

of fortuitous
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Now

w

all these

men own immense

tracts of land,

and so

never allow the Tsar, even if he should wish
so, to free the land from the power of the landed
proprietors. No matter how hard it was for the Tsar w^o
liberated the peasants to compel his retainers to give up
the right of serfdom, he was able to do so, because these
retainers did not give up the land.
But in giving up the
land, the retainers and the relatives of the Tsar know that
they lose their last chance of living as they have been
accustomed to live.
Thus it is absolutely impossible to expect the emancipation of the land from the government in general, and
in Russia from the Tsar,
It is impossible by means of violence to take away the
land which is retained by the landed proprietors, because
the strength has always been and will always be on the
side of those who have already seized the power.
It is
quite senseless to wait for the emancipation of the land
to be achieved in the manner proposed by the socialists,
that is, to be prepared to give up the conditions of a good
life for the very worst in expectation of the sweet by
they
to do

and by.
Every rational man sees that this method not only does
not emancipate, but more and more makes the working
men the slaves of their masters, and prepares them for
slavery in the future in relation to those managers who
will have charge of the new order. It is still more senseownership of land
from a representative government or from the Tsar, as
the Eussian peasants have been waiting for it for the last
two reigns, because all the retainers of the Tsar and the
Tsar himself own immense tracts of land, and, though

less to wait for the abolition of the

they pretend to be interested in the welfare of the peasants, never will give them the one thing which they
need,
the land,
because they know that without the
ownership of the land they will be deprived of their ad-

—

—
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vantageous position as idle men who enjoy the labours of
the masses.
What, then, are the working men to do in order to free
themselves from the oppression in which they are ?

8

At first it seems that there is nothing to be done, and
that the working men are so fettered that they have no
possibihty whatever of freeing themselves. But that only
seems so. The working men need only ponder on the
causes of their enslavement, to see that, besides riots, besides socialism, and besides the vain hopes in the governments, and in Eussia in the Tsar, they have a means for
freeing themselves, such as no one and nothing can interfere with and as always has been and even now is in their
hands.
Indeed, there is but one cause for the wretched condition of the working men,
it is this, that the landed proprietors own the land which the working men need.
But
what is it that gives the proprietors the possibility of
owning this land ?
In the first place, this, that in case the working men
attempt to make use of this land they send for troops,

—

which will disperse, beat, and kill those working men who
have seized the land, and will return it to the landowners.
Now these troops are composed of you, the
working men. Thus you yourselves, the working men,
by becoming soldiers and obeying the mihtary authorities,

make

it

possible for the landed proprietors to

which ought

own

their

(That a Christian
cannot be a soldier, that is, that he cannot promise to kill
his like, and must refuse to use weapons, I have written
about many times, among others in a pamphlet. The Soldiers' Memento, where I tried to prove from the Gospel
why every Christian should do so.)

land,

to belong to you.
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But, besides your making

it

possible,

tion in the army, for the proprietors

by your

participa-

own

the land

to

you
by working on
You, the
the proprietors' lands and by renting them.
labourers, need only stop doing so, and the ownership of
the land will not only become useless for the proprietors,
but also impossible, and their land will become common

which belongs

to all

men, consequently

also to you,

also give this possibility to the proprietors

property.

may

No

matter

how much

the landed proprietors
and instead

try to substitute machines for labourers,

and forestry, they
cannot get along without labourers, and they
will one after another and willy-nilly give up their lands.
Thus the means for freeing you, the working men, from
your enslavement consists only in this, that, having come
to understand that the ownership of land is a crime, you
must not take part in it, either as soldiers, w^ho take the
land away from the workers, or as labourers on the lands
of the proprietors, or as tenants on these lands.
of agriculture to introduce cattle-raising

none the

less

" But the means of non-participation, both in the army
and in the work on the lands of the proprietors, as also in
the hiring of lands, would be effective," I shall be told,
" only in case all the working people of the world struck
and refused to take part in the crimes, to work on the
estates of the proprietors, and to rent land, and this is not
the case and never can be the case. Even if a part of
the working men should agree to abstain from participating in the army and from working on the land of the
proprietors and renting it, the other working people, frequently the working people of other nationalities, will not
find such a restraint necessary, and the ownership of the
Thus
land by the proprietors will not be impaired.
the working people who will refuse to take part in the
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ownership of the land will only be deprived of their advantages in vain, without alleviating the condition of all."
This retort is quite just, if it is a question of a strike.
But what I propose is not a strike. I do not propose a
strike, but that the working people shall refuse to take part
in the army, which exercises violence against their brothers, and in working on the lands of the proprietors, in
renting them, not because this is unprofitable for the
labourers and produces their enslavement, but because
this participation is a bad thing, from which any good
man must abstain, just as he must abstain, not only from
every murder, theft, robbery, and so forth, but also
from participation in these acts. That the participation in
the lawlessness of the ownership of land and its support
are bad things there can be no doubt, if the working men
will only ponder on the whole meaning of this their participation in the ownership of the land by the non-workers.
To support the proprietors' ownership of the land
means to be the cause of the privations and sufferings of
thousands of people, of old men and children, who are insufficiently fed, and who work above their strength, and who
die before their time, only because they do not get the
land which has been seized by the proprietors.
If such are the consequences of the ownership of land
by the proprietors,
and it is obvious to any one that
they are such,
it is also clear that participation in the
ownership of land by the proprietors and in its maintenance is a bad thing from which every man must abstain.
Hundreds of millions of men without any strike consider
usury, debauchery, violence against the weak, theft, murder, and many other things to be evil, and abstain from
these acts.
The working men ought to do the same in
respect to the ownership of land.
They themselves see
the whole lawlessness of such ownership and consider it a
bad, cruel business.
So why do they not only take part
in it, but even support it ?

—

—
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10

Thus I do not propose a strike, but a clear consciousness of the criminality, the sinfulness of the participation
in the ownership of land, and, iu consequence of this conIt
sciousness, the abstaining from such a participation.
is true, such an abstinence does not, like a strike, at once
unite all interested people in one decision and so cannot
give those results, defined in advance, which are obtained
by a strike, if it is successful but, on the other hand,
;

such an abstinence produces a much more lasting and
continuous union than the one produced by a strike. The
artificial union of men which arises at a strike comes to
an end the moment the aim of the strike is attained but
the union, from a concordant activity or from abstinence
in consequence of an identical consciousness, not only
never comes to an end, but constantly grows stronger,
Thus it
attracting an ever increasing number of men.
can and must be in the case of the working men's abstaining from taking part in the ownership of land, not in
consequence of a strike, but in consequence of the con;

sciousness of the sinfulness of this participation.
It is
very likely that, when the working men shall understand
the lawlessness of participation in the proprietors' ownership of land, not all of them, but only a small part, will
abstain from working on the proprietors' lands and from
renting them but since they will not abstain in consequence of an agreement, which has a local and a temporary
significance, but from the consciousness of what is right
and wrong, which is always and for all men equally binding, it will be natural for the number of working men,
who will be shown by word and by example, both the
illegality of the ownership of land and those consequences
which arise from this illegality, to be constantly in;

creasing.
It is absolutely impossible to foresee

what change in
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the structure of society will actually be produced by the
working men's recognition that participation in the ownership of land is bad, but there is no doubt that these

changes will take place and that they will be the more
significant, the more this consciousness shall be diffused.
These changes may consist in tliis, that at least a part of
the working men will refuse to work for the proprietors
and to rent land from them, and the landowners, no
longer finding the ownership of land to be profitable, will
either enter into arrangements with the working men
which will be advantageous for them, or else will entirely
give up the ownership of land.
It is also possible that
the working

come

men who

are enlisted in the army,

havmg

comprehend the illegality of the ownership of
land, will more and more frequently refuse to take part
to

in acts of violence against their brothers, the agricultural
labourers, and the government will be compelled to aban-

don the protection of the proprietors' landed property, and
the land of the proprietors will become free.
Finally,

it

may

be that the government, having come

to see the inevitableness of the emancipation of the land,
will find it necessary to forestall the victory of the work-

men by lending it the aspect of its own decree, and
wiU by law abolish the ownership of land.
The changes which can and must take place in the

ing

ownership of land, in consequence of the working men's
recognition of the illegality of participation in the ownership of land, may be very varied, and it is difficult to

what character they will be, but one
unquestionable, and that is, that not one sincere
effort of a man to act in this matter in godly fashion or
foresee of precisely

thing

is

in accordance with his conscience will be lost.
" What can I alone do against all ? " people frequently
say, when they are confronted with an act which is not

countenanced by the majority. To these people it seems
that for the success of a thing there must be all, or at
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least

thing.

but there must be many only for a bad
For a good thing it is enough if there be one,

many ;

because God is always with him who does a good thing.
And with whom God is, sooner or later all men will be.
In any case, all the improvements in the condition of
the working men will take place only because they will
themselves act more in conformity with God's will, more
according to their conscience, that is, more morally, than

they have acted before.

11

Working men have tried to free themselves by means
and they have not attained their end.
They have tried to free themselves by socialistic methods
of violence, of riots,

through unions, strikes, demonstrations, elections to parliaments, but all this at best only for a time alleviates
the convict labour of the slaves, and not only does not
free them, but even confirms the slavery.
The working men have tried, each one separately, to
free themselves by supporting the illegahty of the ownership of land, which they themselves condemn, and if the
condition of a few, and that, too, not always and but for a
brief time, is improved by such a participation in an evil
This
thing, the condition of all only gets worse from it.
is due to the fact that what permanently improves the
condition of men (not of one man, but of a society of
men) is the activity which is in conformity with the rule
that we should do unto others as we wish that others

But all the three means which so
have been employed by the working men have not

should do unto
far

us.

been in conformity with the rule about doing unto others
as we wish that others should do unto us.

The means

is, of the employment of
consider the land which they

of the riots, that

violence against men who
have received as an inheritance or have purchased with
their savings to be their property, is inconsistent with the
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doing unto others as we wish that others
should do unto us, because not one man who takes part
in the riots would like to have taken from him what he
considers to be his own, the more so, since such a seizure
is generally accompanied by cruel acts of violence.
Not less inconsistent with the rule about doing unto
others as we wish that others should do unto us is the
whole socialistic activity. It is inconsistent with this
rule, in the first place, because, by putting at its basis
class strife, it provokes in the working men such hostile
feelings toward the masters and the non-workers in general, as on the part of the masters can in no way be
desirable for the working men.
It is inconsistent with
this rule for this reason, also, that in the strikes the working men are very frequently, for the success of their undertaking, brought to the necessity of using violence against
those working men, of their own nation or foreigners, who
wish to take their places.
Similarly inconsistent with the rule about doing unto
others what we wish that others should do unto us, and
even outright immoral, is the doctrine which promises to
the working men the transference of all the implements of
labour, of the factories and works, into their full possesEvery factory is the product of the labour, not
sion.
only of many working men of the present, those who have
built the factory and have prepared the material for its
construction, and then of the men since its construction,
but also of a vast number of mental and manual working
men of former generations, without whose work no factory
could exist.
There is absolutely no possibility of figuring
out the part of all men in the working of a factory, and
so, according to the doctrine of the socialists themselves,
every factory, hke the land, is the common possession of
the whole people, with this one difference, that the ownership of land can be abolished at once, without waiting for
the socialization of all the implements of labour but a
rule about

;
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become the legal possession of the people
the unrealizable fancy of the sociaHsts shall be
the sociahzation of all, literally all, the impleachieved,
and not as is proposed by the majority
ments of labour,
of working socialists, when they shall have seized the

factory can

only

when

—

—

and shall have made them their
whatever to own a factory,
right
no
has
master
own.
but just as httle right have the working men to any factory whatever, so long as the unreahzable sociahzation of
the implements of labour is not an accomphshed fact.
for this reason I say that the doctrine which promises
to the working men the seizure of those factories in which
they work, previous to the socialization of all the implements of labour, as is generally proposed, is not only a
doctrine which is contrary to the golden rule of doing
unto others as we would that others should do unto us,
but even downright immoral.
Similarly inconsistent with the rule about doing unto
others as we would that others should do unto us is the
working men's support of the ownership of land, be it by
means of violence in the form of soldiers, or in the form
Such a support of
of labourers or tenants on the laud.
the ownership of land is inconsistent, because, if such
acts for a time improve the condition of those persons
who perform them, they certainly make the condition of
other working men worse.
Thus all the means which have heretofore been used
by the working men for the purpose of their liberation,

factories of their masters

A

such as direct violence and the sociahstic activity, as well
as the acts of separate individuals who for the sake of
their advantage maintain the illegality of the ownership
of land, have not attained their purpose, because they
have all been inconsistent with the rule of morality about
doing unto others as we would that others should do
unto

us.

What

will free the

working men from their slavery

is
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not even an activity, but the mere abstinence from sin,
because such abstinence is just and moral, that is, in
conformity with God's will.

12
be told.
No matter how conbe of the illegality of the ownership
of land, it is hard for him, if he is a soldier, to keep from
going whither he is sent, and from working for the
proprietors, if this work may give milk for his starving
children.
Or how can a peasant abstain from renting the
proprietor's land, when he has but half a desyatina to
each soul and knows that he cannot support his family
on the land which he owns ? It is true, this is very hard,
but the same difficulty is met with in refraining from any
bad thing. And yet men for the most part abstain from
anything bad. Here the abstinence is less difficult than
in the majority of bad acts, but the harm from the bad
act
the participation in the seizure of land
is more
obvious than in many bad acts from which people refrain.
I am not speaking of the refusal to participate in the army,
when the troops are sent out against the peasants. It is
true, for such a refusal it takes more than ordinary courage
and a readiness to sacrifice oneself, and so not everybody
is able to do so, but, on the other hand, the cases when
this refusal is to be apphed are rarely met with.
But it
takes much less effort and sacrifice not to work on the
proprietors' lands and not to rent them.
If all working
men fully comprehended that working for the proprietors
and renting their lands are bad, there would be fewer and
fewer people ready to work on the proprietors' lands
and to rent them. MilHons of people live without having
any need of the proprietors' lands, busying themselves at
home with some trade or attending to all kinds of industries away from home.
Nor do those hundreds of thou"

But want

vinced a

—

!

" I shall

man may

—
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sands and millions of peasants feel any need of the
who, in spite of the whole difficulty of
this matter, leave their old places and go to new places,
where they get all the land they wish and where they for
the most part do not suffer, but even grow rich, soon forEven those
getting the want which drove them out.
peasants and good farmers live without working for the
proprietors or renting their lands, who, though having but
little land to till, hve abstemiously and work their land
well and so are not in need of any work for the proprietors
or of renting their lands.
Other thousands live without
having any need of working on the proprietors' lands and
of renting them,
the men who live a Christian hfe,
that is, hving, not each for himself, but aiding one another,
as live in Russia many Christian Communes, of whom the
Dukhobors are especially known to me.
There can be want only in a society of men who live
according to the animal law of struggling against one
another, but among Christian societies there ought to
As soon as men divide among themselves
be no want.
what they have, everybody always has what he needs, and
much is still left. When the people who heard Christ's
sermon grew faint with hunger, Christ, upon learning that
some of them had provisions, commanded that all should
sit down in a circle and that those who had the provisions
should give them to their neighbours on one side, in order
that the neighbours, having appeased their hunger, might
hand them to those farther away. When the whole circle
was made, all had their hunger appeased, and much was
proprietors' lands,

—

over.

still left

Even

so in the society of

men who

act similarly there

can be no want, and such people do not need to work for
Thus want cannot
the proprietors or rent their lands.
always be a sufficient reason for doing what is harmful
to one's brothers.
If the

working people

now go and work

for the pro-
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and rent

their lands, they

them have come

their acts or the

whole
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do so only because not

to understand the sinfulness of

evil

which they are doing

to their

brothers and to themselves by it.
The more there shall
be such men and the more clearly they shall understand
the significance of their participation in the ownership of
land, the

more and more

will the

workers over the workers destroy

power

itself of its

of

the non-

own

accord.

13

The only sure, indubitable means for improving the
condition of the working men, which, at the same time,
is consistent with God's will, consists in the emancipation
of the land from its seizure by the proprietors. This emancipation of the land is attained, not only through the working men's refusal to take part in the army, when the army
is directed
against the working people, but also by
abstaining from working on the proprietors' lands and

from renting them. But it is not enough for you, the
working men, to know that for your good you need
the liberation of the land from its seizure by the proprietors, and that this liberation is attained through your refraining from committing acts of violence against your
brothers and from working on the lands of the proprietors
and renting them you must also know in advance how
to manage the land when it shall be freed from seizure
;

by the

proprietors,

how

to

distribute

it

among the

workers.

The majority of you generally think that all that is
necessary is to take the land away from the non-workers,
and all will be well. But that is not so. It is easy to
say " Take the land away from the non- workers and give
it to those who work it."
But how is this to be done,
without violating justice and without giving the rich
:

again a chance to accumulate great extents of territory and
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thus again to rule over the workers ?
To leave it, as
some of you think, to each individual worker or society
to mow or plough wherever it be, as was done anciently
and is even now done among the Cossacks, is possible
only where there are few people and there is much land
and the land is all of one quality. But where there are
more people than the land can support, and the land is of
varying quality, it is necessary to find a different means
for the exploitation of the land.
To divide the land
according to the number of men ?
But if the land is
divided up according to the number of men, it will also
come into the hands of those who do not know how to
work it, and these non- workers will let it or sell it to the
rich purchasers, and there will again appear people who
own large tracts of land and who do not till it. To prohibit the non-workers to sell or let the land ?
But then
the land which belongs to a man who does not wish or
is unable to work it will lie unused.
Besides, in dividing
the land up according to the number of men, how is it to
be estimated according to its quality ? There is black
loam, fruitful land, and there is sandy, swampy, sterile
land there is land in the cities, which brings as much
as one thousand and more roubles income from each
desyatina, and there is land in the backwoods, which does
not bring any income.
How, then, is the land to be
distributed in such a way that there may not again arise
the ownership of land by those who do not work it, and
that there may not be such as are improperly treated, that
there may be no discussions, quarrels, civil wars ?
Men
have for a long time been busy discussing and solving
these questions.
For the correct distribution of land
among the workers many projects have been proposed.
To say nothing of the so-called communistic projects
of the construction of society, in which the land is regarded a common possession and is worked by all men
in common, I am acquainted also with the following
;

'

'
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project of the Englishman, William Ogilvie,

lived in the eighteenth century.

Ogilvie says that,

man, in being born into

this world, in con-

since every

sequence of this has the full right to be there and to
by what it produces, this right cannot be limited by
some people's regarding great tracts of laud as their property.
For this reason everybody has the free right to
own such a plot of land as falls to his share. But if a
person owns a greater extent of land than falls to his
share, exploiting those plots to which the men who have
a right to them make no claim, the owner should pay the
government a tax for this possession.
Another Englishman, Thomas Spence, a few years later
solved the land question by recognizing the land to be
the property of parishes which could dispose of it as they
pleased.
In this way the private possession of separate
individuals was completely abolished.
As a beautiful illustration of Spence's view concerning
the ownership of land may serve the account of what
happened with him in the year 1788 at Haydon Bridge,
which he calls a " Sylvan Joke."
" While I was in the wood alone by myself a-gathering
of nuts, the forester popped through the bushes upon me,
and, asking me what I did there, I replied, Gathering
live

'

nuts.'

"

'

"

*

Gathering nuts
Yes,'

monkey

said

I,

'

!

'

said he,

why

not

?

'

and dare you say so

Would

?

ou question a

or a squirrel about such a business

?

And am

I to

be treated as an inferior to one of these creatures, or have I
a less right ?
But who are you,' continued I, that thus
take it upon you to interrupt me ?
'

"
'

I'll let

you know

that,' said he,

for trespassing here.'
" Indeed,'
answered
'

but

'

when

how

can I trespass here
for these nuts
of Nature, ordained alike for the

I,

'

where no man ever planted or cultivated
are the spontaneous gift

I lay you fast

;

"
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sustenance of man and beast that choose to gather them,
and, therefore, they are common.'
"
'

I tell

you/ said he,

belongs to the
"

My

Duke

'

this

wood

is

not common.

It

of Portland.'

Duke of Portland,' said I.
him than of me. Therefore,
as in Nature's storehouse, the rule is " first come first
served," so the Duke of Portland must look sharp if he
'

*

Oh

!

service to the

Nature knows no more

wants any

of

nuts.'

Spence, in conclusion, declared that if he were called
upon to defend a country in which he durst not pluck a

he would throw down his musket, saying, " Let such as
"
of Portland, who claim the country, fight for it
The question was similarly solved by the famous
author of Age of Reason and Rights of Man, Thomas
nut,

the

Duke

Paine.

!

The

peculiarity of this solution consisted in this,

that in recognizing the land to be a common possession, he
proposed to abolish the right of the ownership of land by
separate individuals in that the possession of land could
not be passed by inheritance, and the land, which was
private property, at the death of the owner became the

possession of the nation.
It was Patrick Edward Dove, in our century, who was
the next, after Thomas Paine, to write and think about
this subject.
Dove's theory consists in this, that the
value of the land is due to two sources,
to the property
of the land itself and to the work put into it.
The
value of the land due to the work which is put into it
may be the possession of private individuals but the
value of the land which is due to its properties is the possession of the whole nation and so can never belong to
separate individuals, as it is now supposed to be, but must
be the common possession of the whole nation.^

—

;

1

is taken by me from a beautiful Enc:Iish book
John Morrison Davidson, Precursors of Henry

This information

by a modern
George.

writer,

— Author's Note.
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Such also is the project of the Japanese Land Eeclaiming Society, the essence of which consists in this, that
every man has the right to own as much land as is apportioned to him, on condition of paying for it an estaband so has the right to demand the allotment
by him who has more than
the share allotted to each person.
But the best, justest,
and most applicable project, in my opinion, is the one by
Henry George, which is called the Single Tax.
lished tax,

to

him

of his share of land

14
I personally consider

Henry

George's project the just-

most beneficent, and, above all, most easily applied
of all the projects of which I know anything.
This project may on a small scale be imagined as follows
let us
imagine that in some locality the whole land belongs to
two proprietors, one, very rich, who lives abroad, and the
other, who is not well off and who hves and farms at
home, and to a hundred peasants, who own small tracts.
Besides, this locality is inhabited by a few dozen landless
men, who serve and Hve in rented houses,
artisans,
traders, officials.
Let us assume that all the inhabitants
of this locahty, having come to the conclusion that the
whole land is a common possession, have decided in conformity with this conviction to manage the land.
What shall they do ?
It is impossible to take the land away from those who
own it and to allow anybody to use the land he likes,
since there will be several candidates to the same tract,
and there will be endless dissensions. It is inconvenient
for all to unite into one cooperative society and to plough,
mow, and harvest in common, and then to divide up,
because some have ploughs, horses, carts, while others do
not have them, and, besides, some of the inhabitants
do not know how to till the land, and have not the
est,

:

—
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So, too, it is very difficult to divide
strength to do so.
the land according to the number of persons into such
holdings as by their quality would be equal among themIf for this the whole land is divided up into
selves.
small plots of various quality, so that each should get a
plot of the best, and one of mediocre, and one of bad land,
and one of field, and mowing, and woodland, there will

be too

many such

tiny plots.

dangerous, because those
are in great need will
over their land to the rich, and large
landed proprietors will again come into existence.
And so the inhabitants of the locality decide to leave
Besides, such a division

who do not wish
for money turn

to

work

is

or

who

the land in the hands of those who now own it, but oblige
each owner to pay into the common treasury an amount
of money which represents the income which (according
to the valuation of the land, not according to the labour
put into it, but according to its quality and location) the
owners derive from the land in use by them, and this
money they decide to divide into equal parts. But since
such a collection of money from all the owners of the
land and its subsequent equal distribution among the
inhabitants is troublesome, and since, besides, all the in-

—

schools,
habitants pay out money for common needs,
churches, fire departments, shepherds, mending of roads,,
and so forth, and such money for public purposes is

always

insufficient, the inhabitants of the locality decide,

instead of collecting the income from the land and distributing it to all and again collecting a part of it for
taxes, to collect and use the whole income from the land

on

common

this

necessities.

Having established themselves

manner, the inhabitants

of the locality

in

demand from

the proprietors a fixed payment for the land in their possession, as also from the peasants who own small holdings but nothing is demanded from the few dozen men
who do not own any land, they being permitted to use
;
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which is supported from the income on
the land.
This arrangement has the effect of making it unprofitable for the proprietor who does not hve in the country,
and who produces little on his land, under the land tax,
to continue holding his land, and he gives it up. But the
other proprietor, who is a good farmer, gives up only a
part of his laud, and retains only that part of it on which

gratis all that

he can produce more than what is demanded of him for
the land cultivated by him.
But those of the peasants who own small tracts, and
who have many workers, but little land, as also some who
have no land, but wish to support themselves by means
of work on the land, take up the land which is given up
by the proprietors. Thus, with such a solution, all the
inhabitants of this locality find it possible to live on the
land and to support themselves from it, and the whole
land passes over into the hands or remains in the hands
of those who hke to till it and are able to produce much
on it. But the public institutions of the inhabitants of
the locality improve, since more money is obtained for
public needs than before, and, above all else, all this
transference of landed property takes place without any
disputes, quarrels, interference, or violence, but by the
voluntary abandonment of the land by those who do not

know how
Such

is

to cultivate

it

profitably.

Henry George's

project in its application to the

separate state or even to all humanity.

This project

is

and beneficent, and, above all, easily applied everywhere, in aU societies, no matter what order of agriculture
just

may

be established there.
this reason I personally consider this project to be

For

But this is my personal
But you, the working
men, will, when the time shall come to attend to the land,
discuss for yourselves these and all other projects, and
the best of
opinion,

all

those in existence.

which may be

faulty.
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which you will consider the best, or
you will yourselves discover a juster or more applicable
The reason I have explained these projects more in
one.
detail is, that you, working men, understanding on the
one hand the whole injustice of the ownership of land,
and, on the other, the whole difficulty and complexity of a
will choose the one

may

not faU into those errors
the land, which would
make your condition, in consequence of the struggle for
the land by separate individuals and of land seizures in
just distribution of the land,

of a thoughtless distribution of

the

new

order,

worse than what

it is

at present.

15
I shall briefly repeat the essence of what I wanted to
The essence of what I wanted to say to you
say to you.
is this, that I advise you, the working men, in the first
place, to understand clearly what it is you need, and not
to labour to obtain what is absolutely unnecessary for

—

free land, on which
you you need but this one thing,
you may be able to live and support yourselves.
In the second place, I advise you to understand clearly
in what way you may be able to obtain the land you
need.
You can obtain the land, not through riots, from
which God save you, not through demonstrations, nor
;

strikes, nor socialistic deputies in parliaments, but only
through non-participation in what you yourselves consider
to be bad, that is, by not supporting the illegality of the
ownership of land, either by means of violence exerted
by the army, or by working on the proprietors' lands and
renting them.
In the third place, I advise you to consider in advance
how you will distribute the land when it becomes free.
For you to be able correctly to consider this, you must
not think that the land which will be abandoned by the
proprietors will become your property, but must under-
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stand that, for the use of the land to be regularly and
without bias apportioned among all men, the right to own
land, though it be but one square rod, should not be
acknowledged in the case of any one. Only by recognizing the land as just such an article of common possession
as the sun and air will you be able, without bias and
justly, to establish the ownership of land among all
men, according to any of the existing projects or according to some new project composed or chosen by you in

common.
In the fourth place, and this is most important, I
advise you, for the purpose of obtaining everything you
need, to direct your forces, not to a struggle with the ruling classes by means of revolts, revolutions, or socialistic
propaganda, but only to yourselves, to how you may live
better.

People fare badly only because they themselves live
And there is no more injurious thought for
people than that the causes of the wretchedness of their
position is not in themselves, but in external conditions,
man or a society of men need but imagine that the evil
experienced by them is due to external conditions and to
direct their attention and efforts to the change of these
external conditions, and the evil will be increased.
But
a man or a society of men need but sincerely direct their
attention to themselves, and in themselves and their lives
look for the causes of that evil from which they suffer,
in order that these causes may be at once found and
badly.

A

destroyed.
"

and

Seek ye the kingdom
all

of

God and His

righteousness,

these things shall be added unto you."

This

is

the fundamental law of human life.
If you live badly,
contrary to God's law, no efforts of yours will procure for
you the well-being for which you are seeking. If you
live well, morally well, in accordance with God's will and
making no efforts for the attainment of this well-being, it
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will naturally establish itself

a

way you have never thought

among

you, and at that in

of.

It seems so natural and simple to push against the
door behind which is that which we need, and the more
natural, since back of us stands a crowd that is pressing
However,
against us and jamming us against the door.
the more stubbornly we press against the door behind
which is that which we consider a good, the less hope
The door opens toward
there is to penetrate through it.
us.

Thus, to obtain the good, a man must not trouble himabout the change of external conditions, but only
about changing himself he must stop doing what is evil,
if he is doing it, and must begin to do good, if he is not
doing it. All the doors which lead men to the true good
open only outwardly.
We say, the working people are enslaved by the government, by the rich but who are these men who form
Are they
the government and the wealthy classes ?
heroes, each of whom can vanquish tens and hundreds of
working people ? Or are there very many of them, while
Or are these men, the
there are but few working men ?
rulers and the wealthy, the only ones who know how to
make everything necessary and to produce everything the
Neither the one, nor the other, nor
people live by ?
self

:

;

These men are no heroes, but, on the conweakened, helpless people, and not only are they
not numerous, but they are even hundreds of times fewer
And everything which men
than the working people.
live by is produced not by them, but by the working
men, while they are both unable and unwilling to do
anything, and only devour what the working men prothe third.
trary,

Why, then, does this small band of feeble, idle
men, who cannot and will not do anything, rule over
millions of working men ?
There is but one answer to
this: it is due to the fact that the working men are

duce.

—
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in their life guided by the same rules and laws by which
their oppressors are guided.
If the working men work

and do not exploit the labours of the poor and the feeble
to such an extent as do the non-working rulers and the
wealthy, this is not due to the fact that they consider this
bad, but because they cannot do it so well as the rulers
and the rich, who are more agile and cunning than the
The rulers and the rich rule the working people
rest.
only because the working people wish in precisely the
same manner to rule their own fellows, the working men.
the equal comprehension of life
For this same reason
the working men are unable successfully to rebel against
No matter how hard it is for the worktheir oppressors.
ing man to be oppressed by the rulers and the rich, he
knows in his heart that he himself would act similarly
toward his brothers, or that in a small way he is acting
The working people have fettered
thus toward them.
themselves by their desire to enslave one another, and so
it is easy for the shrewd people who have already got
them in their power to enslave them. If the working

—

people did not consist of enslavers exactly like the rulers
and the rich, who are concerned only about exploiting
their neighbour's want for the purpose of establishing their
own well-being, but lived in a brotherly way, thinking of
one another and mutually offering aid, no one would be
able to enslave them.
And so, to free themselves from
the oppression in which they are held by the rulers
and the rich, the working people have but one means,
to free themselves from those principles by which they
are guided in their lives, that is, to stop serving mammon
and begin serving God.
The pretended friends of the people teU you, and you
yourselves
at least a few of you
say to yourselves,
that the present order must be changed, that you must
take possession of the implements of labour and of the
land, and that you must overthrow the present govern-

—

—

—
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ment and establish a new one. And you believe this, and
you hope and work for the attainment of these ends.
But let us assume that you will attain what you wish,
that you will overthrow the present government and will
establish a new government, and that you will take possession of all the factories, works, and the land.
Why
do you assume that the people who will form the new
government will be guided by new principles different
from those by which the present men are guided ? And
if they shall be guided by the same principles, they
will, like those of the present,

not only retain, but also
power, and will for their advantage
extract as much from their power as they can.
Why do
you assume that the people who will have charge of the
factories, of the land (all men cannot manage all institutions), being people with just such views as the men of
the present, will not find, as at present, means for seizing the lion share, leaving to the humble and meek only
what is indispensable. I shall be told " It will be so
arranged that it will be impossible to do so."
But see
how well all was arranged by God Himself, or by Nature,
the ownership of the earth by all who are bom and
live upon it,
and yet people have been cunning enough
to violate this divine arrangement.
And so thousands of
means for distorting the human order will always be discovered by those men who in their lives are guided by
nothing but care for their personal well-being.
No modifications of the external order will ever improve or ever
can improve the condition of men. And so my fourth
and most important advice to you, working men, consists
in this, that, without condemning other people, your
oppressors, you should direct your attention to yourselves
and change your inner lives.
If you think that it is lawful and useful forcibly to
take away and appropriate to yourselves what has been
taken from you and is retained by force or, if you think
strengthen

their

:

—

—

;
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it

is

lawful

to take part in the struggle of the classes

to strive after the acquisition of the

implements

and

of labour

created by others
if you think that, serving as soldiers,
you are obliged to obey the authorities, who compel you
to offer violence to your brothers and kill them, and not
to obey God, who commands you not to do so
or if you
;

;

think that, in maintaining the lawlessness of the ownership of land by your work on the lands of the proprietors
and by renting them, you are not doing anything wrong,
your condition will become worse and worse, and you will
for ever remain slaves.
But if you come to understand that for your true good
you need only live a brotherly life according to God's
law, doing unto others what you wish should be done to
you,
then in the measure in which you will understand
this and, understanding this, will execute it, will also
that good be reahzed which you wish for, and your slavery be destroyed. " Ye shall know the truth, and the

—

—

make you free."
Ydsnaya Polydna, September, 1902.

truth shall
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RELIGION AND MORALITY'
Add

to vol. xix. p. 517, after the second paragraph
religion three different meanings are
generally ascribed.
"

To the word

'

'

" The first is this, that religion is a true revelation,
given by God to men, and the divine worship which results therefrom.
Such a meaning is ascribed to religion

by men who believe in some one of the existing rehgand who, therefore, consider this religion to be the

ions,

one true religion.
" The second meaning ascribed to religion is this, that
religion is a code of certain superstitious propositions and
the superstitious worship of God, which results from these

Such a meaning is ascribed to religion by
not beHeve at all or who do not believe in
the religion which they define.
propositions.

men who do
"The

third

meaning ascribed

to religion is this, that

religion is a code of propositions

and laws, invented by
wise men, which are necessary for the coarse popular
masses, both for their consolation and for the restraint
of their passions and their control.
Such a meaning is
ascribed to religion

but

who

consider

it

by men who

are indifferent to religion,
a useful tool of state.

1 After this article, given in vol. xix.
p. 517, had been printed, the
translator succeeded in getting a copy of the Swiss edition, which
contains all the passages rejected by the Kussian censor. These are
given below, and thus an exact idea may be gained of the manner in
which the Kussian censor deals with " objectionable " passages.
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" According to the first definition, religion is an undoubted, incontrovertible truth, which it is desirable and
even obligatory for the good of men to disseminate among
them with every possible means.
" According to the second definition, religion is a colof superstitions from which it is desirable and
even obligatory for the good of humanity to free men
with every possible means.
" According to the third definition, religion is a certain
useful appliance, which, though it is not necessary for the
men of higher development, is indispensable for their
government, and which, therefore, it is necessary to main-

lection

tain.

"The first definition resembles the one a man would
make of music, by saying that music is that song which
he kuows well and likes and which it is desirable to impart to as many people as possible.
" The second is like the definition of music made by a
man who does not understand and so does not like it,
when he says that music is the production of sounds
by means of the throat and mouth, or by means of the
hands on a certain instrument, and that it is necessary as
quickly as possible to teach people to give up this useless

and even injurious occupation.
" The third is what a man would do to music, by saying that
or for

it is

a useful thing for the teaching of dancing

marching and that

it

ought for this reason to be

kept up.
"

The

and the insufficiency of these definidue to this, that none of them cover the essence
music, but all of them define only its symptoms, accorddifference

tions are
of

ing to the view-point of the defining person.
Even so it is
with the definitions of religion.
" According to the first definition, rehgion is what the

man who
"

defines

it

rightfully believes in.

According to the second

definition, it is what, accord-

"

:
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ing to the observations of the definer, other people wrongfully believe in.
"

According to the third

ful to

make

definition, it is

what

it is

use-

other people believe.

" In all three definitions what is defined is not the
essence of religion, but men's faith in what they consider
to be religion.
With the first definition they substitute

for the concept of religion the faith of

religion

;

with the second

him who

definition, the faith

defines

of other

people in what the others regard as religion with the third
definition, the faith of men in what is given out to them
;

as religion.
" But what
what they do

is

faith

?

believe in

?

And why do people believe in
What is faith, and how did

it arise ?

P. 522, 1. 27, after "Eomans" add: "our ecclesiasticgovernmental reHgion, which was reduced to this stage
by Augustine, though it is called by an improper name,

—

Christian."

P. 523. 1. 1, after " Eome," add: "all the complex
Jewish ritualism, which has for its aim the preservation of the covenant of the chosen nation with God,
all the domestic and public church-Christian supplications for the welfare of the state and the success of

arms."
P. 523, 1. 19, after this paragraph add
" All the rites of the ancient religions

which

result

comprehension of life, and all the modern
external forms of communion by the Unitarians, Universalists, Quakers, Servian Nazarenes, Eussian Dukhobors,
and all so-called rationalistic sects, all their sermons,
singing of psalms, talks, and books are religious manifes-

from

this

tations of this relation of

man

to the world."

:
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P. 525,

1.

13, after « mediseval," add: "church-Chris-

tian."

P. 526,

16, after "society,"

1.

add: "under the name

of Christian."
lb. 1. 27, after "calling," add: "The church-Christian
science has been an investigation of those conditions under

which man's salvation
P.

528.

1.

9,

after

is

obtained."

"Schopenhauer," add:

"as was

assumed by the most highly cultured bishops."
P. 529,

1.

28, after " Eenascence," add

:

"

have recognized

as the essence of Christianity its grossest distortion,"
lb.

1.

30, after " social,"

P. 532,
lb.

1.

1.

:

" governmental."

11, after "social," add:

14, after

mental, that

add

" but,"

add

:

"and governmental."

" this

domestic-govern-

is."

P. 535, 1. 13, after "another," add:
the hazy region of metaphysics."

"and not

to leave

1. 32, after " prove," add
Mr. Huxley in the innocence of his soul imagines
that in the present English society, with its Ireland,
popular poverty, senseless luxury of the rich, its opium
and whiskey trade, its executions, its conquest and
destruction of nations for commercial and political advantages, its latent corruption and hypocrisy of men, a man
who does not violate the demands of the pohce is a moral
man and that this man is guided by an ethical law,
forgetting that the qualities which may be necessary to

P. 538,

"
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preserve the society in which this member lives may be
useful for the society itself, as the qualities of the members
of a robber

band are

quahties of hangmen,
priests,

and

nothing in

useful, as
jailers,

even in our society the

judges, soldiers, hypocritical

so forth, are useful, but these qualities

common with

have

morality."

lb. 1. 35, change " any external means " to "
gibbet and the axe."

means

of the

P. 529, 1. 2, after "morality," add: *' On the contrary,
every violation of the existing orders, not only such as was
the violation by Christ and His disciples of the orders of
the Koman province, but also such as is the violation
of the present orders by a man who refuses to take part
in a court, in military service, in the payment of taxes
used for military preparations, will not only not be contrary to morality, but even will be a necessary condition
of its manifestation."

lb.

1.

4, after

" society,"

add

:

violate the order of every society

"

And
may

so the acts which
be immoral."

" There they kill with
P. 540, 1. 13, after " forms," add
arrows and knives, and here with famine."
:

P. 541,

1.

32, change

"morahty"

to

"humanity," and

add:
" Indeed, it would be desirable to have a moral teaching without any admixture of superstitions, but the point
is that the moral teaching is only the result of a cer-

man to the world or God. If
the establishment of such a relation is expressed in forms
which to us appear superstitious, we must, in order that
this may not be so, try to express this relation more
tain estabhshed relation of

sensibly, clearly,

and

precisely, or even,

having destroyed
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inadequate, older relation of man to the world,
place a higher, clearer, and more sensible
relation, but we must not by any means invent the socalled worldly, irreligious morality, which is based on

the

now

put in

its

sophisms or on nothing at

all."
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A FEW WORDS CONCERNING
THE BOOK "WAR AND
PEACE
In printing the work on which I have spent five years
and exclusive labour, under the best condi-

of constant

tions of

I should like in the

life,

introduction to

this

my

view upon it and thus to disperse
the misunderstandings which may arise in the readers.
I wish my readers would not see or seek in my book
what I did not want or could not express, and would

work

to

expound

attention to

direct their

what

I

meant

to convey, but

(considering the conditions of the production) did

not
think it suitable to dwell on.
Neither my time nor my
skill permitted me to do in full what I had intended to
do, and I will make use of the hospitality of this special
periodical for the purpose of expounding, even though
briefly and incompletely, the author's view of his production for those readers who may be interested in the
matter.
1.

What

less is it a

and Peace

is

War and

poem,

still

Peace

?

It is not a novel, still

less a historical chronicle.

War

what the author wanted and could express
in the form in which it is expressed.
Such an announcement as to the author's neglect to attend to the conventional forms of an artistic prose production might appear
is

181
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a bit of self-confidence if it were intentional and if
had no precedent. The history of Eussian literature
since the time of Pushkin not only furnishes many examples of such a departure from the European form, but
as
it

,

Beginning
does not offer even a single contrary example.
with Gogol's Dead Souls and ending with Dostoevski's
in the new period of Eussian Hterature,
Dead
there is not a single artistic prose production, which ever
so little rises above mediocrity, that is completely arranged
in the form of a novel, epic, or story.
2. The character of the time, as some readers said
to me at the appearance of the first part in print, is not
sufficiently defined in my work.
To this rebuke I have
the following answer to make I know in what consists
that character of the time which is not found in my
novel,
the horrors of the serf right, the immuring of
wives, the flogging of grown sons. Salty chikha, and so
forth but this character of that time, as it lives in our
imagination, I do not consider correct and did not wish
to express.
In studying letters, diaries, and traditions, I
did not find all the horrors of this savagery to any greater
extent than I find them at present or at any other time.
In those days they also loved, envied, searched after the
truth and virtue, were carried away by passion there
was also a complex, mental, and moral life, at times even
more refined than at present in the upper class. If in
our conception there has been formed ^an opinion of arbitrariness and brute force as regards that time, this is so
only because in the traditions, memoirs, stories, and
novels there have come down to us exaggerated cases of
violence and brutality.
To conclude that the prevailing
character of that time was brutahty is as incorrect as it
would be for a man, who beyond a mountain sees nothing
but the tops of trees, to conclude that in that locality
there is nothing but trees.
There is a character of that
time (just as there is a character to every epoch), which
:

—

;

;
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from a greater alienation of the upper circle from
the other classes, from the ruling philosophy, from the
peculiarities of education, from the habit of using the
French language, and so forth. It is this character that
I tried to express as well as I could.
3. The use of the French language in a Eussian production.
Why in my work do not only Eussians but also
results

Frenchmen speak partly Eussian and partly French ? The
reproach that persons speak and write French in a Eussian
book is like the reproach a man would make, who, looking at a picture, sees black spots (shadows) on it, which
do not exist in reality. The artist is not to blame because
to some the shadow which is made by him on the face
of the picture appears as a black spot, which does not
the artist is to blame only if these
exist in reality
;

shadows are put on wrongly and coarsely. Busying myself with the epoch of the beginning of the present century, and representing Eussian persons of a certain class
of society and Napoleon and the French, who took such
a direct part in the life of that time, I was involuntarily
carried away more than was necessary by the form of
expression of that French manner of thinking.
And so,
without denying that the shadows put on by me are in
all likelihood incorrect and coarse, I wish only that those
to whom it will appear funny that Napoleon speaks now
Eussian and now French should know that this only
seems so to them, because, like a man who is looking at
a portrait, they do not see the face with its lights and
shadows, but see a black spot under its nose.
4. The names of the acting persons, Bolkonski, Drubetskoy, Bilibin, Kuragin, and so forth, remind one of
well-known Eussian names. In confronting acting nonhistorical persons, with other historical persons, I felt the
awkwardness for the ear of making Count Eostopchin
speak with Prince Pronski, with Stryelski, or with some
other princes and counts, of an invented double or single
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Bolkonski or Drubetskoy, although they
and
I was
natural in the Eussian aristocratic circle.
to invent for all persons such names as would seem to
me to be false to the ear, such as Beziikhi and Eostov,

family name.

are neither Volkonski nor Trubetskdy, sound famihar

to avoid this difficulty in any other
taking at random names which were most
familiar to the Eussian ear and changing a few letters in
them. I should be very sofry if the similarity between
the invented names and the real ones could give any
one the idea that I wanted to describe this or that actual
especially, since that literary activity which
person
consists in the description of actually existing persons has
nothing in common with the one I busied myself with.
M. D. Akhrosimov and Denisov are the only persons
to whom I involuntarily and without thinking gave
names that closely approach two extremely characteristic
and charming actual persons of the society of that time.
That was my mistake, which arose from the pecuhar
intrinsic character of these two persons, but my mistake
in this respect is limited to the mere introduction of these
two persons. All the other persons are purely invented,
and have not even for me any definite prototypes in tra-

and

I

was not able

way than by

;

dition or reality.
5.

My divergence

from the narrative
but inevitable.

in the description of historical events

of the historians.

The

It is not accidental,

historian and the artist, in describing

a historical epoch, have two entirely different subjects
Just as the historian will be wrong if he
before them.
shall try to represent a historical person in all his entirety,
in all the complication of his relations to all the sides of
so also will the artist not fulfil his work, if he always
Kuturepresents a person in his historical significance.
zov did not always ride a white horse, with a field-glass
Eostopchin did not
in his hand, pointing to the enemy.

life,

always, with a torch in his hand,

bum

the Voron6vski
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that), and Empress Marya
redorovna did not always stand, clad in an ermine mantle,
but it is
leaning with one hand on the code of laws
as such that the popular imagination represents them to

House (he even never did

;

itself.

For the historian there are heroes, in the sense of
people who contribute to some one purpose but for the
artist there cannot and must not be a hero, but must be a
man, in the sense of this person's correspondence with all
the sides of life.
The historian is at times obliged, by bending the truth,
to subordinate all the actions of the historical person to
;

The
the one idea which he has put into this person.
artist, on the contrary, in the very singleness of this idea
finds an incompatibility with his problem and only tries
to comprehend and show, not a certain actor, but a man.
In the description of the events themselves the distinction is still more sharp and essential.
The historian has to deal with the results of the event, the
artist with the fact of the event.
The historian, in describing a battle, says " The left flank of such and such an army
was moved toward such and such a village, defeated the
enemy, but was compelled to retreat; then the cavalry
which was sent to the attack overthrew," and so forth.
The historian cannot speak otherwise. And yet these
words have no meaning for the artist and do not even
touch upon the event itself. Either from his own experience, or from letters, memoirs, and stories, the artist deduces his own conception about the course of the event,
and frequently (as in the example of the battle) the
deduction about the activity of such and such armies,
which the historian permits himself to make, turns out to
be the very opposite to the artist's deduction. The difference of the results obtained is also to be explained from
those sources from which the two draw their information.
For the historian (we continue the example of the battle)
:

I

j

/

—
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found in the reports

is

of the private

commanders and of the commander-in-chief. The artist
they tell him
can draw nothing from such sources,
More than that: the
nothing, explain nothing to him.
artist turns away from them, as he finds in them a neces-

—

sary lie, to say nothing of the fact that every battle is
described by the two enemies in absolutely opposite ways.
In every description of a battle there is a necessity of

which results from the demand for a description
few words of the actions of thousands of men scattered over several versts and acting under the strongest
moral incitement, under the influence of fear, shame, and
lying,

in a

death.

In the descriptions of battles they generally say that
such and such armies directed their attack upon such and
such a point, and then they were commanded to retreat,
and so forth, as though assuming that that discipline
wliich submits tens of thousands of men to the will of
one man on the parade-grounds will have the same effect
where life and death are in the scale. Everybody who
has been in a war knows how untrue that is ^ and yet,
on this assumption are based the reports, and upon them
the military descriptions.
Make the round of the troops
immediately after a battle, even on the next day, or the
day after, before the reports are written out, and ask all
;

the soldiers, the superior and inferior commanders, ho\\
the affair took place you will be told what all these men
experienced and saw, and you will form a majestic, complex, infinitely varied and heavy, indistinct impression,
;

After my first part was printed with the description of the battle
Schongraben, I was told of the words of Nikolay Nikol^evich
Muravev-Kflrski concerning this description of the battle,
words
which confirmed for me my conviction. Nikoldy Nikolaevich Muravev,
the commander-in-chief, said that he had never read a more correct
description of a battle, and that he had become convinced through his
own experience that it is impossible during a battle to carry out the
orders of the commander-in-chief.
Author's Note.
'

of

—

;
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from the commander-in-chief,

took place. But two, three
days later they begin to bring in the reports, the talkers
begin to tell how that happened which they did not see
finally a general report is made out, and from this report
find out

affair

the general opinion of the

army

is

formed.

It is a relief

exchange his own doubts and questions for
this deceptive, but clear and always flattering representaQuestion a man who has taken part in this battle
tion.
a month or two later, and you will no longer feel in his
story that raw vital material which there was before, for
he is telling it now in accordance with the report. Thus
I was told about the battle of Borodino by many wideawake, clever participants in the battle. They all told
one and the same thing, in accordance with the incorrect description of Mikhaylovski-Danilevski, Glinka, and
others
even the details which they told, though the
narrators were several versts distant from one another,
were all the same.
for

any one

to

;

After the loss of Sevastopol, the commander of artillery,
Kryzhanovski, sent me the reports of the officers of artillery from
the bastions, asking me to make up a report
from these more than twenty separate reports, I am
sorry I have not described these reports.
This was the
best example of that naive, unavoidable, mihtary lie from

which descriptions are made up, I assume that many of
my comrades who at that time made up those reports will,
as they read these lines, laugh at the recollection of

how

by order of the authorities, wrote what they could
not know.
All those who have experienced a war know
how capable Eussians are of doing their work in a war
and how little fit they are to describe it with the necessary boastful lie.
Everybody knows that in our armies
this duty of writing out the reports is for the most part
attended to by men of foreign birth.
All this I say in order to show the inevitableness of
they,
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the lying in military descriptions, which serve as material
for the military historians, and, therefore, to show the
inevitableness of frequent disagreements between the artist
and the historian in the comprehension of historical events.
But besides the inevitableness of the untruth in the exposition of historical events, in the historians of the epoch
in which I was interested, I observed (no doubt in consequence of the habit of grouping events, of expressing them

and of complying with the tragic tone of the events)
a special form of soaring diction, ia which the lie and the
distortion frequently pass, not only to the events, but even
briefly,

meaning of the events. In
studying the two chief historical productions of this epoch,
Thiers and Mikhaylovski-Danilevski, I frequently marvelled how such books could have been printed and read.
To say nothing of the fact that they treated the same events
in a most serious, significant tone, with references to materials, and yet were diametrically opposed to one another,
to the comprehension of the

came across such descriptions in these historians that I
did not know whether to laugh or weep, considering that
these two books are the only monuments of this epoch
I

and have millions of readers. I will adduce but one
example from the book by the famous historian Thiers.
After telling how Napoleon brought with him counterfeit
assignats, he says, " Relevant Vemploi de ces moycns jiar un
acte de bienfaisance digne de lui et de I'armee frangaise, il

fut distribuer des secours aux incendies. Mais les vivres
pour etre donne lo7igtemps d des etrangers, la2}lupart ennemis, Napoleon aima
Icurfournir
etant trop precieux
de V argent,

et il

leur fit distribuer des roubles papier."

This passage is striking in itself by its stupendous, I
shall not say immorality, but simply stupidity but in the
whole book this is not so startling, because it fully corresponds to the general, soaring, solemn tone of the
;

which makes no direct sense.
Thus the problem of the artist and of the

discourse,

historian in

;
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the description of events and persons in my book must
not startle the reader.
But the artist must not forget that the representation
of historical events, as formed among the people, is not
based on fancy, but on historical documents, to the extent
to which the historians have been able to group them
therefore, though the artist understands and represents
these persons and events differently, he must, like the
historian, be guided by historical material.
Wherever
historical persons in my novel speak and act, I have
not invented, but have made use of material of which
during my work a whole library has been formed, the
books of which I do not find it necessary to cite here,
but to which I can always refer.
6. Finally, the sixth and most important consideration for me refers to the small significance which, according to my ideas, is to be ascribed to so-called great men
in the historical events.
In studying that epoch, so tragical, so rich in the
grandeur of its events, and so near to us, in regard to
which there live so many varied traditions, I arrived
at the evident fact that the causes of the historical events,
as they take place, are not accessible to our reason.
To
say (what to everybody seems very simple) that the
causes of the events of the year 1812 consist in Napoleon's spirit of conquest and in the patriotic firmness of
Emperor Aleksandr Pavlovich is as senseless as to say
that the causes of the fall of the Eoman Empire are
these, that a certain barbarian led his nations to the west,
and a certain Eoman Emperor mismanaged the state, or
that an immense hill which is being torn down fell
because the last labourer struck it with his spade.
Such an event, where milHons of people killed one
another and in all killed half a million, cannot have for
its cause the will of one man
just as one man could not
have torn down the hill, so one man cannot cause five
:

;
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hundred thousand men to

Some

die.

But what are the causes 1
was the French spirit

historians say that the cause

Others speak of
of conquest, the patriotism of Russia.
the democratic element which Napoleon's hosts carried
abroad and of the necessity for Russia of entering into an
alliance with Europe, and so forth. But how did millions
who told them to
of people begin to kill one another,
do so ? It is possible to make an endless number of
retrospective conclusions as regards the causes of this
senseless event, and these conclusions are actually made
but the great majority of these explanations and their
coincidence in one purpose only proves that there is an
endless number of these causes and that not one of them
may be called the cause.
Why have millions of people killed one another, when
it has been known ever since the creation of the world
that this is both physically and morally bad ?
Because that has been inevitably necessary, because,
doing so, men have performed an elementary, zoological
law, the one performed by the bees, when they destroy
one another in the autumn, and the one according to
which the male animals destroy one another.
It is
impossible to give any other answer to this terrible

—

question.

This truth is not only apparent, but is so inherent in
every man that it would not be worth while to prove
it, if there did not exist another sentiment in man, which
convinces him that he is free at any moment, whenever

he

is actiilg.

In viewing history from a common point of view, we
are unquestionably convinced of the Pre-eternal Law according to which events take place.
Looking at it from
the personal point of view, we are convinced of the
opposite.

A

man who

kills

order to cross the

another. Napoleon

Nyeman, you and

I,

who

gives the

petitioning about
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a governmental appointment, raising and dropping our
arms, are unquestionably convinced that every act of ours
has for its base rational causes and our free wHl, and that
it depended on us whether we should act in this manner
or in that, and this conviction is to such a degree inherent
in us and dear to every one of us that, in spite of the
proofs of history and of the statistics of crimes (which
convince us of the absence of freedom of the will in the
acts of other men), we extend the consciousness of our
freedom to all our acts.

The contradiction seems
an act I am convinced that

In committing

insoluble.
I

commit

it

according to

my

but viewing this act in the sense of its participation
in the general hfe of humanity (in its historical significance), I am convinced that this act was predetermined
and inevitable. Where is the error ?
The psychological observations concerning man's ability
on the spur of the moment retrospectively to find a whole
will

;

series of

imagined

fact (this

an accomphshed
expound at a greater length in

free ratiocinations for

I intend to

another place) confirm the assumption that man's consciousness of freedom, in the commission of a certain
kind of acts, is erroneous. But the same psychological
observations prove that there is another series of acts in
which the consciousness of freedom is not retrospective,
but sudden and unquestionable. No matter what the
materialists may say, I am always able to commit an act
or to keep from it, so long as the act refers to me alone.
I have unquestionably by nothing but my will just raised
and dropped my arm. I can at once stop writing. You
can at once stop reading.
Unquestionably I have by
nothing but my own will and regardless of all obstacles
just transferred myself mentally to America or to any desired mathematical question.
I can, testing my freedom,
raise and forcibly drop my hand in the air.
I did so.
But near me stands a child, and I raise my hand over
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him, and I want to drop it upon him with the same force.
so.
dog makes for this child, and I cannot
help raising my hand against the dog.
I am standing in
the battle-line and I cannot help following the motions
of the regiment.
I cannot avoid in a battle making an
attack with my regiment and running, when all men
about me are running. When in the court-room I stand
as a defender of a defendant, I cannot stop talking or
knowing what I am going to say. I cannot help winking

A

I cannot do

when a blow
two kinds of

directed against

is

acts

:

every act that refers to
stractions of

me

my

to

other

eye.

Thus there

my

are

will, others

And the mistake which produe only to this, that the confreedom (which legitimately accompanies

that do not depend on
duces the contradiction
sciousness of

my

some that depend on

my

acts

it.

is

my

existence)

is

up to the highest abinvoluntarily transferred by

ego,

which are committed in conjunction with

men and which depend on

the coincidence of other

my

own. It is very hard to determine
the border between freedom and dependence, and the
determination of this border forms the essential and only
problem of psychology but, observing the conditions of
the manifestation of our greatest freedom and greatest
dependence, it is impossible to avoid seeing that the more
our activity is abstract and therefore the less it is connected with the activities of other men, the more it is
free
and, on the other hand, the more our activity
is connected with the activities of other men, the less
free wills with

;

;

free it

is.

The most

and constant bond
the so-called power exerted by one set
against another, which in its true meaning is but

with other
of

men

potent, indissoluble, heavy,

men

is

the greatest dependence upon others.

Whether this is faulty or not, having become fully
convinced of it in the course of my work, in describing
the historical events of the years 1805, 1807, and es-
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1812, in which this law of predetermination
boldly in relief,^ I was unable to ascribe any
significance to the acts of those men to whom it seemed
that they guided the events, but who less than all the
other participants of the events introduced into it a free
pecially

appears

human

activity.
The activity of these men was interesting to me only as an illustration of that law of predetermination which in my opinion guides history, and of that
psychological law which compels a man who commits a

most un-free act to find in his imagination a
of retrospective ratiocinations, the purpose of

whole
which

series
is

to

prove his freedom to himself.

4t is worthy of note that nearly all those who have written about
the year '12, have seen in this event something peculiar
and fatal
Author's Note.

VERSES

:

VERSES
1.1

As

in the presence of the rose

The onion vainly feels regret,
So I feel shame to meet in prose
Your challenge, my beloved Fet.

And

—

answer you in rhyme,
which makes me fret
Decide yourself where ? at what time ?
Be sui-e you come to see us, Fet.
thus

My first

What
Or

I'll

attempt,

—

care I if the summer's wet
dry, and I lose all
corn,

my

So long as I can walk with Fet,
And talk with him from morn

We worry both

our lives away,

—

future sorrows may beget,
Sufficient is unto the day
The evil of it, comrade Fet.

The

till

morn ?

—

1 Only
the first number is authentically Tolst6y's.
It was
written in 1872. The second is given on the authority of Behrs,
Tolst6y's brother-in-law.
It was supposed to have been written at
Sevastopol.
The third has been shown to have originated in conjunction with other officers. It is impossible to ascertain which of
these lines were composed by Tolst6y himself.
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.
On

September, day the eighth,
Fighting for our Tsar and faith,

From

And

the French

so bravely

we

fled.

we departed

That the wounded men who started
In the steppe

fell

dead.

Menshik, admiral the sane.
In the deep and briny main
Scuttled every ship.

« Luck to you," so Menshik said,
To Bakchisardy he fled,
"... take you all "
!

Saint Arnot,

— he acted squarely, —

For he left the trenches early,
Flanked us from behind.
He'd have taken

Had

us,

no doubt,

our saint not helped us out

On

that fateful day.

And

they stormed from land and sea
Sevastopol mightily
With enormous guns.

And

the clergy with devotion
Prayed to God to shake the ocean

And

Up

to

drown the French.

then sprang a mighty gale.
lost not a sail
On the stormy sea.

But the French

Grand dukes came to bluff the French,
But the enemy did not blench.
Firing off their guns.

;
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Sharpshooters

we needed
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sadly,

But the Guard did want them badly,
Took them all from us.

—

We

were waiting for a throng
Speedily to come along
Down from Kishinev.

Dunenberg they told outright
To proceed with them and fight,
Sparing not a man.

Sdymonov and Pdvlov went

Up

a steep and hard ascent,
And they never met.

And Liprundi, who was told
That the French were getting bold,
Did not lend a hand.
Some

ten thousand were laid low,
So the Emperor did not show

Any

grace to us.

And the Grand Duke, he got mad,
« Ours have turned their backs," he said,
" Are not worth a fig."
From

this great and bloody scrape
Only two came out in shape,
Their two Highnesses.

—

With St. Georges decorated
They were taken to be feted
To St. Petersburg.
In the winter we rushed out,
Soldiers fell in many a rout
Near the gabions.

—

Reinforcements Menshik needed
His request the Emperor heeded,
Sdken was despatched.

—

::

!
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Menshik, admiral the sly,
Wrote the Tsar a tart reply
'< Bdtyushka our Tsar,
<'

is too dense,
babies have no sense,
They do me no good."

Erofyeich

And your

Menshik's letter made him mad,
At the muster he looked sad.
And at once grew
;

Then the Tsar to heaven sped,
Where they wanted him, though
Wished him long ago.

And before the Tsar was gone,
He spoke firmly to his son
:

"

You be on your guard

"

!

So the son to Menshik wrote
" I don't care for you a groat,
Damn you, admiral

:

—

" I will soon despatch another,
Gorchakdv, who did so bother
Formerly the Turks.
*'

He
He

will get

no mighty host

he can boast
Pants of crimson hue."

is

glad

if

Even though they sent Khrulev,
Drive we could not from Kozlov
Any of the Turks.

Work we

shall unto the end,
Sevastopol to defend,
Maybe they will run.

—

ni.

On the fourth we sallied out,
Carried by the devils' rout,
Mounts to occupy.

dead.

—
:

:

:

VEKSES
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Baron Vrevski was commanding
Gorchak6v, who then was standing
At the mountain's foot
" Prince, this mountain you must seize,

No

discussions, if you please,
Or you'll be denounced."

All big guns with epaulette
Solemnly in councils met,

Even Chief Bekok.

And Commandant

Chief
Tried to say something,
Did not say a word.

— got stuck,

Long they counselled what to
Which topographers all drew

On

a

map

do.

of war.

map was nice and clean,
to get through the ravine
They forgot to say.

This war

How

Forward hastened

And

—

princes, counts,

topographers on mounts
To the great redoubt.

Gorchakov said
Go, Liprdndi "
But Liprdndi, " No, attendez,
I don't want to go
<'

:

I

;

" For that job there is no need
Of a clever man send Read,
I'll be looking on."
;

—

Read without a moment's doubt

To

the bridge ran with a shout
"^

Rush

with

it

<

hurrah

Weimar wept and begged

"

!

'

of Read
Not to rush he did not heed
"No, I cannot stop."
;

•
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Merrily we yelled "hurrah,"
The reserves remained away,
Some one was at fault.

—

Of whole regiments did arrive
But two companies alive
At Fedyukhin Heights.
Ushakdv the

general,

—

He was

not afraid at all
Waiting for a change.

And
And

he could not wait much longer,

grew strong and stronger,
he crossed the rill.

his heart

And

And ByeMvtsov

shook the flag
Like a piece of dirty rag,
'Twas not nice at all.

Our army was not

—

strong,

When the Frenchmen rushed
And no succour came.

along,

From

A

the garrison, we thought,
fresh column would be brought,

And we gave

the sign.

General Sdken had a scare.
read prayer after prayer
To the Holy Maid.

He

We

were pressed and had to run

Whither we were

We

led.

did wait at Fot-Salu

For our bdtyushka the Tsar,
He came on the first.

—

Everybody with emotion
expecting some promotion,
Did not get a thing.

Was

—
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Theke is a well-known philological phenomenon by
which exactly opposite meanings may be derived from
one and the same root, not by any lucus a own lucendo
method, but because a slight shifting of an emphasis freq^uently leads to an inversion of the idea under consideration.
It is by a similar process that Tolstoy's life and
works have been interpreted from diametrically opposite
sides.
Some would make us believe that Tolstoy is a
modern saint, while others decry him as a mountebank
and hypocrite. If we are to believe one set of authors,
Tolstoy is a far-sighted statesman, a practical Christian, a
trenchant critic of the existing order of things, an educator of marvellous insight, an artist, and a profound art
critic
while others prove to us persuasively that his
teachings are subversive of all order, that his Christianity
is the claptrap of the sectarian verbalist, that he is a
dreamer and does not know anything about the actual
state of affairs, that he is an indifferent teacher, that his
productions rarely rise above mediocrity, and that as an
art critic he is absolutely wrong.
According to some
he belongs to the same category of writers as Dostoevski,
;
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Turgenev, and the rest of the great Russian authors, while
according to others he stands outside all literary circles

and

traditions.

This great diversity of opinions is by no means confined
to foreign critics, for even in Eussia Tolstoy is viewed
variously, and what adds there to the confusion of him
who would get an exact picture of the man is the strange
fact that contrary conceptions are held by the same individuals. Thus the men of state, who see in him a harmless,
impractical fanatic, none the less fear him as a tremendous
power, to whose insidious activity they would ascribe
much of the present agitation. So, too, the revolutionists
and liberals, who stand at the opposite pole of political
wisdom from the one pointed out by Tolstoy, and who
differ widely from him in all practical questions, are quick
to recognize him as a factor in the liberation of the country and have placed his name at the head of their constitutional programmes, as that of one who augurs the
greatness of the new Russia.
Wherever the truth may be, it is obvious that only a
nature of gigantic proportions could give rise to such
varied valuations. yBut here we are again confronted
with the question as to how much Tolstoy's pecuhar
genius is the outcropping of a soil rich in literary talent,
such as Russia has been the home of since the forties of
the nineteenth century, how much originahty we should
ascribe to the author's ideas, which show direct obliga'

number of foreign writers, mainly Ameriand how much influence he is exerting, or likely to
The answer is
exert, in his own country and abroad.
fraught with many difficulties, as so far little or no attention has been directed to this aspect of Tolstoy's activity,
and these difficulties are still further enhanced for an
American, because, in spite of the remarkable parallelism
of the intellectual movements of the two countries in the
last 150 years, hterature has had such widely different
tions to a large

can,
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functions in Eussia that it is not always easy for an
American correctly to appraise any given literary production or the whole literary activity of a Eussian author.
That the Eussian and the American intellectual life

have

many

to the

points in

casual observer.

common must

be apparent even

While Franklin developed an

astounding energy in every imaginable field of human
endeavour, Lomonosov wrote tragedies, poetry, and history,
taught in the academy and lectured, established laboratories and investigated, simultaneously with Franklin, the
electricity of the clouds.
What Benjamin Eush and
other men of his stamp did for the young American
republic was, at the end of the reign of Catherine (who,
by the way, gave a commission to the American naval
hero, John Paul Jones), inaugurated by the zealous band
of Masons, by men like Novikov, and Eadishchev's Journey from, St. Petersburg to Moscow advocated reforms
which Benjamin Eush helped to inaugurate in Pennsylvania, among them the abolition of slavery.
Alexander I.'s offer to mediate in the American war
of 1812, which was contemporaneous with the French
invasion of Eussia, was not a mere whim of the emperor,
but was based on his genuine interest in everything
American, as is evidenced by his request to be given a
draft of the American constitution, which Thomas Jefferson sent him, and by his great partiahty to Americans
visiting Eussia, to one of whom, Poinset, he offered any
commission he would be willing to accept. The interest
of Eussians in America, first shown by Eadishchev, who
in his work refers to the United States, and evinced by
Alexander, was quite apparent in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, when Poletika, a member of the famous
literary society of the " Arzamas," of which Pushkin and
other distinguished authors were members, passed a number
of years in the United States and wrote one of the first
books on America. This work, written originally in
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French, but, as the author said, intended for his Eussiau
fellow citizens, interested even people in America, where,
in the year 1826, it was translated into Enghsh.
Again, the abohtion movement in the United States
ran parallel with the agitation for the emancipation of the
serfs in Russia, and Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's
Cabin finds its counterpart in Turgenev's and Grigorovich's peasant stories indeed, Grigorovich was even called
the Eussian Beecher-Stowe. While the agitation for freeing the slaves culminated in America in the Civil War,
the same agitation for the emancipation of the serfs ended
in Eussia simultaneously in their being set free.
We have so far traced the chronological parallelism in
the intellectual movements in the two countries and have
pointed out the great share that America has had in the
But the diverliterary Mfe of Eussia up to the sixties.
gencies, even up to that time, and certainly later, are more
Why, if Eussia has kept
patent than the resemblances.
in close contact with what has been going on in the
United States and has drawn largely on its intellectual
resources, has Eussian Hterature developed so differently
from American literature, and why has Eussian political
and social life not taken the same direction as in America ?
The elucidation of these questions wHl make it possible
for us to find the proper setting for Tolstoy's activity, will
clearly define his position in the Eussian intellectual life,
and will show us his indebtedness to American thought.
Eevolt is the dominant note in a nation's forward movement toward a better future. Without revolt there can
breaking away from established cusbe no progress.
toms, beUefs, practices, is necessarily accompanied by a
certain amount of violence.
This opposition to stagnation
may find its expression as revolt, reform, or protest, and
in its acute stage rises to Eevolution, Eeformation, Protestantism, which mark the end of the old, and the beginrevolution, the culmination of a
ning of the new, era.
;

A

A
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long period of systematic protestations, is brought about
in consequence of continued political action or by a
thorough ferment of men's minds through literary means,
or by both factors at the same time.
Where poHtical life
has been able to evolve itself, the revolt partakes more of
the nature of action where that has not been the case,
the revolt finds its expression chiefly through the written
word.
Here precisely lies the difference between the evolution of liberty in the United States and in Eussia.
In
America, with the inherited English political life, protests
have even been made by political pamphlets, by means
of the ephemeral press, by public meetings,
by resolutionizing,
and, in extreme cases, by an appeal to arms.
Literature, that is, belles-lettres, with the probable exception of Uncle Tom's Cabin, has never entered into the arena
of political struggle, and it would puzzle an American to
hear one speak of a Democratic or a Eepublican literature.
But countries like Eussia have had neither the liberty to
express their views collectively nor the historical training
necessary for concerted action.
Whatever progress has
been made in Eussia has invariably proceeded from a
small, mentally energetic group of men who have reached
out to larger and ever larger masses by means of the
written word in its most attractive form, the belles-lettres,
which alone could be accessible to the whole intellectual
;

—

—

class of readers.

Thus we are led to formulate the lemma that hterature
stands in inverse proportion to the pohtical life of a
nation.
The more vigorous the political action is, the
more does literature fade as a factor of progress the less
developed a nation is pohtically, the more does literature
come to the front as the all-absorbing subject of intel;

In America literature has ever been the
men of letters, and has served as a means
amusement or refinement for the leisure class. In

lectual

life.

mental sport
of

of
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Eussia it has, at least through the last three quarters
of the nineteenth century, been the solemn occupation of

men working
and has

for definite

served, not as a

social

means

and

political purposes,

for pleasantly passing the

time, but as instruction, as the confession of the heart, as
a species of national wisdom, as the forum of public

who read. While the chief purpose
America has been to create laughter

opinion, for all those
of

literature

in

(witness the large

number

of humourists),

Eussian

litera-

—

tears of

contrition, tears of despair, tears of emotion, but

always

ture,

with but rare exceptions, provokes

tears,

,

tears.

toward the end of the eighteenth century, something like public opinion was beginning to formulate itself
in Eussia, it found its expression in satires, calling into
life a whole series of satirical journals, and in comedies,
which dealt with the same reverse sides of the national
At a time when in America the new wine
existence.
of political freedom led to the practical realization of
advanced ideas in the foundation of schools, in the
upbuilding of states and cities, in the extension of commercial enterprises to most distant countries, Eussia was
concentrating all her efforts on the development of her

The

reign of Alexander

I., so famous
with the French intruder, is far
more important as the period when all kinds of hterary
productions feverishly contended with one another for
supremacy, when every foreign influence was brought to
bear on the development of the national literature, when
the pseudo-classic, the Eomantic, the Sentimental schools
existed side by side, when translations from the Greek,
the Latin, the Italian, the German, the English, reached

literary resources.

for the gigantic struggle

—

the highest possible linguistic perfection,
when the
whole foundation was laid for a distinctly Eussian
literature.

But even then, when the youthful fervour

of

the
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creative genius revelled in form rather than in contents,

new mission that Eussian belleswere to have as a school of liberty for the people.
As early as the end of Catherine's reign, Eadishchev,
whose Journey from St. Petersburg to Ifoscow smacked
too much of Frankhn, as Catherine expressed it, and
advocated reforms which were carried out in the emanciwe

clearly perceive the

lettres

pation of the

Pushkin,
office of

who

serfs, suffered

exile for his hberal views.

younger years fully comprehended his
a poet to be that of a champion of liberty, was
in his

banished to the south of Kussia. Eylyeev, whose ardent
muse was devoted to patriotic songs, joined the Decembrist revolt and lost his life together with the other
revolutionists.

The
of

literary activity evolved in Eussia during the reign

Nicholas

I.

differs

even more widely from the literary

same period. The poetry of
the two countries, at least for the earlier part of the
second quarter of the century, offers many parallels.
Bryant, Whittier, Lowell, Longfellow, bear much resemblance to Piishin, Lermontov, and the other poets of the
period ; but very soon Eussian poetry, though not discontinued, falls entirely into the background, overshadowed
activity of

America

for the

by the more powerful prose and put

by the inciswhile in America,
where the cry against art for art's sake was not seriously
considered, poetry, the same kind of poetry as before, and
every kind of poetry, continues unabated to give its periThe revolt is voiced by Whitman alone, who
odic crops.
thus is more akin to the Eussian spirit. American prose,
when, like Emerson's, it is not in a lighter vein, is accessible only to the choice spirits of refined society, and the
social, political, religious revolts find their expression in
the byways of literature, entirely escaping the attention
The protest against the existing
of the public at large.
order leads to the formation of commuuitieSj such as the
ive analysis of the

Eussian

to rout

critics,
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Brook Farm, the Hopedale Community, the communities
of the Perfectionists, or engages men, like William Lloyd
Garrison, in a vigorous, untiring propaganda by public
speeches and political pamphlets, or, as in the case of
Parker, restricts the agitation to the narrower circle of the
church.
In Eussia men like Ballou, Garrison, Parker
would have become the shining lights of literature.
Meanwhile the Eussian critics were applying aquafortis
to the theory of art for art's sake, completely reducing
the splendid poetry of the first third of the century to

mere

The

belles-lettres were put under
henceforth acted as appraisers
and censors of every nascent genius. It was in the thirties that Eussian youths first came in contact with German philosophy and that Schelling and Hegel dictated
the terms on which all literary activity in Eussia was to
develop, and the authors hastened to apply these German
ideas to their productions with much more zeal than was
done in Germany itself. Eussians have ever shown a
readiness to adopt foreign ideas and make them much
more thoroughly the basis of action than they are in the
countries of their birth.
Thus Sterne's sentimentalism,
and Gothe's Werther's Leiden gave rise to Karamzin's Poor
Liza, with the pilgrimage of hundreds of readers to Liza's
Pond, the imaginary spot where the action of the story
took place Byron's romanticism found its perfervid advocates in Pushkin and Lermontov, and gave rise to the
ultra-romantic novels of Bestiizhev-Marlinski and the ultra-romantic love-afifairs of the author himself. Moleschott
and Buchner played havoc with the generation of men in
the sixties, and Turgenev has given us a picture of such
an ultra-materiahsm in Bazarov, the hero of his Fathers

literary

lees.

tribute to the critics,

who

;

and

Sons.

Several causes have brought about this unusual zeal
for new ideas, chief among which are the absence of
political, social, cultural traditions

and the inherent

ration-
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Both causes preclude the
which has played such an imporThe
tant part in the evolution of Anglo-Saxon life.
clearly outlined class traditions and the readiness to accept ecclesiastic, political, and social fictions, which are
common in English-speaking countries, make compromise
a matter of necessity, for, to have one's idiosyncrasies realism

of the

Eussian mind.

principle of compromise,

it is indispensable that those of one's neighbours
be respected as well. This tendency to compromise, to
consider expediency, rather than abstract truth and justice, leads the Anglo-Saxon to emphasize the practical side
of life, to value an idea according to its immediate appli-

spected,

cabihty.

For the Eussian, compromise has no meaning. What
nucleus of class tradition there may have existed previous
to the reforms of Peter the Great was carried away by the
introduction of distinctions of rank (the chins), which are
granted only for service.
This absence of a class tradition
has remained permanent, because the successive generations of men of culture have been recruited from different
centres and have been shifted from the higher nobility in
the eighteenth century to the gentry in the first half of the
nineteenth century, and since then to the men of various
ranks, including the peasants since their emancipation.
So constant and so complete has been the shifting of intellectualism that there have not existed any common
points between fathers and sons, so that the very name of
Fathers and Sons served Turgenev as the basis for what
he intended to be the most characteristic Eussian novel of
the time.
The bureaucracy, too, though forming a more
compact body than any other class in the state, has always
been recruited from all the different classes and has never
been selfrperpetuating. Thus neither social, nor cultural,
nor political traditions have found any favourable soil in
Eussia, and the question of compromise has not been
urgent.
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Not only have the so-called " practical " considerations
been inactive in Eussian life, but there have also been
positive incitements to the enthronement of reason, justice, and truth independently of their applicability and
Even in the most remote past one
practical convenience.
is struck by the extremely rational sense of the Eussians.
The early chronicles startle one by their realistic narration, which is evidently based on actual participation in
Nikitin's
the events or on the reports of eye-witnesses.
account of his journey to India could not have been
written with greater straightforwardness at the present
time, and stands in remarkable contrast to Marco Polo's
story, which precedes Nikitin's by less than a century.
The pilgrimage of Daniel the Palmer to Jerusalem is a
remarkable document which baffles one by its modernNot less rational is the Eussian peasant. It is
ness.
only his ignorance, which is fostered by state and church,
that keeps him down to a low level of life
the moment
he frees himself from the incubus of state and church, he
develops a remarkable mental activity, interprets the
Gospel without reserve of thought or of action, and lives
up to his convictions. By far the best part of the Eussian peasant population is to be found among the dissenters, the Dukhobors, the Milkers, the Stundists, the
;

some of whom, by a vtrong interpretation of
Gospel tenets, carry their convictions to such excess that
In the
they commit self-mutilation and self-destruction.
same way have the intellectuals of Eussia unswervingly
followed the dictates of their reason, independently of any
consequences and making no concessions to the opinions
Lashers,

of their antagonists.

Eussia presents many examples of this uncompromising
the ineradicable hostility between the bureaucracy
and the intellectuals, the hopeless and useless Decembrist
revolt, the mad daring of the Nihilists and Eevolutionists,
the wicked persecutions of the Greek Catholic Church,
spirit

:

:;
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and the dogged passive opposition

of the dissenting sects
bear witness to the unbending, indomitable mental
attitude of the average Eussian.
With such material, it
would seem, the liberal tendencies once expressed would
inevitably lead in the end to victory, and all actions
would be carried to their logical consequences.
That
all

would, indeed, be the case, if certain negative qualities in
the Eussian character, vacillation and aimlessness, did
not constantly undo what is categorically dictated by
reason.

Periodically there have appeared in Eussia novels which
centre about an individual intended as the personification of the average Eussian.
Such have been Pushkin's

EvgSni Onyegin, Lermontov's The Hero of Our Time,
Herzen's WJio Is to Blame ? Goncharov's Oblomov, Turgenev's Fathers and Sons, Chemyshevski's What Is to Be
Bone ? In all of these the heroes suffer from the fatal
national vice, which leaves their activity unfinished and
which puts to naught all their good endeavours by leading them to cheerless, hopeless resignation.
The writer
of these lines, like many other Eussians, was probably
more affected, during the formative period of his life, by
Goncharov's Oblomov than by any other book. He felt
that Oblomov, with all his good intentions, but with his
indolence, his vacillation, his aimlessness, was he himself
that he was certainly moving fast in the direction taken
by the hero of the novel, and that there were no forces
within him to save him from the pool of stagnation.
So long as this vacillation and fatalistic indolence
was confined to the upper classes, as was the case in
the beginning of the nineteenth century, the hero of the
novel was an aristocratic Lovelace or a blase Byronian
who ascribed his despondency to a satiety with the artificial conditions of society.
But in the thirties the educated young men, having come in contact with German
philosophy, no longer lived the careless life of gentlemen
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they were anxious to tear themselves away from the
slough of inactivity, they wanted to do something.
Of
this type are the heroes described in Who Is to Blame ?
and in OhlSmov. Meanwhile a strong democratic sentiment was sweeping the whole country, and the " people,"
by which term the lower classes, preeminently the peasants, were meant, became the watchword for those who
were endeavouring to find a useful activity for themselves.

The aristocratic feeling among the upper classes had
never been very strong, as the previously mentioned
bureaucratic regime of distinctions of rank seriously interfered with the consolidation of the nobility.
The only
permanent superior arbiter of thought and action was the
class of the intellectuals, which kept shifting lower down
in the social scale.
The disintegration of the social
classes, which was going on at a rapid rate, steadily
removed the intellectuals, recruited from the upper social
layers, from sohdarity with their own nobility.
It was
evident to them that Eussia was not to be found characteristically in the privileged minority, and yet these men
must belong somewhere. They certainly could not ally
themselves with Germany, from which country chiefly
proceeded their new philosophical bias, since they not
only differed from the Germans in language, but more
especially in those foibles which, on the one hand, appeared to them as pecuHarly Eussian, and which, on the
other, made them look with horror and contempt upon
the precision and methodical ways of their German neighbours.
Outside the amorphous nobility and the shifting
class of the intellectuals were the vast, uncouth, unfathomed masses of the peasant. Here alone, if anywhere,
was the pith of the Eussian nation, the "people."
Those who, like Herzen, keenly felt their obligation to
the West for their enlightenment, devoted themselves
to the uphfting of the masses on a European basis.
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Though

recognizing the inherent qualities of the Russian
peasant, these Westerners thought it necessary to raise

them

to a higher level, to Europeanize them.

Others, the

European admixture as foreign
to the Russian spirit, and devoted all their interest to
the masses, in so far as these differed from themselves
and from the West. But the Slavophils made the grave
mistake of regarding Greek Catholicism and autocracy as
equally distinguishing features of Russia, and of ascribing
the same potency to church and state that they ascribed
Slavophils, rejected all

to the people.

Thus they inevitably

led to retrogression,
.

no matter how well-intentioned they may have been.
However, the fact remains that the peasants, the " people,"
henceforth became the preoccupation of the intellectuals
and the men of letters.
Tolstoy was born in 1828. His first literary production
Thus his youth fell in a time when
appeared in 1852.
The
the ferment of men's minds was at its highest.
aristocratic circle to which he belonged no longer was
the sole possessor of culture, for the men of the various
ranks were meeting with those from the upper classes on
the same intellectual level.
Slavophils and Westerners
were in the heyday of their democratic transports, vying
with one another in giving expression to their love for
the masses. Democracy, pervading all classes of society,
Men
was clamouring for the emancipation of the serfs.
were anxious to do something, especially to improve the
condition of the peasants, but their efforts were generally
abortive, in consequence of the fatal national defects of
vacillation and aimlessness.
Revolt, intellectual revolt
at least, was the dominant note of all literary endeavour,
and literature absorbed the functions elsewhere assumed

by

political

economy, phHosophy,

religion.

Such was

the soil from which the great genius of Russia was to
sprout.

.
Many

an attempt has been made to write a

cannot be said that a biography
has as yet been presented to the reader.
The
Tolstoy, but

it

ciently concrete for the

first

life

of the

of

man

facts, suffi-

part of the author's

life,

pale

by the time maturity is reached, and, as years proceed,
entirely fade away. The intenser the internal life becomes,
the less tangible is the relation of Tolstoy's thoughts to
the incidents in his life, the less weight can we ascribe
" The
to the chronology of a brief three-score and ten.
law of progress, of perfectibility, is %vritten in the soul of
each man, and is transferred to history only through
error," says Tolstoy.
Substitute man's material existence
for history, and we get the reason why biography, the
counterpart of history, must of necessity cover but a smaU
part of the existence of one living intensely the spiritual
life.

Even for the earlier days of his earthly career we get
but few facts that are not, in one way or another,
contained in the photographic records of his inner consciousness, which, chastened by reflection and but thinly
disguised, are revealed to us in all his writings.
What
the author has chosen not to present to our gaze can
hardly be of importance to us, since sincerity, one of the
chief criterions apphed by him in judging productions of
art, is not only the keystone to his own thoughts and
utterances, but has so thoroughly been applied by him, in
his desire to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, that we should in vain rummage through
his soul for additional data or for any mental reservation.
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Tolstoy is all in his writings, and if not one word more
were heard from him or about his life, we should still
have the whole man.
But such is human frailty that the saintly life of a
man generally leads to the worship of his earthly relics, that
we adorn our habitations with the images of those whose
spirituality vivifies us, that we are more concerned about
the carnal life of a teacher than about his teachership.
shall give our due to this natural desire, mustering
such details as have become known, but will use this
material chiefly in order to point out the correspondence
between the author's life and his writings.

We

Tolstoy's ancestors

on his

father's

side

were

distin-

guished boyars, with rather shady political reputations,
who had taken part in important affairs of state, and one
of them, Peter Andreevich Tolstoy, was made a count by
Peter the Great.
Tolstoy's grandfather, Ilya Andreevich,
in War and Peace as the elder Eostov.
is depicted
Tolstoy's father, Nikolay Ilich, of whom we have a pensketch in Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth, served through
the war of 1812 and, after having gambled away his
fortune, married Marya Nikolaevna Volkonski, described
as Princess Marya Bolkonski, in War and Peace.
Four
sons were born of the marriage, of whom Nikolay was
the eldest and Lev the youngest; there was also a
daughter, Marya, who was one year younger than Lev.
Lev was born August 28 (old style), 1828. His mother
died when he was but three years old, and his father, six
years later.
Tolstoy thinks he can recall some incidents
from that early period.
He has an impression that he

was swaddled and that he wanted to free himself, that
felt the cruelty and the injustice of fate, that he was
conscious of his own weakness and of the strength of
others.
This was the first and most powerful impression
of his life.
It was only when he was five years old that
he came to see Nature. About the same time he was

he
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put in charge of the German tutor, Fedor Ivanovich Eossel,
who had been instructing his elder brothers, without,
however, being taken from the care of his " tall, plump,
black-haired, kindly, tender, compassionate" aunt, T. A.
Ergolski.
just settled in Moscow, when the father
and the children were taken back to Yasnaya
Polyana, where they grew up under the guardianship of

The family had

died,

their father's sister, Countess A. I. Osten-Saken. In 1840,
however, this aunt died, and the children were taken to
Kazan, to the house of another aunt, P. I. Yushkov, " a
pure soul," who later on kept telling him that she wished
nothing so much as that he should form a haison with
a married woman, become an adjutant to the emperor, and
marry a very rich girl. Tolstoy was but ten years old
when he became imbued with religious doubts, and soon
after he read Voltaire.
His home instruction was carried
on under the supervision of a French tutor. Prosper St.
Thomas, who remained with the family until after Tolstoy
had passed his examination for the University of Kazan,
the Philological Department of which he entered in the
year 1843.
Tolstoy did not devote himself much to study at the

which was partly due to the fact that the prowere not in the least interesting and that they
were arbitrary in their judgment of the students' progress.

university,
fessors

He

twice failed in subjects, only because the professor in
question happened to be quarrelling with members of Tolstoy's family.
After two years' desultory studying, Tolstoy
left the university and returned to Yasnaya Polyana,

Here he devoted
his share of the inheritance.
himself to the uphfting of the peasants, meeting with disMornastrous results, which are minutely described in
ing of a Landed Proprietor.
In 1848 he went to St.
Petersburg, where he passed his candidate's examination
which was

A

at the university, but

he very soon returned to Yasnaya
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Polyana, bringing with him a dissipated

Kudolph by name.
self to

With

this

German

musician,

Eudolph he devoted him-

music, especially to Beethoven.

For two years Tolstoy abandoned himself with his
brother Sergyey to dissipations of every kind, to gambhng,
to the chase, to music.

Then

his elder brother, Nikolay,

whom

he was most affectionately attached, returned
from the Caucasus, where he served in the army. Nikolay tried to persuade his brother to go back to the Caucasus
with him, but Tolstoy withstood all his blandishments,
until, having in 1851 lost very heavily at cards, he suddenly withdrew from his friends and from society, and
to

buried himself in Pyatigorsk, in the Caucasus, passing
most of his time in the company of an Old-believer, Uncle
Epishka (described as Eroshka in The Cossacks), a famous
hunter.
He here accidentally fell in with a great-uncle
of his who was adjutant to Prince Baryatinski, and who
persuaded him to enter the army of the Caucasus as a
volunteer.
It
first

was

here, in the Caucasus, that Tolstoy wrote his

literary productions,

Childhood,

Boyhood, the

first

Morning of a Landed Proprietor,
and The Incursion, and sketched the plan for the Cossacks.
chapters of Youth,

On July 9, 1852, Tolstoy sent his sketch. Childhood, to
Nekrasov, who was editing the Contemporary, and shortly
after that it was published, although the author received
no payment for it.
Such is briefly the chronological sequence of Tolstoy's
external life from his birth to the end of his experience in the Caucasus.
We shall now scrutinize the
author's inward hfe, as depicted in his writings of that
time.

The subtle influences that determine the career of a
genius cannot be fathomed, but there are generally some
separate factors which

more than any others seem to deit is likely to take.
In Child-

termine the course which
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Youth we are told that Nikolay
obviously no other than Tolstoy himself,
was awkward and homely, and that these untoward qualities
coupled with an agonizing supersensitiveness.
Persons who are so little endowed with graces by Nature
are apt to keep their ego prominently before their eyes for
the purpose of inflicting torments upon themselves. When,
in addition, we have every reason to assume that Tolstoy
came early under the spell of Eousseau, whom he quotes
several times, apparently as his mentor, we can understand why he should have launched into literature
with a Confession, which is but a species of self-castigahood,

Boyhood, and

Irtenev,

who

is

tion.

Of the three conditions for the infectiousness of art,
Tolstoy values sincerity as the most important of all.
The test which he would apply to any production of art
fully justifies us in classing his first hterary ventures
as artistic productions
such is the frankness with which
the child's, the boy's, the youth's foibles are laid bare, so
true is the by no means faultless life of the father, so touching is the death of the mother, that, although we have
difficulty in deciding whether it is Nikolay Irtenev or
Dmitri Nekhlyiidov who really represents the author himself, although Tolstoy had barely a remembrance of his
father and certainly did not have any personal knowledge
of his mother, we are quite sure that he is describing
actual incidents from his own life.
This first production,
which already contains in the embryo all the artistic
qualities and all the personal defects of his later writings,
is extremely important to the student of the author's life
and works. It is the zero point on the thermometer of
:

his literary

and

religious activity.

Childhood, Boyhood,

and Youth,

of

which we

shall speak

collectively as one work, begins with the description of

the tutor, Karl Ivanovich, the kindly, half-educated, methodical, excitable German, the very antithesis of the
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Here the author simply falls in with
the general dislike of the German, which is not based on
any race or national animosities, but only on the incompatibility of the Eussian character with that of the neighbouring country, so many of whose citizens have, through
typical Eussian.

employment in various governmental and mihtary
come in contact with the more mercurial and
less precise Eussians, whose sensibihties they somehow
have managed to rouse. To no class of foreigners has
Tolstoy devoted so much space as to the Germans, and
there is hardly one among these, no matter how desirable
their qualities must appear to any one else, that does not
irritate him.
Such are Lieutenant Eosenkranz, who " frequently spoke of his genealogy
and proved conclusively that he and his ancestors had been pure Eussians
and Staff-Captain Kraut, who, in spite of his admirable
character, had something lacking as a man, and who,
" Hke all Eussian Germans, in strange contradistinction to
the ideal German Germans, was in the highest degree
practical " and boastful Kraft, " who wants to be a comrade " and the exemplary Officer Berg, who puts his
marriage to Vyera Eostov on a strictly commercial basis
and General Pfuel, who is more concerned about the
their

positions,

.

.

.

;

;

;

scientific exactness of the military operations

their successful issues.

Nor was

than about

this feeling confined to

the Eussian Germans, for at the same time Tolstoy did
not approve of the German teachers, nor of German
methods in general. "When later, under the influence of
the Sermon on the Mount, he embraced all men under the
general term of " our neighbours," he still found individual

Germans most

unattractive, and deserted Schopenhauer, to
he had clung for so long a time, declared Nietzsche
a wicked corrupter of morals, saw in Wagner an arch
adulterer of art, and declared William II. to be the most

whom

comical of

all

the sovereigns.

Tolstoy's rehgiousness

is

by no means the

result of a
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sudden conversion, as he himself thought and his critics
would make us believe, but was inherent in his nature.

Two incidents bear witness to his early religious trend,
the experience with the saintly fool, and his confession.
The saintly fool is a peculiar Eussian institution. Hundreds of men and women who are half-witted, or at least
supposed to be, leading a vagrant existence, without
home, or property, or labour, but with an abundance of
faith, march from monastery
where there may be holy relics, and now
and then pass their time at some estate, where they
frequently are hospitably entertained by the rehgiously
inclined.
They seem to typify the simple of faith of
whom the Gospel speaks. The admiration expressed for

simple,

half-superstitious

to monastery,

the simple, ardent faith of the saintly fool, " Your faith
was so strong that you felt the nearness of God, your love
was so great that words flowed of their own will from
your lips, and you did not verify them by reason," is but
the youthful prototype of the later " love of God." There
is no difference in quality of behef,
there is only a
difference of maturity.
The same religious fervour is displayed in Nikolay's preparation for the confession and the
second confession, both of wliich are preceded by the composition of " Kules of Life," by which to be guided in his
daily conduct.
confession is a purging of sins, and
reacts powerfully upon the person confessing, by creating
a spirit of contrition and meekness,
such is Tolstoy's
earliest conception of this sacrament, and though in the
case of Levin he had doubts about all the externals of
the act, he none the less later, when he completely breaks
away from ecclesiasticism, speaks in Besurrcction with
emotion of the effect of the confession on Katyusha, and
frequently, in his reUgious writings, in his diary, and in
his letters, dwells upon the necessity of a confession of
sins, not as a truce with God, but as a purging of one's
own sins. My Confession is the logical sequel of that

—

A

—
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which was part of Tolstoy's life in his earand which received an additional impetus

through his adherence to Kousseau's theories.
Next to religiousness, the love of outdoor life, and of
hunting especially, was Tolstoy's greatest passion, until
his humaner views on the sanctity of all life put a stop
to his favourite diversion. Accordingly, immediately after
the chapter dealing with the saintly fool, we get the
account of the chase. There are few episodes which Tolstoy describes so well as the hunt.
Not only do we in
such cases have very spirited stories of the sport itself
and of the dogs, which he describes with the love of a
hunter, but we also get some of the best descriptive passages, for which he is so famous.
It is, after all, not so
much the sport itself that attracted him so powerfully
as the magnificence of Nature, which at the time that the
chase

Even

is most favourable is at the height of its beauty.
in his first experience he lost his game by becoming

all-absorbed in the busy Hfe of the ants and the flitting
about of a yellow-winged butterfly. In the Cossacks, the
hunting scenes give him an opportunity to describe the
voluptuous woods of the Caucasus, where even the stinging of the innumerable mosquitoes becomes a pleasure,
and it is during one of these hunting expeditions, while
resting in the chase of the stag, that he arrives at the conclusion that the highest good is happiness, and that happiness is to be found in love, in self-sacrifice,
a theme
which later is to form the basis of his relation to God.
Whether inborn or fostered by Rousseau's theory, the love
of Nature is his strongest passion after religion, and it is
this love of Nature that soon was to take him away from
the unnatural conditions of a city hfe and was to deter-

—

mine

his future actions.

crowded upon him at all impornone upon which
he dwelt so constantly and so profoundly as upon death.
Eeflections, however,

tant events of

life,

and

of these there is

!
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An

intense desire for life and a fearlessness of death have
always been characteristic of Tolstoy, and he has devoted
even more pains to the depiction of scenes of death than
to the portraiture of passion, and has produced three
stories, Three Deaths, TJie Death of Ivan Ilich, and Master
and Workman, which deal exclusively with various aspects
In his Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth we have
of death.
no less than three deaths, that of the mother, the grandThe grandmother's death
mother, and Natalya Savishna.
is merely mentioned to contrast it with the unrestrained
merriment and the Homeric laugh of boyhood in the full
bloom of life. On the mother's death Tolstoy lavishes all
the affection which he always had in store for a mother,
to him the highest ideal of a woman. All the tenderness,
devotion, forgiveness, which a

woman

is

capable of are

crowded into the last letter written by the mother. With
what minuteness all the confhcting circumstances and
details are, with more than usual faithfulness, even on
account of the acute pain produced by the near demise of
the mother, brought before us to accentuate the grandeur
The closed door,
and importance of the last moment
!

weeping Mimi, the father walking on

tiptoe, the meaningformerly used to amuse him,
the darkened windows, Natalya Savishna knitting a stocking, la belle Flamande, the mingled odour of mint, eau
what a
de cologne, camomile, and Hoffmann's drops,
wealth of simple, yet heartrending circumstances of death
And, then, death itself
How attracted Nikolay is to the
pale face, with the black spot under the transparent skin,
on one of her cheeks, and how, in the presence of the lifeless body, pleasant thoughts and dreams take him away
from reality
Then the single moment of real grief, and
Mimi's insincere tears, and the hypocrisy of the consolations, and the one real sorrow of Natalya Sdvishna, and
the terror evoked by her who was once a beloved creature
What a mass of finely observed facts, later in life to be

less face of fool

Akim who

—

!

!

!

!
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final incident in the earthly life
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worked out with even greater insistence on the

grandeur of the

To

N.

:

it.

—

In

that

is

the great problem of

War and

life,

as

Peace, Platon Karataev's

and peaceful death have been commented upon
the earliest instance of Tolstoy's glorificabut that is not quite correct
instance had already been given in the life and

critics as

tion of the Christian hfe

;

the first
death of Natalya Savishna, who, after a hfe of unswerving
devotion to her mistress, a month before her death herself prepared all her funeral clothes, transferred all the
property in her charge to the new stewardess, and, after
much suffering, which she bore with Christian patience,
confessed her sins, begged everybody's forgiveness, and
" executed the best and highest act of this hfe,
she
Under the overpowering
died without regrets or fear."
influence of these two deaths, childhood finds itself promoted to a new stage of Hfe, and with death the first
production fittingly ends.
The fundamental questions concerning rehgiousness,
love of Nature, death, which form the chief preoccupation

—

maturer years, having been fully treated in
get in Boyhood the more worldly aspects
of life
but even here are foreshadowed his future social
and educational ideas. Here we are told of the first time
when
became aware of the difference between
the rich and the poor, and of the shame he felt for being
rich; of the terrible effect punishment, inflicted maliciously, has upon the mind of a boy
of the nascent
sexual feeling
and, above all else, of his tendency to
philosophize, which, in later years, was to imbue him with
the idea of suicide, and which at this earliest period nearly
drove him insane. Even then he was wavering between
the opposite extremes the highest good consisted either
in the abihty to bear sufferings, or in enjoying the presof Tolstoy's

Childhood,

we

;

;

;

:

ent and not caring for the future.

He

tried to penetrate
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the impenetrable and to solve the mystery of eternity.
He tried to " take nothingness by surprise," and, in his
abstract reasoning, he " fell into the inextricable circle of
the analysis of his thoughts," arriving at a point when he
" was thinking of thinking that he was thinking, and
reason was lost in empty speculation."
In Boyhood we are introduced to a character who afterward is frequently used by Tolstoy as the literary repreIt is
This is Dmitri Nekhlyudov.
sentative of himself.
also clear that even here Nekhlyudov is intended for the
This doubling of Tolstoy occurs also in
author himself.

War and Peace, where both Pierre and Andrey Bolkonski
Tolstoy's whole
are reflections of the author's own life.
existence has passed in a severe struggle between two
diametrically opposed natures within himself: now the
intensely worldly man within him gains supremacy, and
his artistic

temperament has

full

sway, and

now

spiritual self that tries to crush out the carnal

this struggle

which divides

all his larger

it is

man.

his

It is

productions into

the unconsciously artistic and the consciously didactic
As his years advance the spiritual side becomes
parts.
more and more accentuated, though in unconscious moments his artistic, human side breaks forth with dazzling brilHancy, while in his younger years his human
side was more in evidence, and gave rise to a series of
But even in his earhest works this
artistic productions.
struggle exists, and it is due to this that he consciously
or unconsciously sphts himself

up

into

two separate

indi-

In Boyhood and Youth Dmitri Nekhlyudov
represents the nascent spiritual, more ideal man versus
Nikolay Irtenev, the more human and material man.
Nekhlyudov completes Irtenev, as later the Bible was to
complete a hfe that was under the spell of Eousseau.
Under the influence of Nekhlyudov, Irtenev began ecstatically to worship the ideal of virtue and dreamed of
destroying all human vices and misfortunes, and, above

viduals.
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and appropriating to himself

all

virtues.

With Nekhlyudov's

friendship ends the Boyhood, as,
experiences related in Youth belong more
properly to the period intervening between Tolstoy's experience in the Caucasus and his settlement on his estate,
when the greater part of the chapters were actually written down. Of the two short stories. Hie Incursion serves,
indeed, the

as

it

were, as a sketch for his other military stories, which

were to culminate in Sevastopol, while
Morning of a
Landed Proprietor deals with an important incident in
Tolstoy's life, when he for the first time withdrew to
the country to live the life of a country squire and
to devote all his energies to the cause of the peasants.

Here

it

is

Nekhlyildov through

whom

the

author

The story is very characteristic of Tolstoy's
whole activity and is typical of Eussian conditions. Tolspeaks.

stoy at the age of nineteen conceived the idea of acting as
a benefactor to the peasants, and so he set out to bestow
all kinds of benefactions on his villagers.
This was the
time when Eussians began to take interest in the peasant.
Turgenev had already written his Memoirs of a Hunter,

and society was divided into two hostile camps there
were those who saw in the peasant all the Eussian virtues
in an inchoate state, and those who saw no salvation
:

for the degraded, improvident, hopelessly dull villagers.

Those who, like Turgenev, took the lowly agriculturist
under their wing found it necessary to idealize him, while
their opponents were just as busy detracting from him
and representing him as devoid of progressive tendencies.
Not so Tolstoy. That his ardour for his humble brothers
was at least as strong as that of his literary friends is
evidenced by the fact that, while they preached a common
brotherhood, Tolstoy actually went among them, planned
a distribution of his property to them, and later for a
series of years gave himself unreservedly to instructing

"
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But with his usual sincerity, he
the peasant children.
was unable to see in the peasants the ideal painted by
those who preached the emancipation, nor the unconditional wretchedness which alone the adversaries depicted.
With absolute frankness he details his attempts at relieving the suffering villagers by offering them superior advantages, which they reject from indolence and a sense of
conservatism.
With a sickening feeling that all the dreams of his
life were absurd, he walked home, only to fall into new
reveries, about a woman, whom, no matter how enticing,
he had to discard for the far more soothing ideal, " that
love and goodness were truth and happiness, and the only
truth and possible happiness in the world," and again he
returned to the thought expressed by him before, that
" love, self-sacrifice,
these constitute the true happiness
which is independent of accident." From first to last this
remains the key-note of all his actions and thoughts, and
temporary failures do not reduce his zeal, but only urge
him on to new endeavours. And how often he has to
return to the theme of pious desires to do good to the
peasants, with the invariable inability to carry his intenPierre, and Levin, and Nekhlyutions to a happy issue
dov in Resurrection all make these abortive attempts,
which are quite in keeping with the dreamy, well-meant,
but aimless tendencies of the Russian character. To this
story, as to all the longer stories of Tolstoy, there is really
no end, even as there is no end to any event in life.
Rudely disappointed in one of his reveries, Nekhlyudov
only falls into another, dreaming of a free and easy life
in the open, like that of Ilyiishka the driver, and exclaiming, " Why am I not Ilyiishka ?

—

!

III.

The first period of Tolstoy's life closes with his flight
to the Caucasus, to escape from the promptings of his
haser nature and from the annoying triteness of society.
" Eules of life " and the finer perception of Nekhlyudov
He
did not help him to curb his uncontrollable passions.
revolted against himself, and, instead of carrying his

which he carried
he rushed headlong into the whirlpool of riotous
living, and at least externally for a whole decade did
not seem to differ from any of the easy-going, reckless
In the
members of the literary fraternity of the time.
Caucasus he plunged into the hfe of the camp, with its
adventures, drinking bouts, festivities, and occasional
hunting expeditions. The military life seemed to agree
with him, and when the war broke out in 1853 between
Turkey and Eussia, he hastened by the way of Yasnaya
Polyana to Bukarest and to the Army of the Danube.
He was present at the disaster at Silistria, and then
proceeded over Jassy to the Crimea, where he joined the
His place was in the most
besieged army in Sevastopol.
dangerous Fourth Bastion, and such was his recklessness
that, amidst the boom of cannon, he calmly composed his
Sevastopol in December, and later, Sevasto^jol in May and
The Gutting of the Forest.
The effect of his sketches from Sevastopol was tremendous.
Not only did he at once become known to the
reading public, but even Nicholas I. commanded that
" the hfe of this young man be guarded."
In August of
the year 1855 he led his battery in the fight at the
spiritual ideal to its legitimate issue, to
it later,
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Chemaya, and

after the capitulation of Sevastopol he was
sent as a courier to St. Petersburg to carry there the
general report, which he himself had been ordered to

compose.
Upon arriving in the capital he stopped at the
house of Turgenev.
The poet Yet, who after that became
an intimate friend of Tolstoy, met him there, and this is
what he tells of his first meeting with him.
" The next morning, as Zakhar opened the vestibule
for me, I observed in the corner a short sword with an

Anna ribbon.
" Whose short
sword

is this ?
I asked, walking toward
the door of the drawing-room.
" This
way, if you please,' Zakhar said, half-aloud,
pointing to the corridor on the left.
This is the short
'

'

'

*

Count Tolstoy, who is sleeping in our drawingroom.
Ivan Sergyeevich is drinking tea in the study.'
" During the half-hour which I passed by with Turgenev
we spoke in a subdued voice, for fear of waking the
sword

of

sleeping count.
"

He

has been acting like this all the time,' Turgenev
with a smile.
He has come back from the battery
at Sevastopol, has stopped at my rooms, and is painting
the town red
carousals, gipsies, and cards the whole
night long and then, at two o'clock he falls asleep and
sleeps as one dead.
I have tried to hold him back, but
"
I have given it up.'
In spite of the respect shown to Tolstoy by Turgenev,
who esteemed highly his Childhood and Boyhood, there
were always frictions between the two. Any false note
in a man's expressions, any deviation from absolute
sincerity, was sure to provoke Tolstoy, and with iiis
uncompromising spirit he would not let slip any opportunity to give vent to his irritation.
It was only a short
time after the above incident that a number of bachelor
literati were gathered at the house of Nekr^sov.
Some
political question was being discussed, and Turgenev
'

said,

'

:

;

"

"

'
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almost choked with anger at Tolstoy's reserved, but none
the less stinging, rebukes.
" I cannot admit,' said Tolstoy, that what you say is
your conviction. I stand with a dagger or a sword at the
door, saying, " So long as I live no one shall enter here."
What you are trying to do is to
What a fine conviction
conceal from one another the essence of your thoughts,
and that you call a conviction.'
" What makes you come here ? Turgenev said, choking,
and in a voice which passed into a falsetto (this was
This is not
always the case with him in a dispute).
your camp
Go to Countess B-y B-y
" Why need I ask you where I am to go ?
And idle
talk will not by my going be changed into convic'

'

!

'

'

'

!

!

'

tions.'

"

Upon another occasion Turgenev, beside himself with
excitement, strutted through three rooms in Nekrasov's
quarters, exclaiming, " I cannot stand this
I have
!

bronchitis

!"

" Bronchitis," Tolstoy grumbled, at his back, " is an
imaginary disease. Bronchitis is a metal
Turgenev continued to strut through the three rooms,
with his hands in his pockets, while Tolstoy lay on a
morocco sofa in the middle room. To avert a catastrophe,
!

who was present, went up to Tolstoy and
You do
Dear Tolstoy, do not feel so agitated
"
not know how he respects and loves you

Grigorovich,
said, "

!

!

" I will not permit him to spite me," Tolstoy replied,
with dilated nostrils. " He is purposely walking past me
and wagging his democratic haunches
Outwardly Tolstoy at that time completely surrendered
himself to the life of a society dandy. He wore a padded
overcoat with a gray beaver collar, and his long, dark
blond hair fell from underneath a natty hat, which he
wore dashingly poised on one side, and in his hand he carried a fashionable cane, whenever he went out for a walk.
!
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that time the young society people considered

it

the

right thing to busy themselves with gymnastic exercises,

jumping over a wooden horse. If a man
two o'clock, he needed
go to the gymnasium on the Great Dmitrovka,

especially with

wanted

to see Tolstoy at about

only to

where Tolstoy, dressed in tights, used to try to jump over
the horse without touching a wool-stuffed leathern cone,
placed on its back.
In the evening he generally donned
his dress suit and white tie, and attended evening parties

and

balls.

This was in the year 1857.
During the same year he
made his first journey abroad, stopping for a short time
in

Germany, and

visiting Paris

and Switzerland, where

him the
summer
he was back at Yasnaya Polyana, and this is what his
brother Nikolay says of his life at that time " Lev is
seriously trying to become acquainted with country life
and the management of the estate, with which he, like all
his

stay at the Schweizerhof in Lucerne gave

material for his sketch Lucerne.

At the end

of

:

been only superficially acquainted.
I
about the results Lev wants to grasp
everything at once, not omitting anything, not even gymnastics.
For this purpose he has had a bar put up in
front of his study window.
Of course, if we put aside
the prejudices, against which he is struggling so much, he
is right
gymnastics does not interfere with the management of the estate but the village elder looks somewhat
differently upon the matter
I come to the master for an
order,' says he, and he, hanging with one leg on a pole,
head downwards, and wearing his red blouse, keeps swayof us, has so far

have

my misgivings

:

:

;

:

•

'

ing to and fro his hair is flowing in the wind, his face is
flushed with blood, and I stand and listen to his com;

mands and marvel at what he is doing.' Lev has fallen
in love with the way labourer Yufdn spreads his arms
while ploughing. And so Yufan has become for him an
emblem of peasant strength, something like Mikiila Sel-
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He himself now spreads his arms, follows
the plough, and Yufanizes."
Literature at that time gave him pleasure, and he en" Turjoyed equally Turgenev's prose and Fet's poetry.
" to
Fet,
friend
his
genev has gone to Winzig," he wrote to
The devil
stay there until August and cure his bladder.
He will
I am getting tired of loving him.
take him

yaninovicL

!

not cure his bladder, but will cause us a loss. And now,
good-bye, dear friend if there is no poem by the time I
come to see you, I will squeeze it out of you."
Yet abeady agriculture was beginning to interest him
even more than literature, and the two were sometimes
This is what he wrote to
strangely intertwined.
;

Fet:
"

Dakling Uncle Fet

:

— Upon my word

'

and

darling,'

That is all. It is
I love you terribly, just terribly.
stupid and a disgrace to write stories. To write verses
Do write them. But it is very agreeable to love a good
man. And maybe, contrary to my will and conscious.

.

.

it is not I, but a story which is sitting within me
and has not yet come to maturity, that- is making me love
you.
At times it so seems to me. Do as you please, but
'twixt manure and hen-bane something drives me to go
and compose. It is lucky I do not allow myself, and will
I thank you with all
not allow myself, to write as yet.
my heart for your trouble about the veterinary, and so
forth.
I have found one in Tula, and will begin the cure
What will come of it, I do not know. The
at once.
Druzhinin begs me, as a
devil take them all, anyway.
Eeally, I want to write one.
friend, to write a story.
The Shah of
I will write one just to beat the band.
That's what.
Persia is smoking tobacco, and I love you.
Twist and turn as I
Jests aside, how about your Hafiz ?
may, the acme of wisdom and firmness for me is only to
enjoy somebody else's poetry, and not to let my own out

ness,
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among

people in a monstrous habiliment, and to sit down
myself and eat my daHy bread. However, at times I want
so much to be a great man, and I feel so provoked because
that has not yet come to pass
I sometimes even hasten
to get up or finish my dinner, in order to begin. I cannot
tell all so-called foolish things, but it is pleasant to tell at
least one to such an uncle as you are, who live by nothing
but so-called foolish things.
Send me one most wholesome poem by Hafiz, translated by you, to me /aire venir
I'eau
la hoicche, and I will send you a sample of wheat.
I am dreadfully sick of the chase.
The weather is fine,
but I do not go out by myself."
!

At

the end of 1857 Tolstoy had

made a

short visit to

few intervals at Moscow, ever after
passed his time at Yasnaya Polyana. Farming operations
were more and more absorbing his attention. He tried to
persuade Fet to purchase an estate near his own, and in a
characteristic letter to him early in the year I860 he
began by giving a detailed account of the possible profits
from a farm which he wanted Fet to buy. Then he
Paris, and, except for a

passed over to a criticism of Turgenev's latest productions,
more than ever finding fault with the literary banalities
of " splenetic and dyspeptic " Turgenev then he criticized
Ostrovski's Storm, though he predicted a success for it.
" Lovers of antiques, to whom I, too, belong, are not interfered with in their desire seriously to read poems and
stories and seriously to talk about them. Now is a different time. It is not for us to study, but to teach Marfutka
and Taraska a little of what we know." The letter ends
;

for Fet to see a German bookseller and
some new books for him, among them also popular
books on medicine and the veterinary art, and to get
for him six Starbuck ploughs, and to find out what the
price of clover and Timothy seed was, since he had some

with a request
order

for sale.

;
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to Fet that he felt
because the estate, as it was being
managed, pressed heavily upon him, and because the sickness of his brother, from whom he had not yet heard,
This brother, Nikolay, was
worried him very much.
worshipped by Lev, and Nikolay in his turn worshipped
him.
Nikolay was in every way an admirable man and
was beloved by all those with whom he came in contact
but during his military service in the Caucasus he had
acquired a taste for liquor, and this, combined with a weak
constitution, soon began to tell on him, and when a famous doctor, whom he consulted, observed -an advanced
Lev
stage of consumption in him, he sent him to Soden.
Tolstoy, in addition to these cares, felt also out of sorts,
because his " bachelor life, that is, the absence of a wife
and the feeling that it was getting late," weighed heavily
upon him. In the same letter he advised Fet in the
purchase of an estate not to be anxious to get too much
land, telHng him that through his bitter experience he
had come to the conclusion that sixty or seventy desyatinas of four-field land was about as much as a man could

In June

of the

same year he wrote

quite despondent,

Later in life he decided that even this immensely
reduced area of land was entirely too great to be cultivated
by one man.
handle.

Toward the end of the month Lev started abroad, for
He went by
the purpose of finally joining his brother.
water to Stettin, remained a few days in Berlin, where

he

visited

some

lectures at the university

and became

greatly interested in a working men's society, in which all
kinds of questions were freely discussed by the working
men, stopped a day in Leipsic, to visit the schools, which

were supposed to be the best in Germany, in Dresden
called on Berthold Auerbach, from whose peasant stories
he had received so much inspiration, and on July 20th
reached Kissingen. Here he fell in with Julius Frobel,
the nephew of Friedrich Frobel and himself an educator,
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and in his company he passed much of his time, discussing
The news that came from
general questions of education.
Soden was not encouraging NikoMy was faihng rapidly,
and toward the end of August Lev went to Soden, to take
his brother to Frankfurt, and thence to the south, in the
hope of prolonging Nikolay's life. In Hyeres he died in
:

Lev's arms.

This

is

what Lev wrote

to Fet on October

17th:
" It seems to me that you already know what has happened on September 20th, he died, hterally in my arms.
Nothing in my Hfe has made such an impression upon
me. He was right when he said that there is nothing worse
than death. And when you come to think of this, that
it is after all the end of everything, there is nothing worse
than hfe. Why worry and try, if from what was Nikolay
:

Nikolaevich Tolstoy nothing is left for him ? He did
not say that he felt the approach of death, but I know
that he watched its every step and knew for certain what
few minutes before his death he
was still ahead.
dozed off, and suddenly he awoke and in terror whishis absorption
What is this ? He had seen it,
pered
And if he did not find anything to
into nothingness.
Certainly
hold on to, what shall I find ? Still less.
neither I nor any one else will up to the last moment
Two or three days before that
struggle with it as he did.
I said to him, Some conveniences ought to be put in your
No,' he said, I am feeble, but not so feeble as
room.'

A

:

*

'

—

*

'

you think,

—

'

I'll

fight on.'

" Until the very last moment he did not give in, and
did everything himself, tried to keep himself busy, wrote,
But it seemed
asked me about my writings, advised me.
to me that he was not doing all that from an inner imthat
Nature,
One thing,
pulse, but from principle.

—

—

remained until the end. The day before he went to his
chamber, and there from weakness fell upon his bed, near
an open window. When I came, he said, with tears in
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have been enjoying myself for a whole
was he taken, and to the earth he
will return.
One thing is left, the dim hope that there,
in Nature, part of which you become in the earth, something will be left and found.
All those who knew and
saw his last moments say, 'How remarkably calmly
and softly he died
but I know that it was extremely
painfully, because not one sensation has escaped me.
thousand times I said to myself, Let the dead bury the
dead,' but the strength which is in us must be used in
some way. It is impossible to persuade a stone to fall upwards, instead of downwards, whither it is attracted.
It
is impossible to laugh at a jest which has grown stale.
It is impossible to eat when you do not feel like eating.
What is the use of anything, if to-morrow shall begin the
torments of death with all the abomination of the lie,
the self-deception, and will end in nothing, in a naught
for ourselves.
A funny thing. Be useful, be virtuous
and happy so long as you are alive, people say to one another but you, and happiness, and virtue, and usefulness
consist in truth.
And the truth which I have brought
his eyes,

hour

!

'

*

— From

I

earth

;

'

A

'

.

;

away in thirty-two years is this, that the condition in
which we are placed is terrible.
Take Hfe as it is you
'

;

have placed yourself in
life

as it

As soon

is.

Indeed! I take
shall have reached the

this position.'

as

man

highest degree of development, he will see clearly that
everything is confusion and deception, and that the truth,

which he none the less loves more than anything else, is
terrible.
When you see it well and clearly, you will come
to your senses and you will say in terror, as my brother
said,

*

What

any desire
and speak.

is

to

this

?
'

But, of course, so long as there is
the truth, you try to know
all that is left to me from the moral

know and speak
This

is

world, above which I cannot

rise.

but only not in the form of your
can no longer love a beautiful lie

This alone will I do,

art.

—

Art

is

a

lie,

and

I

I will pass the winter
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it

makes no

difference

where

lives."

It

was the death

of the

mother and

of

Natalya Savishna

that closed up the period of Irtenev's boyhood, and served
as the turning-point for a new stage of life.
So, too, the

death of Nikolay served Tolstoy as a turning-point in his
frivolous society life.
In his Confession he tells us how
during this decade he committed every crime in the calendar, and yet was regarded by all as a comparatively
moral man. At that time he wrote through vanity and
tried to conceal the better promptings in himself.
he returned from the war, he was accepted by the hterary
men as their own, was flattered by them, and was furnished with a theory to justify the looseness of his morals.
" Faith in the meaning of poetry and in progress in life
was a creed, and I was one of its priests." Soon, however,
he lost this faith and, observing the priests more closely,
came to the conclusion tliat the literary men actually
stood lower than his former riotous companions.
He did
not lose faith in his own worth, and continued to teach,
not knowing what. His sojourn in Europe, where he
associated with prominent scholars, confirmed him in his

\1

faith in perfection, in progress.

An

execution, which he

witnessed in Paris, and the death of his brother Nikolay,
shook his faith in the infallibility of progress. Such is
Tolstoy's retrospective view on the state of his mind for
the period preceding his settlement in Yasnaya Poly ana

and his marriage.

Though

in

the main this confession

author's feelings during that time, the

represents

the

more than twenty

years that had elapsed since the decade of transition,
coupled with a strong religious self-chastisement, materially modified the current sentiments of the author.
For
these we must go, not to his Confession, but to his own

Of these stories, about onemihtary experiences and were written

writings covering that period.
half deal with

-
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occurrences described

them; but The Cossacks, though conceived in 1852,
was finished in 1861, and thus, to some extent, reflects
later experiences.
Both the military sketches and the
other stories show that as regards workmanship he really
came under the sway of the literary clique. Few of the
later productions show such exquisite balancing, such deliin

cacy of language, such rhythmical motion as, for example,
Sevastopol, The Cossacks, The Snow-storm, Lucerne, Three
Deaths, and, though in Tolstoy it is never possible to
detect any direct obligations and imitations, on account of
the originality and power of his own genius, Tolst6y was
to some extent affected by Turgenev's manner when he
wrote Three Deaths, and Albert belongs to the same class
of stories as those by Hoffmann or by
Outside of this purely technical influence we fail to
observe any correspondence between the author's external
conduct and his inward life, that is, while his spiritual
existence proceeded on the same lines as laid down in his
first productions and clearly represented an evolution
toward his later world-conception, his outward ways, his

.

dandyism, his
in

his

own

and
more than skin-deep

belief in progress, his faith in literature

mission, were never

and never formed a part

of his real self.

Sevastopol in December, with

its realistic

description of

the apparently peaceful, though busy city, the horrors
of the hospital, the simple courage of the soldiers, is not
intended as a glorification of carnage, but as an objectlesson in the inhumanity of war.
In Sevastopol in December, the playing of the regimental music, the thoughts
of love, the hope of advancement expressed by Staff
Captain Mikhaylov, introduce us to more peaceful scenes
than we are soon to hear of and again the author tells
us of the " vanity on the brink of the grave " and declares
that " the literature of our age is only an endless story of
snobs and vanity." This is surely in direct contrast with
;
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mannerism which he then seemed to
which he has been accused even in his old

the aristocratic

assume and
age.

He

of

delights in contrasting

with the pusillanimity of the

the

officers,

soldiers'

and puts

courage

to

shame

Prince Galtsin's suspicions by the simple recital of the
wounded soldier who was taking to the ambulance a
more seriously wounded comrade. The officers are either
in deadly fear of being killed, as was the case with
Mikhaylov, or they are downright cowards, like Praskiikhin, or braggarts, like Pest.
The motives of those who
take part in war are low and contemptible " every one
of them is a Napoleon in miniature, a monster in miniature, and forthwith ready to start a battle, to kill a
hundred people, merely to get an additional star, or onethird additional pay." In sharp contrast with the officers,
the soldiers, both the Eussian and the French, amicably
converse and exchange jests during the truce.
Can any
one doubt that Tolstoy's abhorrence of war, though he
himself was then taking part in it, was then as sincere
and complete as at any subsequent time, when one reads
the closing lines where he invokes men in the name of
Christianity to stop kilhng one another ?
Sevastopol in
Aitgust, which, vdth its sad story of the brothers Kozeltsov, the detailed account of the life in the bastions, the
depressing narration of the evacuation of the city, is more
complete than the previous two sketches, only heightens
the horror and tragedy of war.
In The Cutting of the Forest we again have the two
contrasting divisions, the soldiers and the officers.
For
the first we get a minute classification, such as Tolstoy
becomes more and more addicted to, of the various kinds
of soldiers that are found in the Eussian army.
Of these,
" the commonest type is a gentle, sympathetic type, which
unites the best Christian virtues, meekness, piety, patience, and submission to the wHl of God."
Is not that
an elaboration of the character of Natdlya Savishna, and
:

!
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War and

Peace

?

With what

love and artlessness the author depicts the
" busily submissive Velenchuk," and the " sagacious commander," Maksimov, and the joker Chikin, and simple-

hearted Antonov, whose artless exclamation, as the ball
fell within a short distance from his legs, put to shame
the officers' endeavours to appear cool and unconcerned
And again it is the soldier Velenchuk, whose " last

minutes were as clear and tranquil as all his life."
The types of the officers, however, are again far from
attractive: we have honest Bolkhov, who is ready to
acknowledge his inability to take part in war,
his
cowardice,
but who stays in the army, in order to gain
a decoration and a majorship, the prerequisites of one returning from the service in the Caucasus and Trosenko,
who has served so long in the Caucasus that he has no
other family than his military company, and no other
home than his camp and lying Kraft,
"a German
who wants to be a good comrade." How much more
charming is the final scene, when the soldiers were
assembled at the camp-fire and after the tattoo the harmonious chorus of male voices amid the deep hush of the
night said the Lord's Prayer; and the foot-soldier told
of his experience at Dargi; and Zhdanov, without the

—

—

;

;

—

slightest idea of boasting, explained the necessity of his
reenhsting in the army, in order not to interfere with
his brothers, from whom he had not heard for many
years
and Antonov sang a melancholy soug, causing
tears to appear on Zhdanov's face.
;

A

Moscow Acquaintance at the Front is merely an
incident in the military life of the Caucasus, which gives
the author an opportunity to describe a profligate, fawning,
dissipated scion of Moscow aristocracy.
If there is any
truth in the statement that Tolstoy then displayed a
certain snobbery,
liarity

it is

evident that this aristocratic pecu-

was not directed against those who stood

far

below
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in the social scale, but against those whom he
designated as aristocrats and whom he never could bear.
At the same time he was conscious of his own failings,
of his inability to control his passions, especially the
passion for gambling, and this weakness apparently
affected him to the extent of making him familiar
with the thought of suicide. This state of his mind he
transferred to Prince Nekhlyiidov in the Memoirs of a
Marker. Nekhlyudov thought with regret of the days
when his childlike, genuine feelings had discovered the
right path and had been kindled to a gentle heat by
the objectless power of love but he lacked strength to
extricate himself from the slough into which he was
sinking, and he was assailed by the thoughts of suicide.
All that agrees completely with what, to judge from his
other productions of about that time, must have been

him

;

Tolstoy's mental condition.

In

Albert

the

musician, Eudolph,

Moscow.

In

author

whom

spite of

has depicted the dissipated
he had brought with him from

Albert's

insuperable

passion

liquor, his ingratitude, his cliildishness, Delesov,

for

who is
" What

no other than Tolstoy, has only pity for him, for,
business have I to mend others, when I ought to be
thankful to God if I were able to get myself straightened
Tolstoy's faith in human nature and sympathy
out ? "
even for a criminal is nowhere expressed with greater
emphasis than in PoliJciishka, where the thief Polikushka
is entrusted with a sum of money, the loss of which
The admirable sketch.
causes him to commit suicide.
The Snow-storm, is the only one of that period which is
It relates an
entirely devoid of any didactic purpose.
experience in the Territory of the Don Cossacks, when
The
the author lost his way in a blinding snow-storm.
intermingling of a dream with reality and the remarkable
psychological analysis of the dream itself are themes to
which he frequently returns in his later works. The
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incident of the snow-storm itself was afterward used by
him as a background in Master and Workman.
The Two Hussars and Lucerne form a group by themselves, in that they deal with the reverse sides of modern
In the Two Hussars there are contrasted
civilization.
the riotous, swearing, reckless, but at the same time
generous, chivalrous, whole-hearted mihtary men of the
older generation, and the refined, talented, decent, but
mean, hard-hearted, and unprincipled men of the middle
The elder Turbin is given to
of the nineteenth century.
drunkenness, beats his servant, passes his evenings with

gipsy maids, but at the same time he robs the gambler of
the money, in order to give it to the poor officer from
whom he has won it, and who otherwise would have
blown out his brains, and acts gallantly toward the
fair widow, whom he kisses, before she has opened her
The
eyes from her sleep, to see who the intruder is.
younger Turbin, on the contrary, is a model officer, but
he unscrupulously wins the money from the same simple,

unsuspecting widow and, while he enjoys her hospitality,
Tolstoy could much more
tries to seduce her daughter.
readily put up with outward coarseness than with insincere unconscionable refinement.
That was the very
characteristic that he observed
the case of the cultured
Englishmen, the guests of the Schweizerhof in Lucerne,
who did not give as much as a penny to a poor itinerant
Tyrolese singer, and even laughed at him, though they
had been willing to hsten to his singing. It roused
Tolstoy to the highest pitch of indignation against that
sham which is called civilization. Tolstoy is not easily
deceived by words: civihzation, freedom, equality, mean
nothing to him, if people who profess these have "no
He
heartfelt human feeling for a personal good act."
objects to civilization, because "the impeccable, blissful
voice of the Universal Spirit is drowned by the boisterous,
hasty development of civilization." Here we have the
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succinct expression of all his future creed,
tion

for

toward

the

—

his detesta-

hypocrisy of society, his critical attitude

civilization

and

progress, his positing of religion as

the foundation of morality.
And again he turns away
from the heartless crowd of refined people to the simple
singer, sitting somewhere on a threshold and singing amid
the soft, fragrant night, and "in his heart there is no
reproach, no malice, no regret."
And thus even the
foreign Tyrolese swells the long catalogue of the simple
of faith and poor in spirit who, like Natalya Savishna,
the soldier Zhdanov, Platon Karataev, shall inherit the
.

kingdom

God.

Deaths, the quiet
moments gives
away his boots to driver Serega and is anxious not to
disturb any one, is sharply contrasted with the death
of the peevish, recriminating society woman.
Youth, though dealing reminiscently with an earlier
of

So, too, in

death of Uncle Fedor,

who

Tlirce

in his last

was

finished in the same year as Lucerne, and so
both the earlier and later transitional stage of the
author's life.
The ardent desire to apply virtuous ideas
period,

reflects

to hfe, the

strong rehgious feeling and the earnestness

during the confession, the absurdity of the system of
university examinations and the petty despotism of the
professors, themes which he has touched upon before,
here become the subjects of special discussions.
Irtenev's
great friendship for the morally superior Nekhlyudov is
the old striving after greater perfection.
In the classification of love into fair, self-sacrificing,

and

active, of

which

the latter most unselfish sentiment is placed higher than
any other, we have the incipient concept of love, not as
an exclusive sentiment for a certain individual, but as an
all-absorbing feeling, which is in no way confined to any
person.
Tolstdy's early aversion to society is treated in
a number of chapters, and from the manner in which
he speaks of acquiring a habit of drinking and smoking, in
order to appear as a grown person, he shows that his

:
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heart never was with any of the dissipations which, in
the weakness of his character, he practised at the time.
Nor did that external decency, known as comme il faut,
ever seriously afiect him.
It hved in him at the time
when he wrote of it as a reminiscence of a brief fatuous
aberration.
Even during his university career, Irtenev
had opportunities to become acquainted with men who
did not belong to the comme il faut circle, whose genuine
worth, in spite of their rough exterior, inspired him with
respect, and he soon came to the conclusion that his
acquaintance with Prince So-and-so, his pronunciation of
Trench, his linen shirt, his manicured nails, were but trifles
in comparison with their earnest and persistent endeavours.
Youth was never completed, and we have no autobiographical record for the years intervening between Tolstoy's university career and his sojourn in the Caucasus,
Morning of a Landed Proprietor, analyzed
except
above.
Of the stories dealing with the Caucasus none
equals the power of The Cossacks in portraying that
storm-and-stress period, during which the author's mind
wavered between the life of an artist and that of a sternly
moralizing phHosopher, between activity and indolence,
when every effort in any direction caused him to tear
himself away from the effort in order to regain his hberty,
when he gave up " his service, farming, music, to which
he thought at one time of devoting himself, and even love
of women, in which he did not believe."
Olenin, that is
Tolstoy, turns his back on Moscow, in order to begin in
the Caucasus a new life, in which there shall be none of
those blunders, and no remorse, and in which he certainly
Everything combined to make The Coswill be happy.
sacks the most perfect artistic work produced by Tolstoy
it was conceived during the time when he submitted most
to the influence of a hterary tradition, it is preeminently
autobiographical and sincere, it deals with incidents in a
country from which the halo of romanticism had not yet
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been entirely lifted, it gave the author occasion to revel
Eousseauan naturalism and primitive simplicity, and
was brought to a conclusion at a time when his contempt
for modern civilization had reached its highest point,
from which it was never again to recede to a less vigorous
in

arraignment.
Olenin, tired of the vapidity of society life and of his
dissipation at the gaming-table, left Moscow for the
Caucasus.
Not until he reached the region where he
found simple people, with whom he could make simple
jokes, and saw the mountains in all their grandeur, did
he feel at ease. The Cossacks charmed him their naturalness was in marked contrast to the artificiality of
the society he had left behind him.
Their very vices
were more acceptable to him than those practised among
the so-called refined people.
The thieving, drunkenness,
lax sexual relations, which he found among the Cossacks,
did not offend him, because all that was done frankly, without any of that concealment and simpering, which in more
civilized centres make up a hypocritical system of outward decency. He could without hesitation form a sincere friendship with Eroshka, arch-thief, arch-hunter, and
naturalistic philosopher.
Eroshka lived on such intimate
terms with Nature that he could tell the time of the
night by the noise made by the birds, and knew what
the wild sow was announcing to her young ones he was
compassionate, not only to men, but also to animals, and
would not let even a moth burn her wings he knew no
:

;

;

between Tartar, and Armenian, and Russian
soldier, and Cossack
he loved, and drank, and stole,
conscious of no sin
his philosophy did not extend beyond the grave, upon which the grass would grow out, to
mark the end. This Eroshka is no other than OleninTolstoy in the moment of his most acute revolt against
distinction

;

;

society.
Abstract the elemental vices of the Cossack surroundings, and what we get is the same unbounded love
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of Nature and intimacy with it, the same universal pity,
the same brotherhood of man, the same correspondence of
a man's outer acts with the dictates of his conscience,
the same opposition to what " the chanters say," which

characterizes Tolstoy's later activity.

Eroshka's philosophy is food for Olenin's thoughts from
Eroshka's statements he deduces the fact that " the desire
consequently it is legitifor happiness is inborn in man
mate."
Happiness, he continued to reason, consists in
:

;

love, in self-sacrifice, in living

come back

to the

for

fundamental note

And

others.

so

we

of Tolstoy's philos-

ophy.
Olenin felt that "he could not live entirely
Eroshka's life, because his happiness was of a different nature,
he was restrained by the thought that
happiness consisted in self-renunciation." The doubling
of Tolstoy as Eroshka and Olenin is the same as that
in the case of Irtenev and Nekhlyudov, except that now
Then
it represents the more vigorous struggle of youth.
Maryanka, the " majestic woman in her pristine beauty,
as the first woman must have issued from the hands
of the Creator," crossed his path, and he fell in love
with her, and for a moment it seemed to him that

—

the self-renunciation which had been uppermost in his
mind was only a refuge against love. Eor a moment he
wavered and was ready to cast his philosophy to the
winds, but Maryanka rejected him, and the episode of a

momentary weakness came

to an end.
been remarked that Tolstoy never experienced
that romantic sensation of love of which the novelists
the young
That accusation is certainly just
prate.
women who fall in love are by him always represented
they are
as carried away by a momentary infatuation
unable for any length of time, in the absence of their
fiances, to devote their love to those to whom they are
betrothed, and invariably bestow their hearts upon undeserving persons. However, he does not mean to represent
It has

:

;

:
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as fickle, but wants to point out the inferiority and
inconstancy of the mere sexual instinct, which is not
permanently directed upon one person, and substitutes
for this uncertain sentiment called love the far more ennobling feeling of motherhood.
So, too, the mere sexual
love for a woman is by a man to be kept in abeyance for
the greater love of woman as a mother.
This conception
is for the first time uttered with full force in Domestic
Happiness. The plot of the story, is, of course, a novelistic reproduction of Tolstoy's own experience, not actual
but potential, in that he later married a woman many
years younger than himself.
Sergyey Mikhaylych is the
same Olenin-Tolstoy, who has tasted all the bitterness of
what is called life, but Masha is after her marriage made
to demand what she thinks to be the broader life of the
city, and so the two repair to the capital and abroad, arid
Masha lives in a whirl of worldly pleasures, to come out
chastened and return with Sergyey Mikhaylych to the
country, to Uve in the bosom of Nature.
To Masha's
question why, if he had loved her, he had allowed her for
so many years to live in a society of shams, he says
" All of us, but especially you women, must in person live
through all the nonsense of life in order to return to life
itself."
new life began for Masha, but " the old sentiment became a precious, irretrievable reminiscence, and a
new feeling of love for the children, and for the father of
the children, laid the foundation for another, an entirely

A

different

and happy

hfe."

IV.

After the death of his brother, Tolstoy passed another
months in the West. After visiting Italy he went
by way of Marseilles to Paris, everywhere observing the
six

common

people and studying the conditions of popular
From Paris he ran over to London, where he
was fortunate enough to hear Lord Palmerston deliver a
three-hour speech in the parhament.
He went home by
way of Brussels, where he made the acquaintance of
Proudhon and the Polish historian Lelewel, stopped at
Weimar, where he investigated the Probel kindergartens,
once more called on Berthold Auerbach in Dresden, went
to Berlin, where he met Diesterweg, and from there back to
Eussia.
After a brief stay in St. Petersburg, he went on
May 10th to Yasnaya Poly ana, two days later petitioned
the government to be permitted to open a school for the
peasant children, and took an active part in the allotment
of land to the newly emancipated peasantry, in the capacity of mediator of the peace, an office estabhshed by the
government for the adjustment of the land question.
It was soon after his return to Yasnaya Polyana that
a rupture took place between him and Turgenev.
It
happened under the following circumstances. Fet, following Tolstoy's advice, had bought the estate of Stepanovka, which was but a short distance away from Yasnaya
Polyana.
Turgenev and Tolstoy were invited to pass a
few days with Fet. On the second morning of their
visit, the company was assembled at the tea-table, and
during the conversation which ensued, Fet's wife asked
Turgenev whether he was satisfied with his English goveducation.
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whom

he had entrusted the education of his
Turgenev showered praises on the governess,
and among other things said that she had with English
punctuahty asked him to determine the precise sum
which he wished to put into the hands of his daughter
for charitable purposes.
Fet reports the subsequent
erness, to

daughter.

event as follows
" Now/ said Turgenev, 'the governess
wants my daughter to take poor people's old clothes and mend them for
the people.'
" And this you consider
good ? asked Tolstoy.
" Of course.
This brings the benefactress into contact
with actual want.'
" But I think that a dressed-up miss who is holding
in her lap dirty and ill-smelhng rags is only playing an
'

'

'

'

*

insincere, theatrical part.'
"
'

I

ask you not to say this

!

Turgenev shouted, with

'

dilated nostrils.
"
'

Why

should I not say what I

am

convinced of

?

replied Tolstoy.
" Before I

had a chance to call out stop to Turgenev,
anger, exclaimed
If so, I will make you
stop by insulting you.'
With these words he jumped up
from the table and, clutching his hair, walked excitedly
into the next room.
A second later he came back and
said, turning to my wife,
For God's sake, pardon my
monstrous conduct, which I regret deeply.' Thereupon
he went out again."
It was not merely Turgenev's sudden excitability that
had caused this sally, but also a rankling feeling that
" Turgenev cannot make
Tolstoy was outgrowing him.
his peace with the thought that Lev is growing and
getting away from his guardianship," is what Nikolay
he,

'

mad with

:

'

'

'

Tolstoy once said about Turgenev.
On the other hand,
Tolstdy's retort was entirely in keeping with his character: he could not bear anything that was false and in-
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and he never let slip an opportunity of giving
vent to his indignation. The strained relations between
the tv70 great authors lasted until the year 1878, when
Tolstoy extended his hand of forgiveness to his elder

sincere,

and the whole incident was forgotten.
For two years Tolstoy devoted himself exclusively to
his village school, for which he employed four students
of the university, and a German, Keller, whom he had
met in Jena during his European journey. The manner
in which he conducted his school is amply discussed in
his pedagogical essays, and to this we shall return later.
His pedagogical ideas he developed in the periodical Ydsnaya Polydna, which he himself edited. Meanwhile his
old weakness for the gaming-table came back to him, and
heavy losses thus incurred caused him to borrow one
thousand roubles of the editor of the Russian Messenger
as an advance payment for the Cossacks, which was not

friend,

yet quite finished.

Moscow he was a frequent visitor
whose three daughters seemed to have
Doctor Behrs was a German
equal attraction for him.
of the Baltic provinces who had married the daughter of
Islenev, a neighbour of the Tolstoys.
For this Mrs.
Behrs, who was but a year older than Tolstoy, Tolstoy
had had a considerable affection when they both were
little children, and now he transferred his attention to
During his

visits to

at Doctor Behrs's,

the younger generation of the Behrs.
When the family
removed for the summer to the suburban estate of Pokrovskoe, he frequently passed whole days there.
During
the summer of 1862 he took two of his best peasant
pupils with him to Samara, going there from Nizhni-Novgorod by boat, to undergo a kumys cure.
He was barely
back home, when the family of the Behrs, on their way
to the not very distant estate of the Islenevs, stopped for
They had just reached
a few days at Yasnaya Polyana.
their own destination, when Tolstoy arrived on the scene.
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Here he proposed to Sofiya, the second daughter, in precisely the same manner in which Levin made his propoThe engagement was kept secret for a time,
sal to Kitty.
and on September 23d they were married. On October
9th he wrote to Fet " I have been married these two
weeks, and I am happy, and a new, an entirely new
:

man."
For the winter the newly married pair went to Moscow, stopping at Hotel Chevrier, formerly Chevalier.
In
the spring they were back in the country.
The Cossacks
and Folikushka, which then appeared, evoked a mass of
very favourable criticism, and Turgenev, in spite of his
personal difference with Tolstoy, went into transports
over them.
In reply to a notice of these productions by
Fet, Tolstoy wrote " Polikiishka is the prattling on any
chance subject by a man who indeed wields the pen,'
and the Cossacks is juicy,' though poor stuff. Now I
am writing the story of a piebald gelding I shall have
it printed by autumn, I think.
However, how can I
write now?
Now even the invisible efforts are visible,
and, besides, I am up to my ears in Yufanizing.
Sonya is
with me. We have no superintendent; we have only
assistants in our agricultural labour and building operations, and she runs the office and the cash-box.
I have
bees, and sheep, and a new orchard, and a distillery.
Everything goes well, though, of course, poorly in comparison with the ideal.
What do you think of the Polish
affairs ?
Things are bad
Shall we not be obliged to
take the sword down from the rusty nail ? "
In reply
:

'

*

;

!

to Fet's jest about Tolstoy's wife,

who was

so

many

years

younger than her husband, Tolstoy again wrote to him
" My wife is not playing with dolls at all.
in May
Do
not insult her.
She is a serious helpmate of mine, and
that, too, while she is carrying a burden, which she hopes
to be relieved of in the beginning of July.
What will
come later ? We are Yufanizing a bit. I have made an
:

'.li^Ve

lu:

Countess Tolstoy (nee Soflya Behrs)
Photogravure from a Photograph

'

'
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important discovery, which I hasten to inform you of.
Clerks and superintendents and elders are only a nuisance on an estate.
Try to chase away all the managers

and

to sleep until ten o'clock,

and things

will certainly

not go worse. I have made this experiment, and I am
well satisfied with it."
Shortly afterward Fet visited the Tolstoys, and this is
his account of the meeting " I had just turned in between
the towers, down the birch avenue, when I came upon Lev
Nikolaevich, who was directing the drawing out of a seine
along the whole length of a pond, and who was apparently
taking every precaution to prevent the escape of the crucians, which concealed themselves in the ooze and rushed
past the wings of the seine, without paying any attention
to the furious snapping of the ropes and even axles.
" Oh, how glad I am
he exclaimed, obviously dividing his attention between me and the crucians, Just a
minute
Ivan
Ivan
PuU the left wing in more
sharply
Sonya, have you seen Afanasi Afanasevich ?
" But this remark was apparently belated, for the countess, aU dressed in white, had run up to me in the avenue,
and continuing to run as fast, with an enormous bunch of
household keys in her belt, and without paying any attention to her extremely advanced condition, had gone on in
the direction of the pond, jumping over the slats of a
:

!

'

'

*

!

!

!

!

low

fence.

'\'
'

What

you doing, countess ? I exclaimed in terror.
you are
Never mind,' she answered, with a pleasant smile, I

How
"
'

are

careless

'

!

*

am

used to it.'
" Sonya, tell Nesterka to bring
a bag from the storehouse, and let us go home.'
" The countess immediately separated an immense key
from her belt and handed it to a boy, who started on a
'

run to carry out the demand.
" Here,' said the count,
you see a complete application
'

'
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method she keeps the keys and carries on all
household operations by means of boys.'
" At the animated dinner there appeared the crucians
which had been caught in our presence. Everybody
seemed to be equally at ease and happy. This evening
could justly be called full of hopes.
It was worth seeing
with what pride and bright hope the eyes of the good aunt
Tatyana Aleksandrovna watched the dear nephew and his
wife and, turning to me, spoke clearly, You see, of course,
things cannot be different with inon cher Leon.'
" As to the young countess, the life of one in her condition, who jumps over fences, cannot help but be illumined with joyous hopes. The count himself, who had
passed all his life in the search of novelty, during this
period apparently entered into an unknown world, in the
powerful future of which he believed with all the infatuation of an artist.
I myself, carried away by the general
tone of unbounded happiness, did not on that evening feel
the stone of Sisyphus which was weighing heavily upon
me."
In 1863 the rehabilitation of many exiles who had been
of our

:

'

sent to Siberia after
the interest in that
busy himself with
Decembrists, which,

the

December

incident,

revolt of

and Tolstoy,

collecting material

1825 revived
too,

began to
The
During

for a novel,

however, he never finished.
he was taken back to the period preceding
the revolt, and thus there ripened in him the desire to
treat the great War of 1812.
The subject grew upon
him as he proceeded. He began with depicting the period
preceding even the year of the French invasion under the
name of The Year 1805. In the beginning of 1865 he
wrote to Fet " Do you know what a surprising thing I
have to tell you about myself ? When my horse threw
me, and I broke my arm, and I awoke from my swoon,
his research,

:

I said to myself

'

I

am

a litterateur.'

ateur, only a lonely litterateur,

and

I am a HtterIn a
the dark.

And
all in

;
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few days will appear the first half of the first part of Tlie
Year 1805. Please give me your detailed opinion about
it.
I value your opinion and that of another man, whom

— Turgenev.

am getting big,
What I have printed

I dislike in proportion as I

He

will understand

it.

heretofore

pen though I like what I
am having printed now better than anything written by
me before, it seems to me to be weak, as an introduction
must be. What will be later, I tremble to think. Write
me what they say in the various places where you are
acquainted, and, above all, how it affects the crowd.
No
doubt it will pass unnoticed. I expect and wish that
if only they will not call me names, for scolding upsets
I consider only a trial of the

me."
In

May

;

he wrote " I am writing now and then, and I
with my work. The snipes still attract me,
and every evening I shoot at them, that is, past them.
My farming is going well, that is, it does not bother me
I have everything I ask from it.
much,
So much
about myself.
To your request to say something about
the Yasnaya Polyana school I answer in the negative.
Though your arguments are just, the periodicals have forgotten about it, and I do not want to bring it up, not
because I have renounced anything I have said about it,
but, on the contrary, because I do not cease thinking of
it, and, if God grants me life, I hope from all that to make
a book, with the conclusion at which I have arrived after
three years of impassioned preoccupation with this mat-

am

:

satisfied

—

Our agricultural affairs are now like the business of a shareholder who has shares that have lost their
value and are not taken on Exchange.
Of late I have
ter.

been

.

.

.

satisfied

with

my

affairs,

but the general course of

imminent famine calamity of the
masses, torments me more and more with every day.
It
is so strange, and even bad and terrible
at our table we
have pink radishes, yellow butter, tinted soft bread on a
things,

that

is,

the

:
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clean table-cloth, the trees are green in the orchard, our
dresses and enjoy the heat
evil demon Hunger is doing
his work, covering the fields with orache, opening cracks
in the parched earth, blistering the callus-covered heels of

young women wear muslin
and the shade, and there that

the peasant

men and women, and

sphtting the horses'

hoofs."

War and Peace proceeded slowly, the chief obstacle
being the double problem set to himself by Tolstoy, of
developing the historical plot by the side of the action
The parts as they appeared were reof the characters.
ceived by the hterary men in Eussia with mingled feelings
His reputation became
of delight and disappointment.
Eugene Schuyler, who visited Tolstoy
firmly established.
in 1868, tells of the excellent library which the author
had in his possession and which dealt with Napoleon and
He not only investigated historical documents
his time.
for his novel, but even went down to the battle-field at
Borodino, in order to get the local colouring.
At the
same time he was interested in philosophy and was carried
away by Schopenhauer. " Do you know what happened
"
to me this summer ? " he wrote to Fet.
continuous
transport before Schopenhauer, and a series of spiritual
pleasures which I never experienced before.
I have
ordered all his works and I have been reading them (I
have also read Kant through). I am sure, not one student
has during his course studied and learned so much as have
I during the present summer.
I do not know whether I
shall ever change my mind, but now I am certain that
Schopenhauer is one of the most genial of men. You
said that he had just written something or other on philosophical questions.
Just something or other ?
Why, this

A

is

a

whole world in an incredibly clear and beautiful reWon't you,
I have begun translating him.

flection.

too, take

together.

We

hold of the translation ?
As I read him I marvel

could get him out

how

it

is

his

name
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There
could have remained unknown for so long a time.
but one explanation, the one which he frequently
repeats, that besides idiots there is hardly any one in
the world."
Shortly afterward he announces that he is reading a
great deal of Shakespeare, Gothe, Pushkin, Gogol, and
Moliere, and that he has given up reading periodicals and
newspapers, to his great advantage.
The drama for a
while absorbed all his attention. " This whole winter
I have been busying myself with the drama in general,
and as always happens with people who up to their fortieth year have not thought of a certain subject and have
formed no idea about it, and suddenly with a clearness
which comes with forty years direct their attention upon
a fresh subject, it seems to me that I see in it much that
The whole winter I have been enjoying myself
is new.
by lying down, falhng asleep, playing bezique, walking on
snow-shoes, skating, and for the most part lying in bed
(sick), when the characters of a drama or comedy begin
And they act very well. ... I should also like
to act.
to read Sophocles and Euripedes."
In December of 1870
Tolstoy had proceeded sufficiently in the study of Greek
to materiahze his wish " I am studying Greek from morning until night. I am not writing anything, because I am
studying.
To judge from the information which has
reached me, your hide, offered as a parchment for my
diploma of Greek, is in danger incredible and unusual,
but I have read through Xenophon, and now I read
him at random. But for Homer there is need of a dictionary and of some exertion.
I am impatiently waiting
to show this trick to somebody but how happy I am that
God has sent this madness on me. In the first place, I
am enjoying myself in the second place, I have convinced
myself that of everything truly beautiful and simply
beautiful produced by the human word I did not know
anything before, just as all pretend to know it, but do not
is

:

—

:

;

;

:
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understand it in the third, I am sure, I do not and will
Feccavi, but upon my word,
not write any wordy bosh.
For the Lord's sake, explain to me
I never shall again.
why nobody knows ^sop's fables, nor even charming
Xenophon, to say nothing of Plato, of Homer, who are
As much as I can judge even now,
still ahead for me.
Homer has only been defiled by our translations, which
A trite, but involunare taken from the German model.
boiled and distilled water and water
tary comparison
from a spring, which affects the teeth, with the sparkle
and the sun and even the motes, which only make it
purer. All these Vosses and Zhukovskis sing in a syrupy,
guttural, and fawning voice.
But that devil sings, and
shouts from a full breast, and it has never occurred to
him that any one may hear him. You may triumph
without the knowledge of Greek there is no culture. But
what knowledge ? How is it to be acquired ? What is
it good for ?
For all that I have arguments which are
;

:

as clear as day."

Tolstoy's health

had never been very good, and his prehe had lost two brothers
had once before caused him to go to

disposition to consumption

—

—

by that disease
Samara for the purpose of undergoing a kumys cure. He
had continued this cure at home, manufacturing his own
kumys, a malodorous ferment, which he kept close to his
study.
In June of 1871 his wife insisted upon his going
once more to Samara, as his health was again failing.
While living among the Bashkirs, whose simplicity and
naturalness he admired greatly, he read Herodotus, and
imagined that in the Bashkirs he recognized those very
Scythians of whom the Greek author spoke.
The virgin
newness of the country attracted him, and he thought
seriously of purchasing an estate there.
After his return
to Yasnaya Polyana he once more opened a peasant
school, in which he himself and his wife and children
acted

as

teachers.

As

early

as

1868,

when Eugene

1

1

\)1
.!

i
•

1 can
our tr

from a
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Schuyler visited him, he had heen working on the composition of primers, as the existing ones

seemed to him to

be written in a poor language and to be beyond the children. At his request, Schuyler provided for him a number
of

American school-books, which aided him materially in
These primers, four in number, contain-

his undertaking.

ing original short stories, among them the Prisoner of the
Caucasus, and a mass of translations and adaptations, he
finished soon after he had again opened school.
He put
his whole soul into this matter, as he himself said, adding, changing, and correcting for a loug time. Such is the
simplicity and straightforwardness of the diction in the
stories contained in these primers, that they even now
form the best parts of Eussian primers for the public
schools.

At the same time he began to write Anna Karenin,
work which is near to my heart," as he wrote at the
Turgenev, who heard of Tolstoy's new literary
time.
" a

work, hoped that there would not be any philosophy in it.
Tolstoy's life was fully occupied with his work on his

and instructing his children
Greek and mathematics, attending to his agricultural
labours, and now and then going out with an axe to fell

great novel, teaching school,
in

trees or with a scythe to

mow

with the peasants.

After

eleven years of married life, death for the first time visited
Tolstoy's home he lost two children in rapid succession,
:

his aunt passed away.
Samara was
summers, the wide steppes and their inhabitants having an ever increasing attraction for him.
" These two months I have not soiled my hands with ink
or my heart with thoughts. Now I am once more taking
up tiresome, sickening Anna Karenin with the one de-

and a

little

later

visited several

sire as

quickly as possible to

make room

for myself,

to find time for other occupations, anything but pedagogical,

which

much

of

I love, but

my

time.

wish to give up.
I

want

to talk to

They take up too
you about many,

;
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things, but I cannot write about them.

live, as

we

did, in the healthy wilderness of

Samara, see

nomad life (of millions upon enormous
extents of territory) with the primitive agricultural life,
which is taking place under our very eyes, feel all the

this struggle of the

significance of this struggle, to

more than

become convinced that, if
and loudly

one, there are three rapidly running

shouting destroyers of the social order, that this social
order is the disease of a parasite of the living oak, that
that this is
the oak is not concerned about the parasite,
not smoke, but a shadow which is running away from the
smoke. Why my fate has taken me there, I do not know
but I do know that I have heard speeches in the English
parliament (this, you know, is considered to be very impor-

—

while there, though
tired
Bashkir peasants, I with tense respect and awe look and listen, and feel that everything

tant),

and

there are
there

is

I felt

flies,

annoyed and

;

dirt,

important."

A

change was slowly taking place in Tolstoy. The
expressions of the critics interested him less and less, and
he failed to become enthusiastic over the French translation of his works made by Turgenev and Madame Viardot.
Again it was death, not so much the death of his children,
as his own, which he anticipated within a short time, that
closed the third period of his activity, during which his
great novels. War and Peace and Anna Karenin, were
produced.
On April 29, 1876, Tolstoy wrote to Fet:
" From one of your last letters, in which I overlooked
the phrase, I wanted to call you to see me go away,'
which you wrote in the midst of a discussion on the feeding of horses, and which I have only just now grasped,
I have transferred myself into your condition, which is
comprehensible and very near to me, and I feel sorry for
you. Both according to Schopenhauer and our conscience,
and
compassion and love are one and the same thing,
I thank you for your idea of
I wanted to write to you,
'

—

;
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calling me to see you pass away, when you thought that
the end was near.
I will do the same, when I get ready
to go there, if I shall have enough strength to think.
I

would need no one

so much at that moment as you and
Before death the communion with men who
in this life look beyond its confines is dear and joyous
and you and those rare, real men whom I have met on a

my

brother.

close footing in

life,

in spite of their

wholesome

relation

always stand on the very brink and see life clearly,
for the very reason that they look, now into Nirvana, into
to

life,

now into sansara, and
Nirvana strengthens their vision. But
worldly people, no matter how much they may speak of
God, are disagreeable to men of our calibre and must be
painful in the time of death, because they do not see what
we see, namely, that God, more indefinite, more distant,
but higher and more indubitable, as it says in that article.
You are ill and you think of death but I am well, and
I do not stop thinking of the same and preparing for it.
Let us see who will be first. But suddenly, from various
unlimitedness, into the unknown,

this looking into

;

imperceptible data, it has become clear to me how deeply
related your nature, your soul (especially in relation to
death), is to me, so that I have suddenly come to appreciate our relations

them

dear.

Much

and have begun more than ever to hold
of what I have been thinking I have

tried to express in the last chapter of the April

Russian Messenger
Karenin)"
the

(in

number

the seventh part of

of

Anna

V.

Tolstoy had from his earliest youth been sensitive to
every false note and sham in our so-called civilization,
and had taken every occasion to point out its flaws. But
it was only when he directed his attention to school
matters, and thus turned away from the activity of the
artistic litterateur, whose opposition to the existing order
had been taken by his contemporaries as a mere freak of
a genius, as a desire to introduce something new and startling, that he was confronted with the necessity of establishing his views on a philosophic basis and proving his
arguments and paradoxes. He at once defined the pro-

gramme
article.

of his periodical,

Yusnaya

Poly6.na, in a leading

On Popular Education, and from

this

programme

he has never departed, though he has extended it, so as to
include many other than purely pedagogical principles.
" Popular education " was the watchword of aU those
who claimed to be Kberal, and to question the panacea
of popular education was tantamount to aligning oneself
with obscurantism. But Tolstoy was not carried away by

Very well. But why are
Popular education
words.
the masses always opposed to receiving what is recognized
So
as a boon, and why has it to be made compulsory ?
popular education, like the army, like government, like the
state religion, which are many years afterward brought
!

is based on violence, and what
The freedom of
born of violence cannot be beneficial.
the school has been the desideratum of philosophers from
Plato to Kant, but in enforcing individual ideas, the
school has every time been made an instrument of com-

into the circle of his vision,
is

204
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No wonder

creates scientific parrots, morally irresponsible boobies,

living machines,
flock,

but a flock

and becomes,

"

not a shepherd for the

for the shepherd."

The real school is life, which is unhampered by any
pedagogical sophistries, and for this reason the labouring
classes learn their lessons in the theatre, the cafe chantant,
the dram-shops, and prefer Tlie Three Musketeers and
Monte Crista to books written in a scientific lingo. Tolstoy has frequently been proclaimed a visionary, and yet
so many of his educational ideas have since his day been
reahzed, at least in America, that there is no reasonable
ground to assume that his other pedagogical principles,
though untried, are unsound. The elective system of
education, which is extending down and lower in the educational hierarchy, the extension of library and laboratory
facilities, the wide use to which popular lectures are put,
the correspondence schools, the university extension,
all have come since the day Tolstoy preached the absolute,
not the historical, freedom of the school.
That the safety

depends upon the education of its citizens is a
saying in America, but that is a sentiment which
Tolstoy would emphatically reject, because such education is compulsory and leads to slavish obedience.
He
wants for education a much wider scope, for " education, in
its widest sense, including the bringing up, is that activity
of man which has for its base the need of equality and
the invariable law of educational progress."
In other
words, equality, the brotherhood of man, is the final and
only aim of education, as it is of religion.
Passing to particular points in education, the author
of the state

trite

casts a flood of light

upon subjects which, by the modern

so-called science of pedagogy, are left as densely obscure

He scathingly arraigns that pedagogy which still
looks upon the lower school as a nursery for the higher
institutions of learning, thus practising the most irksome
as ever.
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violence against the whole mass of pupils, in order to send
an insignificant minority to the higher schools. In On
the Teaching of the Biidiments

he demands that the pupils

of the lowest schools be given a useful education, fitting

without considering whether or no it fits
Alas, our pubhc schools still
insist on cramming into the heads of the poor children
the capital of Nepaul, and intricate problems on deferred
payments, and the difference between the republican and
the democratic parties, subjects utterly unadapted to
The worst of it is, that the " child is asked
tender years
to comprehend in precisely the same manner that the
teacher comprehends it," whereas all methods of instructing the rudiments are equally bad and equally good.
Then Tolstoy proceeds to analyze the absurd method of

them
them

for life,

for the universities.

!

and the torture known as reading by
sounds, and points out that frequently the old method of
giving special names to letters, without any obvious relation to their sounds, has produced just as good results as
any of the new-fangled methods of pedagogy. The teacher
must know all methods and apply them in accordance
with the individual cases. Every method is only a step
and, " as the business of teaching is an art, completeness
object-teaching

and perfection are not obtainable, while development and
perfectibility are endless."
of

In this last sentence the error

modern pedagogy and the philosophy

of the real peda-

gogy are admirably defined. It is because pedagogy deems
itself to be a science and capable of perfection that it
If it recognized the striving
blunders so egregiously.
toward an impossible absolute perfection as its goal, it
On the
would be less doctrinaire and more liberal.
other hand, we have here a particular case of Tolstoy's
later complete system of perfectionism, whether religious,

moral, or social: it is a striving toward an absolute,
finitely impossible perfection, not the possession of it,
which would be death.
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In a Project of a General Plan for the Establishment of
Popular Schools Tolstoy gives a telling blow to the
paternal system of the establishment of popular schools
by the government. After pointing out the fact that
Eussia cannot develop educationally along the same lines
as America, he scrutinizes the governmental Project, lays
bare

its

glittering generalities, indicates the hopelessness

any reform coming from above, and finally launches
into an illustration of the manner in which the peasants would execute the school law.
He predicts that
every provision of the Project would become a mere farce,
that the peasants would see nothing in the establishment
of the schools but a method for imposing a new tax upon
them. More than forty years have passed since that
prediction was made, and every word of it has proven
true,
so intimate was his acquaintance with the peasant mind and his knowledge of the devious ways of the
of

—

government.
In the essay Education and Culture Tolstoy further
develops the idea that education is only a species of

and draws a distinction between culture, which
and education, which is " the tendency toward
moral despotism raised to a principle." This condemnation

violence,
is

free,

covers all institutions of learning, including the univerwhich, since they are not entirely free, have no
other basis than arbitrariness and do not widely differ
sities

from the monastic schools.
for which he had expressed
seat

The

universities, a dishke

in Youth,

of pseudo-scientific learning,

he

and which, as the

later in life treated

with even greater contempt, are to him no better than the
female boarding-schools, inasmuch as they both alienate
the students from the influences of home, widening the
gap between the educated and the lower classes. This
alienation begins in the gymnasium and even in the
popular schools, and grows in proportion as the so-called
higher learning is acquired.
The contempt expressed by
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Tolstoy in Youth for the professors of a Eussian university
is here formulated as due to the feeling of abhorrence for
the dogma of the professor's infallibHity.
For the university lectures he has little love, since they admit of no
discussion by the students and since it is frequently easier

and more convenient

to acquire

knowledge through the

medium of books. A real university is " a collection of
men for the purpose of their mutual culture,"
In summing up his argument, Tolstoy comes to the
conclusion that pubhc lectures, museums, are the best
examples of schools without interference in education,
while the universities are not.
To make the university

not only must the student be free to choose subjects
but the teacher must be allowed
to teach, not merely as he pleases, but also what he pleases.
The definite appointment of a teacher to lecture on a
certain small part of some subject is as injurious as any
other kind of violence.
Here again a comparison with
what has been done since in the United States in the
matter of emancipating education from the bonds of
free,

of instruction for himself,

violence will

show the

far-sightedness of Tolstoy.

Many

of his suggestions

have been realized in institutions of
higher learning.
The lecture is not, as in Germany and
Eussia, the only means for imparting knowledge.
Every
good teacher knows how to temper his dictum with that
discussion which is the essence of good instruction.
Unfortunately, however, some of the universities, in their
desire to equal the German schools, are falling back into
the sin of lecturing.
The practical side of education and
the articulation with the life of the family is to some extent

by the agricultural, technical, industrial schools,
by the correspondence schools and the university extensions, the latter being a feeble representation of what
fostered

Tolstoy regards as a real university.
Where so
suggestions of the author have to some degree
realized in

life, it is fair

to

many

been
assume that his other sugges-
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untried, will prove equally fertile of

results.

In pointing out the parallelism between the American
methods and Tolstoy's theories, I do not by any means
There is, in spite of the great
insist on their identity.
Tolstoy's
resemblance, a vast difference between them.
theories are the logical deductions of a central idea, non-

interference in education, the abolition of violence, not only

All these deductions
every time correspond to the demands of reason, and
have little to do with practical issues. According to the
Eussian conception, the practical issues must be accommodated to the dictates of reason. In the American
system, the practical necessities call for reforms, and
these are made without any uniform principle, change
Though
with every new demand, and stand isolated.
apparently the same results are achieved as those aimed
at by the preaching of Tolstoy, the Anglo-Saxon method
of practical issues lacks the phUosophical stability of the
non-compromising Eussian philosophy, while, on the other
hand, the extreme logical deductions of Tolstoy's theories
frequently fail to gain adherents on account of their disregard of existing conditions.
Ultimately, however, it is
the Tolstoyan system which must prevail, if education
is not signally to suffer defeat.
The Eussian pedagogues, educated in the German
methods, took exception to Tolstoy's advanced views,
which to them could not appear otherwise than heretical,
and to one of these Tolstoy felt himself constrained to
answer in a special article. Progress and the Definition of
Education.
This is not only a clear presentation of the
subject of free education, but also summarizes his opposiin pedagogy, but in life in general.

which he
has never receded. What Markov, his opponent, brought
up against Tolstoy was the claptrap of pedagogical science,

tion to so-called progress, an opposition from

— the demands

of the time, historical evolution, progress.
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But our author

is not to be stormed by high-sounding
words he wants a formula by which the demands of the
none such exists to
time can be precisely determined,
him historical evolution is merely a justification of the
present order of things progress,
but is progress uniThe Chinese have not had any
versal and beneficial ?
progress in the European sense of the word, and the
Europeans have tried to introduce progress there by means
of powder and cannon-balls.
The masses of the people,
in Kussia as well as elsewhere, have always been opposed
It is only the upper classes, who preach the
to it.
:

;

—
—

;

by the invention of
by the telegraph, the railways, the

fetish of progress, that are benefited

printing,

by

literature,

steamboats, and not the peasants,
these advantages of progress.

who

are in no need of

all

Here we meet for the first time with Tolstoy's economic
which are these, that the Eussian peasants cannot
be gauged by the laws which lie at the foundation of
political economy in the West.
To the Eussian agriculturist wages are not the measure of well-being. For them
ideas,

well-being consists in the increase of the powers of the
None of these are
soil and other agricultural factors.
advanced by so-called progress. At the same time, it is
the masses that form the most important part of the
people in them there is more force than in generations
:

and professors. The progress of civilimost violent evils, and the progress
of well-being is for the most part opposed to the progress of civihzation.
It must be recalled that this was
enunciated by Tolstoy long before E. Carpenter declared
civilization to be a disease, and independently of and previous to Henry George's Progress and Poverty and books
of a similar turn.
There are few views, held by Tolst6y,
that have not at one time or another been enunciated by
some European writer, but none have so persistently taken
up a stand against so-called civilization and progress as
of barons, bankers,

zation

is

one

of the
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and none have with such unabating zeal and with
such oneness of purpose hunted down everything which
bears upon itself the impress of violence. Even the usual
relation of the educator to the educated is repulsive to
him, and he establishes a new principle of education,
namely, that education is the activity of man which has
for its base the need of equality and the invariable law of
educational progress.
Thus the final aim of education
is to equalize the pupil with the teacher, and education,
as regards the educator, comes to an end when the pupil
has become equal with his teacher.
So convinced has Tolstoy always been that there is
more strength and original genius in the peasant class
than in other classes, that he set out to prove that
even the peasant children could teach us how to compose themes.
This thought he developed in an article
entitled, Are the Peasant Children to Learn to Write from
Us ? Or, Are We to Learn from the Peasant Children ?
In trying to teach the peasant children how to write compositions, Tolstoy soon discovered, as he thought, that
the children have better ideas of the entity of the story,
far more correctly and naturally develop the plot, and
express themselves in much better language, than do
authors of the literary class.
The history of the creation
of a number of compositions is unfolded to us as it took
place under Tolstoy's guidance, and with an enthusiasm
of surprise is pointed out to us the marvellous superiority
of the child mind over that of maturer years. It has been
remarked that what the peasant children did was, under
the suggestive influence of Tolstoy himself, to create in
his own style, thus evoking his admiration and transport.
But this accusation is hardly just. The critics have been
misled by Tolstoy's Eousseauan attitude as regards the

Tolstoy,

perfection of the natural

and not the actual
utterances.

man

to

assume that

this bias,

the base of Tolstoy's
Indeed, he himself says in this essay that
facts,

lies

at
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Eousseau's statement that " Man is born perfect," remains
firm and true as a rock.
Proceeding from this, he argues
that man's perfection lies behind, and not in front of him,
and that the child is nearer to the original harmony than
is man.
Education is not a development of the harmony,
but its progressive arrest.
If this proposition is correct,
then it follows that a child must be more artistic than

man,

for

harmony

beauty, truth, and goodness express only the
of relations.

Still, however logical the conclusion may be, the average person will deny the fact that the child is born perfect and that education ruins this harmony.
If so, let us
turn to Tolstoy's riper judgment as expressed in IVTiat Is
Art ? There he makes sincerity one of the most impor-

tant criterions of an artistic production. Now, sincerity is
certainly to a greater extent found in children than in grown
people.
What makes us doubt the possibHity of child
is the fact that we are in the habit of considering the adulterated art, which looks upon form and expression as the only points worthy of note, as the only
art to be inculcated upon the children.
"With Tolstoy, it

perfection

is

simplicity, naturalness, sincerity, that are the characterof real art, and these are possessed by children

istics

much more than by
main

those

who

are corrupted

by

life.

The

point, then, in teaching children to write is not to

spoil them, not to distract their attention by remarks
about the cleanliness of their copy-books, or about their
penmanship, orthography, structure of sentences, and logic.
In other words, the greater the freedom of the instruction,

the better the results.
This Tolstoy tried to illustrate in his own case by describing in detail the work done in the school established
by him {The School at Ydsnaya Poly una for the Months
of November and December, 1862). His experiments are
summed up in the following statement " I am convinced
that the school ought not to interfere in that part of the
:
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education which belongs to the family that the school
has no right and ought not to reward and punish; that
the best police and administration of a school consist in
giving full hberty to the pupils to study and settle their
disputes as they know best." Of course, he did not always
carry out his own principles, as old habits proved too
None the
strongly ingrained to be entirely cast aside.
less, what he attempted to do was to make the school
absolutely free.
Of the many practical suggestions based
on the freedom of instruction, where the chUdren are not
compelled to attend to their lessons or to preserve any
order, none is probably more significant than this, that in
the ordinary schools the teacher strives after the method
of instruction which makes the teaching and the management easiest for him, whereas the more convenient the
instruction is for the teacher, the more inconvenient it is
for the pupils, and only that instruction is correct which
satisfies the pupils.
By this criterion the public schools
of America, in spite of their vaunted superiority, stand
condemned, and the frightful mediocrity and low standard of their pupils are at once explained.
The American
teacher, if he is not of the machine-made, "Normal"
kind, will find a treasury of valuable information in the
pages of this article but again there is danger in the ap;

;

plication of this
fashion,

it is

method

of disorder,

if,

in

Anglo-Saxon

not adapted as a whole, but only as a series

of practical suggestions.

Incidentally we get in this essay two views, one on
the Bible, the other on art, which deserve more than
a passing notice, as they indicate the early trend of his
mind in the direction of an intimate study and love of
Scripture and the early stage of his negative attitude

toward modern art, as expressed later in Wbat Is Art ?
Tolstoy found that there was no book which interested
his pupils so much as the Bible, and that there was no
production that united all the sides of human thought in
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such a compressed poetical form as is to be found in the
Bible.
He wished to use the Bible as a model for all
manuals and readers for children, and declared that an
idiomatic translation of the Bible would be the best
popular book and would be an epoch in the history of
As to art, Tolstoy even then recogthe Eussian nation.
nized that the art of cultured society is all false, and that
there is more real art in the popular chap-book illustrations, inasmuch as they evoke a moral sentiment,
whereas the Venus de Milo rouses in the masses nothing
but a legitimate loathing for the nakedness and shameSimilarly he found more real
lessness of the woman.
music in the popular songs than in Beethoven's quartette,
and said that both Beethoven and Pushkin "flatter our
For this reason, in teaching young
freaky irritability."
people and the masses music, the knowledge of the common laws of music possessed by us, and not the false taste
which is developed in us, is to be transmitted to them.
Though after 1863 Tolstoy did not directly interest
himself in the peasant schools, his interest in the education of the masses remained unabated, and in 1872 he
brought out a series of primers for the use of country
In these he attempted to tell stories and give
schools.
scientific information, whether of his own composition or

based on borrowing and imitation, with the least literary
elaboration and in the simplest language possible, so as to
be adapted to the mind of the children of the masses.
Among these stories are contained God Sees the Truth,
but Does Not Tell at Once and TJie Prisoner of the Caucasus, which he later, under the influence of a searching

whether his own or of
among the few specimens of good
produced by him. Here again the reader may feel

criticism of artistic productions,
others, considered as
art

inclined to differ from the author's judgment, considering
these stories for children as in no way comparable with

The Cossacks or

TJie

Death of Ivan

Ilich.

But

it

is

the
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simplicity, straightforwardness, sincerity, and, in the case
of

God

Sees

the

Truth, the religious sentiment, which

alone, according to Tolstoy, determine the artistic value

a production, and as these two stories please an innumber of men than his other writings,
which are accessible to but a few, Tolstoy's valuation of
of

finitely greater

his
is

own works

is

not a mere freak, as has been said, but
his philosophy, which has

entirely in keeping with

not materially changed in the last half-century.
In 1875 Tolstoy once more reverted to his pedagogical
activity by writing an exhaustive criticism of existing
methods of education (On Popular Education). He here
reiterates all his previous theories, finds that in the cur-

rent school systems the whole attention is directed toward
teaching the pupil what he already knows, that the
German method of instruction is not fit for Eussian children, and that the mechanical side of instruction predominates over the mental.
He is led once more to
emphasize the fundamental principle that " the only cri-

—

experifreedom, the only method
of the essay is devoted to a
criticism of the village schools in Eussia and to an analysis of how freedom in education, carried to its farthest
consequences, would work in raising the mental level of
the peasant population.
terion of pedagogy
ence."

is

The remaining part

VI.

The

period during which Tolstoy produced his two
War and Peace and Anna Karenin, was one
His opposition to civiliof the tensest struggle for him.
zation, progress, the false in art, the historical method,

great novels,

harmony of man, the supeuntutored masses to the cultured classes, the
freedom, not only of instruction, but also of all activities
of life, tentatively striven after from his earliest youth,
were now firmly established and attested by his expeHis spiritual
rience with his peasants and their children.
life was permanently removed from the sphere of social
forms, without as yet culminating in an abstract uniform
creed.
On the other hand, his happy domestic life, his
pedagogical and agricultural labours, the demands of
his impassioned nature, held him vise-like in the toils
of the present, submerging the spiritual man in the
and

his faith in the original

riority of the

His convictions removed him to a distant future
and eliminated him from the companionship of men.
His life, rooted in the present, drew him nearer to a more
vigorous past, in which men were not yet affected by
harrowing doubts. The two moods constantly intruded
upon one another, philosophy poisoning the pure enjoyment of life, and life diverting philosophy into lower
carnal.

channels.

Even

had never used literameans for the
His literary works were the

before this time Tolstoy

ture as an

amusement

for himself or as a

amusement of his readers.
truthful reproductions of his inner experiences, though,
in accordance with the artistic
276

demands

of the literary
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which he belonged, he clothed these in an
When the conveyance of his convictions
seemed to him to be more urgent than the conveyance of
his sensations, as was the case with his pedagogical
essays, and much later with his rehgious and social
ideas, he consciously abandoned the artistic form and
coterie

to

artistic form.

even neglected the literary norm in his desire to tell the
whole truth and nothing but the truth.
He had for a long time dreamed of a happy domestic
life, but his marriage, though it gave him everything a
man could wish for, failed to allay his doubts, which freHis associations with the
quently verged on despair.
peasants, though they strengthened his dislike for the
artificial forms of society, failed to provide him with a
ready solution of the problems which had driven him
back to the country. His study of history, of Greek, of
the drama, to which he had recourse in the desire to
widen his mental horizon, only filled him with greater
contempt for the self-assertiveness of the sciences and
arts, and he set out to search for a new meaning of hfe,
one which would be independent of the vagaries of science.
Tormented as he was with an unsatisfied spiritual desire,
his earthly bonds evoked before him visions, such as
come to the saintly hermit amidst his fasts and devotions pictures of a happy, innocent youth, the pleasures
:

of

manly

sport, the din

It is this titanic

and

strife of battle.

inward struggle, this reaching out

a distant and impossible happiness, this clutching

for

and

hugging

of an irretrievable past, this incorporeal objecthought and concentrated subjectivity of feeling
which was going on in him, that Tolstoy externally and

tivity of

—

two great novels,
externally,
and history, of dialogue
calm contemplation and bitter arraign-

internally focused in his

in the strange mixture of novel

and

reflection, of

ment, and internally, in the strivings of his well-meaning,
vacillating, temperamentally unhappy heroes, Pierre and
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War and Peace and Anna Karenin are not novels
a plot, a dose of love, a dash of
kind,
ordinary
the
of
but records of mental experiences, set off
wickedness,
by a distressing, false, perverted reality. The reader,
guided by the current idea of what constitutes a novel, is
misled into believing that the plot, the love-story, the
delineation of character, are the essential parts of Tolstoy's
narrative, and is apt to look upon the philosophical digressions and the microscopic details of certain scenes as
useless and halting incidents in an otherwise grand conLevin.

—

—

ception.
of Tolstoy's creation is the very reverse
one pursued by the traditional art. Tolstoy is
interested in himself alone, not in the egoistical sense
of self-sufficiency, but as the only safe criterion of the

But the process

of the

world outside. His own experiences, his own spiritual
advancement, his own struggle with the flesh, and the
ascertainment of the truth, religious, moral, social, as it
appears to him, are the subjects that have interested him
exclusively from the time he wrote Childhood, and it is
only the massive power of his artistic genius, working
within him in spite of himself, that causes him to clothe
his autobiography, considered from various aspects, in the
form of a connected story of novelistic incidents. Eegarded as novels merely, War and Peace and Anna
Karenin lack uniformity and unity of action, but viewed
as annals of life, their artistic setting and the elaboration
of details add vividness and relief to the abstract strivThe novels, like bulbous plants,
ing of a searching soul.
consist of a series of superimposed integuments remove
the
these one by one, and the pith will be reached,
:

essence,

—

and that will invariably be the author himself.

Let us take War and Peace. Its genealogy is interTolstoy began by investigating the history of the
Decembrists, which, being the history of a revolt, was
eminently adapted to his mood of revolt against the existesting

:

:
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He was

taken back to the beginnings of this
time of the French invasion, and to
The Year 1805, which logically antedated the incidents
he wished to develop. He had intended to work out the
ing order.

revolt, to the troubled

history of the national opposition to the poHtical conditions of the first quarter of the nineteenth century, in

them a counterpart or an explanation for
negative attitude.
Instead, he was led to study
the great national struggle, the War, which gave him the
order to find in

his

own

background for his novel ; but he soon discovered
that in doing so he was drawn away from himself to a
world of struggle outside himself, and he felt constrained,
after having laboriously brought Pierre, a reflection of his
own inner life, out of the tangle and contention of historiartistic

cal forces, to return to the treatment of his inward strife,
to Peace.
But his own struggles, at the time the novel

—

was ended, were not complete, and so, while War furnishes us with a rounded narrative of historical events.
Peace, like life itself, leaves us in the middle, after bringing us down to the period in the author's life when the
literary exigencies of the novel, already overtaxed, de-

manded an

ending.

In The School at Ydsnaya Polydna Tolstoy tells us of
his idea of teaching history in the following words " I have
also made experiments in teaching modern history, and
they have been very successful. I told them the history
of the Crimean campaign, and the reign of Emperor Nicholas, and the year 1812.
All this I told almost in a fairytale tone, as a rule, historically incorrect, and with the
events grouped about some one person.
The greatest success was obtained, as was to have been expected, by the
story of the war with Napoleon."
Here we have, not only
an explanation why the year 1812 was chosen by him as
the central event for his novel, but also an exposition
of the manner in which he treated historical incidents
they were grouped about some one person and were not
:
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This verdict will hold in
necessarily historically correct.
regard to the historical background of War and Peace,
where historical accuracy, however cautiously striven after
by the author, is not to be looked for, and where incidents
are grouped about Napoleon, Alexander I., Kutuzov, Pierre,
as persons who are most adapted to the writer's purpose.
Tolstoy has been accused of having made a number of
historical blunders, and a prominent general has pointed
out mistakes of a mihtary character, such as a wrong disposition of the forces at Borodino.
It is quite Hkely that
Tolstoy himself was acquainted with his shortcomings at
the time of his writing, but that he preferred occasionally
to depart from the historical truth, for the sake of a more
artistic and even more philosophical treatment of his
subject.^

Indeed,
strike us

many

more

truths are conveyed to us by

forcibly

and

affect

him

that

us more powerfully than

If he dethe mere enumeration of actual occurrences.
scribes battles, which stand out with harrowing vividness,
he impresses us with the idea that the issue of a battle, the
victory or the defeat, is frequently a matter of mere guesswork, that orders are never executed as intended, that
battles never take place as planned, that personal bravery
counts for little, that officers are seldom distinguished for
courage.
If the Sevastopol sketches filled us with horror
at the recital of the deadly effect of war, the present

treatment of war adds contempt for the whole so-called
military science and makes us look with pity and disreSimilarly we are made
spect upon the military leaders.
to scale down our regard for the genius of Napoleon, who
is represented to us as a man possessed of petty human
weaknesses and an exalted opinion of himself. For Napoleon he had the same loathing that later he expressed
^

this chapter was written did the translator discover Tolstatement concerning War and Peace (given in the present
181), which corroborates the above mentioned opinion.

Only after

st6y's

own

volume,

p.
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for the blasphemers of the Holy Ghost, as he could not
help but think of Napoleon as the personification of violence and mihtarism.
He is not even willing to ascribe
to him any personal influence upon the eastward and
westward movements of the nations, or upon the aban-

donment and conflagration of Moscow. If in his former
sketches war was realistically painted from within, it now
is divested of its last trace of usefubess and is deprived
of every justification.

In a similar manner he treats the deleterious ejEfects of
the governmental power.
He heaps equal ridicule upon
the municipal regulations of Napoleon during his stay in
Moscow and upon quarrelsome, ambitious, selfish Eostopchin, who turns poor Vereshchagin over to the fury
of the mob.
It is true, he depicts Alexander I. as a generous Tsar, beloved by his subjects ; but there is nothing
in the picture to indicate that Alexander I. was possessed
of any positive characteristics, and the awe inspired by his
presence reminds one of that hypnotization which later he
put at the base of all governmental power. Diplomacy
is by him robbed of all significance, and diplomats are
either small- witted gossips or downright fools.
Where he
is not hampered by the national patriotism, which he, however, does not seem to share, he finds nothing attractive
or excusable in the whole governmental machinery
Napoleon is a petty bourgeois, Murat a feeble, pompous
:

and the Emperor of Austria a timid simpleton;
councils of war are assemblies of inept generals more conprince,

cerned about personal preferments and the exactness of
operations than about beneficial results;
and life proceeds fairly well without the protection of
the authorities.
In respect to society he assumes the same negative attitude as before.
The higher circle which congregated at
the house of Madame Scherer, the superficial society
their military

which Andrey Bolkonski shuns, the

profligate set

with
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whom Pierre associates for a time, the temporiziag and
fawning Prince Vasili and his brood of degenerate children, Helene and her following of debauchees, are all
equally intended as deterrents from that artificial world
of men who constitute the upper classes of the metropolitan population.
As opposed to these, he dwells with
sympathy upon the weU-meant, mystic activity of the
Mason Bazdyeev, though the Masons at large present
themselves to him as worldly men who are bent upon the
advancement of their own petty purposes, and he can find
even some good in the brutally despotic type of the elder
Bolkonski, in

whom

Above
in

the simple-minded family of the Eostovs,
he sees the prototype of his own, that rivets

all, it is

whom

most

germ of a sterby Andrey and Marya.

there lies at least the

ling second generation, represented

of his attention.

is probably nothing in War and Peace that surpasses the delicate psychological discrimination with which
he depicts family groups. There is certainly an abyss

There

between religiously fervent Marya and self-poised Andrey
on the one hand, and their unyielding, tyrannical father
on the other, and yet the reader feels constantly that they
are the same positive characters, but under changed conditions of time.
How absolutely one and the same are
Prince Vasili, with his insinuating pressure of the hand,
and unconscionable, half-witted, degenerate Ippolit, and
fleshly, vulgar, debauched Helene
And who does not
see the blood identity of the ingenuous family of the
Eostovs, with the good-natured father, the fond and impassioned mother, impetuous and enthusiastic Nikolay, and
childishly frank Petya, and thoughtless and yet lovable
Natasha, who later makes such an excellent mother, and
even petulant Vyera, who, under the influence of her calculating German husband, becomes a somewhat narrowminded, but yielding wife ?
All this splendid setting of history and society serves
!
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only as a background for his hero, Pierre, who is Tolstoy
But Pierre is not all of Tolstoy.
Just as in Boyhood and Youth Irtenev and Nekhlyiidov
represent two sides of the same man, so the sterner, more
spiritual aspect of the author was depicted in Audrey
Bolkonski, whose very death thoughts anticipate the later
conceptions of the author himself, just as homely, patient,
long-suffering, devoted Marya is an exact reproduction of
his mother, of whom he knew only from hearsay.
The
historically removed.

more

earthly, vacillating, helpless, earnestly striving Pierre
Tolstoy with all the complexity of his insoluble questions and contradictory sentiments.
He suffers constantly,
not only because he sees the vapidity of society life about
him and the calamities entailed by war and the wretchedness of the peasants, but also because he vainly strives
after religious and moral perfection, under the guidance of
his Masonic friends, and is utterly at a loss how to help
the peasants, and fails to acquire any definite habits or
to find any appropriate field of action for himseK.
His
marriage to Helene is an utter failure, and he cannot tear
himself away from that corrupt society in the meshes of
which he is caught by his wife and her family. At last
his salvation comes,
Natasha, intended for the sterner
Audrey, loses him through her own thoughtlessness, and
makes a good wife for the less spiritual Pierre. In the
bosom of his family, with all its petty cares and its humdrum hfe, he seeks oblivion from the doubts that have
beset him heretofore.
The novel ends where Tolstoy's
own happy domestic life left him at the time that he completed War and Peace.
But the ideal toward which even then Tolstoy tended
was neither Pierre nor Audrey, but Platon Karataev, the
simple peasant of the type of Natalya Savishna, whose
hfe of meekness and submission to fate comes nearest to
the Christian ideal preached by the Gospel. So far Platon
was still an unattainable perfection, and served for Pierreis

;
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Tolstoy as a court of final appeal in matters of conduct.
For woman he establishes as the highest ideal the condition of motherhood, in which all other sides of life are
His types of
lost sight of and are of httle importance.
women are, outside of the negligible, corrupt Helene and

her

like,

of

two

classes

:

either the

women

possess the

and
however attractive they must appear to an AngloSaxon, who would invariably choose them for heroines,
they are declared by Tolstoy to be " sterile " and are
precise, single-minded, loyal characteristics of Sonya,

then,

ruthlessly cast aside

;

or they are temperamentally change-

and unaccountable in their affections, which are
generally bestowed upon the wrong persons, but superlatively endowed with the animal instinct of maternity,
to which they finally abandon themselves to the exclusion
Even such is Natasha. As
of every other sentiment.
mihtarism, carnage, death are the harvest of War, so
able

—

that domesticity
domesticity is the apotheosis of Peace,
which Tolstoy dreamed of in the Cossacks and hoped for
in Domestic Happiness.
Thus War and Peace is an enlarged diary of inner
The chosen career
experiences and philosophic strivings.
of a novehst kept Tolstoy within the narrow frame of a
novel, and prevented him from expatiating upon his theme
in a scientific treatise, which, besides, he could not have

done at that period, as his dreams, hopes, and ideas had
not yet become sufficiently concrete foi; such an objective
treatment.
Viewed from the standpoint of an artistic
production,

War and

Peace naturally lacks completeness

viewed as an elaboration of a diary of inner
experiences, these defects vanish, and we are left to admire
the many artistic details in which the novel abounds to
an extraordinary degree. The vivid narration of battle
scenes, the grandeur and awe of Andrey's illness and
death, and the deaths of Petya and Platon, the minute
descriptions of natural scenery and of sports, in which he

but

if

it is
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delights, the exquisite dehneation of character,
are magnificent mosaics in the great national epic, which
throughout bears witness to the author's gigantic genius

always

during the period of tense internal struggle toward

self-

perfection.

Anna Karcnin brings us one step nearer to the author's
mental transformation. His domestic happiness had not
lost any of its charms and did not cease to give him a
but the eternal questions
full measure of contentment
demanded an answer with ever greater persistency, and
to this answer Tolstoy felt himself obliged to give utterance in a novel which would represent his own state and
the condition of society in a more contemporaneous form
than War and Peace. The title of the novel is misleading,
since it is not Anna Karenin who is the centre of it, but
Levin.
Indeed, the novel proceeds just as well without
Anna as it does with her. Just as War and Peace began
with The Year 1805, so the present novel was evidently
intended as a portrayal of manners of society, but, as it
proceeded, Tolstoy, as usual, fell back upon himself and
his own inner life, which begged for expression, and the
story continued to deal with Levin alone, and came to a
stop when Tolstoy's own experiences did not warrant any
further analysis it stops with the day when Tolstoy wrote
the last chapter, and thus is a valuable contribution to
the study of the author's mental state previous to his
;

:

so-called conversion.

As a mere

War and

novel,

Peace.

Anna Karcnin

The long

whatever didacticism there

is

more perfect than
and

disquisitions are avoided,
is

scattered through its pages

The
out in the form of conversations.
plot itself is more uniform, and the two elements of which
it is composed, the story of the fall of a woman and the
autobiography of Levin, are blended together without
Otherwise
displaying the sutures as in the older novel.
the
it contains the same component parts as before,

is

deftly dealt

—

:
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minute description of special incidents, such as the hunt,
the races, the field work, the representation of city Hfe as
undesirable and of an activity in the country as alone

worthy of man, the emphatic contempt for the professions
and for so-called science and the laudation of the hfe of
the simple peasant.
The treatment of the characters is
the same as before, but their modernness brings them
nearer to the reader than did the historical background of
the

first

The

novel.

Anna Karenin, becoming untrue to her marriage vows and allying herself with
Vronski, with whom she becomes infatuated, suffers the
plot is unobtrusively told.

natural punishment for her crime, and in a moment of
despair commits suicide.
But the situations and the

denouement are not

Anna

is more sinned against
husband has not been
able to foster love in his warm-hearted wife.
Anna is
not a criminal, and does not rush headlong into the com-

forced.

than sinning, for her

cold, precise

mission of a breach of morality, but is inevitably drawn
by the force of circumstances. Nor is
Vronski an unconscionable wretch: his education, the
levity of the society in which he moves, and his own impassioned nature cause him to enter without any pangs of
conscience into a liaison with a married woman but he is
staunch to his love and would fain remain the lover he
was, if Anna's jealousy and irritation did not make an
understanding impossible. Anna suffers for her crime,
not as a just retribution for sinning, but because the
crime itself is the punishment, and the end is only the
final solution of a protracted period of suffering.
Nor does the author show any greater animus against
the other characters who move on a lower stage of life
Stiva Oblonski, with his infidelity to his wife, his desire
to pass life without any exertion or labour, his punning
in the face of the most serious circumstances, is not at all
the bad man we should imagine him to be.
Disputatious
into the abyss

;

:
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Katavasov, liberal Koznyshev, punctilious Karenin, the
doctor, the lawyer, though with none of these can the
author agree, are delineated with the greatest fairness.
As for the women, we have the same types as before
Varenka is a modernized Sony a, Kitty is no other than
Natasha, and Dolly is temperamentally exactly hke the

woman,

Again it is motherhood that
the Eostovs.
as the highest privilege and virtue of a
and the very punishment for Anna's crime con-

sists in

her being compelled to relinquish the high

mother
is

of

preached

office

of maternity.

It

is,

however. Levin, as formerly Pierre,

who comes

in

He knows
share of attention.
interested in analyzing Levin's state

for the author's fullest

Levin best, and he is
of mind, in order later to revert to another reflection of
himself at a more advanced stage of his development.
Levin, like Pierre, is awkward, frank, sensitive, fond of
But he has prodomestic life, and in search after truth.
ceeded farther in his convictions concerning the futility
of participating in political affairs, is

against city

and

life,

finally

besetting doubts in faith.

He

takes

more decidedly

set

refuge

his

against

tries to live a truly Chris-

not temperamentally prepared to live
up to his own ideals, and there are frequent reversions to
" Call it faith," he says of his own
his older moods.
mental condition, " or not,
I do not know what it is,
but this feeling has just as imperceptibly entered through
I
suffering and has taken up a firm abode in my heart.
shall be as angry with Ivan the coachman, shall discuss
as before, shall express my thoughts as inappropriately as
before
there will be the same wall between the holy of
holies of my soul and others, even my wife
I shall be
accusing her as much because of my own fright, and then
shall repent of it
I shall just as much fail to comprehend through reason why I pray and continue praying,
but my life, my whole life, independently of everything
tian

life,

but he

is

—

—

;

;

;

—
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may happen to me, every minute of it, is now no
longer senseless, as it has been, but has an unquestionable
meaning from the good, which it is in my power to invest
that

it

with."

After such a confession only one of two things could
have happened either Tolstoy would in the future recant
his striving after perfection, and then there would be
room left for at least another great novel, or he must proceed still farther and higher aloug the ladder of religious
evolution, where rehgion becomes the all-absorbing subject of his thoughts, and the novel is no longer adequate
for a full expression of his profound convictions. It is the
:

latter that has

happened.

VII.

A

FEW

extracts from Tolstoy's letters to Fet during the

year 1879 will serve as corroboratives or correctives of
the Confession which he published in the same year.
" In my last letter I wrote you that I should not like
to return to the grave, because there would still be left
my relations to God."
" God knows where my Decembrists are.
I do not even
think of them, and if I did think of them, and should
write, I flatter myself with the hope that my spirit alone,
of which the writing would smack, would be intolerable
for those who shoot people for the good of humanity.
How right the peasants and you are, in saying that the
masters shoot, not for what has been taken away, but
But I must
because the peasants have been taken away.
say, I conscientiously do not read any papers now, and I
consider it my duty to turn everybody away from this

There sits an old man, a good fellow,
he has transfused in his mind two or
Schopenhauer and has sent them forth in

deleterious habit.
in

Vorobevka

three pages of

;

Eussian, has finished a party at billiards, has killed a
snipe, has enjoyed the sight of a colt from Zakras, and
is sitting with his wife drinking delicious tea, smoking,
beloved by all and loving all, and suddenly they bring in
it pains the hands and the
an ill-smelling, damp sheet,
eyes, and in the heart there is a malice of condemnations,
a sensation of alienation, a feeling that he does not love
any one, and that no one loves him, and he begins to speak,

—

and speaks, and
given up.

is

angry, and suffers.

It will be better so."
289

That must be
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have not for a long time enjoyed God's world so
I stand with mouth wide open,
as this year.
marvelling and afraid to move, for fear of missing some" I

much

thing."
" If I

am that falcon and if, as follows from the rest,
bold flight consists in this, that I deny real life, I
must defend myself. I do not deny real life, nor the
labour which is necessary for the support of this life but
it seems to me that a great part of your life and of mine
is filled with gratifications, not of natural needs, but of
such as are artificially grafted upon us by our education
and by needs invented by us and grown into a habit, and
that nine-tenths of the labour put by us on the gratificaI should like to be
tion of these needs is idle labour.
firmly convinced that I give more to men than I receive
from them but as I feel myself very prone to value my
own work very highly and the work of others very low, I
do not hope by a mere increase of my labour and a
choice of harder work to convince myself that others will
not be at a disadvantage in squaring up with me (I shall
by all means assure myself that the work which I like is
I should like to take
the most necessary and difficult)

my

;

;

;

from others and to work as little as
possible for the gratification of my needs, and I think
that it would thus be easiest not to blunder."
" I have successfully recommended to you the reading of
The TJwitsancl and One Nights and Pascal both have not
Now I
exactly pleased you, but come up to your taste.
intend to offer you a book which no one else has yet read
and which I read the other day for the first time and still
continue to read and to go into ecstasies over; I hope
that this, too, will be to your liking, the more so
since it has much in common with Schopenhauer this is
Solomon's Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Book of Wisdom,
it is impossible to find anything more modern
than these but if you read them, read them in Slavic.
as little as possible

;

:

—

;
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I have a modern Eussian translation, but it is bad. The
If you had a Greek
English translation is bad, too.
translation,

A

you would see what

it is."

1880, he wrote: "Now it is summer^
and, as usual, life fills me with transport and I forget to
work.
This year I have struggled for a long time, but
the beauty of the world has conquered me."
By this time My Confession was written, and the foundation was laid for the Critique of Dogmatic Tlieology and
TJie Four Gospels Harmonized and Translated. In view of
the above extracts and of what we have learned from the
analysis of Tolstoy's previous life and" work, the ConfesThere
sion has to be taken with some degree of caution.
is no untruth in it in the main, but the suddenness of the
religious conversion, the intensity of his despair, the salvation through faith, are all the result of a retrospective
emotional attitude under the influence of the last, most
But in reality there is nothing new
potent illumination.
His religiousness
or unforeseen in his new phase of life.
was expressed by him in his first production. Childhood,
and was emphasized again and again in War and Peace
and in Anna Karenin. His suicidal intentions date back
to the Memoirs of a Marker and are touched upon in the
His
Cossacks and further developed in Anna Karenin.
negative attitude toward civilization and progress, his opposition to violence in every form, his temperamental
contempt for the lie in every shape, have always been the
same. What is it, then, that took place in the year 1879
which led to his Confession and to the so-called second
part of his life and activity that both by him and the
critics are assumed to be something quite distinct from
the first part ?
The answer is found in the dual nature of Tolstdy he
is intensely subjective, unable at any time to get away
from himself, analyzing, probing, and chastizing himself
continuously, until his whole spiritual being has become
year

later, in

;
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a most delicate instrument for the reception of the most
advanced truths on the other hand, or, perhaps, on
account of this great receptiveness of his nature, he more
than any one else appears as the product of what is best
Ever since the time of
in our Christian civihzation.
whole
of Europe and the
the
paradox,
a
use
to
Christ,
church Christianity have been vivified by that small
leaven of the Gospel Christianity which through the ages
has kept the world from breaking up into chaos and
which from time to time has borne fruit in the creation
of those dissenting sects that have sought a greater apSo, too, the best minds
proximation with the Gospel.
have constantly striven after that truth which the church
Christianity has vainly tried to banish from the original
Eousseau even, with his return to
precepts of Jesus.
Nature and his simplicity of life, represents an element
of that unconscious tendency toward a primitive Chris;

tianity.

dint of his extreme sensitiveness, Tolstoy from his
youth came under the influence of all the factors
His constitutional
that made for a simple Christianity.
opposition to all the falseness in society, science, and art,
his strong antipathy to violence in whatever form, his

By

earliest

fervent desire to

comprehend the cause of all causes,
and his religious doubts alike, all

his religious strivings

of his Christian life, withAnd
out his being able to see his path ahead of him.
it is because he was unable to see the unifying principle
of his disjointed thoughts and sentiments that he suffered

of these lay in the direct line

and wavered and fell into despair. At times, indeed, it
seemed to him that his opposition to the existing order
was merely temperamental, and that he himself was to
blame for his departures. Whenever he was assailed by
this periodic doubt, he gave vent to his mood in a new
literary production, in every one of which there is depicted that inner struggle which just then was going on
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in him.

Still he never could be satisfied, for no sooner
had he overcome one period of doubt than another overcame him.

And subduing his temporary acute stages of despair,
which, as he says, and as we learn indirectly from his
earher writings, led

him

to the contemplation of suicide,

he struggled on and on. Then Schopenhauer gave him
some temporary relief, for here he found many things
united that in him had lived isolated.
And then Solomon's Proverbs and Ecclesiastes and the Book of Wisdom, taken up by mere chance, brought him nearer to
the solution of those questions which had tormented him
so long.
Then his previously acquired knowledge of
Greek tempted him to read the Gospel, and the effect,
he imagines, was instantaneous. In reahty, however, it
was merely the completion of the circle of his hfe and
thought.
His education, as that of all Europeans, was
the result of all the palpable and also of the more remote
influences of Christianity his spiritual life had still more
carried him back to the Gospel, and now the reading of
the Gospel finished the circle on which he had begun.
It was not the discovery of Christ, a new Christ for
him, that produced his conversion, but the discovery of
;

the essential unity of his hopelessly disconnected thoughts.
Heretofore we had the various aspects of Tolstoy as Irtenev, Nekhlyudov, Olenin, Pierre, Levin.
Now it is
Christ-Tolstoy that becomes the final and lasting stage
of his spiritual evolution.

to go.

Beyond this it is impossible
and brotherly love. His

Christ's life of humility

temptation by the devil. His persecution, His love for the
lowest of humanity,
that was precisely what Tolstoy,
unconscious of the mainspring of his strivings, had before
him as the excelsior of his aspirations. The very so-

—

called impracticableness of Christ's abstract truths and
His momentary wavering in the garden of Gethsemane
were points strikingly in keeping with Tolstoy's own
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far as Tolstoy discovered this parallelism

and that of the teacher of Christianity,
there actually began a new stage of life for him but it
was merely the discovery of what had long ago existed
within him, of what gave him the positive conviction
that he was marching in the right direction, even though
It was this wellit be toward an inaccessible height.
moored enthusiasm, this discovery of a staff and stay,
between his

life

;

this

universal,

that urged

all-permeating,

him on

all-true

Gospel teaching

to cast aside the last reserve, to aban-

don every vestige of the htterateur's art, to speak out
frankly and tell without artistic subterfuge what he had
been hinting at and saying by implication in aU his
previous novels.

His career, he thought, began anew, and as Childhood,
Boyhood, and Youth had ushered in his literary activity,

My

Confession was to make tabula rasa of his
and to lay the foundation for his rehgious
activity.
But the two are essentially the same, except
for the greater subjectivity, maturity, and straightforNext it was necessary to do
wardness of the second.
away with that illusive Orthodox theology which had
tempted him to fall back upon the behef of the church
and which held many men in subjection. This he did
in the Critique of Dogmatic Tlicology, a work of httle
so now
older life

who are convinced of the truth of Gospel
Christianity or to the reader at large, but destined some
day to become one of the most powerful weapons against

value for those

Having cleared the
the Greek Catholic Church in Eussia.
way in his own consciousness and having put out of
combat the church, he proceeded to reestabhsh primitive
Flushed with the
Christianity from the four Gospels.
enthusiasm of the new discovery and with the confidence
in his self-acquired knowledge of Greek, Tolstoy set out
The
to subject the Gospel to a thorough scrutiny.
manner in which he proceeded must appear irksome to a
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While pretending to avoid
much as any commenrejection of what he assumes

interpretation, Tolstoy interprets as

and in the arbitrary
he frequently oversteps the limits
nor is his knowledge of Greek such as to
of the probable
warrant an exact analysis of delicate linguistic points.
But even then, making allowance for all possible shortcomings, his harmonization and translation of the Gospel
tator,

to be doubtful material
;

remains an important contribution to Gospel criticism.
What Tolstoy interprets out of the Gospel is merely
what he brings into it from a whole life of spiritual experiences.
The central truth of the Gospel is for him contained in the Sermon on the Mount and in the dicta of
Christ Himself. Most of these utterances had long formed
the conscious, more frequently the unconscious, principles
of his acts and thoughts. Imagining that the coincidence of
his ideas with those contained in the Gospel was acci-

own world-conception had from the
very beginning been in various ways influenced by it, he
concluded that revelation consisted in this very coincidence of the Gospel truths with the dictates of reason,
and in the reasonableness of all such tenets as had been
familiar to him from the start he saw an argument for
the reasonableness of the few principles which he had not
thought of before.
Thus, his strong dislike for violence
in every form naturally made him hail with delight the
simple prohibitions of the Sermon on the Mount against
anger and swearing and killing, and to this he added, on
the strength of the Gospel alone, the prohibition of adultery in the sense of an absolute chastity, in place of his
former glorification of maternity.
It is curious to note,
in connection with this acceptance of the simple teachings
dental, whereas his

of original Christianity, that the
fectionists,

American

sect of the Per-

singularly agree with Tolstoy in almost

deductions from the Gospel teaching, and have in
communities lived the true Christian life, have re-

all his

their

who

:
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jected this one principle of ultra-chastity

and have

instead,

again on the strength of the Gospel, extended the community of possessions to include community of wives.
Tolstoy is accused of carrying his principles, which,
however, are not his, but Christ's, to impossible concluThe accusation is unjust. There can be no comsions.
promise in the matter of truth, and Tolstoy evolves his
ideas

to

their

whether they

logical

conclusion, quite irrespective of

prove impracticable, in the worldly
sense of the word.
If they lead to inconveniences, the
trouble is not with the truths, but with our perverted life.
The truths cannot be truths under certain conditions, and
cease to be such when they do not adapt themselves to
the present state of affairs.
Either Christ's teaching
is right or it is wrong.
Once the justice of His teaching
is admitted, there can be no cavilling with it.
One may
fall short of the goal, but there can be no compromise.
The many opponents of Tolstoy have attacked him on the
will

ground that his own theories are so abstract and so
impossible of execution, that he himself has not lived
up to them. But the opponents err egregiously. Tolstoy has never claimed to be perfect, and has distinctly
pointed out in his letters and diaries that he is not a
saint.
Man is weak, and the very best will, in the
struggle between their strongly entrenched habits and
their best thinking, fall below the mark set by their own
reason.
A contemptible man is he who, in falhng, finds
a justification for his fall.
This Tolstoy has never done
he has with singular courage upheld the supreme and
final truth, even though it may tell against his own
actions.
In fact, in judging of Tolstoy's theories, which,
it must never be forgotten, are Christ's and those of many

we must leave Tolstoy enHis theories must be judged in themselves,
They must stand
connection with the man.

other great religious teachers,
tirely out.

and not in
or fall by themselves.
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Injudicious persons have now and then addressed Tolhim to give his opinion on this or that
aspect of public life, as though Tolstoy had any particular
opinion on any particular point. All his views are merely
the logical development of the precepts of the Sermon
stoy, requesting

on the Mount, and to this one must turn for the solution
From this Gospel code all of Tol-

of doubtful questions.

stoy's principles are naturally and logically deduced. The
injunction of loving our neighbour as ourselves in its ultimate application leads to the equality of all men, the
freedom from race hatred, the abolition of patriotism, as
being a sectional feeling in which the love of our neigh-

bours suffers diminution. " Thou shalt not 1." From
this follow the abolition of war and of capital punishment, and vegetarianism. And from this, in conjunction
with the prohibition against swearing, there follows the
passive opposition to courts of justice and to any and
every kind of government.
Similarly, Christ's precept of

mendicancy and thoughtlessness for the morrow leads
ownership and to the establish-

to the abolition of private

ment of the Christian commune.
With these principles there can be no compromise, and
the half-measures and palliations are unconditionally
Peace Congresses are abortive endeavours to
regulate war; parliaments work hand in hand with the
governments, and only perpetuate violence ; socialism introduces a new slavery in the place of the old, and anarchism stands self-accused by its use of force to obtain
otherwise desirable ends.
For the same reason art and
all

rejected.

now constituted, are merely implements in
the power of the rich, and as such are unconditionally
condemned progress is of questionable value, because it
literature, as

;

fails to attain

the ends of the Christian religion the professions are all equally to be rejected, for they all fail to
aid the masses.
It

would seem that Tolstoy

;

in his

condemnation

in-
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everything evolved by humanity in the course
But this assumption is incorrect: he does
not object to the acquisitions of humanity in themselves,
but in so far as they act as external means for the attainment of personal well-being. To him the only legitimate
purpose of man's life is the establishment of the right
relation to God, that is, reHgion, and of the right relation to humanity at large, which arises from the fundamental principle of religion. This cannot be striven after
by any of the human institutions and contrivances, but
eludes

of history.

by an

internal perfection,

—

"

The kingdom

of

God

is

within you." And it is only through this internal work,
through this important function of reHgion, that all other
needs can be supphed and obtain a meaning,
" Seek
ye the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all
these things shall be added unto you."
Thus religion, in its broadest sense of man's relation to
the cause of all causes, becomes the chief and only crite-

—

rion of all

human

acts

and

activities.

Art, science, litera-

have a reason to exist only
if they comply with this basal demand of religion, and
they are all to be condemned in proportion as they depart
from this all-embracing and unifying law and serve man
for his selfish ends. When art and science and all the other
activities shaH have become unified and religious, when
in the enthronement of all of them not one human being
shall suffer physically, morally, or mentally, then there
will arrive the time when they will perform the functions
which are proper to them, but not until then.
Like the " Memento mori " of the Trappist monks, " The
kingdom of God is within you " from the time of the
Confession on becomes the watchword of all of Tolst6y's
ideas, and every problem that presents itself to him is
answered in the light of this Gospel saying. It is the
ture, all the social relations,

same

old striving after personal perfection

terizes

Tolstdy in his earliest writings.

which charac-

No

conversion,

-..^uei^m^sis^^

Sftifi^inH
nirOi/'
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Portrait of Tolstoy, 1893, after Finishing
"
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no violent change has taken place in the spiritual life
even a new angle of vision
in this accentuation of the religious side of life and of
There is only a logical unificaa salvation from within.
tion of a series of revolts.
Of necessity Tolstoy had to
arrive in the end at what American thought, itself the
It
issue of a series of revolts, had arrived at before him.
of the author; there is not

was the American school-books of " Peter Parley," which
departed so completely from those current in Europe, that
had very early in Tolstoy's career directed his attention
to American pedagogical ideas, and these were again
supplemented by what he later, by the courtesy of Eugene
Schuyler, could glean out of American school-books.
So
now, when his extreme Gospel Christianity directed his
attention to the most advanced revolt, political, social,
religious, he found himself pecuharly in agreement with
much that had been worked out in America. Indeed, as
soon as his first few writings under the influence of his
new fervour reached the reading public in the United
States, many who felt themselves to be in full agreement
with him sent him books, pamphlets, and periodicals, in
which identical propositions were advanced. Thus he for
the first time discovered the simple Christianity of the
Quakers and the Shakers, the religious writings of Channing and of Parker, the non-resistant activity of Garrison
and Ballou. Henceforth he again falls under the sway
of American thought, accepting from it everything which
voices the revolt in its most pronounced form.
The
difference between him and the American writers is only
such as nationally exists between a Eussian and an
American.
Tolstoy's activity since his Confession has been principaHy directed toward the elucidation of all sides of life
in the light of the Gospel teaching.
My Religion, Life,
The Christian Teaching, and a large number of minor
articles and letters set forth his views in a more or less
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articles are devoted to the
concerning particular points,
patriotism, morality, non-resistance, the use of a bloodless diet, abstinence from spirituous liquors, continence
These differ from
in the sexual relation, and so forth.
similar disquisitions by other writers in that not one of
them is elaborated by Tolstoy as a separate issue, but as a
the truth of the
minor part of the same central idea,
Gospel teaching. For the same reason he cannot find any
approximate or partial truths in any of the current attempts at amehorations, improvements, and advancements,
and modern philanthropy, like many other sides of our
civihzation, is subjected to an incisive criticism and is
found wanting in the basal principle of " the kingdom of
God is within you."
Naturally Tolstoy became interested in the Russian
sects that profess a primitive Christianity, and of these
the Dukhobors came in for the greatest share of his attention, as the persecutions to wliich they were subjected by
the government demanded prompt action, to save them
Chiefly through his instrumenfrom utter destruction.
tality, the Dukhobors were gathered from the various
settlements within and without Russia, and were provided
with means of transportation to Canada, where they were

detaHed form, and special
elucidation

of

his

ideas

—

The letters
given land by the Canadian government.
which Tolstoy wrote concerning the Dukhobors reiterate
the general statements concerning the meaning and essence of the Gospel.
The letters to the Dukhobors are
interesting in that they evince Tolstoy's solicitude for the
practical application of the Gospel teaching, in order to
have before him a palpable proof of the truth of his contentions.

Most

interesting, however, are his

to Verigin, the leader of the

two

letters

Dukhobors, in that they give

us an insight into a peculiarity of Tolstoy's character
which is generally overlooked by his critics.
When Tolst6y's wholesale condemnation of art, litera-
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and the sciences had led Verigin

to express himself

LEV
ture,

N.

contemptuously in respect to books and the use of modern
inventions, Tolstoy felt himself obliged to take Verigin
to task and to prove to him the usefulness and necessity
This at
of certain acquisitions of modern civilization.
first sight looks hke veering around to a contrary opinion,
and similar utterances of his have been made the subject
But there is no contradiction
of just such accusations.
Tolstoy does not object to either science, art,
modern inventions, but to their perversions,
to their disregard of the sanctity of life and the equality
and Hberty of man, to their being used in the service of
the few against the many.
His wholesale condemnation,
carried to its logical conclusion, is meant for the perusal
of the thinking and educated, who are used to philosophiThere are, however, two classes of men
cal reasoning.
who may be misled by his generalizations into outdoing
the master,
the slavish imitators and the half-educated.
To the latter belongs Verigin, and Tolstoy was compelled
to emphasize to him the opposite side, the usefulness of
those human acquisitions which, in their present form, he
had rejected as a whole. For the same reason, though
rejecting every government, he felt himself impelled to
address the emperor upon the subject of reforms, by no
means in the sense of a compromise, but as a minimum
of a possible political platform.
How far-sighted Tolstoy
can be, when not dwelling upon the logical consequence
of his theories, may be seen from the fact that the late
Zemstvoist demands almost coincide with Tolstoy's own
in this.

literature, or

—

programme

;

but

Tolstoy's

programme

is

much more

not conceived in the spirit
of compromise, but as the first step toward the final
consummation of the Christian life.
Of late years Tolstoy has been inclined to look more

far-reaching,

since

it

is

for possible practical applications of his theories, instead
of persisting

more especially

in the sphere of philosophical
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Thus, though he formerly looked askance at
George's Single Tax, as being an external means
for bringing about the eternal peace, which can originate
only from within, he now gives it a more favourable place
in his scheme of peasant reforms, which more than any
For the labour question as
others absorb his attention.
deductions.

Henry

a political or sociological problem he has as little use as
for the socialistic and anarchistic panacea which are suggested for its solution, but the labourers are again and again

addressed by him, and are admonished to rely solely on
the internal reform, on the kingdom of God within them,
for their future welfare, and they are advised to return
The land questo the soil, where alone they can be free.
tion, not political freedom and industrial development, is,
therefore, the only burning question of the day in Kussia,
as

it

must be everywhere

else, if life is to

run in normal

channels.

Tolstoy has not been able, in spite of his growing distime to philosophical
His artistic nature
disquisitions and to pamphleteering.

like for literature, to devote all his

its due, and at intervals he returned to his
productions but never again did he for a moment
forget his one aim of inculcating the truths of the Gospel
His main concern has been to bring the Gosteaching.
pel teaching nearer to the peasants, the simple folk to
whom, according to Christ, is given the comprehension of
Hence he has clothed his thoughts in the
divine truths.

demanded
artistic

form

of

;

moral

tales, legends,

and

fairy-tales,

employing

the simplest and most accessible literary means for the inculcation of Christian virtues. One of these stories, which
shows the folly of the use of spirituous drinks, he has
even changed into dramatic form, apparently to make it
available for representation on a popular stage.
But he also wrote for an enlightened public. The ideas
which he held concerning the frequently immoral effect
of music combined with his newly emphasized, exaggerated
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views on the sexual relations led him to present the
double question in the form of a powerful psychological
analysis of marital relations, with their jealousies and
sexual excesses, which culminate in the murder of the
guilty wife. This study, Tlie Kreutzer Sonata, provoked a
storm of indignation from the prudish and the hypocritical,
as though Tolstoy in any shape or manner gave food for
Tlie Kreutzer Sonata is about as
immoral conceptions.
immoral as is an anatomical theatre or a museum of loath-

and certainly is as abhorrent as the latter.
immoral effect of music is as old
as Plato and the Chinese sages, and the insistence on
extreme chastity is quite familiar to a certain class of
Americans, with whose ideas he was evidently acquainted
When, under the
before writing The Kreutzer Sonata.
stress of the many attacks upon him, he wrote an epilogue
to this work, he was, indeed, obliged to fall back mainly
on the ideas of the American apostles of ultra-chastity.
In any case, Tlie Kreutzer Sonata can only have a sobering,
and not an immoral, effect upon the reader.
Tolstoy's great versatility has been attested in the production of two dramas, both of them complete in themOne of these, the
selves and well adapted for the stage.
comedy, Fruits of Enlightenment, is an amusing satire on

some

diseases,

Besides, the idea of the

the superstition of spiritualism, the inanity of society, the
pompous pretence and absurdity of modern so-called
The other drama. The Foiver of Darkness, is a
science.
much more serious production. As Tlie Kreutzer So7iata
depicts the effect of immoral relations upon the men of
the upper classes, so Tlie Power of Darkness treats with the
harrowing effects of improper sexual relations upon the beBut it is not to the plot itself,
nighted peasantry.
which is worked out with wonderful realism, that the
author wishes to direct the hearer's attention, but to
the power of repentance, which leads Nikita, the adulterer
and unwilling accomplice in the murder of his new-born
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make a clean breast of his crimes before the
Still more to the author's liking is
Christian people.
Akim, Nikita's simple-minded father, whose speech is
barely articulated and who represents that Christian right-

babe, to

eousness which needs no wisdom for its utterance.
Probably no other work of Tolstoy's later period has
provoked so much discussion as What Is Art ? in which

he condemns nearly all modern art. The attacks which on
this score have been directed against his views could have
proceeded only from those who were not acquainted with
his previous works, especially those that have been pubTo those
lished since his preoccupation with the Gospel.
who knew Tolstoy from his former writings there could
be no doubt as to what his conception of art must be.
Naturally rehgion is by him put at the foundation of art,
else there is no criterion for it, just as there is no criterion
for any other human activity without a correct underSimilarly, from
standing as to man's relation to God.
Tolstoy's general dislike of everything which lacks sincerity and simplicity, it follows that he can have no use for
those manifestations of the creative powers vhich by his
canon must be considered as mere adulterations of art.
That in his sweeping arraignment of modern art he may
included some really deserving productions, or
here and there overlooked some worthy artist,
does not invalidate the fact that Tolstoy has given a consistent and healthy criterion for man's higher activities,
which artists would do well to keep constantly before

have

may have

them

as their guide.

A

no lesser sensation was caused among the reading
public by Tolstoy's Resurrection, in which the author,
according to the critics, outdid himself in realism and in
But that
extravagant arraignment of modern society.
There is nothing new in his
is only so on the surface.
latest portrayal of the black sides of the legal system, of

the state church, of penal institutions, of the government,
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except that this time it is all represented in the form of
a novel and that he has for the first time limned charac-

from the society of intellectuals, of men and women
belonging to the student class, instead of delineating types
from the narrower circle to which he himself belonged
and from the peasant class which he knew so well. The
heroine, Katyusha, who after being seduced by Nekhlyiidov
falls lower and lower, and while being an inmate of a
house of ill repute is falsely accused of murder and deported to Siberia, is drawn with the same delicacy which
the author has bestowed upon his best types of women in
Nekhlyiidov, the same autobiohis former writings.
graphic reflection as before, accidentally sits as a juror in
He
the court trying Katyusha for her supposed murder.
is tormented by remorse, wishes to expiate his guilt
toward her by marrying her, becomes aware of the many
of the futilwrongs created in the name of civilization,
ity of legal justice, of the criminality of private ownership,
of the vapidity of society, of the indissolubleness of the
marriage ties. He undergoes hardships and privations in
his desire to be near Katyusha, whom he wishes to help,
and, in spite of his occasional lapses into his aristocratic
habits, moves steadily toward a higher, unified world-conception.
In short, Nekhlyiidov is again a form of Tolstoy, and, like Tolstoy, he finally arrives at the solution of
all his doubts in the right comprehension of the Gospel
ters

—

teaching.
Tolstoy's private

not arrest us long.

the last twenty-five years need
has tried to hve the simple rehg-

life in

He

A

life, a life of hard labour.
number of ill-intentioned critics have ever been ready to find flaws in
Tolstoy's private life, in order to prove the impossibility
of realizing Tolstoy's precepts.
But it has already been
pointed out that Tolstoy has never claimed himself to be

ious

and that he merely declines to make compromises
with his own conscience, even though his own practices

perfect,
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may

not be in agreement with his better knowledge.
we can dismiss the accusation preferred against
Tolstdy that, in turning over his property to his wife, who
also collects the royalties upon his works, he is guilty of
If he could see a better solution, he would
duplicity.
Similarly

be the first to live up to it. As it is, we must admire
the man who, in spite of the eternal contradictions with
which he is surrounded, still maintains the infallibihty of
There have, no doubt, been men
the dictates of reason.
who have been able much better to harmonize their daily
acts with their reason, but it must be borne in mind that
Tolstoy's struggle is one of gigantic proportions, since with
the unbending spirit of non-compromise he unites an utter
helplessness in matters of practical application, both of
which are characteristic of the whole of Eussian life.
Nor need we dwell on the external facts of his excommunication by the Greek Catholic Church, upon the fact that
but a very few of his own family follow his precepts or
agree with him in theory, or upon his relations to a large

number of private individuals, as these in no way alter
the judgment we have so far formed concerning his life
and thoughts from his writings and his previous hfe exIf Tolstoy's life was even in the first half
periences.
of his literary activity fully reflected in his literary proit has now, since his Confession, been even more
It is, indeed,
completely recorded in his written work.
the most remarkable characteristic of his maturer years
that his thoughts do not belong to any one individual or
to any one time, but are the eternal truths again and again
repeated through the ages.
Our task is done. We have analyzed half a century
of Tolstoy's activity, and have found it singularly consistent and steadily advancing toward the primitive Christianity by which it has unconsciously been influenced

ductions,

from the very
the

start.

cautious training

many he lacks
which makes a man wary and

Tolstoy's faults are

:
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balanced in his judgments; he frequently shocks people
by his abruptness of thought and neglect of style and
traditional literary forms
he antagonizes and frets and
is restless.
But through and above all this shine brightly
the sincerity and earnestness of purpose, the broadest
sympathy with humankind, the greatest altruism, an
unbounded faith in the ultimate divine ends of man,
a fervent religious sentiment, a titanic artistic nature, a
wonderful insight into the workings of the human mind,
a fearlessness which even a despotic government has not
dared to challenge, though the church has anathematized
him. The name of his admirers is legion, but the number
of his followers is very restricted, not because his theories,
that is, Christ's precepts, are difficult of execution, but
because the world at large has not yet outgrown the hope
and desire of an external salvation. None the less, Tolstoy is recognized as the spiritual guide of the New
Eussia which is to rise from the ashes of the Old, and his
popularity abroad is bound to grow with the growth of
brotherly love and universal peace and good-will to all
men upon earth. It is said that Dante more than any
other author represents the highest flower of our Christian
civilization.
With equal justice it may be said that Tolstoy stands for the highest aspirations of Christ's teaching,
to which the world is graduaUy returning after nearly two
millenniums.
;
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EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF
LEV TOLSTOY
Count L. N. Tolstoy born.
1828. August 28 O. S.i
1831. Death of his mother.
Return to
1837. Father's death. Journey to Moscow.
Polydua, under the guardianship of Countess A.

Ydsnaya
I.

Osten

Sdken.
1840. Death of Countess (3sten S^ken, and settlement in Kazdn,
in the house of his aunt P. I. Yushkov.
1843. Tolstoy enters the Philological Department of Kazdn University.

1845. Leaves Kazdn University, and returns to Ydsnaya Polydna.
Goes to St. Petersburg and again returns to Yasnaya
Polydna.
1848. Goes to St. Petersburg for his candidate's examination at
the university.
1851. Goes to the Caucasus, and in the fall there enters the
army as yunker in the light artillery.
" Childhood " finished.
1852. July 9.
Writes " A Morning of a Landed Proprietor," " The Incursion," " Boyhood."
September 6. "Childhood" published, in the Contemporary.

October
1853. "

The

18.
Writes plan of " Cossacks."
Incursion," published in the Contemporary.

1 Dates are given in old style.
Dates of writing have in this chronology been corrected according to the best information obtainable.
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Returns to Ydsnaya Polydna.
December, Arrives at the Danube, where he joins the
army.

Winter.

1854. " Boyhood " published, in the Contemporary.
November. Arrival at Sevastopol.
1855. " Memoirs of a Marker," published in the Contemporary.
"Sevastopol in December, 1854, and in May, 1855," published in the Contemporary.
Takes part in the battle at the Chernaya.
" The Cutting of the Forest " (dedicated to I. S. Turgenev), published in the Contemporary.
Helps writing " The 4th of August."
Sent as courier to St. Petersburg, after the storming of
the MaMkhov Hill.
First signing of his name in an address of leading literary

men.
1856. " Sevastopol in August, 1855," published in the Contemporary.

Publication of his collected Military Stories.
" The Snow-storm," published in the Contemporary.
" Two Hussars," published in the Contemporary.
" A Morning of a Landed Proprietor," published in
Memoirs of the Fatherland.
" Meeting a Moscow Acquaintance at the Front," published
in Library for Reading.
First picture in a group of literary men (with Grigorovich,
Goncharov, Druzhinin, Turgenev, and Osti'dvski).

"Youth" finished in November.
1857. "Youth," published in the Contemporary.
in Germany and Paris ;
First journey abroad (February
in Italy June and July
April and May
in Switzerin Lucerne).
land July 7th
" Lucerne," published in the Contemporary.
August. Back to Ydsnaya PolyAna.
October and November. In St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Second journey abroad, to Paris and Dijon.
"Albert" written at Dijon.
Back to Russia.
1858. " Albert," published in the Contemporary.
;

—
—

—

;

—

" Three Deaths " written.
Opinion of 105 members of the Tula gentry concerning
the allotment of land to the peasants, in the Contemporary, signed also by Tolst6y.
1859. " Three Deaths," published in the Library for Reading.

"

:
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"Domestic Happiness," published in the Russian Messenger.

1860. Third journey abroad.
Meeting with Berthold Auerbach and Julius Frobel.
Death of his brother, Nikoldy.
'< Polikiishka" written.
1861. Visit to Italy, Paris, and London.
Meeting of Proudhon and Lelewel at Brussels, and of

Diesterweg at Berlin.
April 25. Back to St. Petersburg.
May 10. Back to Ydsnaya Polydna.
May 12. Petitioning the government to be permitted to
open a school.
Acting as Mediator of the Peace.
" The Cossacks " finished.
July.
Announcement of the publication of Ydsnaya Polydna.

1862. Publication of the Ydsnaya Polydna, containing
" On Popular Education."
" On Methods of Teaching the Rudiments."
"
Project of a General Plan for the Establishment of
Popular Schools."
"Education and Culture."
" Are the Peasant Children to Learn to Write from Us V"
« The School at Ydsnaya Polydna."
Lives among the Bashkirs.
September 23. Marriage.
"Childhood and Youth," translated into English.
1863. Last of Ydsnaya Polydna, containing
" Progress and the Definition of Education."
" The Cossacks," published in the Russian Messenger.
" Polikushka," published in the Russian Messenger.
" The Linen-Measurer " written.
:

A

"

The Decembrists

"

begun.

1864. First publication of his Collected Works.
" War and Peace " begun.
1865. First part of " War and Peace " under the name of " The
Year of 1 805," published in the Russian Messenger.
1866. Views the Field of Borodino.
1868. "
Few Words Concerning the Book War and Peace.'
1869. " War and Peace " finished.
Begins studying Greek.

A

" The Primer " begun.
1871. Journey to Samdra.

'
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" Primer," first book, printed.
(It contains the Stories for Chil1872. " The Primer" printed.
dren, God Sees the Truth, The Prisoner of the Caucasus,
etc.)

1873. " Anna Karenin " begun.
1874. "On Popular Education," in Memoirs of the Fatherland.
Russian and Church-Slavic " Primers " printed.
1875. " New Primer " printed.
" First four Readers " printed.
1877. "Anna Karenin" finished.
1878. " The Decembrists " abandoned.
" First Recollections."
1879-82. <'My Confession" (printed abroad).
1880-82. "Critique of Dogmatic Theology" (printed abroad).
" The Four Gospels Harmonized and Translated " (printed
abroad).
1881. " What Men Live By."
1882. " On the Moscow Census."
" Short Exposition of the Gospel " (printed abroad).
"Church and State" (printed abroad).
"Letter to N. N." (printed abroad).
1884. "My Religion" (printed abroad).
"Introduction to T. M. Bondarev's Teaching" (printed
abroad).
Do Then?" (printed abroad in sepa1884-86. "What Shall
and " Money ").
rate parts as " What Is My Life ?
« The Death of Ivdn Bich."
1885. " Neglect the Fire."
« The Candle."
« The Two Old Men."
" Where Love Is, There God Is Also."

We

Texts for Chapbook Illustrations.
" Ivdn the Fool."
1886. " The Power of Darkness."
" Nicholas Stick " (printed abroad).
« What a Christian May Do."
" Popular Legends."
" The First Distiller."
" To N. N. Ge's Painting."
" Letter to a Revolutionist."

^

1 Henceforth the publication of Tolstdy's works follows soon after
they are written, and with but a very few exceptions only those that
are published abroad are reliable.

"
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1887. ''On Life."
"What Is the Truth in Art ? "
« The Three Sons."
" To the Dear Youth."
1888. " Linen-Measurer " printed.
" Walk in the Light, While Ye
" Letter to a Frenchman."
1889. " The Kreutzer Sonata."
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Have Light."

"Fruits of Enlightenment."
" The Holiday of Enlightenment."
" Letter to A. V. Vldsov."
1890. " Epilogue to the Kreutzer Sonata."
" On the Relation between the Sexes."
" On Non-Resistance to Evil."
"
People become Intoxicated."
" Introduction to A. Stockham's Tokology."
" Apropos of A. L. Ershov's Book."
1891. "The Coffee-house of Surat" (translated from the French
of B. de St. Pierre).
Tolstoy's family goes to the Famine district.
September 19. Tolstoy grants permission to translate and
reprint his works.
1891-93. " Articles and Reports on the Famine."
1892. " The First Step."
1893. " The Kingdom of God Is within You."
'«The Non-Acting" (printed abroad).
"Introduction to Amiel's Diary."
1894. "Karma" (translated from the English).
" Introduction to S. T. Semenov's Peasant Stories."
" Introduction to the Works of Guy de Maupassant."
" Christianity and Patriotism " (printed abroad).
" Religion and Morality."
" Mazzini on Immortality" (translated).
" Letter to the Editor of the Daily Chronicle."
1895. " Epilogue to Drozhzhin's Life and Death."
" Master and Workman."

Why

"Reason and Religion."
" Three Parables."
" Letter to a Pole."
" Relation to the Government and the Existing Order."
" God or Mammon ? "
" Shame
" Persecution of Christians in Russia."
" Letter to P. V. Verigin."
!

"
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1896. " Second Letter to Verfgin."
« Letter to the Ministers."
" Letter on the Deception of the Church."
«Patriotism or Peace."
" Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby."
« Help
"Letter to the Chief of the L-kutsk Disciplinary Battal!

ion."
" How to Read the GospeL"
« The Approach of the End."
" Letter to Eugen Heinrich Schmitt."
" Letter to the Liberals."

1897.

«What

Is

Art?"

" Nobel's Bequest."

1898.

" Letter to the Dukhobors of the Caucasus."
"Famine or No Famine?"
" Preface to Carpenter's Article."
« Carthago Delenda Est."
" Two Wars."
" An Appeal in Behalf of the Dukhobors."

1899. « Resurrection."
" The Commune and the World."
" Concerning the Congress of Peace."
" Letter to a Corporal."
« Who Is to Blame ? " (On the Transvaal War.)
" First Letter to the Dukhobors in Canada."
«

Three Phases

of Life."

1900. « Patriotism and Government."
«Thou Shalt Not Kill."
" Where Is the Way Out? "

«Need
«

It

Be So?"

Second Letter to the Dukhobors."

."

" Letter to Nicholas
" Slavery of Our Time."

1901. February 20-22.

Decree of excommunication by the Holy

Synod.
"

Answer to the Decree."
The Only Means."
" The Soldiers' Memento."
« The Officers' Memento."

«

« Letter to an Orthodox Priest."
« Letter to a French Pastor."
" Letter to Pietro Mazzini."
« On the Street Riots."

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

A Message to the American People."
" Three Letters on Reason, Faith, and Prayer."
" To the Tsar and His Associates."
" Three Letters concerning Shopov."
"

<'

1902.

The Tolstoy

"What
<'

To

«

On

Is

Society of Manchester."

Religion?"

the Working People."
Religious Toleration."
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^sop's fables, 260.
Akim, 226 304.
;

Albert, 241, 244.

Alexander

I.,

207,

210, 280,

281.

America, T.'s obligations to,
between
parallelism
206
Russia and, 206; relations
between Russia and, in the
beginning of the nineteenth
first book by
century, 207
divera Russian on, 207
gences between Russia and,
208; its literature defined,
209 its literature compared
with that of Russia, 210
its schoolbooks and ., 261
its pedagogy compared with
educational
its
T.'s,
265
system compared with T.'s,
268 its public schools, 273
and
T.'s obligations to, 299

Aristocracy, as viewed by .,
243.
Art, as viewed by ., 272,
274.
Arzamas, 207.
Auerbach, T.'s meeting with,

237,251.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the Kreutzer Sonata, 303.
Andrey, see Bolkonski.
Anna Karenin, 278, 285 and
;

see 261, 262, 263, 276, 291.

Antonov, 243.
Are the Peasant Children to
Learn to Write from Us? 271

Ballou, 212, 299.
Baryatlnski, Prince, 221.
Bashkirs, 260, 262.
Bastion, Fourth, 231.
Bazdyeev, 282.
Beethoven, T. studying, 221
as viewed by ., 274.
Behrs, 253.
Berg, 223.
Berlin, T. in, 237.
Bestuzhev-Marlmski, 212.

;

and Rousseau, 228 as
viewed by ., 273.
Bolkhov, 243.
Bolkonski, Andrey, 228, 281,
284 Mdrya, see Mdrya.
Book of Wisdom, 290.
Borodino visited by ., 258.
Boyhood, 221, 227,"283.
Brook Farm, 212.
Bible,

;

;

Bryant, 211.
321
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influence upon
Russia, 212.
Bukarest, T. at, 231.
Byron, his influence on Russian literature, 212.

Buchner, his

Daniel

the Palmer, 214.
Dante, 307.
Death, in T.'s works, 225
Nikoldy's,
in
238;
T.'s
family, 261
T.'s thoughts
;

of,

Carpenter,
Catherine

I.,

E., 270.

literature in her

262.

Death of Ivan Ilich, 226, 274.
Decembrists, the, 214, 256, 278^

207, and Franklin,
211.
Caucasus, T. in the, 221 ; and
see 247.
Channing, 299.
Chernaya, 232.
Chernyshevski, 215.
Chevalier, 254.
Chevrier, 254.
Chikiu, 243.
Childhood, 221, 224, 278, 291.
Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth,
222 and see 219, 226, 232,
294.
Christ and ., 293.
Christian life, glorification of
the, 227 meekness as viewed
by ., 242.
Christian Teaching, The, 299.
Christianity and ., 292.
Civilization, as viewed by .,
245.
Comme il faut, and ., 247.

289.
Delesov, 244.

Compromise and Anglo-Saxons,

Faith, the simple of, 224.
Famine, T.'s views on the, 257.

reign,

;

;

213.
Confession, purpose of a, 222.
Contemporary, The, 221.
Cossacks, The, 247 and see 221,
225, 241, 254, 274, 284, 291.
Crimea, 231.
Critics, their influence on Russian literature, 212.
Critique of Dogmatic Theology,
291, 294.
Cutting of the Forest, The, 231,
242.
;

Democracy

in Russia, 216.

Didacticism in T.'s writings^
244.
Dolly, 287.

Domestic Happiness, 250

;

and

see 284.

Dostoevski

classed

with

T.,.

205.

Dreams

in T.'s works, 244.
Dresden, T. in, 237.
Druzhinin, 235.

Dukhobors, 300.
Ecclesiastes, 290.

Education, T. and, 265.
Education and Culture, 267.
Epishka, 221.
Ergolski, E. A., 220.
Eroshka, 221, 248.
Euripides, 259.

Fedor, 246.
Fet, 232, 235, 251, 254, 255,.
256, 258, 262, 289.

Flamande, la belle, 226.
Four Gospels Harmonized and
Translated, The, 291.

Franklin, and Lomondsov, 207
and Radishchev, 211.
Frobel, Julius, and ., 237,,
251.
Fruits of Enlightenment, 303.
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Galtsin, 242.

Kant,

Garrison, 212, 299.
George, Henry, 270, 302.

Karatdev, Plat6n, 227, 243, 246,

German

283,

characteristics,

as

treated by ., 223.
Sees the Truth, 274.
Gogol, 259.
Goncharov's Obldmov, 215.
Gospel criticism, T.'s, 294.
Gothe, his influence on Karamzin, 212
and see 259.
Greek, Catholicism and Slavophilism, 217; T.'s study of,
259.
Grigorovich, 208, 233.

God

;

Hafiz, 235.
Happiness, true, defined by

.,

230, 249.
Hegel, 212.
Helene, 282, 283, 284.
Herzen, his Who Is to Blame ?
215 and the West, 216.
History, as viewed by ., 279.
Hoffmann, 241.
Holy Ghost, blasphemers of the,
281.
Homer, 259, 260.
Hopedale Community, 212.
Hypocrisy, detested by ., 246.
;

258, 264.
284.

Karenin, 287.
Karl Ivdnovich, 222.
Katavdsov, 287.
Katyusha, 305.
Kazdn, 220.
Kingdom of God within

Leipsic, 237.
Lelewel, 251.

Lermontov, 211, 212, 215.
Levin, 224, 230, 278, 285, 287,
293.
Liberals and ., 206.
Liberty, its evolution in America and in Russia, 209.
Linen-Measurer, The, 254.
Literature, its office in Russia,
209 in the reign of Alexander I., 210 its mission in
Russia, 211.
Life, 299.
Longfellow, 211.
Love, as viewed by ., 249.
Lowell, 211.
Lucerne, 234, 245.
;

;

IbYtjTKA, 230.
Incursion, The, 221, 229.

Insincerity hated

by ., 245.

Ippolit, 282,
Irtenev, 222,

224, 227, 228,
246, 249, 283, 293.
Islenev, 253.

Jefferson,

Thomas,

and

Alexander I., 207.
Jones, John Paul, 207.
Journey from St. Petersburg
Moscow, 207.

,
,

Maksimov, 243.
Marco Polo, 214.

Markov, 269.

to

You,

The, 298.
Kissingen, 237.
Kitty, 287.
Kozeltsov, 242.
Koznyshev, 287.
Kraft, 223, 243.
Kraut, 223.
Kreutzer Sonata, The, 303.
Kutuzov, 280.

219, 282.
249.
Musha, 250.

;
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Masons, 207, 282.
Master and Workman, 226, 245.
Memoirs of a Marker, 244,
291.

Mikula Selyaninovich, 234.
Mimi, 226.

Motherhood, and love,
preached by ., 287.
Murat, 281.

250

Confession, 224, 240, 289,
291, 294, 306.
Religion, 299.

My

240,

Natdsha, 282, 283, 284, 287.
Nature, T.'s love of, 225; as

.,

248.
222, 228, 230,
231, 244, 246, 249, 283, 293,
305.
Nekrdsov, 221, 232.
Nicholas I., literature in his
reign, 211
and ., 231.
Nietzsche, 223.
Nihilists, 214.
Niklta, 303.
Nikiiin, 214.
Nikoldy, see Tolst6y.
Non-compromise of Russians,
212.
Novel, Russian, and its hero,
215.
;

N6vikov and Rush compared,
207.

the

Rudi-

6sten-Sdken, 220.

My

226,

Teaching of

the

ments, 266.

Moleschott, 212.
Moliere, 259.
Morning of a Landed Proprietor,
A, 220, 221, 229, 247.
Moscow Acquaintance at the
Front, A, 243.
Mother, T.'s love for a, 226.

viewed by
Nekhlyudov,

characterized, 243.
Olenin, 247, 249, 293.
On Popular Education, 264,
275.

On

Mikhiylov, 241.

Napotleon, 280.
Natdlya Sdvishna,
242 246 283.

Officers

Ostr6vski's Storm, 236.

Palmerston,

251.

Paris, T. in, 234, 236.

Parker, 212, 299.
Pascal, 290.
Russian,
rational,
Peasants,
214 as treated by ., 229.
Pedagogical Essays, 264.
People, the, defined, 216.
Perfection, as viewed by .,
271.
Perfectionism, T.'s early form
;

of, 266.
Perfectionists, 212, 295.
Pest, 242.

Peter the Great, 219.
Peter Parley, 299.
Petya, 282, 284.
Pfuel, 223.

Philosophy, German,

its effect

on Russia, 212, 215;

T.'s,

249.

and see 228, 230,
277, 280, 282, 287, 293.
Plato, 260, 264.
Platon, see Karatdev.
241.
Poetry, Russian, its decay, 211.

Pierre, 283

;

,

Poinset, 207.
Poletika, his book on America,
207.
Polikushka, 244, 254.
Power of Darkness, 303.
Praskukhin, 242.
Prisoner of the Caucasus, The,

261, 274.

;

;
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Progress and literature in Russia, 209; as viewed by .,
246.

Progress and the Definition of
Education, 269.
Project of a General Plan for
the Establishment of Popular
Schools, 267.

Rudolph, 221.
Rush and Novikov compared,
207.
Russia, and America, their relations in the beginning of the
nineteenth century, 207 its
literature hard to appraise,
its divergencies from
207
;

;

Protestantism, 208.

America, 208 its literature
analyzed, 209 its literature
compared with that of America, 210
without traditions,
;

Proudhon, 251.

;

Proverbs, Solomon's, 290.

Public opinion and literature
in Russia, 210.

Pushkin, 207
and liberty,
211
influenced by Byron,
his Evgeni Onyegin,
212
215 and see 259, 274.
;

;

;

;

Pyatigorsk, 221.

Quakers,
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299.

;

212.
Russians, their zeal in adopting
foreign ideas, 212
their
rationalism, 214
character,
its negative qualities, 215
character, its faults, 230.
Russian Messenger, 253, 263.
;

;

Rylyeev, and the Decembrist
revolt, 211.

Radishchev, and Franklin,
and Rush compared,
211
;

207.

Rationalism of Russia, 214.
Reformation, 208.
Religion, the foundation of
morality, 246.
Resurrection, 224, 230, 304.
Revolt, its importance pointed
out, 208;
and Whitman,
211.
Revolution, 208.
Revolutionists, 206
and .,
214.
;

Rosenkranz, 223.
Rossel, 220.

Rostov, Ilyd Andreevich, 219
Vyera, 223; and see 282,
287.

Rousseau, T. under his spell,
222; his naturalism, 248;
and ., 271; and see 225,
228, 292.

St,
St.

Petersburg, T.
Thomas, 220.

in, 220.

Saintly fool, 224.

Samara, journeys

to, 253, 260,
261.
Satires in Russian literature,
210.
Schelling, 242.
Scherer, 281.
School, T. teaching, 253, 260
the real, 265.
School at Ydsnaya Polydna, The,
272, 279.
Schopenhauer, 223, 258, 262,
289, 293.
Schuyler, 258, 261.
Schweizerhof, 234, 245.
Sects in Russia, 214.
Self-renunciation, 249.
Sergyey Mikhdylovich, 250.
Sermon on the Mount, 295.
Sevastopol, 229, 231, 241, 280.
;

;
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Sexual instinct, inferiority of
the, 250.

Shakespeare, 259.
Shakers, 299.
Sincerity,

., 218

;

;

;

a characteristic of
as a criterion of

222.
Slavery, abolition of, 208.
Slavophils, 217.
Snobbery, T.'s so-called, 243.
Snowstorm, The, 241, 244.
Sofiya Behrs, 254.
Soldiers and officers contrasted,
242.
Sonya, 284, 287.
Sophocles, 259.
Sterne,
his
influence upon
Karamzin, 212.
Stettin, 237.
Stiva Obl6nski, 286.
Storm and stress, T.'s, 247.
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, 208.
Suicide,
thoughts of, 244,
291.
Switzerland, T. in, 234.
art,

TatyXna

Aleksdndrovna, 256.
Three Deaths, 226, 241, 246.
Tolstoy, variously classed, 205
as viewed in Russia, 206
contradictory opinions about
him, 206 ; a nature of gigantic
proportions, 206
his
youth, 207; his sincerity,
208; and his biography,
;

ancestry, 219
is
all in his writings, 219
his
earliest years, 219
his university life, 220 his dissipa;

his

;

;

;

;

221 entering the army
in the Caucasus, 221
not
endowed with natural graces,
222 his religiousness, 223
tions,

;

;

;

his thoughts on death, 225 ;
his love of outdoor life, 225
his doubling, 228
his internal struggle, 228
and the
peasant, 229
his military
life, 231
his life of recklessness, 232
his dissipations, 232
his love of disputations, 233
his dandyism, 233 his first journey
;

Silistria, 231.

218

;;
;
;;

;

;

;

;

;

;

abroad,

234

tics,

234

and gymnas-

;

his love of poetry,
his farming, 236
his
;

235
second journey abroad, 237
;

affected

;

by

death, 238

his

;

brother's

his style, 241
his early view of war, 241 ;
his
inward life differing
from his outward life, 241
his
snobbery, 243
his
thoughts of suicide, 244
and dissipation, 247
his
European journey, 251; his
marriage, 253
his kumys
his pedagogical
cure, 253
experience, 253
his wife
characterized, 254; his idea
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

about running a farm, 254
self-debasement,
256
and the famine, 257 his delight in Schopenhauer, 258
his study of literature and
Greek, 259
failing health,
teaching school and
260
writing primers, 260 losing
interest in his works, 262
his view of the Bashkirs,
262 his thought of death,
to
262
his sensitiveness
false notes, 264 and popular
his perfeceducation, 264
tionism, 260
his view of
his early
universities, 268
his
economic ideas, 270
;

his

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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attitude toward civilization,
his doubts and strughis process of
gles,
276
artistic creation, 278 ; his
dual nature, 291 and Chrisand Christ,
tianity, 292 ;
and abstract truths,
293
and the Gospel pre296
cepts, 297 ; his negative attihis ideas about
tude, 298
art and science, 298
his
obligation to America, 299
his respect for civilization,
301 his latest activity, 302
character,
his
and
305
Christianity, 307.
Andreevich, 219 ;
Tolstoy,
Mdrya, 219;
219,
221, 234, 237, 238, 252, 282
NikoUy Ilich, 219; Peter

270

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,
;

Andreevich, 219

Sergyey,

;

221.

Trosenko, 243.
Tiii-bin, 245.

Tui-genev, classed with ., 206
and Uncle Tom's Cabin, 208
and his Fathers and Sons,
212, 213, 215; his Memoirs
of a Hunter, 229 and ., 232,

;

;

Varenka,

287.

Vaslli, Prince, 282.

Velenchuk, 243.

Venus de

Milo, 274.
Vereshchilgin, 281.
Verlgin, 300.
Viardot, Madame, 262.
Violence,
T's opposition
295.

Volkdnski,

to,

Nikoldevna,

219.
Voltaire, T. reading,
years, 220.
Voss, 260.
Vronski, 286.

at

ten

Wagner,

223.

War,

viewed by ., 241,

as

280.

War and

Peace, 278

;

and

see

219, 227, 228, 243, 258, 262,
276, 291.
Westerners, 217.
What Is Art? 272, 304.
Whitman and revolt, 211.
Whittier, 211.
William 11. 223.
Women, as treated by ., 284.
,

;

235

;

criticized,

fluence on
ture with

like of, 257

cerning

236

., 241
., 251
;

Anna

;

;

;

his inhis rup-

Xenophon,

T.'s dis-

Yasnaya

his wish conKare'nin, 261,

262.
Two Hussars, 245.
Tyrolese, a, 245.

259, 260.

Polydna, 219.

Ydsnaya Polydna, 253, 264.
Year 1805, The, 256, 279, 285.
Youth, 246; and see 221, 228,
267, 283.

Utide Tom's Cabin, its effect on
Russia, 208
and political

Yufdn, 234.
Yufanizing, 235, 254.
Yushkov, P. I., 220.

;

ZhdXnoa^

struggle, 209.

University

life, T.'s,

220.

243, 246.

Zhukovski, 260.
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ON THE PRONUNCIATION OF
RUSSIAN WORDS
The

transliteration of Eussian

translation

is

words in the present
is, the words are

strictly etymological, that

rendered precisely as they are spelled in Eussian, without
any reference to their pronunciation. This method is the
only rational one, as it is quite impossible in most cases
to give a precise idea of the original pronunciation, while
in some cases we get uncouth forms, such as the preposterous ending off, in which some translators revel.
The
only exception has been made in the case of the name
Peter, which in Eussian is spelled Petr, to avoid the puzzling ending.

Eussian pronunciation generally follows the spelling so
come very near the correct
form if he shall give the vowels the Continental values {a
like a in far, e hke e in let,
like
in hit,
like a in all,
like
in put, y, if not followed or preceded by a vowel,
like
in pity), and the consonants their English values
closely that the reader will

kh as ch in German ach, zk as z in azure,
and after a vowel as
in yet).
Those who want to approximate the correct pronunciation more closely must observe these additional rules
1. E and i sound ye and yi respectively after d, t, I, r,
and n, and e sounds also ye after b, p, m, and /.
(g

as in get,

before
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E

2.
beginning a syllable and in the beginning of a word
always ye.
after sh
3. E when accented generally sounds yo, but
and ch (the index will indicate all the cases when e is to
be read
before the accent sounds like short ah.
4.
5. Final consonants sound hard, that is, g hke k, d like
is

).

t,

like p, V like /, z like

s,

zh like sh.

Thus Andrey sounds Andr-yey (Engl, yea), by 1 Rostov
KoRaevski
Ra-ycf-ski, by 2, 5
Rastof, by 4, 5
Ka-navn-yi-tsin, by 4, 4, 1; Arakcheev
novnitsyn
For this reason Tolstoy s name is
A-rak-che-yef, by 2, 5.

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

approximately Tahl-stoy, while Ze^; is Z-yef, though popularly this, by 3, may be L-yof, and Nikoldevich is N-yika-ld-ye-vich.

be mentioned here that the middle name genermen, and
in vna for women, is a patronymic, meaning as much as
" son of," or " daughter of," the name to which the ending
is attached.
It is proper form to address persons we
know, not by their family names, with Mr., Mrs., or Miss
attached to them, but simply by their given name and
patronymic. Peasants and servants are addressed by their
first name only, but if they are advanced in years, they
are generally known by their patronymic alone.
The accent is in Eussian quite irregular, and in proper
nouns frequently puzzling. In the index the accents, now
and then divergent in the text, have been given according
to the best information obtainable, and in the few cases
where the index differs from the text, it is the first that
should be given preference.
It

may

ally ending in vich (sometimes in ich or ych) for

INDEX
To Thoughts

and Names

in Tolstoy's

Works

;

;

INDEX
To Thoughts

and Names

Abdul-Mukat,

xii. 100.
320.
Abstinence, the first step, xix.

Abrdmov,
371

;

ii.

now not regarded a

not inculcated
virtue, 376
upon children, 378 ; defined,
;

391
it,

;

no good life without
and fasting, 392

391

;

not a private matter, xxiii.
87.
See also Continence,
Fasting, Vegetarianism.
Christian, xix. 130,
every human,
136, 149, 178
evoked by three factors, xxiv.

Activity,

;

86.

Works

in Tolstoy's

lovna,
146.

215

i.

;

iii.

443

;

ix.

Agnosticism defined, xvi. 419.
Agrafena Petrovna, xxi. 17.
khan, ii.
Akhmet, iii. 70
;

—

163.

Akhroslmov,

see

Murya Dmitri-

evna.

Aklm,
Akinfi,

i.

18

vi.

;

xviii. 83.

336.

Aksakov,

xii. 271, xvii. 377,
383, xxiii. 301.
Aksdtov, xii. 213.
Aksenov, xii. 72.
Aksinya, xviii. 200.
Aksyusha, iii. 267.
Aksyutka, iii. 405, xxii. 65.

Acts, three kinds of, xix. 118.
Adulteress, of the, xv. 163.
Adultery, thou shalt not comAkullna, iii. 398
xvii. 61
mit, xiv. 237
commandxviii. 83
xxiii. 420.
ment about, xvi. 68 caused
Akulka, xii. 466.
AMbin, ix. 4.
by proximity, generally in
music, xviii. 383.
AMnin, i. 468»
^^sop's fables, xii. 3.
Albert, iii. 191.
esthetic pleasure, xxii. 146.
Aleb, xii. 463.
-esthetics, see Beauty.
Alekha, iii. 470.
Afan^sev, iv. 262, 270.
Aleksyeev, xviii. 4.
Afremov, iii. 107.
Aleksyey Ivunovich, iii. 25.
Agufya, xvii. 51
MikhdyAlenin, vi. 463.
335
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;

;

;

;

—

;
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Aleshka,

iii. 37
x. 37.
Alexander the Great, xxii. 313.
Alexander I., v. 5, xx. 253,
;

xxiii. 169, 443.
xxii. 536.
Alexander

xx. 409, 449,
xxii. 536, xxiii. 156.
Alf6ns Kdrlych, V. 393.
Aline, xxi. 365.
Alison, xxii. 148, 168.
Allen, Grant, xxii. 148, 168.
Alms, xiv. 272.
Alpiitych, V. 353.
Amdlia Ivunovna, ii. 220.
America, its popular education,
iv. 4; its school system, 28,
61 public lectures in, 144
theology in, xiv. 8 and the
III.,

;

;

;

Fiji Islands, xvii. 112
and
the army, xx. 178 and military service, 215; and the
;

;

Venezuelan trouble, 469
literature

293
394

;

;

criticized,

;

its

xxiii.

and non-resistance,
message to its people,

462.
See also xi. 123, xx.
172, 177, 199, xxiii. 157, 184,
208, and, Arena, Ballou, Belbanlamy, Bryan, Burns,
ning,
Cleveland,
Cooper,

Edison, Emerson,
George,
Forum, Garrison,
Glodwin, Herron, Higginson,
Ingersoll, Lowell, McKinley,

Crosby,

Paine,
Parley,
Parker,
Quakers, Redbeard, Savage,
Shakers, Stockham, Stowe,
Thoreau, Whitman, Whittier.

be

insti-

Anastdsya, xii. 200.
Anatol, V. 7.
Anatoli, iii. 89;
Ivdnych,

xxiii. 233.

Analytic mind, result of reasoning, i. 221.

1,

495.
Andi'e, Pere, xxii. 156.
Andrey, ii. 92 (Bolkdnski), v.
Ilich, ii. 24 ;
9
Sevastylnych, vii. 88.
Andryusha, viii. 383.
Angele Frangoise, xviii. 440.
;

—

Anger,
tive

vanquished, illustraThe Fiend Per-

story.

God

But

sists,

463

—

;

xii.

Resists,

commandment about

;

xiv. 232, xvi. 63
ruins
men's good, xvi. 208 carnal
love and anger the same
it,

;

;

manifestations, xviii. 364.
See also xix. 116, 119, 161.
Anichkin, X. 214.
Animal food, see Vegetarianism.
Animation in school, iv. 298.
Anisim, xii. 396 xvii. 244.
Anisya, xviii. 83 xxi. 317
Fedorovna, vi. 377.
;

;

;

—
—

Anna, Empress, xix. 504
Arkddevna, ix. 9
Dmltrievna, i. 400
Fedorovna,

—

;

—
— Igndtevna,
;

;

127;

iii.

—

xxi.

Ivdnovna, iii. 211
279
Makdrovna, viii. 407;
PdvMikhdylovna, v. 22;

—

;

lovna,

—

—

V.

3

— Vasilevna,

;

xxii. 94.

Annunzio, xxiii. 290.
Annushka, i. 465 iii. 227
;

Amfil6khi, vi. 173.
Amiel, his diary, xx. 501.

Amvr6si,

cannot

tuted, xxiii. 521, 526.

—

.,

Alexander

Anarchism,

;

ix.

157.

Andshenka, ii. 526.
Anton, vi. 153.
Antonov, ii. 379 479
Auton6vich, iv. 132.
;

;

v.

320.

;

;;
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INDEX
Anyiitka, xviii. 83.
Apollon Sergyeich, ii. 444.
choosing
of
the
Apostles,
twelve, xiv. 292.
Appolov, xxiii. 494.
Stepdn
Apraksin, xi. 206
;

Comtesse,

War.

vice, Soldiers,

Arnold, Gottfried, xx. 68.
Arnold, Matthew, xvi. 410, xx.
50, xxiii. 290.

Arsenev,

Stepflnovich, vii. 132.

Apraksine,

of ownership of land, xxiv.
See also Military ser148.

v.

54

Victor, xxi. 280.

iv. 337.
Art, first ideas on, i. 220; chief
qualities of, iv. 197 what is
teaching, 340
it for ? 251
;

Aptokhin, Maksim, xix. 283.
Evgeni
Apiikhtin, xxiii. 293
;

Ivdnovich, xi. 168.
Apykhtin, Ivia Petrovich, xii.
223.

;

appreciated by the masses,
for
the
necessary
344
criticism
347
masses,
realism
(painting), X. 359
;

;

;

Arago, xxii. 52.
Arakcheev, vi. 229, xix. 505.

in,

what is art ?
223
23 emancipated from

xi.

xiii.

Arbeitskur, x. 35.
Arbitration, impracticable, xx.
See also
141, xxiii. 439.
Hague Conference.
Arena, xx. 95.
Arina, ii. 43.
Arlnka, ii. 352 vi. 374.
Arinushka, xix. 430.
Aristocratic feeling, in Tolstoy,
i. 447; absurd in Russia, ii.
337.
AristophaneSj xxii. 253.
Aristotle, iv. 6, xvi. 248, xvii.
145, 235, XX. 119, 138, xxii.
185, 194, 496.
Arithmetic, wrong methods of
instruction, xii. 265.
;

;

;

labour,

255

221

xvii.

advanced

has
;

what

plished, 262

it

what

;

humanity,
has accom-

in the service
it should
of the rich, 267
true,
serve the masses, 268
religious, 279
defined, 278
it cannot be directed to the
selfharm of men, 283
renunciation the share of
men of, 285 true, defined,
286; What Is the Truth in
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Art?

What

357;

Art?

Is

xxii. 135; vast labour wasted
in, 135; life wasted on, 136;
self -destructive,

criticism

141;

sake

sacrifices for its

of cookobjective defi-

Arkhdrovs, V. 63.
Arkhip, X. 214.

not

Armenians,

nition of it, 173; defined as
that which pleases, 173
what pleases us cannot sei-ve
is the
as its definition, 176
conveyance of our own feelthe
ing to another, 179
activity which conveys the
religious consciousness, 184
its appreciation depends ou

Armfeldt,

ing, 146

xxiii. 148.

vii.

34.

Army, standing, a

;

no

143

;

;

curse,

iv.

needed for physical
166
enslavement, xvii. 142 cause
of European suffering, xx.
127
at the base of power,
172 ;
needed against the
subjects, 178; chief support
;

;

;

justified,

;

;

;;

INDEX
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of the
of life, 186; vrhy
the beautiful became the
principle of, 190 the higher
classes have lived vpithout

comprehension

the

meaning

;

203

art,

modern, not

201;

true,

;

masses,

new

all

our, foreign to the
205; must convey-

sensations, 207

element
ency an

210
element

of,

;

pride

;

despond211

of,

and ob-

become exclusive

incomprehensi213
all
bility of modern, 229
good foreign, affects us, 231;
has given way to imitation,
236; borrowing in, 237 imitation in, 238; effectiveness
entertainingness in,
in, 239
244 adulterated, 249 conscure,

;

;

;

;

;

;

ditions productive of adulterated, 249; professionalism
criticism cause of
in, 249
deterioration of, 250; schools
;

of,

,

most harmful, 254
be taught,

cannot

arts
various
blended, 260
lost power of
;

276;
277

peasant

;

triie,

255;
cannot
be
people have

telling

true,

songs

true,

a
infectiousness of,
criterion, 284; three conditions of its infectiousness,
285; sincerity in, 286; determined by the religious
not in
consciousness, 289
agreement with the religious
;

;

condemned,
consciousness
292; Christian, not yet esChristian,
tablished, 294;
contributes to the union of
men, 295; divides into re-

and imiversal, 299
specimens of higher, 300; or-

ligioiis

naments

as,

304; bad, 305;

distortion of the two organs
of, 308; its distortion, due
to waste of labour, 309
due to its serving the rich,
;

—

—

confuses the children
310;
and the masses, 311; achieves
,

ecclesiastic

and

patriotic cor-

ruption, 315
corrupts the
sexual relations, 316; faithlessness cause of its decay,
319; striving after the true
;

321; fraternal, 322;
will
of the future, 324
not be studied in schools,
will not be produced
326;
ideal,

;

—

—

,

,

professionals, 320
complete security pernicious to,

by

;

its sphere widened in
the future, 329 its relation
its mission,
to science, 333
342 Tolstoy's idea of, misSee
understood, xxiii. 73.
also Beauty.

327

;

;

;

;

Ai-tificiality of Tolst6y's writ-

ings confessed, iv. 193.
the true, xix. 185.
Artistic, composition defined,
iv.
198; feeling in child
author, 200; activity considered harmful to the laproducbourers, xvii. 214
tions, how to be judged, xx.

Ai'tist,

;

506.
Ascension, Christ's, xv. 352.
by
taught
Asceticism
not
Christ, xvi. 153.
Assassinations of kings, Thou
Shalt Not Kill, xxiii. 169.
Assisi, Francis d', xx. 73, xxii.
191, 193.
Asttlfev, X. 388.

Attlnov,

iii.

Athanasius,

88.
xii.

468.

;;

;

INDEX
Atik Murza Kachara,

xii.

129.

Attila, XX. 470.

Aiiersperg, v. 254.
Augustine, iv. 7, xx. 71.
Authorship, of children, iv.
193 mistakes of, 209 vices
value of, xx.
of, xiii. 11
502.
;

;

;

Avdotya Nikoldevna,

— Vasilevna,

i.

iii.

405

399.

Aveneva, xi. 109.
Awkwardness, personal,
ing the mind, i. 100.

affect-

BXba,

iv. 379.
Babists, xxiii. 316.
Babiii'in, ii. 46.
Bach, his music a fiction, ii.
97.
See also xxii. 251, 253,
278, 303.
Bacon, xvi. 248.
Bad, who is, xix. 117.
Baden, Prince of, vii. 32.
Bag-ration, v. 273.
Bakldshev, ii. 305.
Baklashov, Peter, xxi. 36.
Bakiilov, xxii. 36.
Balaga, vi. 505.

Balashev, vii. 17.
Balfour, xvi. 419.
Ballou, Adin, and non-resistance, XX. 12.
See also xx.
483, xxiii. 123, 462.
Bandarchuk, v. 308,
Bdnin, ix. 121.
Bank, what it is, xviii. 131.

Baptism, by John, xiv. 58.
Bartlnov, XX. 321.
Barclay de Tolly, vii. 34.
Baroness, xviii. 188.
Bartlett, G. D., xx. 131.

Bartnyanski, xi. 272.
Bartyanski, Dimer, xi. 342.
Bashkirs, xii. 472, xvii. 459.

339

Bdsov, vi. 342.
Bassano, vii. 19.
Batrishchev, ii. 435.
Batteux, xxii. 156.
Battle, first experience of a, v.
not what generally
233
;

thought to be, 240; description of, at the Enns, 223
;

at Pratzen, 447.

Baudelaire, xxii. 214, 216, 309,
313.
Baumgarten, xxii. 148, 196.
Baiishkin, Ivdn Mironovich,
xii. 238.
Bazdyeev,
Makflr Aleksyeevichjvii. 459 6sip Aleksyee;

vich, vi. 100.

Bazin, Rene, xxiii. 288.
Be, Iv^n Semenovich, xxi. 402.
Beaumarchais, viii. 451.
Beausset, vii. 301.
Beauty, attracted by personal,
defined, iv. 220 unites
i. 81
men, xvii. 420 not identical
with goodness, xviii. 327
what is, xxii. 147 in the
Russian language, 148 as
defined by European sestheticians, 153
cannot be the
basis of the concept of art,
177; substituted for religion
in art, 194; defined, 199.
See also xxi. 165, and Art.
Bebel, xxiii. 256.
Beethoven, feelings evoked by,
i. 41,
228
studying, 384
Quasi una Fantasia, iii. 287
and the peasants, iv. 344
flatters our freaky irritabilnot
ity and weakness, 345
as fine as popular songs,
and Kreutzer Sonata,
345
xviii. 307, 391
Fifth Symcriticized.
phony, xxii. 105
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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253; Opus 101, 278; Ninth
Symphony, 306. See also i.
228, iii. 209, ix. 176, xvii.
282, 284, xxii. 228, 252, 253,
303, 305.
Beggars, i. 151, xvi. 20, xvii.
Beile, xxiv. 82.
Beketov, xix. 537.

Bekleshov, vi. 24.
Bellamy, xx. 351, xxiv. 22.
Belliard, v. 264.
Bemis, xx. 483.

Benard,

xxii. 152, 195.
Benefactors, society, xvii. 54.
Beneficence, xix. 186.

Benigsen, vii. 15.
Berg, V. 92.

Bergmann,

Bichat, xvii. 231.
Biernddski, iv. 334.
Bilibin, V. 250.

Biographical

data

for Tol393, iv. 83,
106, 134, 178, 191, 200, 295,
345, 374, xii. 43, 46, 51, 53,
56, 58, 60, 65, 68, 82, 92,
160, 165, 170, 172, 174, 176,
183, 284, xiii. 3, 93, xiv. 5,
xvi. 3, xvii. 4, xix. 175, 196,
xxii. 159, xxiii. 3, 227.
Biron, XX. 321.
life,

iii.

Biryukov, see Feodosya.
Biryuzovski, xi. 109.
Bitski, vi. 294.

xxii. 163.

181.
Berlioz, xxii. 228, 253, 305.
Bernhardt, Sarah, xviii. 65.

Berk6shev,

immorality,

xxiii. 382.

st6y's

4.

their

stories,

ix.

Bernov, xxii. 33.
Bertenev, x. 116.

Blasphemy, against Christ, xxi.
201 against the Holy Ghost,
;

438, XV. 204.
Blessedness is the doing of
blessedness, xvi. 441.
Blind man restored to sight,
xiii.

XV. 34.

iv. 336.
Berthe, Mme., ix. 347.

Bertet,

Berthelot, xxiv. 78.
Berthier, vii. 38.
Bessieres, vii. 38.
Bestuzhev Marllnski, ii. 93.
Betsy, xviii. 187, and see Tverskoy.
Bezobyedov, i. 434.

Bezukhi, Kirill Vladimirovich,
Pierre, see Pierre.
V. 58
Bezulukov, ix. 181.
Bezzubov, xi. 276.
;

Bibish, xi. 342.
need
Bible, as a study, iv. 6
of cheap, for the masses,
172; unabridged, ought to be
given to the children, 308
best book for pupils, 310
stories highest art, xxi. 232
;

Blokhin, xvii. 304.
Boccaccio, xxii. 211.
Bochkova, Evfimiya Ivdnovna,
xxi. 46.

Bocklin, xxii. 227, 253, 309.
Bodrov, Elisey Kuzmlch, xii.
409.
Bogdev, Ivdn, ii, 357.
Bogatyrev, xxi. 416.
Bogdanovich, viii. 265.
Bogdilnj'ch, V. 216.
Bogodiikhovski, Vyera Efremovna, xxi. 247.
Bogomils, xxiii. 334.

Bohemians, xxiii. 148.
Bol, Peter Petr6vich, xi. 168.
Bolgd,rinov, xi. 261.
Bolkhdv, ii. 501.
Bolkhovltinov, viii. 152.

;
;

;

INDEX
Bolkonski, Andrey, see Audrey
Nikohiy Andreevich, v. 139.
Bonaparte, iv. 177, v. 25. See

Napoleon.
Bondarenko, v. 204.
Bondarev, his teaching,
also

397.

xvii.

See also xvii. 303, xx.

tive legend, Tlie Kernel of the
Size of a Hen's Egg, 448.

Brekhunov,

Vasili Andreich,
xix. 423.
Breton, Jules, xxii. 300, 321.
Breve, xxi. 32.
Bronnlcki, vii. 144.

Brother,

50.

Bonin, ix. 58.
Books, for the masses do not
exist, iv. 33
not effective
with the working people, 37;
for peasant children, 263
;

usefulness

322.

of, xxiii.

Boris Godunov, xxiii. 156.
Borotyntsev, iii. 95.
Borozdind, xi. 282.
Bdrshchev, ii. 223.
Borzozowski, vi. 341.
Bosse, Vincent, viii. 197.
Botany, Stories from, xii. 170.
Boulanger, xx. 225, 311, 321,
439, 451, xxiii. 156.

Bourbon,

xxiii. 156.

Bourdier, xviii. 193.
Bourget, xxii. 279.
Bourienne, Mile., v. 139.
Bragging of the military,
367.

ii.

Brahmins, their definition of
life, xvi. 244
their conception of religion, xxiv. 77
;

;

degeneration of their religion, 88.

Brahms,

xxii. 228, 253, 330.
Brdntsev, iv. 217.
Bravery, defined, i. 463, 493;
of a Russian soldier, ii. 523 ;
of a Russian soldier and an
officer, 355, 500.
man
Bread, of life, xiv. 341

not

by

—

work, xvii. 398

;

;

alone,

—

,

death

of

Tolstoy's,

xiii. 14.

Broussier,

Bruno,

150.

viii.

xvii. 282.

Brutality, of soldiers, iii. 105 ;
of war-making power, viii.
140 non-resistance to, illustrative story. The Candle, xii.
395.
Bryan, xxiii. 514.
Brydnski, ix. 300.
Bryullov, xix. 353, xxii. 256.
Buchner, iv. 132.
;

Boris, V. 22.

lives

341

370;

illustra-

Buckle, iv. 132, 163, 167, 178,
viii. 430.
Buddha, and the qiaestion of
life,

34

xiii.

;

his definition

of life, xvi. 244, and see xvi.
113, 248, xvii. 280, 384, xx.
477, xxii. 313, 361, 368.
Buddhism, defined, xvi. 104
xix. 522
its degeneration,
xxiv. 88.
Buddhists, xviii. 341.
Bukshevden, Nadine, xxi. 276.
Bulgaria, xxiii, 486.
Bulka, xii. 51, 58, 62, 65.
Bunukov, xii. 251.
Burgmiiner, iv. 360.
Burke, xxii. 155.
Burldk, ii. 121.
Burne-Jones, xxii. 309.
Burns Co., xviii. 439.
;

Business dulls comprehension,
xix. 48.
Butler, XX. 73.

Buxhovden,

v.

276.

;

INDEX
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Buzdvkin, xxii. 64.
ByeWvski, xxi. 277.

incidents in the,

Byeletski, ii. 214.
Byelinski, iv. 122, 132, xvii.
227, 391.
Byeloretski, ii. 3.
Byelyakov, xvi. 181.
Byeshev, xii. 216.
Bykov, V. 207.
Byron, xix. 377, xxii. 211.

xvii.

372

tribute to, xix. 500 and see
viii. 443.
Caine, Hall, xxiii. 292, 293.
Caligula, xx. 194.
Calvin, xxii. 191.
Camp, Maxime de, xx. 149.
Capelle, ii. 91.
Capitalists, and labourers, what
their equality before the law
consists in, xxiv. 43.
See
;

also Rich.

Caprivi, XX. 178, 211.
Carnal, lust, i. 166 ; kinship,
xiv. 370.
Carnot, xxiii. 171, 326.
Caro, XX. 502.
Carpenter, E., xxiii. 105.
Cassiodorus, iv. 160.
Castries, vii. 28.
Catherine I., xix. 504.
Catherine II., xiii. 441, xvii.
221, xix. 332, 502, 504, xx.
225, 247, 321, xxiii. 156.
Catholicism
in
the Middle
Ages, xxii. 192.
Caucasus, stories in the, The
Incursion, i. 461
The Cossacks, ii. 81
The Cutting of
;

;

Meeting a
Moscow Acquaintance at the
Front, iii. 3
stories and
Forest,

477
;

;

xii. 53, 56,
62, 65, 68, 92.
Cause defined, xiv. 25.
Celibacy, ideal of, xviii. 448

higher

than

domestic

life,

499.

xn. 230.
Censorship, xix. 188, xx.
Cell, life in the,

48,

xxiii. 522.

Census, to investigate the needs
of the poor, xvii. 23 ; On the

Moscow

Cacabo, xvii. 112.
Csesar, what is his,

the

;;

Census, 343 to serve
for purposes of philanthropy,
345.
;

Cervantes, xxii. 301.
Chtlgin, X. 69.
Chalme, vi. 483, xii. 184, 253.
Chamberlain, xxiii. 156, 174,
458.
Chance defined, viii. 346.
Change of life, ii. 89.
Channing, xxiii. 462.
Character defined, xvi. 355.
Charcot, xviii. 350, xxi. 107.
Charity, real, xix. 247. See also
Beneficence, Philanthropy.

Charlemagne,
Charles

xxii. 188.

xix. 502, xx. 247,
xxiii. 169.
I.,

Charles V., xx. 253, xxiii. 58.
Charles X., xviii. 449.

Charmeur,

xviii. 15.

Churski, X. 333, xxi. 363.
Chase, see Hunting.
Chastity, an ideal, xviii. 424
enjoined by the Gospel, 430 ;
greatest, to be striven for,
445 the only ideal of Christ,
;

approach to, 449 must
be obtained through effort of
the will, 455 a sign of per-

448

;

;

;

456 and consciousness, 472 ; in marriage, 485,

fection,

499.

;

;;;
;

;;

.

INDEX
Chateaubriand,

mother, 337
bothersome,

342.

viii.

Chatrov, vi. 435.
Chechens, ii. 101.
Chechenski, xi. 215.

Chekmdr, Semen, vi. 355.
Chelcicky and non-resistance,
XX. 71, xxii. 22, 193.
Chenier, xvi. 379, xxii. 221.
Clierbuliez, xxii. 166.
Cherkdshenin, Mishka, xii. 125.

Chernov,

513

ii.

Mikhail

;

359

con-

;

368

obstacle,
of,

has lost

its

modern society,
421 not brought up for their
good, 422 help the coming
of the kingdom of God, 456
;

;

;

destroy criminality of the
sexual relation, 478
unwelcome, 480 ; to do God's work,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Chichagdv, viii. 241
Chigirin, Kiirpushka, vii. 249.
Chikhdev, xii. 215.
Chikin, ii. 488, xii. 198.
Liza's,
vi.
Childbirth,
57
Anna's, X. 269 ; Kitty's, xi.
249.
Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth,
3.

Childlessness, Helene's, vi. 41 ;
Anna's, xi. 132 a crime, xvii.
;

47.

Children, life of village, iv. 69
superiority of
's
comprehension, 191 ; and punishment, 241 their education,
viii. 416 ; Fables for Children,
xii. 3 ; Stories for Children,
39 alertness of peasant, 259
except ye become as little,

—

;

;

illustrative story, Little Girls

Wiser Than Old People, 466
be like, xv. 140 of Rzhtluov
House, xvii. 48
can be
brought up only by a real
;

;

now considered

xviii.

;

;

;

sidered an
procreation
purpose in

;

483 and Christianity, xix.
64 not taught abstinence,
378 deceived by the church,
XX. 86
their right to be
well born, 499
their education more important than
books, xxiii. 374 the benefit of, 374
dead, 528.

Ivdnovich, xxi. 277.
Chernovitski, ii. 445.
Chernyshev, vii. 61 xii. 227.
Chernyshevski, iv. 132.
Chervydnski, xxi. 366.
Chevalier, ii. 81
xii. 188.
Chevet, iv. 355.
Chlbisov, Mdsha, x. 212.

i.

343

Chilikin, Mitri, xviii. 199.

China,

259

;

and Europe,
and schools,

256,

iii.

iv.

20

not

progressive, 162.
See
also xvii. 171, xix. 184, 522,
XX. 174, 263, 265, xxiii. 155,
174, 207, xxiv. 124.
See also
Confucius, Mi-ti, Taoism.
Chopin, xxiii. 228, 278, 303.
Christ, not God, xiii. 262, 266,
XV. 52, xix. 85, xxiii. 472; the
word explained, xiv. 20, his
birth, 50
general meaning
of his preaching, 62
his
temptation in the wilderness, 63
his preaching in
;

;

;

Nazareth, 97 his discourse
with a woman of Samaria,
dining with Simon,
135
the door of life, xv.
141
44 why Jesus calls himself,
his
wavering, 271
190
his rules easy of execution,
xvi. 16, or man's law, 23
not a continuator of Moses,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

344
46

INDEX
his

;

commandments, 62

amount

teaches people not to do anything foolish, 165; his definition of life, 244, 304 stiU
living, 368
his embassy,
;

;

460

;

life,

83

gave no definition of
xviii. 427
living, xix.
;

the teacher, 129.
Christian, recognizes himself
as a rational being, xvi. 419
;

;

vhat he may

do, xvii. 371
work, xix. 139
concept of
life, xxii. 372; truth, difficulty in executing it, xxiii.
;

544.
Christian

life,

of the Dukhobors, 465 ;
strength for a, xxiii. 465.
Christian teaching, its essence,
xiii. 450 ; it is good, xiv. 8 ;
not to be interpreted, xvi. 4
and the dogmas, 9 touches
the general questions of state,
22 to be judged as Christ
;

;

;

;

himself

understood

in accord with

42

40;

it,

human nature,

enforced by

;

liberty,

;

;

;

;

consists in the five rules, xvii.

386

;

not
426

external

tenets,

true, will save the
masses, xix. 322 ; its corrup-

xviii.

;

a necessity, xx. 191
incompatible with allegiance
desto government, 218
troys the state, 252
and the
tion

xix. 100 ; reward
of a, xxii. 457 ; in the future,

459

in private life,

204
214; explained,
xxii. 365, 544
consists of
dogmas and the moral teaching, xxiii. 27
defined, 423.
Christianity, the teaching of
equality, brotherhood, and
love, vi. 164
its truth verifiable in the soul, xi. 409
what it is, xv. 373, 384 ;

and

89

acts,

;

gives peace to men, 92
not
impracticable, 95
easy of
execution, 163 a protestantism, 195
as new as ever,
200 is the light, 202 acceptable to Jews, Buddhists,
etc.,
203
consists in the
meaning ascribed to life, xvii.
406 illustrative story, Wal/c
in the Light While Ye Have
Lif/hf, xix. 3
not a doctrine
of rules, 83
opposed to gov;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ernment, 499 concealed by
exthe church, xx. 53
plained, 54
causes of its
miscomprehension, 113 par;

;

;

;

;

;

;

savages, 265

;

Christianity

Patriotism, 383

and

incompatible
with patriotism, 47G not a
;

;

sect or faith, xxii.

495

;

de-

true,
parture of, xxiii. 16
the only salvation, 222 its
distortion, 450 its degeneraabsurdity of
tion, xxiv. 89
church, 91
and rules of
;

;

;

;

;

religion, 100.
Christians, ought to love, not
fight, ii. 385 ; who are the

198 ; not separated
non-Christians, xix.

true, xvi.

from

120 commanded to renounce
no
;

Christ, 491
there can be
ruling, XX. 248.
;

Chrysostom, xvi. 45, xx. 37,
73.

Church, service described, iii.
316, X. 322, xxi. 197; the
disappointing to
Levin, xi. 366 the infallible,

infallible,

;

Critique of Dogmatic
Theology, 93 ; defined, 307 ;

xiii.

74

;

the hierarchy, 319;

its fal-

;

; ;

345

INDEX
394;

feature,

lacy, 32; its

the infallible, 442
of the word, 444

meaning

;

the true,
6 doctrine about the, cause of diregards Gospel
vision,
9
teaching
impracticable, 17
contrary to the Gospel, 17
doctrine defined, 97
its
based on salvation in faith,

449

there

;

;

is no, xiv.

;

;

;

;

103
178

teaching irrational,

its

;

agreement with the
world, 187 has no explanation of life, 188; has lost
hold of the sciences and arts,
a useless organ, 198
189
has concealed the Christian
teaching, xx. 53; not founded
in

;

;

;

;

defined by
61
always
churches, 62
hostile to Christ's teaching,
71 ; its Christianity criticized, xxi. 201 ; disastrous
effect of the, upon the peas-

by

Christ,

;

the

;

373

ants, xxii.
State,

of the, 13

14
18

Church and

-,

11 ; deception
the word defined,

xxiii.

;

how

;

its

;

it

was

established,

teaching a curse,

lustrative article.

So? 195

;

its

Need

It

Civilization, criticized,

;

;

tion of the, 419; un-Christian,
Letter to a French Pastor,
origin of its infallibilits religion an
ity, xxiv. 90
aid to power, 113.
Chun's, Ivdn, ii. 8.
Chuvashes, xxi. 6, xxiii. 508.
Cicero, iv. 6.
Circassians, ii. 93, xx. 264.

iii.

257

;

disadvantages of, iv. 145
useless with slavxix. 109
;

ery, xxiv. 29.

Clairvoyant, xi, 275.
Claparede, vii. 345.
Claretie, xx. 164.
Cleanliness, its extravagancies,
xvii. 83.

Clementi, xxi, 255.
Cleopatra, xxii. 330.
Cleveland, xx. 470.
Coco, see Klingen.
Coleridge, xxiii. 236.
Commandments, the chief, xiv.

404

;

Comme

Christ's, xvi. 62.

faut,

il

i.

Commerce, curse
Ivan

story,

388.

of, illustrative

the

Fool,

xii.

481.

Commune,

restrictions

upon

it

in matters of education, iv.
60 ; the Russian, xvii. 103 ;

The Commune and

Communion,

;

;

an obstacle to domeshappiness, xviii. 367.

life

tic

Be

;

;

City

xxiii. 434.

cannot
217
be tolerant, 300 what it is,
304 corrupting influence of
on the decepits faith, 376

496

xiv. 163.

il-

teaching cause

of calamities,

the upbraiding of the,

Cities,

the

World,

feeling about

it,

See also Eucharist.
Communism explained, xxiv.
xiii. 78.

158.

Compans,

vii.

309.

Compassion, xvii. 43, xix. 99.
Composition, how to teach it,
iv.

191, 283.

Comprehension, defined, xiv,
Jesus Christ's, wherein
24
;

it

of,

consists,

50

;

the

46; incarnation
of the, 190

life

of the spirit of truth, xv.
811.
See also xiv, 177, 185.
Compulsion in education, iv.

;;

INDEX
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10

3,

effect

its

;

dren,

17;

upon

chil-

110;

stated,

in

German

schools, xii. 284.
xvi. 248, xvii. 231, xix.
518, 525, XX. 93, xxiii. 110.

Comte,

Concord

in marriage, xviii.
482.
Confession, preparing for, i.
Levin's feeling con271 ;
cerning, X. 309
Confes;

My

sion, xiii. 3.

Confucianism defined, xvi. 104.
Confucius, learned by rote, iv.
6

his definition of

;

244

xvi.

life,

on the army, xx. 478.

;

See also xvi. 248, 283,
225, 280, 384, xix. 80,
xxii. 301, xxiii. 245.
Conquest, history of, xvii.
Conscience, and life, xix.

xvii.

116,
110.

131;

discrepancy between them,
342 the voice of, and pas;

sive resistance, xxiv. 71.

Consciousness, doubling of, xvi.
261;
, due to confusing ani-

— with human
mal
life

life,2G5;

no beginning,
due to false teach269
most know284
its demands,

rational, has

267

;

—

ing,

306

,

;

able,
;

—

;

—
—

,

,

confirmation of its
the de-

,

demands, 310;

mands

—

,

of liersonality

incompatible with

—

it,

seem
315

personality to be subjected to it, 318 ; clear during
the commission of a crime,
,

409

and

xix. 132
determined
by barely perceptible changes

xviii.

human

;

life,

activity

it, 353;
religious, now
stronger
xx.
than
ever,
338.
Consecutiveness, in action, xix.

in

;

virtues ineffective without it, 373.
Conservatism of peasants, ii.

367

;

16.

Constant ., xxiv. 82.
Constantine, xix. 504, xxii.
188, 410, xxiii. 10.
Constitution, plan for a, To the

Tsar and His Associates, xxiii.
479.
Continence, the ideal of the
human race, xviii. 342 of
men a necessity, 350, 454.
Contradiction between life and
right, XX. 118.
Cooper, ii. 191.
Copernicus, viii. 490.
XX. 491.
Cord, ix. 301.
Correction, schools of, xxiii.
373.
Correlation defined, xiv. 25.
Cossacks, ii. 81, 102, xii. 124.
;

,

Coster, xxii. 166.

Coulaincourt, vii. 38.
Countess, xviii. 188.
Country, university given up
education ineffectfor, ii. 3
;

ive, iv.

24

;

love of life in

the, X. 3.

County Councils, Levin's

opposition to them, ix. 79, x.
and the Government,
12
xxii. 533.
Com-ts, useless, x. 16 impossinot perbility of, XV. 168
mitted by the Gospel, xvi.
proceedings, xxi. 27
25
their aim the maintenance
of class interests, xxi. 471.
Cousin, xxii. 164.
Cow (Pdva), ix. 145, 148, 240.
Crime, innate in children, i.
;

;

;

;

197;

and

pimishmeut,

iv.

;;

INDEX
238

;

committed

under

in-
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Darwin, Erasmus,

toxication, xix. 344.
Criminals to be subjugated by
public opinion, xx. 263 five
categories of, xxi. 454.
Criminology criticized, xxi.
457.
Criticism, it should point out
how things should be, xii.
311; of artistic productions,

Darwinism

XX. 506, 510 and art, xxii.
141; of art disastrous, 251;
true, xxiii. 290; true, only
guide in education, 294.
Cromwell, xx. 247.
Crookes, xxi. 135, xxiii. 49.
Cruelty, xix. 93 of our times,
xxiv. 97.
Cuba, xxiii. 166.
Culture, defined, iv. 106, 109,
142, xxiii. 361, 364; its
influence in universities bad,

Davyd,

;

;

;

iv.

135

;

European, not as-

^similated by Russia, 141.
See also Enlightenment.
Cyril, xix. 12.

Czartoryzski,

Adam,

v.

Daily Chronicle, Letter

413.
to

iv.

the,

172.

D'Alembert, xxii. 156.
Dalmas, J. C, criticized, xxii.
281.

Damascene, xiii. 95, 125.
Damiens, xix. 255.
Danchenko, Yuri Dmltrievich,
xxi. 37.

xvii.

323.

Ddrya

Aleksdndrovna,

see

Dolly.

Darydlov, X. 69.
Daudet, xi. 224.
David, xvii. 280.
Davidson, J. M., xxiv. 160.

Davout,

vii.
ii.

Davydka
Davydov,

25.

4.

the White,

36.

ii.

106 vii. 372.
Death, has no terrors, i. 136
thought of it affecting action, ii. 197; love of, vi. 251
thought of it conducive to
peace, x. 216; thought of
(Levin's), xi. 373
carnu,!,
XV. 297; awaits you, xvi. 116
painless, condition of happidi'ead of death,
ness, 162
does not
309, xix. 184, 188
destroy the special relation
terror
to the world, xvi. 351
of death due to false concepentrance
tion of life, 358
iii.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

xxii. 544.

Dal,

xxii. 168.

criticized,

—

Danllo, iii. 153; vi. 349;
Terentich, vii. 533.
Dante, xxii. 251, 253, 307.
Daragdn, xii. 285.
Darwin, Charles, xvi. 414, xvii.
205, xxu. 52, 168.

into a new relation, 363;
superstition of, due to confusion of man's relations to
the world, 372; cause of,
380; not an evil, xxiii. 511
and suffering, 539.
Death scenes, mother's, i. 121;
Sdvishna's,
Natdlya
134;
grandmother's, 235; of a

Three
ii.
Chechen,
133;
Deaths, iii. 263; Liza's, vi.
Bolkonski's, vii.
57;
195; Audrey Bolkonski's, viii.
83; Petya's, 216; Nikoluy
Death of
Levin's, X. 404;
Ivan Ilich, xviii. 3 in the
Kreutzer Sonata, 413 ; Master

2

;

;

,

348

INDEX

and Workman,

xix. 423.

See

also V. 110, 126.

Debauchery,

xviii, 320, 323.

Debras, xii. 205.
Decembrists, xii. 181, xxi. 389,
xxii. 530, xxiii. 95, 521.

— —
—

—

——
,

;

,

;

;

;

against, 506.
Dteds, good, better than external
worship,
illustrative
story.

The Two Old Men,

xii.

409.

the

393

^i-arden,

night, 397

;

summer

morning

in the
Caucasus, 466 night on the
march, 479 night in the Caucasus, 497
night in the
city, ii. 81
Cossack village,
morning in a forest,
107
189 August in the Caucasus,
244 vintage in the Caucasus,
245 holiday evening in the
Caucasus, 272 morning in
the harbour of Sevastopol,
scene in Sevastopol,
311
462 July in the country, iii.
55 night at Lake Lucerne,
spring in the city,
237
273 daybreak in the forest,
279 summer night in the
country, 295 hot day in the
autumn, 302 autumn night
in the country, 311
late
autumn, 332
after sunset
in spring, 380 evening lessons, iv. 242
spring in the
city, xxi. 3
thunderstorm,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Defregger, xxii. 301.
Delaroche, xxii. 228.
Delesov, Dmitri Ivdnovich,

;

;

iii.

192.

;

;

Demands

of the time
less, iv. 159.
Demidov, xvii. 94.
Demkin, ii. 21.
Demochkin, xix. 451.

meaning-

feelings,

cratic feelings giving
i.

;

;

;

Defourny, Abbe, xx. 131.

Democratic

;

;

Deceptions, practised by men
in power on the masses, xx.
297; of faith, xxii. 407;
its origin, 408;
,
its commission, 409
evil due to,
412;
, liberation from, 413
inspired from childhood,
416
produced by appeal
,
to external senses, 417
of
mediation,
of
the
418;
church, needed as a justification, xxiii. 419, 452 struggle
;

Desalles, vi. 530.
Descartes, xvii. 423, xix. 518,
xxiv. 96.
Descriptive passages, harvest, i.
28,morning, 142
storm,
149 spring, 255, 257 before
the rain, 341
summer in

;

;

;

aristo-

way to,

511.
Despair, iii. 100; through lack
of faith, xiv. 5.

Despondency

447.

Democritus, xix. 518.

Demydn, vi. 55,
Demydnych, iii.

;

in

art,

xii. 82.

211.
Dessaix,

95.

Development in pedagogy

Denisov, Kirill Andreevich,
239; Vdska, V. 204.
Denzel, iv. 50, xii. 276.
Dervlz, xvii. 94.
Derzhuvin, iv. 171.

vii.

vii.

xxii.

308.
criti-

cized, xii. 251.

Devil, see Tempter.
Devotion, described, i. 45
Nattllya Sdvishna's, 127.

Diana,

xviii.

439.

;

;

349

INDEX
Dickens,

ix. 66, xxii. 228, 300,
301, 321, xxiii. 293.
Diderot, viii. 451, xix. 518, xxii.
156.
Diesterweg, iv. 106, xii. 276.
Diet, see Vegetarianism, Gluttony, Abstinence, Intemperance.
Dimmler, Eduard Kdrlych, vi.
385.

Dina, xii. 98.
Diplomatists characterized,

v.

251.

Disagreement and unity, xix.
158 necessary, 180.
Disarmament and Russia, xxiii.
153.
See also Hague Con;

ference.
Disciples, Christ's first, xiv. 94;
Christ's discourse to his, 305.
Discipline, its injurious effect

upon children, iv. 18 existence of governments based
;

on, xxiv. 61.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

vi. 19.

Dolgorukov,

V. 410.

Dolly, ix. 5.

Dolokhov, V. 46.
Dolzhnikov, ii. 389.
Domela, xxiii. 546.
Domestic, unhappiness,iii. 335;
life
viii.
happiness,
397
Domestic
(Levin's), X. 373
;

;

Diseases and sins, xix. 144.
Dissatisfaction, xix. 127, xxiii.
543.
Divinity of Christ, origin of

the dogma, xiii. 301.
Divorce and marriage, xv. 154
not permitted, xvi. 70.
Dmitri, ii. 478 vi. 4, xi. 253
Andreevich,
85
ii.
Nikoldevich, i. 329
Vaslle;

—

368; Karatdev's, viii. 65, 227
Kardy, vi. 354; Krak, xi. 40 ;
Ldska, ix. 40, 152 Lyara, ii.
115 Lyubin, vi. 361 ; Milka,
349, viii. 405;
i.
15, vi.
Rugdy, vi.
Milton, xii. 58
369 ; Trunila, vi. 354 Ulyashin, xii. 112 Viflydnka, v.
354; Voltorn, vi. 365 Zhirdn,
Zhuchka, v. 444.
i. 30
Dogma, definition of, xiii. 99;
destroys faith, 205; history
of, 273.
D6khturov, V. 425.
Dolgoruki, Yuri Vladimirovich,

;

;

—

;

—

Happiness,

iii.

283.

Domostroy, xviii. 314, 339.
Donon, xviii. 15.
Dorokhov, viii. 150.
Dorpat student, i. 426.
Dostoevski, xvii. 252, 380, xix.
354, xxi. 68, xxii. 300, 321,
xxiii. 40.

in the existence of God
not harmful, xvi. 418, xix.

Doubt

151.

vich, V. 54.

Doctors, criticized, vii. 92, ix.
184, xviii. 350, 354; their
evil effect, 323
interfere
with domestic life, 356. See
also Eduard Iv^novich, Metivier, Peter Dmltrievich, and
viii.
392, xviii. 34,
188,
861.
Dogs, Bulka, xii. 51; Erzd, vi.
;

Doumic,

xxii. 211, 215.
Dousset, XX. 163.
Dove, P. E., xxiv. 160.
Dozhoveyko, vi. 342.
Drabanti, xi. 336.
Dragomirov, xxiii. 267,
275.

Dram, X. 69.
Drawing teaching,

iv.

348.

269,

;;

350

INDEX

DrawBet, parable of the, xiv.
192.

Dream, Rost6v's,
drey's, viij. 87

;

v.

436;

An-

Petya's, 212

;

Nikoldy's, 427 Anna's, x.
193, xi. 308; Tolstdy's, xiii.
See also iii. 54, 67, 461,
88.
vi. 260.
Dresses fan
passion, xviii.,
445.
Dromov, iii. 21.
Dron, vii. 203.
Drozhzhin, Epilogue to " Drozh;

and Death," xix.
491, xxiii. 136, 317.
zhin's Life

Drubetskoy, see

Anna

Miklidy-

lovna, and Boris.
Drums, and brutal power, viii.
140; Labourer Emelydn and
the Empty Drum, xvii. 499.

Druzhinin, xx. 509.

Dubkov,

239.
Dubovltski, iv. 409.

Due,

i.

xxii. 97.

Due de

Lille, ix. 176.

Dufar, xxi. 354.

Dukhobors, Help ! xxii. 465
Persecution of Christians in
Russia in 1S95, xxiii. 311
Two Letters to the Leader of
the

;

Dukhobors, P. V. Verigin,

322; Nobel's Bequest, 332;
Appeal in Behalf of the
Dukhobors, 338 Letters to the
Letter to
Dukhobors, 343

An

;

;

See also
Nicholas II., 353.
xvi. 415, xxiii. 123, 133, 443.
Dumas, beauties in, iv. 7 ; read
by the masses, 23; and see
i. 385, 450, ii. 222.
Dumas, his letter to the Gaulois
analyzed, xxiii. 43.

Dumiyka,

ii.

Duncker,

iv.

120.
315.

Dundiik,

ii.

50.

Diinichka, i. 406.
Diinka, iv. 268.
Dunydsha, iii. 395,
.318.

vi.

414, x.

Duport, vi. 11.
Dupuis, iv. 352.
Dussot, ix. 91.
Dutl6v, ii. 52 iii. 391.
Dvornikov, xxi. 129.
;

Dyad6nko, ii. 440, iii. 158.
Dyevkin, Makdr, xxii. 42.
Dymoud, ou war, xx. 6, 25,
xxiii. 123.

Dzhingis Khan, xvi. 35,

xvii.

242, XX. 172, 199, 290, xxii.
313.

Eating - houses, xix.

282, 292,

xxii. 504.

Eckmuhl, vii. 307.
Economic development, history
of, xvii.

118.

Edison, XX. 470.
Eduard Ivdnovich,

iii.

266.

Educated people, superiority of
uneducated over, iv. 145 not
improving zoologically, 145.
Education, On Popular Educareligious, 8
tion, iv. 3
and
virtue, 9
On Methods of
;

;

;

;

Teaching

Rudiments, 32

the

and reading not

identical,

progress of,
primary, is it necessary
for the masses? 39; A Project of a General Plan for the
Popular
Establishment
of
Education, 60; evil effects
of compulsory, 63 a system

35
38

;

historical

;

;

cannot be created, it
Education and
grows, 94
Cidture, 105
as defined in
Germany, 105; and culture

of,

it

;

;

;;

;

INDEX
confused, 108; defined, 110,
142, 152, 183; impossible,
111 causes of force in, 114
Progress and the Definition of
Education, 152
false principles of, 186
Are the Peasant Children to Learn to Write
;

;

;

from Us ; Or, Are We to Learn
from the Peasant Children ?
191

;

right, consists in full

222; The School at
Ydsnaya Polydna, 225
of
children, viii. 416
useless
liberty,

;

;

in practical life, x. 15
On
Popidar Education, xii. 251
wanted by the masses, 299
intended to segregate people,
xvii. 84
and the govern;

;

ment, xxii. 529 Thoughts on
Education and Instruction,
xxiii. 359; suggestion the
basis of, 361
must begin
with the good life of the
educators, 303 must be free,
366 of others through ourselves, 369
wipes out individuality, 373; real, 378;
essence of, education of self,
;

;

;

;

;

515.

Efim,

456

iii.

;

— Antonych,

xviii. 199.

Ego, defined, xvi. 351
living in

Egor, X. 254
iii.

;

God

man, 416.
;

— Mikhdylovich,

391.

Egoism, defined by boy, i. 245.
Egotism of sentimental transport,

Eiffel

ii.

84.

Tower, xix. 361, xx. 50,

xxiv. 27.

Ekonomov,
Elchingen,

v. 313.

308.
Elections, xi. 145.
Elective studies, iv. 147.
vii.
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Eliot, George, xxii. 300, xxiii.

293.
Elizabeth, of England, xix.
502.
Elizabeth, of Russia, xix. 504,
XX. 321.
Elizdr,

ii.

85.

Embassy, the Father has sent
me, xix. 100.
Emelydn, xvii. 499.
Emerson, xxiii. 293, 462.

Emma,

xxii. 35.

Enactments,

see

Enamourment

Law.
in

marriage,

xviii. 470.

End,

the, of the
xviu. 459, 473.

Enemy, love
meaning of,

human

thy,

race,

265;

xiv.

xvi. 85.

Engelhard, xvii. 377.
England, and popular education, iv. 4
and the Fiji
;

Islands, xvii. 113;

and mili-

tary service, xx. 215 ; and
the Venezuela question, 469.
See also xxiii. 184, 208.
English, at Lucerne, iii. 231
self-consciousness,

vii.
64;
and
pretence, xviii. 328
literalove of woman, 497
ture, criticism of, xxiii. 293.
See also ix. 282, x. 359, xix.
387, xxii. 102, xxiii. 144,
and Alison, Allen, Arnold,
Balfour,
Bemis,
Bacon,
;

;

Buckle, Burke, Burne-Jones,
Butler, Byron, Caine, Carpenter, Chamberlain, Coleridge, Cooper, Cord, Cromwell, Crookes, Daily Chroni-

Dalmas, Darwin, Dickens,
Dove, Dymond, Eliot, Elizabeth, Gibbon, Gladstone, Gordon, Grote, Haggard, Hocle,
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garth,

Home,

Hull,

Hume,

Huxley,

Hutcheson,

Ker,

Kiesewetter, Kingsley, Mozley, Musser, Newton, Ogilvie,
Owen, Palmerston, Redder,
Robinson,
Rhodes,
Keid,
Salisbury, Shaftesbury,
Shakespeare, Sisley, Spence,
Spencer,
Sterne,
Stevens,

Thackeray,

Tyudal, Wilde,

Timofeich, xii. 124.
Ermll, iii. 414 x. 22.
Ermllin, iv. 197;
;

31.

x.

Ermil6v, ii, 21.
Ermishin, Matvyey, viii. 372.
Ermolov, ii. 261; vii. 55.
Erdshka, ii. 115, 170.
Erotic mania in art, xxii. 212.
Ersh6v, iv. 53, 263; A. L,
xxiii. 33.

Wyclif.

Enghieu, Duke d', v. 15.
Enlightenment, Fruits of Enlightenment, xviii. 191; and
culture defined, xxiii. 362.
Enslavement, history of, xvii.
132; physical, 132; by starvation, 133;
by means of

money, 138

by depriving
by means

;

men

of land, 143
tribute, 144.

;

of
See also
Slavery.
Epictetus, xvii. 225, xix. 528,
XX. 503.

Epicureanism,

41,

xiii.

xxii.

196.

Esperanto, xxiii. 368.
Essenes, xix. 523.
Eternal law, the, xiv. 223.
Ethics,
disappeared in our
society,
pseudo - Christian
xvi. 103.
See also Morality.
Etienne, i. 329.
Eucharist, the sacrament of
the, xiii. 382.

Eulampia, xix. 29.
Eunuchs, xviii. 455,
Euripides, xxii. 253.
Evil, in relation to

God and
man, xiv. 191 not destroyed
by evW, 316 what it is for,
;

;

Epifdn,

ii. 34.
Epif^inov, see Anna Dmltrievna,

Avdotya Vasilevna.
Epilepsy, due to wrong sexual
relations, xviii. 350.
Epistles not essential to ChrisEquality, before the law, iii.
257; between teacher and
pupil, iv. 183 ; of the sexes,
xviii.
of man and
490;
woman, 490, 495
of man
fundamental property of religion, xxiv. 86.
Erasmus, xix. 138.
;

Eremeevna, xxiii.
Eremkin, iii. 153.
ii.

121.

xix. 57; words, 191

defined,
XX. 194; there can be no
cannot
definition of, 196
correct evil, xxii. 122.
Evolution, and the church

5.

;

;

creed, xvii. 236

;

criticized, xxiv. 15.

tianity, xiv. 17.

Ergush(5v,

,

Ermdk

economic,
See also

Darwinism.
Evstigneich,

i.

490.

Evstclfevich, vii. 259.

Evtushevski,

xii.

252.

Examinations, baneful, iv. 83
lead to craminjurious, 88
ming and cheating, 133 a
;

;

;

farce, 134, 295.

Excommunication, Ansicer
the

to

Decree of the Synod, xxiii.

227.

;;;

INDEX
Experience, the only method
in education, xii. 288.
Exploitation, see Labour.
Fables for Children, xii. 3.
Fabvier, vii. 301.
Factories, produce mainly for

women,

336

xviii.

ex-

;

(Pierre's),

;

in

lack of (Levin's), x. 311

;

re-

turning (Levin's), xi. 362
defection from, how originated, xiii. 4 in the meaning of poetry and in progress
and the
lost by Tolstoy, 10
irrational
masses, 49, 59
alone gives
knowledge, 53
the answer to the question
of life, 54 stability of, 88
church conception of, 361
separated from works, 365
reduced by the church to
trust and obedience, 366
cannot be separated from
works, 369 defined, xiv. 12
xvi. 134; xxiii. 11; based
on the knowledge of our rethe
lation to God, XV. 94
teaching concerning life the
xvi.
foundation of,
140
the knowledge of the truth,
what it consists in,
147
three kinds of, xvii.
207
218; 422; xix. 79; cannot be foisted upon any
one, xxiii. 12, deception of,
15 Christian confession of,
disagreement of, not
463
defined, xxiv.
material, 509
and
distortion of, 95
93
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of our
See also

Religion.

Family, love of, i. 360, ii. 70,
quarlife, iii. 283
viii. 388
happiness, conrels, X. 386
dition of, xiv. 160 relations,
;

;

;

;

xix. 178.
Letters on the

201

Famine?
300;

men

the

;

time have no, 96.

xix.

viii.

;

religion, 95

Famine,

plained, xxiii. 520.
v. 439.
Fadyeev, xii. 242.
Faith, and death, i. 136

Fadchenko,

God
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Famine

;

Famine,

No

or

503; defined,

xxiii.

509 cause of, 511.
Fandrin, see Fondrin.
;

Farming on

shares, x. 162.
Farrar, xiv. 18, xx. 42, 46.
Fasting, xiv. 272
value of,
xix. 121
first condition of
abstinence, 392
an indispensable condition of a good
life, 398.
See also Abstinence.
Fatalism, i. 192.
Father, perfect as the, xvi.
474.
Federson, ii. 400.
Fedeshov, v. 190.
;

;

;

192 287 xxii. 38.
iii.
238;
269;
(Prince), viii. 411; xi. 374;
Ivdnovich,
iii.
166
Ivdnych, xxviii. 189
Filippych, iii. 54
Petrovich,
xviii. 64
Vasllevichj

Fedka,
Fedor,

iv.

;

;

iv.

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

xviii. 3.

Fedorov, xii. 198 xxi. 456.
Fedosya, xxi. 159.
Fedosyushka, vi. 336.
;

Fedot, X. 138.
Fedotka, iii. 89.
Fedotov, V. 226
Ivdn, xii.
229.
Fedya, xxi. 311.
Feeding with the five loaves
explained, xvi. 175.
;

;
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Feeling, improbability in matters of, a token of truth, i.
223, 236.
Fenelon, XX. 73.
Feofdn, iv. 397.
Feoktist, vi. 16.
Ferapontov, vii. 161.
Ferdinand, Archduke, v. 195.
Ferri, Enrico, xx. 128, xxi.
457.
Fertinhof, ix. 181.
Fet, xxiii. 293, xxiv. 197.
Feuerbach, iv. 132, xxii. 361.
Feuillet, xix. 377.
Feval, i. 450.
Fichte, iv. 8, viii. 342, xvii.
223, xxii. 158, 361.
Field's music, i. 41, 228, vi.
397.
Fierens-Gevaert, xxii. 167.
Figner, 11. 152.
Fig-tree, parable of the, xiv.
376.
Fiji Islands, xvii. Ill, xx,
176.
Filaret, xiii. 94, xvi. 181, xvii.
251, xviii. 482.
xxi. 142.
Filipp, vi. 55
Finushka, xxi. 166.
Finns, xxiii. 148, 174.
Finogen, X. 140.
Fischbuch criticized, iv. 47.
Flamande, la belle, i. 111.
Flaubert, xx. 506.
F16rov, xi. 157.
Flogging, in the army, v. 284,
Shame ! xxiii. 95 in prison,
xxi. 233, xxii. 127.
Foka, i. 19; vi. 51.
FokAnych, xi. 375.
Fokanychev, iv. 197.
Fomlcli, X. 10.
;

;

Fomin, ix. 27.
Fomushkin, ii. 121.

Fondrin,

Anatoli

Petr6vich,

xxi. 130.

Food, of

life,

370

xiv.

rich,

;

leads to lust, xvdii. 331.
Foreigners in
the Russian
army, V. 425.
Forgiveness, the joy of asking,
iii. 318
vii. 547
Karatdev's,
;

;

223

viii.

;

illustrative story,

God Sees the Truth, But Does
Not Tell, xii. 72 need of unbounded, illustrative story,
Neglect the Fire and You Cannot Put It Out, 375 xix. 161
;

;

xxiii.
unlimited, xxii. 123
379.
of,
ruins
Fornication, lust
man's good, xvi. 210 and
mutilation equally bad, xviii.
458.
Fornicator defined, xviii. 445.
Forum, XX. 42.
Foti, viii. 342.
Fouche, vii. 308.
Fox, XX. 6.
France, and popular education,
iv. 4
schools of, 22 ; et pas;

;

;

sim.

Franchuk, ii. 426.
Francis, Emperor,

v.

246.

Francis d'Assisi, see Assisi;
de Lobes, see Lobes.
Franco-Russian Alliance, celebration, XX. 383
epidemic,
896 xxiii. 498.
Free
Thought,
of Bulgaria,
;

;

xxiii. 486.
Frederick, xvii. 221.

Freedom, affecting youth, i.
281 feeling of personal, ii.
96 of teaching and learning,
;

;

iv.

221
467

29,
;

;

149

of the

;

in education,
\Till,

vii. 6, viii.

the only criterion

of

;;;

INDEX
education, xii. 288; of the
will meaningless, xvi. 104
and the Christian teaching,
XX. 216
of recognition of
the truth, 360
of study,
;

;

366.

xxiii.

Preemasonry, initiation in, vi.
108; explained, 163; the
teaching of Christianity, 164.
French, characterization of the,
i. 210, iv. 23
novels, reading
of, i. 385
pension, iii. 235
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Fouche,

Gaulois,

Gautier,

Gerome,
Goblet
d'Aviella, Gourmont, Griffin,
Guizot, Guyau, Hinschists,
Hugo,
Jaures,
Jouffroy,
Julien, Julner, Karr, Kock,
Krixdner, Lamartine, Landau, Langeron, Lannes, Larrey, Latour, Lauriston, Lavisse,
Leconte de
Lisle,
Georges,

self-consciousness of the, vii.
64 conception of love, 528
love of women, xviii. 497
literature
criticized,
xxii.
214.
See also iii. 369, xii.
195, xxi. 354, and Amiel,

Lelorme, Lemarrois, Lepage,
Leroy, Leveque, L'Hermite,
Linon, Lulli, Macaire, Morand, Moreas, Moreau, Morel,
Morio, Morion, Mortemart,
Mortier,
Mouton, Murat,
Musset,
Napoleon,
Ney,
Oudinot, Pascal, Passy, Pelis-

Andre, Angele, Arago, Bat-

sier,

teux,

sense,

;

;

;

;

Baudelaii-e,

Beaumarchais,

Bazin,

Beausset,

Beile, Belli ard, Benard, Ber-

Berthe, Berthier,
Berthelot, Bessieres, Bichat,
Bonaparte, Bosse, Boulanger,
Bourbon, Bourier, Bourget,
Bourienne, Breton, Broussier,
Calvin, Camp, Capelle, Carlioz, Bertet,

Chalme, Charcot,
Charles,
Charmeur,
Chateaubriand,
Chenier,
Cherbuliez, Chevalier, Chenot, Castries,

,

vet,

Claparede,

Claretie,

Compans, Comte, Constant,
Coster,

Coulain-

Cousin, D'Alembert,
Daudet, Davout, Debras, Decourt.

fourny, Delaroche, Desalles,
Descartes, Dessaix, Diderot,
Donon, Doumic, Dousset, Due
de Lille, Dufar, Dumas, Dupuis, Duport, Enghien, Fabvier, Fenelon, Feuillet, Feval,
Fierens-Gevaert,
Flaubert,

Pictet,

Pissaro, PresPrevost,
Proudhon,

Puvis de Chavannes, RamRameau, Ravaisson,
Rapp, Regnier, Renan, Reball,

noir, Reville, Revue
Revues,
Richet, Robespierre,

Rod,
Rostand,
Rousseau,
Jerome, St. Pierre, Sar
Peladan Savary, Sebastiani,
St.

,

Segur, Sorbier, Stael, Sue,
Sully Prud'homme, Taine,
Talleyi-and, Tarde, Thiers,
Turenne, Verlaine, Verne,
Villiers, Vinet, Vogue, Voltaire.

Friant, vii. 308.
Friendship,
i.

women,

247;

with

xviii. 454.

Fritz, iv. 407.

Frobel, iv. 10.
Frost, i. 426.

Fuks, xii. 205.
Fulfilment, the, of the law, xiv.
303.

Funcke,

v. 6.
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INDEX

GAgin,

211.

xi.

ness of the,

Galileo, xvi. 44, xvii. 282.
Gdltsin, ii. 338
ix. 305.

Gambling,

;

cause of
xvii. 163.

Games,

children's, i. 33
tural value of, iv. 145.
Garofalo, xxi. 427.

;

Cul-

Garrison, William Lloyd, and
non-resistance, xx. 6, 483,
xxiii. 123, 462.
Gan-ison, son, xx. 12.
Garshin, XX. 509, xxi. 231.

Gdsha,

Agufya

see

Mikh^y-

lovna.
Gaulois, xxiii. 43.
Gauthier, xi. 144.
Gautier, Theophile, xxii. 214.

Gavi-,

i.

33

v.

;

392

;

vi.

511

;

376.
Gavrilov, ii. 201.
Gavrilovna, xii. 190.
Gavryukha, iv. 253.
Gay (Ge), xxii. 301, xxiii. 27,
434.

Genius defined, viii. 346.
Geography, teaching of, iv.
330 uselessness of, 336.
George, Henry, xvii. 157, xxi.
;

338, 461,

xxiii.

xxiv. 28;
his
plained, 141.
Georges, vi. 478.
Gerard, vii. 309.

Gerusim,

184;

Two

Henry George, 396
theory

;

ex-

xviii. 36.

German, sound method,

iv. 43
teacher criticized, 47 definition of education and instruction, 105; as conceived by
peasant children, 323 land;

;

;

lord, V.

205

;

;

Beethoven, Bergmann, BockBilchner, Burgmuner,
Caprivi, Defregger, Diester-

lin,

weg,
Dimmler,
Dorpat,
Duncker, Eduard Ivdnovich,
Ferdinand,
F e u e r b a h,

xii.

Letters on

;

;

304, iii. 81, 170
its attractiveness,

i.

;

;

255, 275
children in
pedagogics, 259 schools and
compulsion, 297
love of
vpomen, xviii. 497. See also
ii. 441, iv. 328, v. 112, 445,
469, vi. 138, vii. 293, viii.
184, ix. 22, 196, X. 151, 359,
xi. 77, 124, xii. 230, xx. 250,
xxi. 293, 299, 365, xxiii. 150,
160,
and Albert, Alfons
Kdrlych, Arnold, Auersperg,
Bach, Baden, Barclay, Bebel,
xii.

;

Gamaliel, xxiii. 416.

64 tactics
103 pedagogy,

vii.

criticized, viii.

self-conscious-

Fichte, Fischbuch, Frederick,
Fritz, Frobel, Frost, Funcke,
Gossner, Gothe, Hardenberg,

Hartmann,Haugwitz, Haydn,
Hebel, Hegel, Heine, Helmholtz, Herbart, Herder, Hohenlohe, Humboldt, Johann,

Jungmann,

Kalkbrenner,
Kant, Karl, Kaulbach, Kepler, Kirchmann, Klausewitz,
Klinger,
Knaust,
Kraft,
Krause, Kraut, Kriegsmut,
Krupp,
Lassale,
Lessing,
Lichtenfels,

Lichtenstein,

Liszt, Luther,

Mack, Marx,

Metternich,
Mendelssohn,
Moleschott, Moltke, Mommsen, Mozart, IMiiller, Muther, Nietzsche, Nostitz, Pestalozzi, Pfuel, Polenz, lleuss,

Rosenkampf,
Ruge,

Rosenkranz,

Schasler, Schelling,
Schiller, Schlegel, Schleiermacher, Schmidt, Schniitt,

;
;;;

INDEX
Schnasse, Schneider, Schopenhauer, Schubert, Schultz,
Schulz, Schwartz, Schwarz,
Solger, Sonntag, Stein, Stuck,
Toll, Vischer, Vogel, Volkelt,
Wagner, Walter,
Weisse, Weyrother, William
II., Winkelmann, Winkler,
Wintzingerode,
Wittgenstein, Wolzogen, Wurst.
Germany, and popular education, iv. 3 schools of, 12, 22

,

;

;

lessons in,

failure of object

and France, xx. 414.
Gerome, xxii. 301.
52

Gervais, vi. 296.
Gibbon, viii. 430.
Girchlk, ii. 162, vi. 353.
Girey-khan, ii. 174.
Gladstone, xx. 225, xxii. 104,
xxiii. 156.
Glinka, vii. 133.
Glodwin, Jesse, xxiii. 133.
Glorification, xiii. 411.
Gluttony, xix. 392. See also

Abstinence, Intemperance.
Glyebov, iv. 142, 203.
Gniloklshkin, ii. 511.
Gnyedich, iv. 271.
Goblet d'Alviella, xxiv. 83.
God, his people, vi. 168 God
;

Sees the Truth, told by Karatdev (see Forgiveness), viii.
223; life is, 228; alone determines the direction of the
of humanity, 457
is life, xiii. 66 has no special
relation to man, 104
one
and three, 115; of the Old
;

;

;

Testament, 121 indivisible,
151 is spirit, xiv. 138 defined, 175
the new teaching
about, 303 that after which
I strive, xvi. 409 alone can
;

;

;

;

;

;

be loved as is proper, 409
known through complete dependence on him, 410 the
the
source of light, 410
beginning of beginnings, 411;
the whole
unlimited, 414
body, 414 there is no, the
in man, 415
creator, 414
not bad, 415; thought of,
helps us to gather strength,
415 cause of happiness, 416
not to be approached on
is one, 423
purpose, 419
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

acknowledgment of
a higher meaning of life,
425 does his work through
is

;

movement
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the
;

426 cause of all knowledge, 426; two Gods, 426;
meaning of love of, 427
wishes one and the same,
427; is felt, 427; freeing
himself, 428 manifested as
a desire for good, 428 infifrom, to, 430 to
nite, 429
and the beloved
feel, 431
woman, 443 his will, 450
his power acting in me, 480
to live
is truth, xvii. 384
us,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

parable,

illustrative

like,

his
493
work and the watchmaker,
his
xix. 90
his aid, 103
and metaphysics,
will, 136
148 reaps the good in men,
167 seeking, xx. 503 God
Sees the Truth, xxii. 303;
cognized in oneself, 371

Three

Sons,

xvii.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

cognized outside oneself, 371;

law salvation from ca244 his law.
Do unto others, etc., 244
defined, 510; the creator, 511
union with, 528.

his

lamities, xxiii.

Gogol,

iv.

;

171, 247, 262, 267,

;;

;

INDEX
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271,

276,

301,

xxii.

xxiv.

21.

Golenishchev, x. 341.
Natdlya,
Golltsyn, V. 22

Gossner, viii. 406.
Gothe, iv. 198, 201, xv. 359,
xvi. 379, xxii. 154, 175, 228,

xi.

;

76.
Goloviii, Ilyd Efimovich, xviii.

241, 252, 307.

Rene

Gourmont,

de,

xxii.

212.

Pras-

Government, not Christian, xix.
499 not to be obeyed, 501

Golubtsov, xi. 336, 341.
Gohicliowski, vi. 341.
Good, doing, the only happiness, vi. 159 the measure of,

not necessary, xx. 185; uses
four means for influencing
men, 199 by intimidation,
199; by bribery, 200; by
hypnotization, 200; by military service, 202
must always use power, 203 men
in the, stand below the average of culture, 271
maintained through shifting of

Ivdn

14;

3;

Ilich,

kovya Fedorovua,

3.

;

;

428

to live for the, xvi.
impossible to be,
just a little, xvii. 87
to be
found only in the brotherhood of men, xxii. 320.
Goodness, defined, iv. 220, xxii.
199 and beauty, what unites
men, xvii. 420.
Gordon, xvii. 118.
Gordyey, iv. 306.
Gospel, loved by peasants, iv.
243,
259; asked for by
xiv.

207

;

;

it

is

;

;

vii. 543
the, and
398; The Four Gospels Harmonized and Translated, xiv. 3
how composed,
s only essential
14 the four

Andrey,
war,

;

xi.

—
;

;

part of Christianity, IG of
John not separated from the
rest, 17 the word explained,
19 the aim of the, 22 the
value of the, xv. 361
its
composition, 362 Short Ex;

;

;

;

;

;

position of the Gospel, 367
contained in the
Lord's
Prayer, 369 intelligible only
without interpretation, xvi.
11 must not be interpreted,
xvii. 363
parables highest
art, xxii. 232
IIow to Read
;

;

;

;

Gospel and
Essence ? 481.

the

What

Is Its

;

;

;

;

324

responsibilities,

;

main-

tained by public opinion, 445;
interference with aid to the
hungry, xxii. 519
the de;

struction of the, 548 Patriotism and Government, xxiii.
;

provokes hostilities,
an organization of oppression,
abolished
155
through abolition of patriot-

143
154

;
;

;

1 57
result of abolition
162 cannot be destroyed
by force, 186 non-participation in the, 410 indictments
against the, 521 522; crimes,
525; based on deceit, 538;
organized violence, xxiv. 50
life goes on without it, 52
differto be destroyed, 56
ence between it and conquerors, 58 how to be des-

ism,

;

of,

;

;

;

;

;

;

61
a crime,

troyed,
in,

;

participation

64

;

based on

violence, 125.
See also
triotism, State.
Grabets, xxii. 46.

Pa-

;

INDEX
Orace, theological doctrine

of,

343.

xiii.

Grammar,

instruction,
uselessness of, 286.
Grap, father, i. 319

;

279

iv.

;

Illnka,

Grechulevich, xiv. 18.
Greed, illustrative legend. How
Much Land a Man Needs,
xvi. 452.
Greek, language why studied,
useless, 124 art, xxii.
did not know the good
apart from beauty, 194 conception of religion, xxiv. 83.
See also Ai'istotle, Epictetus. Epicureanism, Hesiod,

6

187

;

;

;

;

Homer, Plato.
Gref, xviii. 14.
Grekov, viii. 109.
Griffin, xxii. 224.
Grigori, iii. 286;
xii.

237

;

— Ivdnovich,
— Mikhdylovich,

xviii. 189.

Grinevich,

Mikhail

Stanis-

i.

21

See also Arbitration.
xi. 290.
Hannele, xxii. 242.
Happiness, boy's idea of,
439.

219

causeless,

;

ix.

;

14

;

xi.

ii.

195

;

;

;

;

Hardeuberg,

v. 6.

Harijites, xxiii. 316.
Harmonization of the gospels

See also
explained, xv. 377.
Gospel.
Harmony, at the base of beauty,
truth,
goodness, iv. 220
child's age the prototype of,
221.
Hartmann, xvi. 323, 348, xvii.
303, xviii. 342, xix. 525, xxii.
163.
Hatred, in a child, i. 210.

Haydn,

V. 6.

xxii. 278, 303.

Healing on the Sabbath,

28.

Grishin, iv. 297 xxi. 347.
Grishka, vi. 7 xix. 189.
Gritska, x. 112.
Grossmann, xviii. 188.
Grote, xix. 204.
Grube, iv. 334, 339, xii. 267.
Gruzinski, vii. 552.
Guilt a deception, xv. 149.
Guizot, xxiii. 301.
Gurevich, xxi. 391.
Gurin, ix. 31.
Giirka, ii. 117.
;

;

Guskov, iii. 5.
Gustdv Ivdnovich,

323.
Guyau, and costumer's art,
xxiii. 145, 166.
iv.

i.

de-

;

fined, 196
consists in selfof
renunciation, 233, 238
not in
the lowly, iii. 260
story,
wealth,
illustrative
Ilyds, xii. 472 highest, 93.

Haugwitz,

luvich, ix. 27.

Grisha,

Haggard, Rider, xxiii. 293.
Hague Conference, xxiii. 152,
Hannah,

85.

iv.

369

xiv.

118.

Health a condition of happiness, xvi. 162.

Hebel,

iv. 13.

Hebrew, why studied,
Hegel,

iv. 6.

153, xi. 365, xvii.
225, xix. 525, xxi. 413, xxii.
158.
Hegelianism, in Russia, xvii.
226.
Heine, xxii. 211.
Helen, xix. 36.
iv. 8,

Helene, v. 10.
Helmholtz, xvi. 249, xx. 163.
Hemsterhuis, xxii. 157.

Henry

IV., xxiii. 169.
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Herbart, xxii. 162.
Herder, vi. 165, xxii. 155.
Heredity, xxi. 107.
Heresy, in, alone there was true
motion, XX. 66.
Hermits, The Three Hermits^
xii. 363.

382, XX. 199, 290, 368.

Hesiod, xxii. 291.
Hidden treasure, parable of the,
xiv. 198.

V. 215.
Horror, of war (Olenin's), ii.
301 of the military hospital,
;

Horse, Linen Measurer, iv. 363 ;
Frou-frou, ix. 282; Yellowmuzzle, xix. 426.
House built upon the rock,
parable of the, xiv. 291.
Hugo, Victor, xvii. 282, xx.
166, xxii. 221, 228, 300, 321,
Hull,

plotting,

xv.

250.

ix. 15.

Humaneness

(Karatdev's),

viii.

65.

Hillel, xxiii. 245.

Hindoo, and
327 fables,
;

Humanitas, xxiii. 337.

Tolstoy,

xxiii.

its

aim,

10 ; historical view criticized, iv. 153 ; teaching of,
iv.

315

;

end,
;

Humanite Nouvelle,

xxiii. 119.
defined, xx. 108.

Humanity

xii. 19.

Hinschists, XX. 236.
History, of pedagogy,

334

a farce, xviii.

;

xxiii. 133.

Higginson, XX. 483.
priests

;

340 is debauchery, 344.
Honour, idea of, in the army,

315, 357.

Herodians, xv. 197, 205.
Herrnhuters, xx. 4, xxiii. 123.
Herron, G., XX. 483.
Herzen, iv. 132, xvii. 227, xix.

High

natural, X. 377

Humbert, on the
Thou Shalt Not

death

of,

Kill, xxiii.

169.

Humboldt,

xxii. 158.

to be taught from the
321 ; uselessness of,

Hume, xiii. 96, xxiv. 114.
Humour, soldier, ii. 492.

criticized, vii. 377, viii.

Hunting, i. 25 pheasants, ii.
118, 189; boars, 124; the
stag, 192, vi. 348 snipes, xi.
43, 253 boar, xii. 53 pheasants, 56 bear, 82.
Huss, xvi. 394, XX. 71, xxii.

241, 341, 429; begins with
conquests, xvii. 110; real,
xix. 137.

;

;

;

Hogarth, xxii. 155.
Hohenlohe, v. 426.

;

;

Holy Ghost,

sectarians, xv. 380.
See also Blasphemy.
Home, xxii. 155; its influence
superior to school, iv. 14.

Huysmans,

Homer,

Hypnotization,

xvii.

280,

282,

xxii.

232, 291.

tive

Hottentots musical, xviii. 372.
Honesty, conception of, by the
peasants
and the upper
classes, iv. 212.

Honeymoon,

191.

Hutcheson, xxii. 155.
Huxley, xix. 537.

oppressive,

un-

xxii. 212, 228, 279.

fairy

v.

401

tale,

illustra-

;

Labourer

Emelydn and the Empty Drum,
xvii. 499
practised by the
;

government, xx. 200

;

of the

military, 333, xxi. 109, xxiii.
360.
See also Suggestion.

;
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Hypocrisy, in schools, iv. 13
of science has taken place
that of religion, xx. 345; of
our times, 475.
;

Ibsen, xxii.
290.
Ideal, of

253,

309, xxiii.

1. 342; our, benot before us, iv.

life,

hind
220

us,

425,

xxiii.

defined,
xviii.
Christian,

the,

;

58

;

xviii. 429, xx.

104

;

accom-

plished in proportion as men
are
freed from violence,
xxiv. 69.
Ideas, obsolete, xxiii. 145.

Idleness
212.
Idolatry

be

to

avoided, xvi.

the

of

;

due

of

488.

to, xviii.

Indians, XX. 176.
Indulgences, xiii. 393.
Industrial
activity
harmful,
xvii. 213.
Infallibility, of the church a
mistake, xiv. 14;
of the
hierarchy, xiii. 336, xx. 60.
IngersoU, XX. 50.
Instinct defined, xxiv. 80.
Instruction, difference of, in

higher and lower schools,

iv.

as defined in Germany,
105.
See also Culture, Education.

78

;

Insubmission,

advantages

of,

Intemperance, struggle against,
made hard, xix. 380; in
authors, 382.
See also In-

414

toxication.
Interpretation, of Scripture by
individuals imperative, xiv.

;

vii.

zhinski.

Ildgin, vi. 353.

children,

iv.

271.

113;

vii.

on peasant
76; F.

of,

Intoxication,

i. 309
TolThe Holiday of
Enlighienment of the 12th of
January, xvii. 429 How the
Devil Redeemed the Crust of
Bread, xvii. 439
Why People Become Intoxicated, xix.
crimes
339
committed
under, 344
due to drowning of conscience, 346 from
smoking, 348
due to wish
to drown conscience, 357

S.,

426

first,

;

;

;

Ilinka, see Grap.
;

iii.

414

—

;

— Andre-

evich, V. 78;
Moseich,
Vasllevich, 110.
147;
Ilyds, xii. 472.

—

;

avoided, xxii. 483.
Intoxicants, injurious effect

stoy's,

xviii. 25.

56

;

xxiii. 83.

Iliad, effect of the,

iii.

10 by church unintelligible,
11 false, of the Gospels, xv.
of
Gospels to
376
be
;

Ignorance, power of, The Power
of Darkness, xviii. 83.
Ikonin, 285.

ii.

life

Orthodox

475.
Igndtev, ii. 375.
Igndti Niklforovich, see Rogo-

Ilyd,

monstrosity

Incontinence,

XX. 188.

Church, XX. 79.
Igndshka, iii. 49.
Igndt, ii. 56
iii.

Ilin,
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Ilyushka, iii. 135 vi. 17.
Image worship, xiii, 415.
Immortality of life, xvi. 366.
Impotent man healed, xiv.
320.
;

;

;

;

;

;

senselessness of life chiefly
due to, 360 ; of power cause
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of governmental crimes, xx.
328 a sin, xxiii. 80 God or
Mammon, 83 The First Distiller, 559.
;

;

;

lohel, vi. 67.
Iputka, vi. 17.

123

;

11.

iii.

81
Serezha.

absurdity of the,
of labour wage,

law,

;

fvin,

Irish, xxiii. 148.
xvii.

iv. 344; x. 364; xx.
425 Gordyey, xii. 376 Ivdu
Semovich, xxi. 36.
Ivlnushka, vi. 170.
Ivdshenkov, xxi. 185.

Ivdsbin,

Ippollt, V. 10.

Iron

Ivdnov,

;

i.

;

xviii.

290

Izyumcbeuko, xix. 512

;

see

;

xxiii.

317.

xxiv. 38.
Irritation in marital relation to

be avoided, xviii. 481.
Irtenev, Nikoldy, i. 261
Nik6;

lenka, xxi. 330, 459.
Isaiah, xvi. 248, xvii. 280.
Is^y, xix. 440.
Ishlmova, iv. 316.
iii.

Dante, Ferri, Galileo, Garofalo,
Humbert, Lombroso,
Michelangelo, Pellico, Raphael, Vinci.
Ivdn, ii. 4 iii. 56

x. 161
xi.
103; 481; xviii.
XX. 428
Dmitrievich, xii. 72
Egorovich,
Fed6tych, xvii.
xviii. 3
28 xxiii. 577
Formich,
iv. 323
Ign%ch, iii. 154
Ilich, xviii. 3
Ivduovich, i. 76; iv. 245; xxi.
137
Matvyeich, xix. 484
Mikhdylovich, xxi. 369;
Mitrich, V. 444
Moseich, xviii. 121
Ptlvlovich,
xii.
201
Petr6vich, ix.
98
Semenych, xviii. 89
Vasilevich, xii. 124; 247;
Vasilych, i. 110;
Ydkovlevich, i. 340
Zakhd^
;

;

xii.

—
—
—
—
—
•

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—
—
—
—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

religion, xix.

327

;

522

Laud Reclaiming

Society, xxiv. 161.
Jaures, xxiii. 256.
Jealousy (Levin's), x. 381,
(Kitty's),

xi.

xi.

232;

xviii. 355, 383, 394.
Jesuitism, vii. 400.
Jews, their faith interesting,

but not important, xiv. 12
their faith denied by Christ,
maltreated by Chris107
tians, xvi. 19 their definition
of life, 244
their revenge
;

;

;

;

386;
484

xxiii.

35, 74;

self235, 370;
consciousness, vii. 64.
See
also Assisi, Boccaccio, Bruno,

Italian,

Japanese,

—

—

;

;

rych, xviii. 412.

;

—

—

for

335

their

oppression,

xviii.

their concept of religion, xxiv. 83. See also i. 475,
;

459, xi. 258, 261, 272, xix.
116, XX. 250, xxi. 27, xxiii.
483, 502, and Grossmann,
Kishinev, Rozovski, Spinoza.
Johann, iii. 177.
John, xii. 469.
ii.

John, the apostle, his witness
concerning Christ, xiv. 139
Christ's testimony concerning, 157
first epistle of, xv.
;

389.

John the

Terrible,

viii.

449,

xvi. 76, xix. 253, 502.
John, Peter I.'s brother, xix. 504.

Joseph,

vi.

510; the story

xxii. 232, 301.

of,
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— Fedorovich,

Josephus Flavius, xv. 207.
Jouffroy, xxii. 164.
Joy at doing good,

363

Fedorych,
317.

iii.

Judaism, renounced by Jesus,
defined, xvi. 104
XV. 249
;

what its demands are, 186.
Judas and Christ, xv. 269.
Judge not, meaning of, xvi. 24
as understood by the church,
;

32.

Julien, Stanislas, xxiii. 49.
Julius, xix. 10.
Julner, vii. 22.
Jungmann, xxii. 163.
Jui'isprudence, xiii. 34.
Justice, crowd guided by, iv.
236.
Juvenalis, xix. 9.

Karma,
Karmduov,
Karp,

i.

384.

Kaliigin, ii. 337.
Kaliizhski, Mishka, x. 97.

Kdmenski,

191

v.

;

—

;

225

vii.

xxiii.

;

580.

and
Karr, Alphonse, i. 249
war, xi. 397 xx. 260, xxii.
227.
Kartdsov, X. 477.
Kartinkin, Simon Petrdv, xxi.
;

;

45.

Karts,

ii.

362.

Katavdsov, x. 315.
Kiitenka, i. 19.
AlekKaterina, xii. 234
Pdvsyeevna, xxi. 134;
Petrovna,
lovna, xi. 107;
;

25

—
—

—
— Semenovna,

;

v.

79.

ix. 16.

Kalkbrenner,

323

xxii. 41.

54

ii.

viii.

Kalinin,

iv.

124.
xix. 192.
xi.

Madame,

;

xxi. 367.

Kdtichka, vii. 553.
Katkov, xix. 79.
K%a, iii. 283; v. 372; xii.
190 xxii. 106.
Katyusha, xii. 401 see Md,slova.
Kaulbach, ix. 208.
;

;

Kamerovski, ix. 178.
Kant, iv. 8, 52, xi. 365,

xiii. 67,

Kayddnov,

336.

iv.

xvii. 205, 233, xix. 361, 535,

Kaysdrov, Paisi, Sergyeich,

xxi. 413, xxii. 153, 157, xxiv.

288.
Kazdrski,

111.

Kdpchich, xviii. 203.
Kapitonych, x. 269.
Kapitoshka, xii. 446.
Kardgin, Julie, v. 63
Mdrya
Lvovna, 54.
Karamzin, iv. 262, 270, vi. 447.
Karataev, Platon, viii. 63, 132,
;

220, 223, 424.
Karbovdnets, xii. 214.
Karenin, Aleksyey Aleksdndrovich, ix. 93
see Anna Arkddevna.
;

Karibflnov, X. 69.
Karl Ivdnovich, i. 1

ii.

380.

Kazi-Muhammed,
Kedrov,

xii.

vi.

137

100.

204.
Kepler, viii. 487.
Ker, xxii. 168.
Keys, ix. 40.
ix.

Khddzhi-Murdt, iv. 249.
Khandrikov, vi. 138.
Khasdnov, i. 483.
Khemnitser, xv. 263.
Khilkov, D. A., xxiii. 434.
Khitrov Market, xvii. 9.
Khlopov, i. 471
Mdrya Ivdnovna, 464 ii. 495.
;

;

;

vii.

KJilyustov, xi. 151.

;
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Khomyak6v,

xi. 366, xiii. 102,
SSi, 339, XX. 62, xxi. 413,
xxiii. 303.
Khorovod, in the Caucasus, ii.
284.
Khorjiishkin, iii. 394.
Ivhrapkov, iii. 413.
Khryemov, iv. 401.

Khudyakov,

261, 263, 270.
Khvedor, vii. 360.
Khvostikov, vi. 502.
Kiesewetter, xviii. 48 xxi. 365.
iv.

;

Kifa Mokievich, xvi. 227, 235.
Kingdom of God, the, within
us, vi. 116
explained, xiv.
58
explained by Christ,
107; 157; the coming, 164;
181; for the poor, 216; of
the coming of the, xv. 100
435
is near, xix. 198
at
hand, 507 The Kingdom of
;

;

;

;

;

God

Is

WitMn You, xx. 3

;

is

taken by force, 366
Seek,
371
men must contribute
to the establishment of, 484
;

;

;

realization of, xxiii. 61.
Kingsley, xix. 80.

Kipling, xxii. 228, 279, xxiii.
290, 293.

Kirchmann,

xxii. 163.

Kirill Matvyeevich, vi. 274.

Kirsdnov,

512.
Klrsten, V. 215.
Kirydk, ii. 154.
Kiryukha, iv. 217.
Kiryiisha, vi. 170, xii. 41.
Kiryushka, iv. 235.
Kiselev, viii. 281.
Kishinev,
On the Kishinev
I'ragedy, xxiii. 502.
Kitdeva, xxi. 13.
Kitty, ix. 31.
Klara, xxi. 361;
Vasllevna,
31.
ii.

—

Klausewitz, vii. 295.
Klingen, xviii. 188.
Klinger, xxii. 227, 253.

Klyucharev, vii. 399.
Knaust, ix. 40.
Knight, xxii. 150 et passim.
Knight, Richard, xxii. 168.

Knowableness of objects and
the unity of the law, xvi.
287.

Knowledge,

false direction of,

xvi. 278; false, defined, 283.

Kochubey, vi. 228.
Kock, Paul de, i. 385.
Kokosha, iii. 377.
Kolkov, iii. 112.
Kolosov, xxi. 18.
Kolpikov, i. 313.
Koltso, Ivan, xii. 130.
Koltsov, iv. 230.
Kolya, xxi. 268.

Komarov,

viii.

184.

Komarovski, xx. 127.
Komisflrov, X. 423.

Kondnltev, Markel, xxii. 49.
Kondrdtevna, vi. 390.
Kondrdti, ix. 169.
Konstantin Pdvlovich, v. 387.
Kopylov, Gerusim, iii. 413.
Korableva, xxi. 158.
Korchdgin, xxi. 16 Marlya, 25.
;

Korf xii. 292.
Korndkov, Princess,
,

st6y's

i.

61

;

(Tol-

mistake for Kardgin),

Julie, V. 96.

Korney,

X.

269

;

xxi. 146.

Kornilov, ii. 313 xxi. 425.
Korolev, xii. 283.
;

Korsiinski, Eg6rushka, ix. 121.
Korziiiski, xi. 201.
Kostylin, xii. 93.

Kotelnikov, ii. 511.
Kozelts6v, Mikhdylo,
Vladimir, 401.

ii.

390;
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;
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Kuz6vlev, ix. 305.
Kvytski, X. 241.

Kozl6v, ii. 38.
Kozlovski, V. 197.

Koznyshev, Sergyey Ivdnovich,

LabXzov,

xix. 30.

Kraft, ii. 517.
Kralik, xxii. 146 et passim.
Krdmski, xxii. 300.
Kvasinski, x. 473
Waleryan,
xxiii. 403.
Kraiise, xxii. 160.
Kraut, Friedrich Krestydnych,
ii. 441.
Kreutzer Sonata, The, xxiii.
307 ; analysis of, 390.
Kriegsmut, xxi. 366.
Krlnski, Nikoldy, xii. 203.
Krltski, ix. 136.
Krivin, ix. 122.
Krivtsov, xi. 273.
KJropotkin, xxiv. 139.
Krouq, vi. 127.
Kriidner, viii. 410.
ELTuger, xxiii. 459.
Krugosvyetlov, Aleksyey Vladlmirovich, xviii. 187.
Krupov, X. 118.
Krupp, xxiv. 25.
Kryl6v, his language criticized,
xi.
xvii.
iv.
208,
273;
318.
Kryltsov, Anatoli Petrovich,
;

xxii. 22.

Kuchum,

Grigori Eflmovich,

xxi. 37.

V. 24.

Gospel of, illustrative
Ivan the Fool, xii. 481
condition of happiness, xvi.
always secures a sus159
for others,
tenance, 172
172 life of, not considered
life
respectable, xvii. 45
the

story,

;

;

;

;

without, the ideal of the rich
and the poor, 49 through
violence not good, 152 life
exploitation of, exof, 199
cuse for, 201 exploiters of,
219 division of, criticized,
;

;

;

;

;

242 unjust, 249 true, 306
physical, necessity for, 298
improves the quality of
;

;

—

;

,

mental

299

activity,

;

—
—

leads to simplicity of life,
healthy, 301;
300;
advantages of, 315 question,
Tolstoy's idea about, mis-

—

,

;

understood, xxiii. 77

Means,
woman, 490

;

— The
and

241;

only

sinfulness

;

of

abstaining from, 513 manual, 514
The Slavery of Our
exploitation
Time, xxiv. 3
of human, 10 false attitude
;

;

;

of economic science to agricultural,
division of,
20
criticized, 25
true division
;

297
Kuzminishna,

;

250.
325.

ix.

iii.

To

25;

of,

the

Working

People, 131.
See also Work.
Labourers, in the vineyard, xv.
80 we are, of God's work,
;

477

33 condition
179 life of, 195
their wretchedness, xxiv. 6
xvi.

i.

3

20

;

Kuntz, xii. 210.
Kurdgin, V. 44.
Kurdkin, vii. 19.
Kurbski, viii. 452.
Kutuzov, Mikhail Haridnovich,

Kuzmd,

of, x.

in the field (Levin's),

;

124.
Kuddshev, xxii. 508.
xii.

Kuleshov,

Visaridn, xii. 197.

Labour, glorification

;

of, xxiii.

xvii.

;

;

;
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city, their
11
condition due to being deprived of nature, 19
real
needs of agricultural, 134
must free themselves from
their factory slavery, 141.

short-lived,

;

;

Lamaism,

xxiv. 88.
Lamartiue, xxii. 221.

;

of, its

origin

and

xxiv. 39
free, only
solution of labour question,
134 not factories object of
struggle, 136
life on the,
the chief condition of a happy

effect,

;

;

;

and independent

137
139
to be given to peasants, 141
ownership of, not recognized
by the peasants, 142 how it
is to be emancipated, 157
sufficient to

life,

support

all,

;

;

question,

Law,
42

the,

205,
186.

v.
vii.

of

Moses

(before
false, xv.

the written, nullified by
Christ, xvi. 49 under which
we live, xix. 112 the eternal,
departure from the,
114
129; xxi. 513; and slavery,
xxiv. 43; not expressive of
the will of the people, 47
possible, because there are
men to compel obedience,
49 based on organized violence, 50
criticized, 106.
Lawyer, x. 200; (Fanurin) xxi.
;

;

;

of, a means
enslavement, xvii. 143

ownership

161.

ix.

Lavrushka,
Napoleon)

;

Land, deprivation
of

Lavrenti,

its difficulties,

158.

See also George.

;

;

226.
Ldzarev,

vi.

Laziitka,

ii.

211.
252.

Leaven, parable of the, xiv.
of the Pharisees, the
187
Sadducees, and the Hero;

dians, XV. 195.

Leconte de

Lisle, xxii. 221.

Landau, Jules, xi. 275.
Langeron, v. 425.

Leibniz, xxiv. 111.

Langley, xxii. 281, 300.
Language, literary, incomprehensible to peasants, iv. 270;
bad, in books for children,
xii. 259 study of, xxiii. 368.
Lankovski, x. 472.
Lannes, v. 264.
Lao-tse, xvi. 248, xix. 115, xx.

Lemarrois, v. 291.
Leopardi, xxii. 211.
Lepage-Bastien, xxii. 321.
Leppich, vii. 257.
Leshchetitski, xdii. 47.

Lelorme

;

478, xxii. 368, xxiii. 49.
Larrey, V. 483.
Lashers, xxiii. 316.
Lassale, xxiii. 256.
Latin, why studied, iv. 6 useless, 124
not needed, 339.
Latour, ii. 384.
Laura, ix. 181.
Lauriston, viii. 267.
Lavisse, xx. 403.
;

;

d'Ideville, vii. 188.

Lessing,

xvii.

225,

xix.

358,

xxii. 154.

Lermontov,

i. 420, 470, ii. 184,
348, xvi. 379, xxiii. 293.
Leroy Beaulieu, xx. 50.
Leveque, xxii. 150.
Levin, Konstantin Dmltrievich,
ix. 27
Nikoldy, 44.
Levushka, xxi. 364.
Lewes, iv. 122, 132.
L'Hermite, xxii. 300, 321.

iii.

;

Liberalism
ineffective
harmful, xxii. 531.

and

;;
;

;

INDEX
Liberalization of the professions, XX. 275.
Liberals, Letter to the Liberals,
xii. 529
xxiii. 521.
Liberation, Christian's, through
personal effort, xx. 220 byaggregates impossible, 223.
See also Deceptions, Miracles,
Offences.
Libertinism explained, xviii.
32i.
Lichtenfels, v. 254.
Lichtenstein, v. 425.
Lldiya Ivdnovna, ix. 168.
Lidy, ix. 122.
Life,
problems of,
present
themselves to the boy, i.
219; educating the people,
the future, vi. 165
iv. 23
questions
is God, viii. 228
of, and the sciences, xiii. 25;
vanity of, 32; as explained
by science, 33 and the great
masses, 48 God is, 66; search
after a meaning of, leads to
faith, xiv. 9; the word in the
Gospel explained, 23; there
earthly,
is no other, xv. 78
is death, 99; the true, 169;
Christ's
concept of, 301;
Jewish conception of the
eternal, the true, xvi. 119;
Christ teaches salvation from
eternal,
personal, 122, 126
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

taught by Christ,

1*28;

all,

emancipated

from the
of the world

church, 189
the
proceeding
without
church, 190 why do we live
the life we live? 191; men
On
have no basis of, 197
as viewed by conLife, 226
;

;

;

;

temporary
the

cell,

227
concept

science,

230

;

;

in
of.

167
variously understood, 232
the whole of, not studied by
the sciences, 234 determines
;

fundamental
contradictions of, 239 con235

science,

;

;

recognized,
of,
tradiction
243; aim of, 243; animal
inertia
existence not, 252
the only guide of, 255 begins with manifestation of
rational consciousness, 266
birth of true, in man, 272
;

;

begins with negation
of animal personality, 275
true, not what takes place
in space and time, 292
renunciation of the good of
the animal personality is the
the
law of human, 297
animal personality is an instrument of, 301 causes of
the vpretchedness of the pertrue,

;

;

is unceasing
308
motion, 362 is a relation to
does not
the world, 362
cease in this world, 366 the
visible, part of the infinite
motion of, 377 a striving
after the good, 398 of other
beings can be known only
On
through our own, 399
the Meaning of Life, 435 the

sonal,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

meaning of, in establishing
the kingdom of God upon
the aim of, 437
earth, 435
there is no aim of, 438 in
;

;

;

the fulfilment of the message,
439 meaning of, the service
;

of God, 440; motion toward
the light, 441 has no aim,
442 why, how to live, 444 ;
is to do the will of Him who
sent me into life, 446 ; aim
;

;

of,

472

;

misfortunes

of, xvii.

;;
;

INDEX

368

with

Lili, viii. 25.

conscience, 313 perilousness
a place of service,
of, 313
462 the eternal, xix. 81 in

Lily, ix. 189.

312

;

disagreement

of,

;

;

;

;

form of, 104
97
aim of, not enjoyment, 111;
what is it? 115; of labour,

reason,

;

the true, 138 the
the foundation
questions of,
of faith, 140
150 for Christ's sake, 173 ;
senselessness of, frequentlydue to intoxication, 360
consecutiveness of actions
symptom of good, 367 a
good and a bad, incompatible,
384 of luxury of man of
the world, 387 good, consists
in doing good to others, 389
a motion toward perfection,
XX. 102 a contradiction to
133, 136

;

meaning

;

of,

;

;

;

;

;

;

right, 118; men
returning to the pagan concept of, 138 new concept of,
solution of the
xxii. 365
contradiction of, 368
in
the true,
this world, 374
differs from the previous,
375 hindrance to true, 377
true, and what not to do,
according to Christ's
379
teaching, 413 the religious
basis of, xxiii. 359 and the
comprehension of, 429 the

what

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

future, 432
irrational, 523
slavish forms of life, 524
;

growth
of, 532

529 the meaning
of the consciousness

of,
;

;

;

the spiritual principle,
534; 541.
Walk in the
Light, xiv. 175
Light while Ye Have Light,
of

;

xix. 3.

Likhachev,

Linen-measurer, iv. 379.
Linev, D. A., xxii. 7.
Linon, Mile., ix. 36.
Lise (Bolkonski), v. 9.
Lisink6vski, ii. 368.
Liszt, i. 384, xxi. 457, xxii.
228, 253, 305, 309.
Literature, popular, wanting,
iv. 36
of no use to the
masses, 172; modern, criticized, xxii. 211, 252.
Livermore, Mrs., xx. 484.
Liza, iii. 150, xviii. 363.
Lizdnka, xviii. 28 xxi. 175.
;

;

Lizaveta

Leonidovna,

Love, first, i. 36, 102 effect of,
instead of punishment, 208
in manorial servants, 213
falling in,
classified, 351
419 the only happiness, ii.
69; unrequited, 83; universal, 196, 238; (Olenin's) analyzed, 263
for women interfering with universal love,
266; woman's, iii. 334; doonly
mestic,
exists
335
with freedom, iv. 182 children in, V. 66 of neighbour
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

viii.

209.

see

Betsy.
Lobes, Francis de, xx. 73.
Lombroso, xxi. 107, 457, xxiii.
49.
Lopukhin, vi. 435.
Lord's Prayer an exposition of
the Gospel, xv. 369.
Lorrain, V. 76.
Louis XL, viii. 446, xix. 502.
Louis XIV., viii. 432.
Louis XVI., xix. 502, xx. 247.
Louis Philippe, viii. 449, xix.
502.
Louise, viii. 416.

;

;;

;

INDEX
opposed

to war, 150
of
neighbour, 157
unnatural,
of the French, vii. 528; of
enemy and of God, 545
(Karat^ev's) universal, viii.
68 is God (Audrey's view),
86 God is, illustrative story,
What Men Live by, xii. 327
Where Love Is, There God Is
;

;

;

;

;

Also,

445

enemy, com-

of

;

mandment about, xvi. 82;
of all men, 215
defined,
323, 330 impossible for men
who do not understand the
meaning of life, 327; an
activity in the present, 332;
true, is the consequence of
the renunciation of the good
of personality, 335
is the
only fuU activity of the true
life, 339; is God, 427; the
manifestation of God, 428;
should be increased in our;

;

;

selves,

465

illustrative

conquers all,
The God-

;

story.

xvii. 470
and matrimonial relations, xviii. 314
depending on physical near-

son,

;

what

meant by
being in, 338; carnal, and
anger the same animal sensations, 364
dreamed of by
women, 370 carnal, not to
be exalted, 423 and carnal
lust confused, 444
of men,
ness, 329;

is

;

;

;

369
of neighbour, 168 ; and reason, 181; the activity of, in

a famine, 247

;

demands

of,

250 infectious, 257 of humanity, XX. 106 zenith of,
for woman, xxi. 84
among
men, xxii. 55 obstacles to
its manifestation, 377
The
Demands of Love, xxiii. 547
has no limit for sacrifices,
547; not violence, the only
rational foundation of soci;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ety, xxiv. 124.

Lovdyski, viii. 181.
Lowell, xxiii. 293, 462.
Lozinski, xxii. 23.

Lubomlrski,

vii. 144.
231.
Lukdshka, ii. 109.
Lukhnov, iii. 112.
LuUi, xvii. 417.
Lust leads to new and stronger
lusts, xviii. 460.
Luther, iv. 6, 11, 159, xiv. 32,
xix. 138, XX. 71, xxii. 191.
Lvov, Arseni, xi. 188; Natalie,

Lucerne,

iii.

71.

Lydpinski lodging house,

xvii.

11.

Lying ruins a man's

life, xvii.

290.

Lyubdsha, iii. 136.
Lyubov, Sergyeevna,
see

i.

340

Mdslova.

;

463; to be pure, 450; exclusive, not harmful, if it is not
egotism, 451;
falling in,
makes easier the struggle

with

453

chastity,

;

and

chastity contrary to sexual
instinct, 459; Christian, the
true union, 466 Christian,
xix. 40; 95
is life,
109;
;

;

Macaire, Robert,
Macaulay,

Mack,

V.

iv.

xxii. 315.
122, 165, 335.

179.

Madmen and

non-resistance to
394.
Maeterlinck, xxii. 222, 253,
309, xxiii. 290.
Magdalen, xix. 45.
Magnitski, vi. 235.
evil, xxiii.

;;

;
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INDEX

Maison Rusdque,
Makdr, XX. .317;
vich, vi. 189

7, 61.

ii.

— Aleksyee-

— Semenovich,

;

xii. 77.
Makjlri, xiii. 94.
IMakdrin, vi. 502.
Mak^rov, iv. 197.

Makatyiik,

Mdrfa,

ii.

iii.

Marfutka,

25.

486.

xii.

ii.

451.

;

197; absurdity of his
theory,
xvii.
xviii.
203,
502.
Maltfshcheva, ix. 209.
Mdltus, xi. 58.
Malviua, viii. 385.
Malvintsev, Anna Igndtevna,
xxii.

23.

424;

Marie,

vii.

100;

ix.

10.

xi. 20.

Mariette, 168.

Marina, xii. 244; xviii. 83.
Marital infidelity should not
be extolled, xviii. 420 relations, to be as to strangers,
misunderstanding
,
481
in, due to rivalry, 488.
See
also The Death of Ivan Ilich,
The Kreutzer Sonata, Mar-

—

riage.

Marking

of piipils wrong, iv.

242.

Mdrkov, iv. 152, 203 ; v. 412.
Marlinski, i. 470.
Marriage, unhappiness in (Audrey's),

view

(Andrey's
169
172 purpose of, is

V.

of),

;

;

the family, viii. 390
in
Cana, xiv. 92 and divorce,
XV. 154
a trap, xviii. 333
the sale of an innocent girl
not into a libertine, 339
;

;

Mametkul,

xii.

Mammon,

xiv.

Mammon,

132.

;

288,

God

See

83.

xxiii.

or

Mamonov, vii. 249.
Mamonova, xi. 109.
Man, and wife one,
;

;

church, without an ideal,
does not lead to happiness, 462
should be concalculation,
tracted
from
464 next in importance to
death, 465
not to be entered into in haste, 465
when it gives happiness,
a non-Christian insti466
a sin demandtution, 467
ing its redemption, 468

447

477

xviii.

and Christianity, 492
destiny, 493

;

stituted by Christianity, 428

also Property.

;

;

his

a free conduc-

tor, xix. 149.

Manet, xxii. 226, 309.
Manson, XX. 469.
Mansurov, xxii. 508.

Manual

xix.

279.

iv.

Maria Theresa,

;

481.

MaMsha, vii. 391 xii. 466.
Malevannians, xx. 395.
Mallarme, xxii. 214, 222, 253.
Malthus, iv. 166, xvii. 227,

viii.

123;

;

278.

viii.

Maldkhov Mount,
Maldnya,

xviii. 96.

xviii.

xxiii. 571.

Makeev, vi. 190.
Makhotin, ix. 276.
Maksim, iii. 436.
Maksimka, vi. 16.
Maksimov, Fedor Makslmych,

Makyeev,

sian development, x. 380.
xv. 371, xix.
528, XX. 503.

Marcus Aurelius,

Maremydna,

528;

ii.

Manufactures injurious to Rus-

Labour, xvii. 415
xxiii. 366. /See aZso Labour.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;;

;;•
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what

it

soluble,

shoiild be, 471

476

in-

;

always leads

;

into dissatisfaction, 480
dissoluble, 484
a division
of labour, 486 and chastity,
and poverty, 502
499
Christian, six. 31.
Martha, Jesus at the home of,
xiv. 374.
;

;

;

;

Martin Semenovich,
Martsov, ii. 416.
Martyn Avdyeich,

xvii. 35.

xii.

;

,

Mariisya, xxi. 255.
Marx, xxii. 197, xxiii. Ill,
256.
Mary Magdalene, xiv. 141.
Mdrya, (Princess Bolkonski),

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Aleksdn139 ; xii. 351
Aleksyedrovna, iii. 287
Antoevna, xviii. 466
Bogddnovna, vi. 284;
Borlsovna,
novna, vi. 52
Dmitrievna, iii.
xi. 183 ;
Eflmovna, x.
274 V. 91
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Feodorovna, viii. 3
460
Genrlkhovna, vii. 78
IvdnGrigorevna, i. 475
xii.
xi. 148
ovna, i. 345
186 XV. 169 xvii. 35 xxi.
Konstantlnovna, xviii.
68
Minichna, iii. 340
188
Nikoldevna, vii. 552
Pdv(Mdsha), ix. 134
Semelovna, xxi. 268
Vasllevna,
novna, xi. 159
Vldsevna,
X. 336 xxi. 26

—

;

—
—
;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
;

;

;

—
—

xi. 71.

Marydnka, ii. 108.
Maryushka, iii. 325.

—
—

i.

166

;

152

x.

;

xii.

39

41.

MAshenka, xxiii.
Mashka, iii. 422

5.

;

xxi. 190.

Mashiitka, xviii. 138.

Maslennikov,

Mikhail

Ivdno-

vich, xxi. 231.

Mdslov Kdtka,

xi. 172.

Mikhdy-

Katerlna
Md,slova,
lovna, xxi. 4.
Maslovski, ii. 346.

See

classified, vi. 244.

Freemasonry.

also

Martyrs, of the teaching of the
world, xvi. 163
modern,
xix. 492;
regarded as
fanatics, 509.

V.

Mdsha,

Masons

445.

Martyn, C, XX. 484.

—

371

counteracting educa3 ; Tolstoy siding
Levin's
with the, iv. 178
love of the, x. 4 not interested in any wars, xi. 393
the, the judges of their education, xii. 290; the, have
the real faith, xiii. 59 the
the
belief of the, xiii. 72
Russian, free from patriothighest art
ism, XX. 421

Masses,
tion,

iv.

;

;

;

;

;

comprehensible to the, xxii.
233.

Materialism fostered through

wrong education,

xxiii. 372.

410.
Mdtnev, iii. 109,

Matier,

iv.

Matrena, iii. 56 264 iv. 206
xviii. 83
xii. 332
xi. 373
Filimonovna, ix. 10
MatKhdi-ina, xxi. 305
Pd.vvyeevna, vi. 510;
;

;

—

;

;

;

—
;

;

—
—

;

lovna, xxi. 68.

Matreshka, viii. 17.
Matryushka, ii. 39.
Matter least knowable,

xvi.

285.

Matthew, calling of, xiv. 120.
Matvyeev, Mikhdylo, iii. 152;
the

—

s,

Matvyey,

xix. 451.
ix.

8

;

—

Ivdnych,

;

;
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xxi.
32.

493

—

;

Nikltich, xxi.

Maudsley, xxi. 457.
Maupassant, xix. 377, xx. 155,
168, 509, xxii. 301.

Mdvra, xix. 247
nifhna,

vii.

—

;

Kuzml-

xxiii.

xi. 168.

Mayer Liezen,
Mdykov, xxiii.
MazAnov,

xxii. 301.

Medicine, criticized, vi. 160
Levin does not believe in, x.
14 in the service of the rich,
xvii. 164
use of, xix. 189
;

;

;

criticized, xxiv. 109.

Medov, xix. 109, 184.
Medyntsev, xxi. 274.
Meekness, a virtue, i. 87 pracin marital relatised, 256
illustrative
tions, xviii. 478
story, Master and Workman,
;

;

;

Melnikov,

ii.

See also Karatdev.
455.

Melvinski, xviii.

Melyukov,
lovna,

vi.

3.

Pelageya

Danl-

400.

Memory, what

it is,

vi.

433.

Mezankov, x. 118.
Michaud, vii. 62.

xxiii, 172.

xix. 423.

27, xix. 147.

xiii.

Metrov, xi. 191.
Metternich, vii. 4.
Mevius, xxii. 504.

Mazzini, Pietro, xxiii. 498.
Meat, see Vegetarianism.

McKinley,

113,

ing, 267; as applied in teaching, 268 ; senseless, of instruction, xxiii. 375.

Metivier,

293.
253.

iv.

xvi.

See also Re-

119, xxiii. 57.

pentance.
Metaphysics,

and

of,

;

502,

169.

Maydel,

science, xvi. 238.
Metanoia, xiv. 56,

Method, in teaching, proper
and wrong, iv. 264 of read-

431.
390.

Mavrusha, vi.
Maximilian, xix.

Messiah, the kingdom

Michelangelo, xvii.

282, xxi.
334, xxii. 228, xxiii. 253.
Mickiewicz, xxiii. 402.
Middle Ages, schools of the,iv.6.
Migunov, iii. 109.
Mikhdil Danilovich, xviii. 62
Dorofeich, ii. 484
Feoklitich, viii. 184
Gerdsimovich, xii. 239
Iv^
novich, V. 158;
Mikhdy-

—

;

;

xvi. 367.

334, 338, 355.
Menshikov, xix. 504.
Menshov, xxi. 242.
MerkAlov, Liza, x. 93.
Meshcherski, vi. 530.
Meshcherydkov, xii. 131.

—

—
40 — Nikdnorych,
369 — Petrovich,
33 — Semeno148
399 Sergyeevich,
— Sidorych,
133
356 — Vanilevich,
269.
Mikhdyla,
4;
340; —
;

lovich, xviii.
vi.

;

;

X.
xxi.
;
vich, xii.
xxi.

;

;

vi.

;

xix.

;

Mendel, Vdska, ii. 346.
Mendelssohn, xxii. 153.
Menenius Agrippa, xvii. 231.
Mennonites, xx. 4, xxiii. 123,

—
—

vi.

xii.

Stepanych, xxiii. 576.
Mikhdylo, i. 71; 464,

— Mitrich,

ii.

19;

V. 179.

Mikhdylov, ii. 333 x. 353.
Mikhaylovski - Danilevski,
;

i.

462.

Mikhdylych, xi. 394.
Mikheich, iii. 414.
Mlkhel, see Golovln, Prask6vya
Fedorovna.

;;;

;
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Miller, Zakhir Ivinovich, xviii.
26.
Millet, xxii. 300, 321.

MIkhelson, v. 156.
Mikhey Ivdnych, i. 54.

Mikhyeev, Peter,

xii.

Mikishka, iv. 280.
Miklshkin, Fedka,

398.

Milorddovich, iii. 106
Milton, xxii. 253.

xviii. 99.

Miklukho-Makldy,

xvi. 219.
Mileev, ix. 181.
Military, men liberals, xx. 275;
regulations and the Gospel,
schools, horrors of,
xvi. 20
vi. 339
science criticized,
stories. The Incurviii. 173
;

;

;

sion,

311
477

Sevastopol, ii.
i.
461
The Cutting of the Forest,
War and Peace, v. 3.
;

;

;

Military service, attractiveness
of, its indolence, vi. 339
cruelty of, Nicholas Stick,
xix. 325
and the governcorrupting inment, 495
;

;

fluence of, xxi. 73
incompatible
with Christianity,
xxii. 525
cause of calami;

;

ties, xxiii.

211

Memento, 265
Memento, 277

;

;

The
The

Soldiers^
Officers'

to a
Refusal to do,
Epilogue to Dro'zhzhin's Life
and Death, xix. 491 xx. 30
how they are treated by the
government, 31 213 231
(Olkhovik), xxii. 475; The
Approach of the End, 489
Carthago Delenda Est, xxiii.
119
Where Is the Way Out?
179 the only way to abolish
governments, 189; 443; see

Letter

;

Corporal, 449.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dukhobors.

Universal,
cause for, xx. 181 destructive of social life, 182; 211
result of patriotism, 150.
Milkers, xix. 134, xxiii. 316,
354.
Mill, xvi. 464.
also

;

Mimi, i. 19.
Mina, iii. 160.
Mindev, Vasili,

v.

;

425.

397.

xii.

Minanguoit, xvii. 184.
Mingdl, ii. 237.
Ministers, Letter to Ministers,
xxiii. 414.
Ministration, to others, xvii.
416, xix. 117, 185.
Miracles, not needed for the
truth, xiv. 15 ; there can be
no, 326; no, XV. 38; 352;
substituted for the truth in
the Christian teaching, xx.
57 liberation from the belief
in, xxii. 419.
Mironov, V. 233
xix. 465
Ivdn, xii. 223.
Mirtsov, iii. 88.
Misery of peasants, ii. 8.
Mlsha, vi. 490 xxi. 504.
Mishchenkov, ii. 501.
;

;

;

Mishka,
475;

ii.

ix.

313;
241;

iii.

x.

422;
26;

vii.

xii.

229.
Missy, see Korchdgin, Marlya.

Mitenka,

v. 89.

Mi-ti, xxiv. 124.

Mitin, xi. 267 xxi. 427.
Mitka, i. 142 iv. 231 vi. 378.
Mitrich, iii. 51 xviii. 124.
Mitrof^nov,
xii. 224.
Mitrofdnushka, iv. 336,
Mitya, ii. 6 ; viii. 423.
Mityukha, xi. 375.
;

;

;

,
;

Mityukhin,

ii.

320

;

Vaska,

418.
Mityiisha, i. 400.
Moglla, Peter, xvi. 181.

iii

;;
;

;;;
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Mohammedanism,

xvi.

186,

xxiii. 508.

Moleschott, iv. 132.
Moliere, vi. 43, xvii. 304, xxii.
301.

Molodenkov, Fedka, xxi. 170.
Moltke, XX. 163.

Mommsen,

iv.

Monasticism

;

315.

not

taught

by

Christ, xvi. 150.
Monet, xxii. 226, 309.
Moneta, E. ., xx. 133.

;

the popular mind, 432;

its effect

on conscience, 460

not wealth to a peasant, iv.
aid
175 paper, viii. 443
foolish and immoral, xvii.
53 earned by writing books
;

;

;

ill-gotten, 91

its

;

possession

immoral, 94 enslaves people, 108
whence does it
come ? 110 cause of enslavement, 123 medium of oppression, 127
labour exploited by its means, 125
not a standard of values,
126 most convenient method
the
of enslavement, 140
;

;

science, 537.

Morand,

Moreau,

,

;

;

;

Morion, xxii. 300.

Mordzov,

representative of violence,
the representative of
158
the labour of other people,
160; gives right to exploit
other people, 161 is slavery,
164 ; fails to benefit the
poor what it is, xxiii. 130.
Monte-Carlo, xxiii. 121.
Montesquieu, vi. 237, viii. 423,
XX. 180.
Montesquieu, xxii. 224.
Moore, Thomas, xxii. 496.
Moral, questions troubling
peasant children, iv. 255

161.

v.

Morel, vii. 521 E., xxii. 228.
Morelle, ii. 92.
Morio,
v. 6.
Moritz, xxii. 153.

;

;

309.

vii.

Mordvlnski, xi. 272.
Moreas, xxii. 224, 309.

Mormons,

;

;

not be deduced from pagan

;

;

;

;

;

Money, the highest good of
most men, iii. 254 evil effect
of, in

nature, high, of the peasants,
255; life, vi. 149; truths
held in disrespect, xvii. 66
teaching, xxiii. 527 ; rules,
528.
Morality, Erdshka's idea of, ii.
150 active, needed, vi. 246 ;
does not result from struggle,
xvi. 422
xix. 517
defined,
530
three kinds of, 531
cannot be independent of
religion, 533; Christian, can-

.,

xxiii. 306.

197; xvii. 94;

iv.

S.

xxii. 504.

Mortemart,

v. 6.

Mortier, V. 244.
Mosev, ii. 117.

Mos61ov,
Mother,

xviii. 298.

love of,

8;

i.

60;

French idea of, v. 370, 372.
Motherhood,
borne
lightly
(Princess Bolkonski), v. 11
Princess Mdrya's feeling of,

360

;

333.

glorification

See also

Mountains, their
Olenin,

Mouton,

ii.

viii.

Movement

of

of,

xvii.

Woman.
effect

upon

97.

163.

humanity due

to

action of all men, viii. 457.
Mozart, iii. 310, 378, xviii. 380,
xxii. 259, 278, 303.

;;

;;

INDEX

Mutuality, life supported by,
xvii. 424.
Mydgki, ix. 208.

Mozley, xxii. 168.

Mudrov,

vii. 94.

Muhamedshah,
Mukhiu,

iii,

xii.

473.

Mydgkov,

8.

Muller, Max, xvi. 125, xix.
517, XX. 207, xxii. 159.
Murat, V. 263, vi. 22.
Muratori, xxii. 157.
Muravev, Matvyey Ivdnovich,
xxiii. 96 ; Sergyey Ivdnovich,
95.

Muravev-Kdrski, N. N., xx. 30.
Murder preached by the upper
classes for their advantage,
XX. 318.
See also Assassination, Military Service.
Museum a school, iv. 143.
Music, feelings evoked by, i.
41 ; studying, 383 ; affecting nerves, 423 Albert, iii.
191 ; of the Tyrolean singer.
Lucerne, 237 ; fondness for,
;

309

;

effect of,

378

;

345

iv.

singing at the Rostdvs', v.
106 its effect upon Rost6v,
criticism of
vi. 84 ; 378
modern, xi. 203 a terrible
;

;

;

thing, xvii.

upon the

390

its

;

effect

The Kreutzer Sonata, xviii. 307
and
the Jews, xxii. 23 modern,
criticized, 228
false education in, xxiii. 367 cause of
unhappiness, 371
the esfeelings.

;

;

;

;

;

sence of, as art, 391.
Musicians, Albert, iii. 191
morality
xviii.
of,
372
coarseness of, xxii. 138.
Musin-Pilshkin, xii. 14.
Musser, Daniel, xx. 25.
Musset, xxii. 221, 228.
Mustard seed, parable of the,
xiv. 198.

Muther,

375

xxii. 175.

Myd^kin,
Mydtlin,

X. 174.
X. 255.

xii.

205.
490.

Myeshkdv,

vii.

Nabatov,

xxii. 50.

Nddenka, x. 442.
Nadezhda, i. 215.
Nddson, xxiii. 293.
Napoleon I., v. 303,

viii. 447,
183, xix. 502, xx. 247,
311, 321, 451, xxii. 313, 315,
xxiii. 156.
Napoleon III., xi. 321, xiii.
183.
Naryshkin, vi. 23.

xii.

Nastdsya, iii. 271
vi.

;

— Iv^novna,

355.

Ndstka, xii. 244.
Ndstya, X. 145.
Natdlya Nikoldevna, i. 17
xii. 185;
Sdvishna, i. 49.
Natdsha, ii. 334 v. 59, xxi.

—

;

173.

Nationalization of land not a
cure for slavery, xvii. 157.
See also Socialization.
Natural History criticized,
xxiv. 108.

Natural Science Stories, xii. 137.
Naturalness best relation betv^een teacher and pupil, xii.
293.
Nature, i. 153, xix. 95 return
See also Deto, xxiv. 138.
scriptive passages.
Nazarenes, xix. 497, xxiii. 123,
317, 334, 338.
Nazarka, ii. 115.
Necessity, viii. 467.
Needs, infinitude of, xv. 316
;

;
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determined by science, xvi.
237.

;

;

Nevyerov, xxii. 72.
Time, xx. 386.

;

;

Nibelung, The Ring of the, analyzed, xxii. 262.
Nicene Council, xvii. 380.
Nicholas, xviii. 279.
Nicholas I., xix. 325, 502, 504,
XX. 223, xxiii. 156.
Nicholas II., xx. 449 char;

242
Nicholas II., 353
the Tsar and his
174

;

;

Letter to
Letter to
Associates, 479.

Nicodemus,

—

;

ix. 27.

Nikohly,

ii.

3

i.

499.
(Rostov), v. 59

391

;

— Andreevich (Bolkoiiski),
59 — Ivanovich,
11
159 — Mikhdylovich,
219 — Pdvlovich,
239
— Petrovich, 478 — Stevi.

;

iii.

;

xi.

;

;

xii.

;

xii.

;

ii.

;

;

pdnovich, xii. 203.
Nikolskoe, iii. 325.

Nikon, iii. 292.
Nikonovna, iii. 470.
Nirvana, xvi. 320.
Nobel, NobeVs Bequest, xxiii.
332 prize, xxiii. 506.
Nogays, ii. 173, xii. 96, 132.
Non- Acting, The, xiii. 43 Tolstoy's
idea of, misunder;

stood, 77.

308.

acterized, xxiii.

;

;

Newton, viii. 487, xix. 518.
Newton, H., XX. 483.
vii.

;

83 xix. 424 xxi. 398
Ivdnovich, xvii. 29.
Nikitenko, v. 308.
Nikitin, iii. 8
Filipp Ivdnych,

NikoWev,

85.

Neilson, ix. 201.
Nekhlyiidov, Dmitri, i. 239 ii.
3; iii. 3; 86.; 231; Ivdnovich, xxi. 16
Elena Ivdnovna, 68.
Nekvdsov, xxiii. 293.
Nepshisetski, ii. 339.
Neptunov, Liza, xi. 109.
Nero, xvii. 242, xix. 10, xx.
172, 194, xxii. 315, 330.
Nesterov, iii. 109.
Nesvitski, v. 186.
Nevyedovski, xi. 148.

Ney,

Niklforov, N. N., xxi. 36.
Nikita, ii. 343
iii. 7
xviii.
;

Neledya, iv. 208.
Neferdov, ii. 338.
Nefredov, Semen, ii. 358.
Negroes, xx. 176.
Neighbour, meaning of, xvi.

New

;

discourse with,
xiv. 164, 177.
Nietzsche, xix. 536, xxii. 79,
xxii. 215, 314, xxiv. 95.
Nihilism, futility of, xvii. 388.
Nihilists, xii. 300.
Nikdndrov, xi. 109.

Non-resistance, illustrative
story, The Candle, xii. 395
xiv.
urgency of the
258
precept, xvi. 12
must be
carried out with one's own
strength, 15
a fundamental precept, 19
very simple,
44
explained,
214
80
;

;

;

;

;

218

;

;

;

;

x\'ii.

379

illustrative

;

legend. The Godson,
Christian,
xix.
42

470
The

;

Kingdom of God

Is

within

193
You, XX. 3
Letter to
Ernest Hoivard Crosby, 483
misunderstood,
xxiii.
69
Two Wars, 133 390 393
will abolish
ownership of
land, xxiv. 147.
See also
;

;

;

Karatd/Cv.

;

;

;
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of association, 428

Non-resistant, The, xx. 12.

427

Nordov, ii. 337.
Nordston, Mtlsha,

state, 429.

Normal

Officers in the

ix. 79.

schools give no results,

no good

;

of

army must have

qualities, vii. 61.

statements in Russia
orders,
iv.
85
how they are executed, 98
interference with the masses
a species of violence, 103.
See also Government.
Officialdom, banefulness of, iv.
Official,

iv. 7J:.

Nostitz, V. 197.
Novel, its influence

unreliable,

upon Tol-

i. 386
ought to begin
with marriage, xviii. 466
difference between it and
the story, XX. 526
modern,

stoy,

;

;

;

criticized, xvii. 228.

Ogarev,

132, xix. 382.

iv.

W., xxiv. 159.
Okhotin, xxi. 456.
Old age and chastity, xviii. 476.
Old Testament, of no value for
a Christian, xiv. 12
not
Ogilvie,

Novosiltsov, v. 454.
Nudity in art, xxii. 212.
xv. 201 commandment
the ofabout the, xvi. 76
xxiii.
fence of the, 212

Oath,

;

94.

Novikov, vi. 107.
Novodvorov, xxii. 12.

;

;

;

525.

;

essential to Christianity, 17.
Olenin, ii. 81.
(3lga, V. 79.

Obanchuk,

435.
Object-teaching, ridiculed, iv.
useless for Russia, 51
47
criticized, 326.
Obion ski, family, ix. 3 Peter,
xi. 273.
Obodovski, iv. 123, 337, 339.
Obolenski, vii. 127.
Obzhogov, ii. 336.
Odyntsev, v. 153.
struggle
Offences, xv. 137 ;
against the, 228
of the
undertakings of life, xix.
128
of glory, 132
origin
ii.

;

;

;

;

;

396

of, xxii.

397

of,

398

;

;

of

;

;

classification

preparation,
family, 399
of

399

of

;

of association,
conse400 of state, 402
quences of, 403
to be
The lie of
avoided, 423.
the, of preparation, 424
of family,
of affairs, 425
affairs,

;

;

;

;

;

6lgushka,

iv.

Oliver,

81.

iii.

Olkhovik,

241.

Peter,

475,

xxii.

xxiii. 136.

Onisim Mikhdylovich,

ii.

137.

Opera, stupidity of, xxii. 137
Wagner's, criticized, 259.
6perov, i. 417.
Order, in school is wrong eduthe new, xx.
cation, iv. 234
;

;

366.

Organic

life

does not originate

from the inorganic,

xvi. 236.

Origen, XX. 4, 71, xxiii. 123.
Orleans, xxiii. 156.
Orlov-Denlsov, viii. 108.
Orthodox Church, description
of the,

xiii.

440

;

activity of

the, XX. 73.

6sip Igndtevich,

ii. 412.
Osten, xxi. 504.
(3sterman-Tolst6y, vi. 142.
Ostrovski, xxii. 252.

;;
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Otho,

iv.

Pascal, xvi. 113, 257, 379, xvii.
225, XX. 503, xxii. 200, 361,
537.

169, 174, 177.

Otrepev, Grigdri, xxiii. 156.
Oudinot, vi. 178.

Owen,

iv.

Pdshenka,

311.

Ownership, a fiction, xix. 172
an evil, 173 anti-Christian,
174 and Christianity, 175
of land not justified, xxiii.
of products of labour
205
of land
not justified, 208
of property,
rejected, 396
how it originated, xxiv. 42 ;
of land, to be destroyed,
144 to be stopped by nonparticipation in the army,
148 an evU, 149.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pagans, Christ nearer to them
than to the Jews, xv. 247.
Pahlen, V. 161.
Paine, Th., xx. 6, xxiv. 160.
Painting, modern, criticized,
xxii. 225.

Pakh6m,

xvii. 453.
Pdkhtin, Ivdn Vasilevich,

xii.

199.

Paskudin,

464.
337.

ii.

x. 69.

Passek, ii. 511, xxi. 253.
Passions, respected in society,
xiii.
sexual, confusing,
8
xviii.
449; struggle with
the, 454.
Passy, Frederic, xx. 129.
Patriotism,
Christianity
and
Patriotism, xx. 383
hypocrisy of manifestations of,
;

;

407
424

;

;

sible

artificially
fostered,
imposdefined, 431
for a Christian, 433
;

means for
slavery, 438
creating, 440 destroyed by
fearlessness of opinion, 456;
Patriotism or Peace, 469 war
produced by, 472; there is
no good, xxiii. 143 ; Patriotism and Government, 143
artificially fanned, 147
universal military sei-vice due
bestialization proto, 150
duced by, 151 ; evils of, 402
in support of persecutions,
405.
Patsdn, ii. 526.
Patti, X. 468, xxii. 313.
Paul, St., his misunderstanding of Christianity, xiii. 447,
XV. 376
and government,
xix. 497.
Paul I., vii. 201, viii. 352, xix.
504, XX. 321, xxiii. 156, 169.
Paulicians, xxiii, 123, 334.
Pdulson, xix. 446.
Paulucci, vii. 61.
is

;

;

;

;

Palmerston,

iii.

393,

iv.

169,

177, 241.

;

Pamphylius, xix. 11.
Panamaists, xxiii. 156.

;

Piinin, vi. 306.

Pankriit, xii. 246.
Pantheism, ii. 195.

why Christ spoke in,
197 truths, xvii. 359
Three Parables, xxiii. 69.
xvii.
Param6novna, xii. 243

Parable,
xiv.

;

;

;

61.

Pardsha, xii. 243 ; xvii. 88.
Parfen Denisych, x. 173.
Parker, xxiii. 461.
Parley,

i.

Pashtetski,

iv.

334.

;

Parmen Ermllych,

xxiii. 98.

Piivel Dmitrievich,

Parmenov, Vdnka,

x. 60.

Peace, hypocrisy of professions

iii.

9.

;;;

; ;,;

379

INDEX
XX. 399 483.
See also
Arbitration, Hague Conference, Patriotism.
Peasants, sympathy for, ii. 4
love for, 70 just such people
as anybody else, iii. 300
of,

;

;

reform (by Pierre),

147

vi.

interest in the (Nikoldy's),
chief element of
viii. 370
;

the estate, 370 their blissful ignorance, xiii. 81
life
wretchedness
of, xvii. 191
gulf
of the life of, xix. 204
between them and the
wealthy, 241 ; classified, 274;
their love of foreigners, xx.
417 causes of their dejec;

;

;

;

;

tion of spirit, xxii. 511
their economic well-being
rises as soon as they are
freed from the church, 513
their spirit should be raised,
513 their wretchedness due
to spiritual condition, 515
to be treated fairly, 516
by economists,
neglected
xxiv. 18.
;

;

Pedagogy, has no criterion, iv.
criterion is
its only
28
liberty, 29 removes influence
See also Educaof life, 107.
;

;

Pelissier,

ii.

vi.

170.

407.

Pellico, Silvio, xvi. 356.

Penances,

xiii.

393.

Penmanship, teaching

of,

iv.

281.
Perevlyessbi, iv. 288, xii. 271.
Perfection, desire for, i. 261
vi. 251 ; belief in, xiii. 7
in purity and love,
xvi. 474
the
xix. 140
xviii. 460
;

;

;

;

proached, not reached, 467
true progress
of self, 531
possible only with internal
moral, xxiv. 123.
;

Pernetti, vii. 308.
Peronski, vi. 279.
Perpetuation of human race
not a necessity, xviii. 341.
Persecution, of Christians, as

by Christ, xvi.
of a Christian a call
for him to execute his life's
mentioned
154

;

work, 219; religious, xxiii.
311, 353 governmental, 414.
Personality, the good of, guides
the men of the world, xvi.
the renunciation of
255
the good of, the law of
human life, 297 the animal,
an instrument of life, 301
the demand of, seems incompatible with the demand of
rational consciousness, 315
to be subjected to the rational
and
consciousness,
318;
;

;

;

;

truth, xix. 168.
Pest, ii. 340.
Pestalozzi, iv. 10, 51, xii. 276.

Pestsov, X. 213.
Peter I., vii. 312, xiii. 441, xix.
175, 332, 504, XX. 237, 451.
Peter II., xix. 504.
Peter III., xix. 504, xx. 225,
247, xxiii. 169.

tion.

Pelagea, xix. 13.

Pelageyushka,

ideal of Christianity, 370
deChrist's infinite, xx. 99
to be apfined, xxiii. 436

;

Peter, xi. 322

;

xvii.

7

xviii.

;

— Dmitrievich,
— Gerdsimovich,
— Ignutich, 444 —
83 — IvdnIgndtych,
ovich,
340
187
4 — Mikhdylovich,
58
243
29;
;

xi.

,

;

xxi.

,

x.

,

xviii.

iii.

xviii.

;

;

,

;

,

;

xii.

INDEX
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230

iv.

35

—

;

,

Petrovich, xvii.

xviii. 25.

;

Petka,

iv.

238

297

;

;

328.

Petlin, xsii. 72.

Petrishchev, xviii. 188
Ivdnovich, 32.

;

Dmitri

Petritski, ix. 182.

Petrdv,

280;
257;

;

209 viii. 279 ix.
ix. 350; x. 269; xi.
xxi. 493; xxii. 23;

iii.

;

;

iii.

84

;

v.

169

xix.

;

;

;

;

;

its

of, xvii.

activity stupid, 58
view of, 78.

;

18
Syu;

Philippines, xxiii. 444.
Philo, XV. 371.
Philosophy, of life (Eroshka's),
ii.
real, xiii. 34
of
163
;

;

spirit, xvii.

225

;

cannot

establish any relation to the
world, xix. 524
criticized,
xxiv. 109.
Physics, Stories from, xii. 137.
Pictet, xxii. 164.
Pierre, v. 12.
Pilate, Christ before, xv. 333.
Pilo, Mario, xxii. 167.
Plmen Timof6ich, xii. 43.
PImochka, iii. 150.
;

Matvyey Iv^nych,

vi.

Pobyedon6stsev, xxiii. 518.
Poetry, prime mover in human
activity, iii.
modern
155
French, criticized, xxii. 213;
Russian, criticized, xxiii. 293.
Pogodin, iv. 293, 316.
;

Polenz, W. von. Introduction to
W. von Polenz's " Der Biittnerbauer," xxiii. 287.
Poles, vii. 12, xx. 250, xxiii.
148; Letter to a Pole, 402.
See also Krasinski, Mickiewicz, Towianski.
Polikilshka,

iii.

391.

Political activity, its usefulness

not recognized by

all

men,

xvii. 209.

td,ev's

the

Pldtov,
178.

Plutarch, xxii. 196.

445.
Petrushdv, ii. 379.
Pfuel, vii. 53.
Pharisee, the Orthodox, xiv.
113; Jesus discourses with
the, XV. 10; 196; who they
are, 204
teaching of the,
xvi. 246
live for the future
life, 256
hypocrisy of the,
XX. 354 xxiii. 463, 473.
Phidias, xxii. 291.

Philanthropy, plan

;

see Karatdev.

Ploughman, a bad, xix. 154.

Ivdn, XX. 45.
Petrovich, xxiii. 98.
Petriikha, xx. 317.
Petrusha, v. 59.

Petrushka,

Plsarev, iv. 132.
Pissaro, Camille, xxii. 225.
Plato, iv. 9, 346, ix. 66, xv.
361, 371, xvi. 359, 395, xvii.
145, xix. 370, 525, xx. 119,
138, xxii. 185, 194, 496.
Platon, xi. 375 xvi. 181 and

Political
xvii.

economy, fallacy of,
an apology for

107

;

conceals the
125
connection of phenomena,
147 its aim to keep people
critiin superstition, 149
violence,

;

;

;

cized, xxiv. 105.

Polonski, xxiii. 293.
P6I0ZOV, iii. 157.
Poltdvski, X. 69.

Polynesian Company, xvii. 114.
Pomdrski, xi. 259.
Poniatowski, vii. 267.
Poor, the, blessed are the, xiv.
158; the rich and, 207; in

;;

INDEX
spirit,

209; have the king-

dom

of God, 216
and the
supper, 382
get the kingdom of heaven, 390 lead
just such a life as everybody
else, xvii. 26
of Rzhdnov
House, 37; cause of inability
to help them, 169 wretchedness of, 171 debauchery of,
182.
Pope and socialism, xix. 374.
Popov, XX iv. 139.
Popular Will, the, xxii. 26.
Populists, xxii. 14.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Port Arthur,

xxiii.

166, 444
;

;

enjoined by Christ, x.
166; its cause in Russia, x.
380 preached by the Gospel, xiv. 416
enjoined by
Chi'ist, xvi. 169
of city and
country, xvii. 4; helpful in
struggle with passions, xviii.
454 and marriage, 502 of
peasants due to luxury of
the rich, xix. 237
luxury
of the rich cause of the, of
the masses, 321.
Power, exercised for evil, i.
86
evil consequences of,
88 defined, viii. 446 when
it is no violence, xix. 116;
civil, in collusion with the
church, XX. 85 defined, 171
corrupting influence of, 172
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

history

of,

174.

Pozdnyshev,

xviii. 318.

Pozen, xxi. 373.
Practical men needed in Russia,
iv. 138.
Practice defined, xviii. 164.
Praskukhin, ii. 338.
Praskutka, iv. 280.
Prayer, Natdsha affected by,
vii.
Karatuev's, viii.
106
65 not in words, illustrative
story. The Three Hermits, xii.
of a personal being,
363
xvi. 410 aid from, xix. 107;
;

;

;

;

temporary, xxii. 452 houi-ly,
454 supplicatory, meaningless, xxiii. 473
true, 474;
Tolstoy's, 476
and see, xiv.
;

;

xxiv. 26.
Positivism, criticized, 231 its
resemblance to the churchChristian creed, 235 xxiii.
521.
Potdp, xxiii. 567.
Potemkin, v. 160.
Potocki, vii. 17.
Poverty, early conception of, i.

157

381

;

;

272, XV. 110, xvi. 431, xxiii.
522.
Prayer-book criticized, xvi. 179.
Prdvdin, ix. 171.
Predetermination, v. 361, vii.
6.

Pregnancy,
Lise's,

V.

37

irritability
;

in

and nursing

woman's

xviii.
salvation,
357.
Pre-Raphaelites, x. 359.
Pressense, E. de, xx. 66.
Prevost, Marcel, xxii. 211.
Pride in art, xxii. 211.
Priest, what an honest, should

do.

Letter

to

an

Orthodox

Priest, xxiii. 493.

Princess, xviii. 188.
Principles, value of, xix. 126.
Printing, its effect on education, iv. 25; no advantage to

the masses, 169; disadvantages of, xxiii. 291; advantages of, 322.
Pripdsov, ix. 40.
Prison scenes, xvi. 476, xxi.
154.

;

382

INDEX

Prisoner of

Caucasus, The,
Tolstoy's opinion,

the

xii. 92; in

xxii. 303.

Prophet, Dumas a, xxiii. 53.
Proselytism, xix. 164.
Prostitutes, of

of children not
fornication, xviii. 457.
Prodigal son, parable of, xv.

Procreation

xvii.

41

Rzhdnov House,

defined, 335;

;

Prostitution, houses of, main-

tained by the government,

88.

Production,

factors

xvii.

of,

101.
Professors, impressions about,
i.
292 ; their haughty attitude, iv. 123
seldom liked
by students, 133.
Progi'amme for popular schools
impossible, iv. 78.
Progress,
Progress and
the
;

xviii.

323

described,

;

Proudhon,

xiv. 109.

Proverbs, and Tolstoy's authorship,

(Karatdev's),

Pryanlchnikov,

;

lead to well-being, 163; an
evil,
introduced into
167
China by means of powder
and cannon, 168; the Russian
believers and unbelievers in,
168 faith in, xiii. 13 has
not improved labourers' condition, xvii. 258
the end of
humanity not material, xxiii.
330; modern, at the price
of morality, xxiv. 98
and
cheapness of life, 99
and
;

;

;

;

;

;

slavery, 99.

Prokofi, ix. 43 xx. 416.
Pronka, iv. 249.
Proofs of the truth of the
teaching, xv. 3.
Property, chief characteristic
of men, iv. 389; xiv. 282;
;

evil,

evil, xvii.

396
318

;

;

the root of
defined, 321

Dukhobors admonished not
to have any, xxiii. 345.

Prophecy defined,

xxiii. 54.

viii.

68.

152

of Education, iv.
not necessary, 156
defined, 161; not a fact with
all humanity, 162
does not

profound

192;

iv.

wisdom

Definition
;

xxi,

14.

Prozorovski, vi. 141.
Prut, xii. 198.
Prydkhin, iii. 115.

an

so-

ciety, xxi. 443.

vi.

234

Vdsya,

;

X. 240.

Przazdziecki,

vi.

341.

Przebyszewski, v. 430.
Pseudo-Christianity
defined,
xvi. 186.
Psychics, xvi. 234.

Public lectures, a school without interference in education, iv. 143
their superiority over school, 144.
Public opinion, changing for
the better, xvii. 326 made
by women, 329
in the
;

;

;

hands of women, xviii. 489
distorted by violence, xx.
261 Christian, opposed to

;

;

maintains the
governments, 445
can be
overcome
by fearlessness
violence, 277

;

;

alone, 450.
Publican, parable of the, and
the Pharisee, xiv. 144.
Pugachev, viii. 447, xi. 395,
xvii. 242, xix. 504, xx. 225,
247, 321, xxii. 530, xxiii. 156,

xxiv. 132.

;;

;;

INDEX
Punishment, how a
affected by,

child is
200, 211
of

i.

;

pupils wrong,
effects

of,

238

the punisher,

236

iv.

;

reacts

;

162

evil

on

public, its effect upon the crowd,
vii. 257
of criminals, vii.
498 there are no, xiv. 339
vi.

;

;

;

a horrible blunder,
xvii. 15; wrong, xix. 180;
does not attain its purpose,
xxi. 472; increases crime,
capital,

xxii. 80.

Pushkin,

criticized, iv. 271
our freaky irritability, 345
not as fine as popular songs, 345
criticized,
xxii. 252
as viewed by the
masses, 312; see also, i, 450,
iii.
106; iv. 132, 171, 172,
flatters

;

;

;

262, 270, 344, xvii. 252, 391,
xxii. 301, xxiii. 293.
Pushkin, Vasili Lvovich, vii.
249.

Puvis

de

Chavannes,

xxii.

226, 253, 309.
Pyevtsov, xi. 301.
Pypin, XX. 22.
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Railways, and the labourers,
iv. 274
peasants opposed
to,
advantages of,
176;
xxiii. 326
work on the,
;

;

xxiv. 5.

Ramball,

vii.

Rameau,

vii.

518.
210.

Rdntsev, Emilya, xxii. 45.
Raphael, ix. 176, x. 357, 361,
xxii. 228, 251, 253, 307.

Rapp,

vii.

317.

Raskolnikov, xix. 354.
Ravaisson, xxii. 164.
Rdzin, Stenka, iii. 88,

xxii.

315, 530, xxiv. 113.

Razoumovsky, v. 95.
Reading, methods of teaching,
iv. 32, 42;
and education
not identical, 35 all methods good and bad, 51 new
methods a failure, 54 how
to teach Russian, 57; method
;

;

;

of teaching mechanical, 261
graded, 269 wrong methods
;

of instruction, 271.
Reality, our spiritual ego the
only, xvi. 413.
Reason defined, xiv. 25 is the
law according to which life
;

Pythagoreans, xix. 523.

Quakers and

non-resistance,
XX. 4 xxiii. 123, 306, 334.
Quarrels in marital life unavoidable, xviii. 344, 374.
Questions, xii. 183.
Quibbles, xix. 171.
;

is accomplished, xvi. 275
the voice of reason, now
stronger than faith, 404
given us to serve God, 440
and the animal life, 474
xix. 94; and love, 181; reiv
son and religion are identical, XX. 461
and faith.
Three Letters
on Reason,
Faith,
and Prayer, xxiii.
464 the only guide in faith,
;

Raca, explained,

xvi. 67.

Radishchev, xxii. 530.
Raevski, 1. 1., vii. 76 xix. 282.
Ragozhinski, Natdlya
Ivdn;

ovna, xxi. 459.
Ragozov, Ivdn Ivdnovich, xi.
391.

;

469

;

man's

faculty,

fundamental

xxiv. 81.
Recruiting scenes, xx. 313.
Redbeard, Ragnar, xxii. 314.

;

;

INDEX
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Redder, xxi. 133.
Redemption, absurdity of the

dogma, xiii. 244.
Redon, xxii. 226.
Red tape of governmental
offices,

X. 78.

from

Reestablishment

death

explained, xv. 176.
Reflection defined, xiv. 25.
Reforms proposed by Tolstoy,
To the Tsar and His Associates, xxiii. 479.
Refusal to do military service,
see Military service.
Regnier, xxii. 224.
Reid, xxii. 168.
Relations, that cannot be defined by law, iv. 87; between
the sexes, their two functions, xviii. 440.
Relics, straw-stuffed, of Kiev,
XV. 360.
earliest
Tolstoy's
Religion,
attitude toward, i. 20, 45,
the only lawful and
47
sensible basis of education,
;

115; compulsion in reeducation natural,
ligious
116 not the basis of educaan obfuscation, xii. 289
iv.

;

;

meaning of life,
and the question of

tion of the
xiii.
life,

57
81

;

;

xix.

78

and Morality, 517

;

;

Religion

not the

of superstitious fear,
517; an answer to the question of life, 520 an expression of man's relation to the
three relations
world, 520
defined, xx. 98;
of, 521;
resulting from three different life conceptions, 90
identical with reason. Reaand
son and Religion, 461
result

;

;

;

186 ; ancient, 365 ;
insufficiency of ancient, 366 ;
state, necessarily bad, xxiii.
art, xxii.

21
What Is Religion f xxi v.
77 various concepts of, 77
regarded useless by science,
79 an irremovable condition
Jewish, Greek,
of life, 82
;

;

;

;

;

and Brahmin concepts
83

of,

establishment of
man's relation to God, 83
stages in its development, 84
its fundamental property the
equality of man, 86 its degeneration, 87
and faith,
their
difference,
the
94
true, 117
defined, 119
its
truths are simple, 119; the
only salvation, 120. See also
the

;

;

;

;

;

;

Faith.
Religious,

comprehension not
xix.
con527

scientific,

;

sciousness, the basis of art,
xxii. 208;
an indicator
of progress, 291
doubts,
first instance of, i. 203
feeling, early, i. 144
instruc-

—

,

;

;

;

tion,

380

;

what it should be, xxiii.
On Religious Toleration,

299 there is no, toleration in Russia, 519.
Ren an, xiii. 187, xiv. and xv.
passim, xvi. 38, xvii. 330, xx.
xxiii.

;

50, 93, xxii. 145.

Renoir, xxii. 226.
Renunciation, difiicult, xv. 270;
in the sermon on the mount,
xvi. 10.

Repentance, illustrative story,
God Sees the Truth, but Does
Not Tell at Once, xii. 72 xvi.
113; must precede actions,
;

xvii. 293; illustrative legend,

The Repentant Sinner,

xvii.

;

;

385

INDEX
444; force of, The Power of
xix. 82,
Darkness, xviii. 83
170 illustrative story, Mas;

;

ter

and Workman, 423

xxiii.

;

57.

Repnin,

kingdom

the

God,

of

xv.

78.

Rhodes,

xxiii. 156.

Rich, the, heartlessness of, iii.
241 and the poor, xiv. 207
and the supper, 382; man
and Lazarus, parable of, 397
;

481.
Resistance, to evil defended by
conservative Christians and
V.

revolutionists, xvi.

atheistic

87; passive, xx. 229 punishment for passive, 231 to the
government, xxii. 539 passive, enjoined, xxiv. 66. See
also Non-resistance.
Resurrection, the, proves nothnot taught by
ing, XV. 354
Christ, xvi. 121 foreign to
the JevFS, 125 absurd, xix.
88 ; Resurrection, xxi. 3 ; and
see XV. 63, 176.
Reuss, xiv. 18 et passim.
Revelation, and the religions,
xi. 406; defined, xiv. 11;
not expressed in books, 13
XX. 378 not infallible, xxii.
483.
Reveries, i. 200, 257, 368, 397,
ii. 68, 75, 90, 213, 406, iii.
54.
See also Dreams.
Reville, A., xxiv. 83.
Revolution, defined, xvi. 220;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

does
xxii. 531
not change the existing order,
ineffective,

xxiii. 409.
Revolutionists,

;

be-

difference

;

man and of
enjoyment of,

economic ideas, xxiv.
See also Wealth.
Richard, Henry, xx. 128,

;

121.

Ristich-Kudzhitski, x. 424.
Robber, the, on the cross,
xvi. 4.

Robespierre, xix. 518, xx. 247.
Robinson Crusoe, iv. 262, 270.

Robinson, Sir, xvii. 117.
Rob Roy, i. 348.
Rod, E., XX. 160.
Rodbertus, xxiv. 27.
Rogozhinski, Ignuti Nikiforovich, xxi. 461.

XX. 49; analyzed, xxii. 19;
Letter to a Revolutionist, xxiii.
387; 521.
Revue des Revues, xx. 141, xxiii.

Roman, iii.
Romdshka,

iv.

is

no,

xiv.

and no
339

;

in

21.

Richet, XX. 351.
Ring of the Nibelung, contents
of the, xxii. 348.
Riots, how they are settled;
On the Street Riots,
XX. 286
xxiii. 500.
Rites, destruction of the, xiv.

x. 98.

Reward, there
punishment,

xvii.

;

Roland, ix.
Rolanddki,

43.

406

183;
thoughtlessness of, 184; life
of, in the country, 189: a
separate caste, xix. 242 life
of, xxiii.
197; their false

tween them and Christians,
xix. 120 and non-resistance,
;

riches,

of,

8.

412.
278.
Rosenkampf, vi. 242.

Rosenkranz,

i.

472

;

xxii. 161.

Rossi, x. 361, xxii. 281.
Rossini, xxii. 259.
Rostand, xxii. 238.

;

INDEX
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Rostopchln,

Sabbath

vi. 19.

Rostovs, the,

iv. 10, 159, 221, 355,
392, 423, xvii. 225, xLs.
138, 518, xxiv. 114.
Rozdnov, i. 297,
Rozovski, xxii. 23.
viii.

Rtlshchev,

95;

iii.

Mdrya

Evgenievna, ix. 334.
Rubens, X. 361.
Rudiments, methods of teaching the, iv. 32 defined, 34.
Ruge, Arnold, xxii. 161.
Rulers, see Government.
Rules, of life, i. 268 of action,
;

;

7.

Rumydntsev, v. 22.
Rural Messenger, xx. 384, 403.
Russia, her army disliked by
the Cossacks, ii. 101; her
condition as regards popular
education, iv. 26; and disarmament, xxiii. 153; and
its taxes, xxiv. 40.
Russian, peasants disliked by
alphabet
Cossacks, ii. 102
superior to any other, 57;
;

self-consciousness, vii. 64
personification of a,. in Karatdev,

66

viii.

;

masses

and

their destiny, x. 163; peasant
children, their superiority
over the German children,
xii. 281; the masses speak
Russian Wealth,
good, 281
XX. 509.
Ryabinin, Mikhdil Ignutich,
;

ix.

250.

Rybnikov, iv. 346.
Ryepnln, xxi. 141.
Ryezdn, Fedor, iii. 411.
Ryezunov, Fedor, x. 163.
Rylyeev,

Rzhdnov

132.
Fort, xvii. 24.

iv.

rejected

by

Christ,

xiv. 118.

v. 52.

Rousseau,

ii.

;

Sdblin,

109.

iii.

Sacred history, to be studied
from first 80-, iv. 54
teaching, 296, 307.

Sacraments,

criticized,

xiii.

374.

proof

Sacrifice

of

sincerity,

xvii. 417.

Sadducees, xv. 195, 204.
Sadko, xxi. 108.
St. Jerome, i. 172.
St. Pierre,

Bernardin

518.
Saintly fool,

i.

de, xix.

20.

Sdken, xxiii. 441.
Sakhutov, Sergyey Ivdnovich,
xviii. 188.

Sakya-Muni,

xiii.

38,

xxii.

232.

Salamdntov, xxi. 135.
Salisbui-y, XX. 225, 470, xxiii.

156.
Saltykov,
Salvation

31

vii.

xii.

;

Army,

236.

xix. 105, xs.

83.

Saradnov, xxi. 346.
Samdrin, xxiii. 303.
Sand, George, iv. 272.
Sdnin, Marie, xi. 283.
Sapronov, Demydn, xix. 283.
Sar Peladan, xxii. 167.

Sary-Azman,

125.

xii.

Silsha, X. 356, xviii. 163.

Sdshka .,

ii.

92

;

iii.

108.

Savage, xx. 50.
Savary, v. 421.
Savelich,

viii.

Sc-ivin, iv.

297.

307.

Sdvishna, vi. 54.
Savonarola, xx. 71.
Sav6ska, iv. 196.
Savostyunov, Andrey,

vii. 391..

; ;;

;;;;

INDEX
Sazonov,

ii. 384.
Schasler, xxii. 150 et passim.
Schelling, i. 221, viii. 342, xi.
365 xxii. 158.
Scherer, Auna Pdvlovna, v. 3
E., XX. 502.
;

Schiller,

xxii. 158,
306.
Schlegel, xxii. 159.

Schleiermacher,

Schmidt,

iv. 9,

228, 300,

265

xvii.

;

women,

for

xviii.

491.

Schopenhauer, xL 365,

xiii.

34,

67, xvi. 323, 348, xvii. 225,
303, xviii. 342, xix. 525, 535,
xxi. 413, xxii. 162.

Schoss, Luiza Ivdnovna, vi.
391.
Schubert, xxii. 303 ; Karl Bog-

dunych, see Bogddnych.

52.

244.
Schmitt, Eugen Heinrich, Letter
to, xxii. 525
xxiv. 62.
Schnasse, xxii. 163.
Schneider,
vii.
395 ;
253
Sdsha, xxii. 227.
Schools, scenes, i. 1, 185, 280
stupefy children, iv. 14 established for sake of teachers,
15 physical injury caused by
them, 17; pedagogical laboratories, 19
their purpose
defined, 20; why they have
grown worse, 20; of Marseilles, 21
of France, Switzerland, and Germany, 22;
popular, in Russia must dev.

;

;

;

;

;

velop

387

differently, 26
primary, their purpose in Russia, 41
popular, establishment of, 60 definition of,
67 boarding, criticized, 117
fashionable, criticized, 117
elementary, criticized, 120
gymnasiums criticized, 121
;

;

;

;

their non-interference in edu'
cation, 143
defined, 143
their aim transmission of
;

information, 136 The School
at Ydsnaya Polydna, 225
as
viewed by the peasants and
by the authorities, xii. 300
not in their buildings, 301
in the service of the rich,
;

;

Schultz, xxiii. 378.
Schulz, iii. 187.
Schumann, xxii. 305.
Schutz, xxii. 153.
Schwartz, viii. 410.

Schwarz,

xviii. 5.

Science, of education defined,

30 does not answer the
questions of life, xiii. 25
experimental, does not recognize the questions of life,
26 ; speculative, does not
answer the questions of life,
27 answer given by it as to
the meaning of life an ideniv.

;

;

its activity in Eu;
ridiculous, xvi. 107

51

tity,

rope

and
238

life,

227

;

not infallible,

249
views of the
ignorant
concerning life,
barren concept of life
251
;

false dii-ection of,

shares

gross

;

in

and

historical

political,

279 false, departs from the
study of life itself, 402 its
fallacy concerning money,
xvii. 100
its activity considered harmful by working
people, 214
emancipated
from labour, 221 cannot investigate facts only, 227
gives no answer to the question of life, 247
what science has advanced humanity,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;;;;

;

INDEX

;88
255

;

what

plished, 262

accom-

has

it

in the service

;

should
of the rich, 263
true,
serve the masses, 268
the highest,
defined, 272
;

;

;

cannot be
directed to the harm of men,
self-renunciation the
283
share of the men of, 285
does not
true, defined, 286
xix.
understand religion,
92 and moral activity, 145
profanation of, 179 cannot
establish any relation to the
world, 524; defined, 525;
holds wrong opinion conmiscerning religion, 529
conceptions of, concerning
religion, XX. 99
and art,
their relations, xxii. 333
teaches
definition of, 333
the immutability of the
existing order, 334 experi-

275

;

false,

277

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

deny the doctrine of
the future life, xvi. 247
delusion of the, 248
their
science pampers to the vul-

Scribes,

;

'

gar, 253
for their pergonal good, 257 xxiii. 463,
473 the learned, of our day,
xxiv. Ill the errors of the
;

;

;

;

modern, 112.
Sebastiani, viii. 119.
Security of life, its deception,
xvi. 167.
Sedmoryetski, vi. 142.
Seek ye the kingdom of God,
xvi. 436, 450, 471, 478, xxii.
126.
Segur, iv. 339.
Selenin, xxi. 398.
Self-help cure for social diseases, xvii. 171.
Self-renunciation,
ii.
238
taught by Christ, xvi. 132
xix. 94.

mental, discussing questions
the
of idle curiosity, 334
pride of, 336 true, 337 of
the future, its duty, 338
has departed from its true
indefiniteness of
path, 339
the concept, xxiii. 44 men
of, not different from priests,

i. 370.
Self -sacrifice, early instance of,
i. 218
the only happiness,
ii. 69
196 vi. 157.

superstitions of, 48
Tolstoy's idea about, misunderstood, 73
Preface to
Carpenter's Article " Modern

Semenov,

;

;

;

;

;

45

;

;

Self-restraint,

;

;

Semen,

;

317 xii. 330
481 ix. 148 xvii. 7
189; xix. 429; xxi
iii.

;

;

;

;

;

— Ivdnovich, xxi. 231.
i.

289

x.

;

69

;

396

;

xviii.

330;
S.

.,

his peasant stories, xx. 506.

Semka,

iv.

192

;

xvii.

456

xix. 442.
Seneca, xix. 528, xxii. 196.

Science" 105 false methods
105; superstitious faith
pretends to study
in, 106
what is
everything, 109
three methods of
true, 114
transmission,
their
365
good and harmful, 365
three kinds of, 379 applied,

Sentiments, interchange of, a
burden, xviii. 422.
Seredd,
Sevastydn, ii. 358;
Kirlll, xxii. 476.
Serega, iii; 270.
Serezha (Ivin), i. 81 ix. 106

criticized, xxiv. 108.

Serezhka,

;

of,

;

;

;

;

;

xvii. 48.
iv.

196.

;

;
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INDEX
Sergi,

Shapdshnikov,

88.

ii.

Sergyey Mikhdylych,

— Petrovich,

xii.

iii.

284;

184.

Sermon on the mount,
207

;

xvi. 9

;

xiv.

excluded from

Gospel teachings,
78 xxii. 124.
Serpukhovskoy, iv. 403

xx.

the

Sevastopol,

from

ii.

311

;

Sevastopol,

440.
Sexes,

x.

;

is

Recollections
xxiii.

33
be-

the, xviii. 488.

;

;

;

Kreutzer Sonata,

logue

to

4:19

not a necessity, 419

On

the

Relation between the
439; when they are
the highest manifestation of
life, 454; they secure the
possibility of fulfilling the
and the Gospel,
law, 459
redeemed only by
474
503.
childbirth, 502
Shaftesbury, xxii. 155.
Shakers, xviii. 459, xx. 40,
the

Sexes,

;

;

;

xxiii. 306.

Shakespeare,

iv. 160, ix. 176,
197, xvii. 282, xxii. 175
307.
falsely lauded, 252
Sham-shemagi, xii. 473.
Shame, cause of, in philanthropic work, xvii. 86.

xii.

;

;

Shamil,

i.

473.

xviii.

289

;

Iv^,n,

376.

Shcherbdtov,

51

viii.

;

Tikhon,

180.

Shcherbdtski, Aleksdndr Dmitrievich, x. 223 Nikoluy, ix.
47.

Shchetinin,
lovna.

Sexual relations, story dealing
with the. The Kreutzer Sonata, xviii. 307 abomination
after pregnancy
of the, 344
an abomination, 348 Epi;

xii.

;

who

misunderstanding

tween

Shcherbakov,

viii.

;

112.
Servant, greatest is he
a, to all, XV. 83.
Servian War, xi. 338.
Servyugin, ii. 340.
Sesldvin, viii. 152.

i. 282.
Shapov^,lov, viii. 101.
Shcheglov, xxi. 167.

Mdrya Pdv-

see

Shebek, xviii. 39.
Shenbok, xxi. 94.
Sheremetev, xix. 504.
Shevchenko, ii. 525.
Shevelev, Eflm Tardsych,

xii.

409.
Shinshin, V. 92.
Shirkin, iii. 271.

Shishkov,

59.

vii.

••

Shittoff, vi. 127.

Shkalik,

ii.

Shkarvan,

53.

xxiii. 317.

Shopov, Georgi, Three Letters
Concerning, xxiii. 486.
Shtdbel, xviii. 4.
Shtal, ix. 335.
Shubin, xviii. 290.
Shurdev, x. 163.

Shustakh,

88.

iii.

Shiistova, xxi. 270.

337 xii. 397.
Sidorenko, xx. 425.
Sidorov, V. 285; xxi. 211;
xx. 314.
Peter, iii. 341
Sienkiewicz, xviii. 497.
Sigonin, X. 69.
Sikorski, xx. 395.
Sidor, iv.

;

;

Simon, iii. 98.
Simonson, Vladimir Ivd,novich,
xxii. 9.

Simonych, xii. 244.
Simple life, compared with

life

;
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imposof ambition, ii. 233
sible for people corrupted by
;

Pierre's,
comforts, iv. 166
viu. 136.
Simplicity of expression essential in education, xii. 263.
Sin, Eroshka's definition of,
;

163 sins, xxii. 377
classithree kinds of, 380
fication of, 381 of lust, 381
of greed,
of idleness, 382
384; of love of power, 386;
of inof fornication, 387
toxication, 390; consequences of, 392. Struggle
the consecutivewith, 431
how to,
ness of the, 432
ii.

1.50,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of intoxication, 434
of lust,
438
441 of profit, 443 of power,
44.5
of fornication, 448.
in artistic
Sincerity, xix. 160
productions, XX. 506.
Singing in school, iv. 341.
Single Tax, see George, Henry.
Sinyavin, x. 333.
Sirin, Isadk, xxiii. 419.
Sisley, xxii. 226.
Skepticism, see Religious doubt.
Skobelev, xx. 451, xxiii. 40.
Skopin, xii. 216.
Skoi'odumov, x. 455.
Skovorodnikov, xxi. 384.
Skubllnski, xxiii. 395.
Skvortsov, ii. 442.
Slaughter houses described, xix.
399.
Slavery, defined, xvi. 156;
abolished in spite of the
church, 188 not abolished,
xvii. 155
cause of misforabolished by retune, 168
fusal to exploit labour, 169
of the labouring classes, xxiii.

433
of

;

;

idleness,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the labourers, its
181
causes, The Slavery of Our
Time, xxiv. 3 who the slaves
;

;

of our time are, 32 of the
working people, 33
abolished to give way to new
;

;

slavery, 34
what produces
modern, 35; of our time, what
it is due to, 43
of progress,
99. See also Enslavement.
Slyeptsov, ii. 511
xxiii. 521.
;

;

;

Slyxidin, ix. 318.

Smarclgdov,

Smoking,

337.

iv.

i.

300

;

most harm-

See also Intoxi-

ful, xix. 348.

cation.

Smyelkov, Ferapont, xxi. 50.
Snegirev, iv. 192, 273.
Snetkov, xi. 147.
Snowstorm, The, iii.

37

;

Workman,

Master and

in
xix.

423.
Social structure, our, bad, xvi.
41.
Socialism, criticized, xxiv. 133 ;
not consistent with love of
our neighbour, 152.
Socialists working for the intensification of oppression,
XX. 222.
Society, disgusting to Olenin,
ii. 262
life, infatuation with,
;

iii.

365

;

is

stupid, v. 42.

Sociology, criticized, xxiv. 105.
Socrates, and the questions of
his
xv. 371
life, xiii. 3
teaching, xvi. 104 xvii. 225,
280, 363, 384, xix. 376, 518,
xxii. 185,
194, 200, 313,
361, 368.
Socratic method criticized, iv.
326.
xxi.
S6fya Ivdnovna, i. 346
;

;

;

;

68.

;
;

;
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Sokolov,
xvii.

139

viii.

251

;

186

xi.

;

xviii. 9

;

xxi. 157

;

xxii. 503.
Soldiers, three

types of, in
Russia, ii. 482 tactfulness of
Russian, 523; their merriment, V. 191 who are the,
xxiii. 188
why people be;

;

;

come, 215
The
Memento, 265,

Soldiers'

;

Solger, xxii. 160.

Solomon,
of

life,

and

the

questions

xiii.

34

xvi.

;

113,

xvii. 280, xxii. 368.

Solon, xvii. 280.
Solovev, iv. 172
xvii. 378, 383.
Son, of comprehension, xiv.
;

38

—

47 xix. 80.
of
the words explained,
xiv. 20
xiv. 175, xxiii. 512.
of man, one with God,
;

God

—

is life,

;

;

;

xiii. 260
xiv. 114, 170, 175,
XV. 121; coming of the, 123;
is the light in which men
;

must walk,

xvi.

105

;

union

with the, 308.
Sonichka, i. 90.
Sonya, iii. 283
187.
Sophia, Peter
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Spence, Th.,xxiv. 159.
Spencer, Herbert, xvi. 195
criticized,
237; 249, 419,
xvii. 243, xviii. 442 ; and
Christianity, xix. 131
xx.
93, xxi. 22, 413, xxii. 148,
criticized, xxiv. 145.
168
Sperdnski, vi. 228.
Spinoza, xi. 365, xvii. 225, xix.
535, xxii. 361.
Spiridon Ivdnovich, xvii. 61.
Spirit, the, of the school, iv.
298; of the army, viii. 174;
;

;

defined, xiii. 132, xiv. 175
purification by the, 141 the
divine, in all men, 338
victory of the, XV. 326; birth
by the, xvi. 304 life of the,
xix. 152.
Spiritual, kinship, xiv. 370 life
and memoiy, xix. 81 being,
the, 341 ; being, birth of
the, xxii. 369
being, the,
born in man, 370.
Spiritualism, ix. 82; ridiculed
in The Fruits of Enlightenment, xviii. 187 xxi. 389.
Sponsor, xviii. 106.
Stael, Madame de, viii. 160.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I.'s

59

;

xii.

sister,

xix.

v.

504.
Sophie, V. 127.
Sophocles, xxii. 258.
Sorbier, vii. 308.
Sorokin, X. 479.
Sonntag, iv. 308.
Souza, vi. 97.
Sower, parable of the,
283; explained, 193.
Spaletti, xxii. 157.

Spanish-American War,

Stakhovich,

iv,

363

;

xxiii.

299.

Stankevich, xvii. 227.
Starikov, xxi. 50.
Stdrostin, iii. 414.
State, the superstition about
the, xvii. 150
objections to
the abolition of the, met, xx.
;

xiv.

destroyed by Christian242; Church and State,
xxiii. 11.
See also Government.

242

;

ity,

xxiii.

133.
Specialization in teaching not
good, iv. 148.

Stavi-opol,

ii.

96.

Stein, vii. 34.

Stepun, xxi. 134;

xxiii.

520;

;;

;
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— Arkddevich,

ix.

4

;

— Vas-

Stepdnych, xii. 450.
Stepka, ii. 178.
Sterne,

Suifering,

166.
Steshka, iii. 137; vi. 511.
Stevens, v. 46.
Stieglitz, xvii. 94.
Stiva, see Stepdn ArkMevich.
Strike, universal, xxiii. 512; a
military, 546.
Stockham, A. Stochham's TokolV.

ogy, xviii. 454,
499.
Stoicism, xvi. 104.

475

;

xx.

244

Stolypin,

vi.

296.

Sapho,

X. 99.
Story, Stories for Children, xii.
39 difference between, and
novel, XX. 526.
Storm on the lake, xiv. 372.

Stolz,

450.
agreeable

(Olenin

and the

gnats), ii. 193 the
inexplicability
of the, of
earthly existence, xvi. 383
the cause of, is the violation
of the law of the life of the
rational consciousness, 386 ;
the result of sin, 389 physi;

;

the necessary condition
of the life and good of man,
necessary, xix. 151
393
produces joy, 187
due to
disobedience of God, 506 in
consequence of contradictions of life, XX. 118; death,
xxiii. 539.
Suggestion the basis of education, xxiii. 361
its part in
human activity, xxiv. 86
its part in religion, 88
tercal,

;

xxii. 196.

;

;

of,

;

Stoics, their definition of life,
xvi.

Submission, disadvantages
XX. 188.
Sue, i. 385

Ilevich, xi. 161.

;

;

;

;

114

Stowe, Harriet Beecher, xxii.

rible eifect of religious,

300.
Strdtsev,
Strauch,
Strauss,

liberation
from religious,
only salvation, 116. See also

ii.

V.

215.
201.

Hypnotization.

David Friedrich, xiv.
passim ; and non-resistance,
xvi. 38

;

;

XX. 93.

Strauss, Richai'd,
253, 309, 330.
Stremov, X. 93.

Suicide, story of

Memoirs of

a.

a Marker, iii. 81 Polikushka,
in Anna Karenin, xi.
391
322 Levin near, 367 Tolstoy's thoughts of, xiii. 19
a way out, 43; thoughts of,
cured through faith, 69 as
;

;

xxii.

228,

Stroganov, V. 455 xii. 124.
Struggle for existence and
morality, xix. 537.
Stuck, xxii. 223, 253, 309.
Students, their life at the university destructive, iv. 136
in official careers, 139
protest of, XX. 392.
Study, children fond of, iv.
246.
Stundists, xxiii. 316.
;

;

;

;

;

Aaewed by pessimistic philosophy, xvi. 324
On Suicide,
;

xxiii. 460.

Sukhtelen,

v.

482.

Sully, xxii. 170.

Sully-Prud'homme,

xxii. 221.

Sulzer, xxii. 1.53.

Superficiality

the world,

i.

of the
76.

men

of

Superstition, the political, xvii.

;;

;
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of

;

48

science, xxiii.

525.

Supper,

parable of the, xiv.

380 bast, xv. 264.
Sushkov, ii. 336.
;

Suslikov,

Suvorov,

ii.

336.

Suyiik-su, ii. 201.
Sventitski, xi. 257.
Sviutich, xi. 195.

50, xxiv, 124.

Tacitus,

iv. 335.
Taglioni, xxii. 313.
Taine, xxii. 148, 166.
Talent defined, xx. 510.
Talents, parable of the, xiv.
333.

vii. 4.

248,

xvii.

293,

xix.

526.

ix.

Taoism,

481

its

v. 10.

14 ; xviii. 189.
degeneration, xxiv.

iii.

—

189 ;
Se326.
Tauzik, xii. 128.
Taxes, not to be paid, xv. 163
a means of enslavement, xvii.
144 refusal to pay, xx. 237 ;
levy of, not justified, xxiii.
207 their purpose, xxiv. 40
in Russia, 41.
See also Trib;

ute.

Tchertkoff, xxiii. 506.
Teacher (Kdrl Ivdnovich), described, i. 1
schools for the
sake of the, iv. 15 ; definition of a good, iv. 58
remuneration of a village, 75
meetings advocated, xii. 318
false, xvi. 245 ; a, is great if
he tells the truth, xxii. 482.
Teachership, Christian, xiii.
446.
Teaching, of life, no man can
live without it, xvi. 194
the
;

;

;

not

religious,

to

known even
249

philosophers,

;

The

Twelve Apos413.
of the
tles, xix.
world, cause of suffering,
xvi. 155
disastrous, 163
followed by all men, 196
xix. 23, 55
its evil effect

Teaching of

the

—

iv.

380;

vii.

172;

xix. 444.

Taraska, iv. 235 xii. 386.
Tarde, xxi. 107, 457, 461.
;

Tartars, i. 461, xii. 94, 124.
Tasso, xxii. 253, 307.
Tatdrinova, viii. 406.
Tatian, xvii. 397.

Tatlshchev,

i.

85.

xii.

;

;

upon Nekhlyudov,
Telegraphs

See also Lao-tse.
;

xviii.

menova,

Mdr-

;

Tante, ma,

Tards,

kovna),

198

xii.

(and

;

Syevernikov, xii. 200.
Syutdev, xvii. 78, 303, 391, xx.

88.

Makdrovna

;

of, iv. 22.

,

—

;

Sviyazhski, Nikoldy Ivdnovich,
X. 136.
Swedes, Letter to Certain, xxiii.
439.
Swear, thou shalt not, xiv. 241.
See also Oath.
Switzerland, iii. 231 ; schools

Talleyrand,

Tatydna Ivdnovna,

;

V. 160.

Talmud,

393

serving

xxi. 70.

only

the

believers in progress, iv. 168.
Telydnin, v. 207.
Telyegin, Misha, xxi. 134.
Temple, destruction of the external, xiv. 124.

Temporal power, see Power,
Government, State.
Temptation, Christ's, xiv. 86
of the city, xvii. 71.

;

;
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Tempter, the voice of the

flesh,

xiv. 77.

Critique

;

Theology, 93

94

resume

;

Dogmatic

of

obscurity of,
a de431

;

of,

;

ception, xiv. 6.
defined, xvii. 165.
Therapeutse, xix. 523,
Therese, x. 189.
Thiers, iv. 335, 339, v. 303,
186, viii. 123.

Theory

Thinking cause of

vii.

suffering,

ii.

in the way of the right
comprehension, xvi. 20.
Thomas Aquinas, iv. 160.
Thomas a Kempis, vi. 108, xx.

73.

Thoreau, xxi. 445,

xxii.

525,

xxiii. 208, 293, 462.

Thought, change of, must precede change of
feelings,
Tiele, xvi. 125, 195.

Tikhon, iv. 397 v. 151 xix.
483 xxi. 75 Zadonski, xx.
;

;

;

;

73, xxiii. 522.

Tikhonovna, xii. 239.
Timofey, iv. 194.
Timokhin, v. 186.
Tintoretto, X. 343.
Tlshka, xii. 402.
x. 21.

Titian, x. 361.

Tolbukhin, Mdrya Vasllevna,
xviii. 188.

Toll, vii. 62.

Topcheenko, vi. 183.
Topor6v, xxi. 433.
Tormasov, vii. 52, viii. 241.
Totleben,

ii.

Towianski,

401.

xxiii. 402.

Tradition, definition
102.
Trajan, xix. 9.

of,

xiii.

457.
Treasure,
282.

laying

u^)

of,

xiv.

Tredyakovski, xvii. 391.
Tregiibov, I. M., xxiii. 322.
Tribute, on, XV. 156.
See also
Taxes.
Trinity, impossible, xiii. 171
dogma of the, rejected, 189.
Troitski, XX. 42.
Trollope, xix. 377, xxiii. 293.
Tros6nko, ii. 512.
;

Trufonov, xviii. 31.
Trugoni, Luiza Kdrlovna,

xii.

235.

xxiii. 57.

;

491.
Tolstoyism, xxiii. 555.

;

Thohu

434

;

Transvaal War, the, xxiii. 154,
Who Is to Blame?
104, 207

316.

Tit, V.

V.

xxiii.

Terenti, viii. 299 ; x. 46.
Tertullian, xiii. 124, xx. 4, 71,
xxiii. 123.
Thackeray, xxiii. 293.
Theatre, description of a performance in a, xxii. 136.
Theology, the study of, xiii.

86

156
A,, xxii. 252,
-ii.
293; L.,
252;
Society of Manchester, xxiii.

Tolstdy,

Trukhachevski, xviii. 378.
Truth, the hero of Tolst6y's
stories, ii. 386
defined, iv.
220 Levin's love of, x. 314
Christ will live as, xv. 308
;

;

;

works

of, destroy the cohesion of the devil, xvi. 220;
in describing what ought to
is the teachbe, xvii. 357
ing itself, xix. 143 struggle
and personagainst, 152
ality, 168; defence of the,
183; new, is adopted all at
man free to
once, XX. 256
;

;

;

;

;

;
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the
the,
360
reveals the
364
one path, 365 defined, xxii.

Usdn, iv. 384.
Ushlnski, xii. 271.
Ustenka, ii. 157.

199.

Ustyiishka,

recognize

;

classes of,

;

;

Tuchkov, vii. 285.
Turbin, Fedor, iii. 107.
Turenne, vii. 28.
Turgenev, iv. 171, xvii. 252,
XX. 506, 509, xxi. 68, xxii.
209, 280, 505, xxiv. 110.

Turka, i. 28.
Turovtsyn, X. 223.
Tushin, V. 281.
Tushkevich, ix. 209.
Tutolmin, viii. 119.
Tverskoy, Elizaveta Fedorovna
(Betsy), ix. 275.

Tyndal,
Tyiirik,

Ulltka,

ii.

Vagrants,

see Poor.
Vainglory, a characteristic of
men of the upper classes,
xviii. 389.

Valdkhin, i. 90.
Valuev, vi. 19.
Vanity, among military men,
ii. 337
of authors, xiii. 12.
Vdnka, xii. 397 xviii. 311.
Vdnya, ii. 4 iii. 377 xii. 41
;

;

xvii. 28.

Vanyilsha,

Tyvitchev, xxiii. 293.
Tyutkin, xi. 321.
ii.

vi.

23.

;

84.

Ugrovich,

153.

;

xvii. 282.
iii.

iii.

Uvdrka, vi. 350.
Uv^rov, Fedor Petrovich,

84

ii.

;

ix. 142.

Vanukha, xx. 317.
Van-der-Veer, xxii. 489.
Varvdra, x. 471
Dmitrievna,
i. 329
Uinichna, i. 80.

353.

107.

;

Union, with God, xix. 123 of
men possible only in the
xxiii. 542.
truth, XX. 351
United States, see America.
University, examinations for
not
entrance, i. 283, 414
monstrous,
free, iv.
112
114; arraigned, 119, 122;
compulsion criticized, 124
not needed by working students, 135; its corrupting
' influence,
trains men
135
for society, not mankind,
137; culture absurd, 137;
education not practical, 138
a school with interference
;

;

;

;

;

;

in education, 143.
Unnaturalness of men of society, ii. 265.
Urusov, vi. 257; S. S., xxiii. 441.

;

—

—

Vdrenka, i. 345 ix. 336.
Vargushov, xxi. 541.
;

Vasilchikov, x. 156.
Vasllev, ii. 91
xi. 109
xxi.
233.
Vasili, i. 141; iii. 44; 414; v.
3; ix. 241; x. 214; xvii.
175
Dmitrich, iii. 266
Igndtich, vi. 24;
Kdrlych, xxi. 299;
Leonidych,
;

;

—

—

;

xviii.

438

;

—

187

;

—
— Lukich,

— Mikhiiylovich,

Vasllich,

vii.

ii.

;

x.

411.

437.

Vdsin, ii. 454.
Vdska, iv. 365; viii. 299; x.
22 99 xxiii. 179.
Vasnetsov, xxiii. 280.
V%a, ii. 4 xviii. 363 481.
;

;

;

Vasyiik, xxii. 106.
Vatkovski, x. 427.

;

;
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Vavllo,

iv.

248.

Vedas, xix. 80

;

hymns

of the,

highest art, xxii. 232,
Vegetarianism, article on, The
First Step, xix. 367.

Velenchuk,

ii.

Vereshchdgin,

vii.

Vergil, iv. 6.
Verigin, P. V.,

419.

132.

Two

Leader of

Letters

to

Dukhobors,

the

Virgins and the lamps, parable
of the, XV. 118.

Virtue according to pagan and

Verlaine, xxi. 216, xxii. 219,
2.53, 313.
Verne, Jules, xvii. 258.
Veron, xxii. 151, 166.
Veselovski, iv. 68
Vdsenka,
;

X. 30.

Vence, xiv. 18.
v.

;

;

xxiii. 322.

Vignesse,

governmental, not destroyed
by external means, 539
rejected,
xxiv.
always
3
used by those who possess
things, 54
has no justification, 56; why the majority
submits to, 59
in every
shape to be renounced, 71
ancient means of opposing,
;

479.
A^enden, ix. 204.
Venevski, x. 105.

the

;

336.

Villier de i'lsle,

Adam,

xxii.

228.

Christian concepts, xix. 370.
Vischer, Theodor, xxii. 161.
Vita Internazionale, xxiii. 119.

Vladimir, xxii. 188.
Viang, ii. 441.
Vldseva, ix. 215.
VLisevna, xii. 244.
Vldsov, A. v., his prototype
given, xxii. 87
Letter to,
;

xxiii. 447.

Villiers, V. 421.

Vinci, xxii. 228.
Vinet, xiii. 334, xxi. 413.
Vineyard, parable of the, xv.

Vodovozov, iv. 273
Voeykov, iv. 401.
Vogel,

vi.

;

293, 316.

385.

Vogue, XX. 50, 166, 401,

xxii.

315.

91.

Vinnikov, xviii. 4.
Vinovski, Peter Ilich, xi. 211.
Violence, in causing child to

comprehend

like his teacher,

iv. 46
prohibited by Christ
even against oneself, xviii.
456; no longer considered
;

good, XX. 197; exercised by
the bad, 250 distorts public
opinion, 261; does not subjugate other nations, 263;
prerogatives gained through,
294 and love incompatible,
xxiii. 388
breeds violence,
500; harmfulness of, 527;
and educated people, 538
;

;

;

Voguls, xxii. 282.
Volapiik, xvi. 232, 234.
xxii. 174.
Volkonski,
Peter
Mikhdylovich, V. 454.
Volodinka, M., xiii. 3.
Vol6dya, i. 1 ii. 408.
Voltaire, viii. 443, xiii. 4, 96,
xix. 241, 518, xxi. 413, xxii.
156, 234, xxiv. 92, 114.
\^orchik, ii. 305.
Vorkiiev, Ivdn Petrdvich, xi.
219.
Vorobev, xxi. 376.

^1,

;

Vorontsov, iii. 8.
Voronzoff, xxi. 280.

;; ;

;;
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Vdytov, xi, 301.
Vrede, X. 95.
Vronski, Aleksdndr,

Aleksyey
sha), 63

;
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abolition of, xxii. 496

;

;

ix.

303

Kirlllovich (AleKirill Ivdnovich, 63.

Vydzemski, vi. 19.
Vyazmitinov, Sergyey

service. Soldier.

uz

-

raich, V. 343.

Way,

the

narrow,

xiv.

v. 64.

the

Way

Out

?

291

Where

the, out, XX. 371;

Vyera (Rostov),

;

horror of, xxiii. 39
Two
Wars, 133; causes of, 457.
See also Arbitration, Battle,
Hague Conference, Military

Is

xxiii. 179.

Wealth, shame

Wages

not essential to Russian
peasants, iv. 175.

Wagner,

criticized,

xi.

205,

of, i. 157; rouses
Tolstoy's ire, iii.
234; a
crime, xvii. 15 true, only in
the country, 70
passing
from the producer to the
;

;

xvii. 282, xxii.
254
215, 228, 240, 253, 259, 305,
309, 330.
Walter, xxii. 152, 197.
Wanderers, xxiii. 316.
War, story. The Incursion, L
461; not appi'oved of, 477;
scene, in The Cossacks, ii.

xxii.

;

292; stories, Sevastopol, 311;
The Cutting of the Forest, 477;
Meeting of a Moscow Acquaintance at the Front,

3
ridiculed, 256
not necessary, iv. 113
of 1812, 327
War and Peace, v. 3 vi^omen
do not wish for, 37 decried,
149; terrible, 239; the result of numberless causes,
vii. 3 of 1812, 3 how looked
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In 1903, the seventy-fifth year of L. N. Tolstoy's life,
there were published in Eussia two bibliographical works
dealing with the popularity of the great Eussian author.
The first, Count L. N. Tolstoy as a Universal Author,
and the Diffusion of His Works in Russia and Abroad,
published in St. Petersburg by P. D. Draganov, Assistant
Librarian of the Imperial Public Library, claims to be
only an extract from a larger work to be published in the
future, which will treat of the translations of Tolstoy into
forty-five languages.
The second. Count L. Tolstoy in
Literature and Art.
Thorough Bibliographical Index

A

Russian and the Foreign Literatures concerning
Count L. N. Tolstoy, by Yuri Bitovt (Moscow), which
apparently intends to be complete, gives in all 4,002
numbers. This latter work, though interesting as regards
the information given from Eussian sources, is very far
from being either exact or complete. Thus, instead of
the nearly 250 numbers of German works and articles on
Tolstoy and his works, collected by me, only twenty are
given ; a large number of translations into English, which
have appeared in periodicals and cheap editions, are not
mentioned; many translations into Slovak and Judeoto

the

German

personally

known

to
403

me

are

unknown

to the
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author.

now

it

From

these facts

would not be

it

may

difficult to

be assumed that even
bring together ten thou-

sand numbers, if not much more.
But even with the insufficient material at hand it is
possible to establish certain important and curious points
in the popularity of the greatest Eussian prose writer.
He has been translated into all the hterary languages of
Europe, including Karelian, Esthonian, Lettish, Lithuanian, Turkish, and Georgian.
Some of his works are to
be found in Arabic, Sart, Kazano-Tartar, Perso-Tartar, Cheremis, Chinese, Japanese, Armenian, Hebrew, JudeoGerman, and even Esperanto. The English language

leads in the

number

of separate pieces translated

:

though

only 262 are given by Bitovt, it may safely be assumed
that there are more than three hundred of them.
Up to the year 1900 there appeared 304 separate
pieces, either complete editions, or whole works, or separate articles, in Eussia alone, most of these in St. Petersburg and Moscow. Of the eighteen so-called complete
editions, sixteen have been published in Moscow.
These
Eussian pubhcations contain all the early productions
fairly complete, and, since 1880, only a few of the later
works, nearly all of them curtailed and corrupted by the
censor.
The uncensored works frequently coursed in
Eussia in lithographic copies and found their way abroad,
where the best texts, though not always reliable, were
published by M. Elpidin in Carouge-Geneve since 1896
correct texts have been printed in England, at first in
London and later in Christchurch, by Vladimir Chertkdv
;

(Tchertkoff), Tolstoy's foreign representative.

pubhshed abroad comprise more than half

The works

of all of Tol-

stoy's writings.

The present collection of works on Tolstdy, in English,
German, and French, is fairly complete for the first two,
so for the French, as the bibhographies in that
language are very unsatisfactory.
Eeaders are requested
less

BIBLIOGRAPHY
to
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communicate to the translator any omissions they

may

observe.
I.

M. R.
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THE

Ein>.

ERRATA'
Vol. IV., p. 41, 1. 16, change "psaltery" to "psalter."
Vol. IV., p. 221, 1. 24, change " gives " to " give."
Vol. IV., p. 303, 1. 36, change " goslings " to " kids."
Vol. IV., p. 304, 1. 1, change " goslings" to "kids."
Vol. IV., p. 336, 1. 2, change " Medans " to " Medes."
Vol. v., p. 148, 1. 1, change " one but the last" to "last but
one."
Vol. VII., p. 204, 1. 8, change "princes " to " prince."
Vol. XIX., p. 110, the last sentence in par. 7 to read, " They
are catching fire," etc.
Vol. XIX., p. Ill, 1. 4 in par. 9, change "sui-ely renders" to
" surrenders."
Vol. XIX., p. 185, 1. 2 in par. 8, change " question " to " life."
Vol. XIX., p. 243, 1. 5, add " while" before " the proprietors."

Errata in proper names are corrected in the index.
lEeaders are requested to communicate to the translator any
errata they

may

notice.
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